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PREFACE

In September of 1967, the author became the director of the
Health Services Mobility Study, a project funded by the Office of Eco-

nomic Opportunity. The grant carried the charge that the project-in-
vestigate the impediment) to upward occupational mobility in New York
City Municipal Hospitals and that it suggest means of overcoming ob-
stacles to such mobility. It was a one-year grant.

Ten years later, the Health Servi:es Mobility Study (HSMS) is

ending its research and development activiti's. During that time, HSMS

examined the occupational structure of New York City Municipal Hospitals
and investigated the problems of skill shortages and credentialing.l It

then undertook to design a method to promote occupational mobility by
tying job requirements to curriculum design 4n a single system.

HSMS developed, field tested, and applied a new task analysis

method to analyze work and design job ladders. It produced a method of

curriculum design using task data that also makes it possible to design
educational ladders to parallel job ladders. The HSMS method can be

used to make job structures and curricula responsive to quality standards

and the needs of consumers.

HSMS has made theoretical contributions to the fields of job
analysis, curriculum development, and occupational testing. It has

helped to promote the concepts of upward occupational and educational
mobility, and has developed a design for a safe practice, quality assur-

ance program in diagnostic radiology.

The HSMS method was pilot-tested in an ambulatory care com-

munity health center. It was given a full-scale application in diag-

nostic radiology. An abbreviated version of the method was applied to
the technologist, technician and aide functions in radiation therapy

and diagnostic ultrasound. A curriculum has been developed covering
the aide, technician, and technologist levels in diagnostic radiology.

Although these applications have been in health services
occupations, all of the components of the method are generic and can

be applied to any work activity in any industry.

1 Eleanor Gilpatrick and Paul Corliss, The Occupational Structure of New

York City Municipal Hospitals, New York: Health Services Mobility

Study and/or Praeger Publishers (Research Report No. 2), 1970.

iv
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Now the time has come to share the method so that it can be
used by others. This research report offers all the components of the
HSMS method of task analysis, job ladder design, and curriculum devel-
opment for use as a system or in part. It is offered to any institu-
tion that wishes to expend time and resources to rationally structure
work, utilize its labor force, evaluate its work performance, develop
job ladders, design job-related education, or create work-related test
instruments. This material is reported as follows:

Research THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY METHOD
Rpt. No. 11 OF TASK ANALYSIS AND CURRICULUM DESIGN.

Vol. 1 Basic Tools: The Concepts, Task Identification,
Skill Scales and Knowledge System.

Vol. 2 Writing Task Descriptions and Scaling
Tasks for Skills and Knowledge: A Manual.

(Also contains an abbreviated version of the task
description method.)

Vol. 3 Using the Computer to Develop Job Ladders.

(Includes technical material, computer programs,
scholarly review, and a mini-manual for performance
evaluation.)

Vol. 4 Developing Curriculum Objectives from Task
Data: A Manual.

The reader is directed to other HSMS documents for additional
information not contained in Research Report No. 11 as follows:

Technical HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY FINAL REPORT
Rpt. No. 11 FOR THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1967 THROUGH MARCH 1972.

(Contains a review of the literature in task analysis
and the derivation of the HSMS task analysis method.)

Working THE DESIGN OF CURRICULUM GUIDELINES FOR EDUCATIONAL LADDERS
Paper No. 11 USING TASK DATA.

(Earlier version of HSMS curriculum design method. Con-
tains a review of the literature in occupational curriculum
design and behavioral objectives, and other related ma-
terial.)

6
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Research
Rpt. No. 7

Vol. 1

TASK DESCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY.

Medical Tasks: What the Radiologist Does.

Vol. 2 Radiologic Technologist Tasks Dealing With Patient
Procedures.

Vol. 3 Machine-Related, Patient Care and Administrative Tasks:
Wbat Radiologists, Technologists, Nurses, and Physicists
Do To Run Things and Look After Patients and Equipment.

Vol. 4 Index of Tasks by Code Number and Extended Name.

Research USING TASK DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY.
Rpt. No. 8
Vol. 1 Job Ladders: Assigning Tasks to Jobs.

Vol. 2 Curriculum Objectives for Radiologic Technology.

Research THE TECHNOLOGIST FUNCTION IN FIELDS RELATED TO RADIOLOGY:
Rpt. No. 9 TASKS IN RADIATION THERAPY AND DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND.

Research RELATING TECHNOLOGIST TASKS IN DIAGNOSTIC
Rpt. No. 10 RADIOLOGY, ULTRASOUND AND RADIATION THERAPY.

Working USING TASK DATA FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND
Paper No. 12 PROFICIENCY TESTING. (tentative title)

(Theory of criterion-referenced and norm-referenced
testing; use of task data as inputs to testing. The
HSMS theoretical document on occupational proficiency
tests and issues of validity.)
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CHAPTER 1

HSMS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTION

This third volume of Research Report No. 11 is a manual for

using HSMS task data to design job structures and job ladders; it also

describes the use of task data for institutional performance evaluation

and manpower planning.

The four volumes of this report present the entire HSMS task

analysis and curriculum design system. Volume 1 contains the HSMS skill

and knowledge scales and the HSMS Knowledge Classification System. It

is the companion document to Volume 2, which describes the work carried

out by the director of a task analysis project and its job analysts and

covers task identification, task description, skill scaling, and knowl-

edge identification and scaling. Volume 4 presents the HSMS curriculum

design method.

ABOUT VOLUME 3

This volume describes how HSMS uses computer-based statisti-

cal procedures to design job structures and job ladders. It presents

the HSMS computer programs and describes how to use them to group tasks,

arrange them into jobs and job ladders, and how to use the results for

performance evaluation and manpower planning.

Chapter 1 is a manual for coding and preparing the HSMS task

data for computer-based analysis. Chapter 2 describes how to use HSMS

task data and computer programs to group tasks into interrelated fami-
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lies and hierarchies of tasks. Chapter 3 describes how to assign tasks

to job levels, job structures, and job ladders.

Chapter 4 indicates how the analytic results can be used by

an individual institution or department to make rational use of man-

power, restructure jobs, assign tasks to jobs and titles at various

levels, provide upward mobility, and/or evaluate task performance.

The five HSMS computer programs are presented in Appendixes

B through F, along with instructions for their use. Appendix A pre-

sents a brief history of the HSMS analytic i-istruments, covering data

on the definition of task, the HSHS scales, and the Knowledge Classi-

fication System. Appendix C is a scholars' review of the HSMS method.

CODING AND KEYPUNCHING

When the HSMS tasks have been identified, described, scaled

for skill and knowledge requirements, reviewed, and approved, the final

data forms are ready for coding and data processing. The task identi-

fication data appear on HSMS Task Description Sheets or Task Identifi-

cation Summary Sheets. The skill scale data appear on HSMS Skill Scal-

ing Sheets, and the knowledge category and scale data appear on HSMS

Knowledge Identification Sheets. The data must then be transferred to

punched computer cards. This is done by use of code sheets which re-

present the columns on computer cards. This section describes the code

sheets and how they are used.

1-2
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Overview

Each task which is to enter the data base is a basic unit

for purposes of statistical analysis. Each is uniquely identified by

its Code Number. All data cards for a given task must include the

task's Code Number.

To facilitate information retrieval, we made it possible

to identify a task by several criteria such as job title, institution,

department, task frequency, and an abbreviated name. The latter makes

it possible to easily interpret data listings and the analytic results

which appear on computer print-outs. Each data card contains a fixed

number of columns set aside for identification purposes; but only the

first card includes the abbreviated task name.

The skill scale data poser no special problem. With sixteen

skill scale values to record for each task, we decided that the second

data card for a task would have a fixed format in which a specific two-

column field would be assigned to each skill scale, and scale values

would be punched excluding the decimal points. Thus, a task's scale

value for a skill can be determined by the numbers punched in given

columns on the card.

In the case of the knowledge categories, no such fixed as-

signment of category to column could be made because of the vast num-

ber of knowledge categories in the System. Even if we could know in

advance which categories would be involved in each "run," a fixed col-

1-3
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umn assignment for each category would require hundreds of cards and

thousands of zero punches, since most categories are not needed for

most tasks. A new format would be needed for each run. This problem

was solved by the decision to use a format for knowledge data in

which eight columns are assigned for entry of a knowledge category's

code number, followed by two columns in which tc enter the scale value.

For any given task there as many knowledge data cards as are needed to

cover all the knowledge categories it requires at non-zero values.

Each task's first data card tells the computer how many other data

cards to expect for the given task.

Thus, any task must have at least two data cards. Tasks

that require no knowledge categories above zero on the knowledge scale

have only two cards. All other tasks have as many data cards as are

required to record all the scale value data. The data cards for each

task are numbered TOO, T01, T02, and so on; each contains the Task Code

Number, any optional identification Information selected, and the data

that the particular card has been designed to carry.

Figure 1 presents the HSMS TOO code sheet for a task. There

are four banks which together represent the 80 columns of a computer

card. The first line of each bank gives the column numbers. The second

line indicates the column designations, i.e., the instructions to the

coder on what to enter on the third line. The third line is what the

keypunch operator punches, based on what has been entered by the coder.

Columns 1, 2, and 3 represent the card number for the given

task. A is always punched in column 1 to designate (T)ask data.

1-4
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Figure 1. HSMS CARD TOO SHEET: SUMMARY CARD

Col.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Con-

tent

Task

Card

Data

Number Task I ntification Number
Job Title Code Insti

tutio

Code

Performer Code

Co.e
T 0

Col.

No. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Con-

tent

Department
Code

Shift
Code

Type
of

Task

Task
Fre-

quency

Number
Cards
Follow

of
to Alpha - Numeric Name of Task

Code

ol.
0. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 1 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

on
tent

(Atbreviated Version) id Columns 32 to 78

, .

ol.

o. 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

on-
ent

111111111r

ode

Pl.) Indicates blank.

14
Coded by: Checked by
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This distinguishes the task data cards from other cards. Columns 5

through 27 are identical for a given task on all its cards. The

task's Code (Identification) Number is always punched in columns 5

through 10, right justified in the field. Columns 12 through 27 con-

tain optional data which are not needed for statistical analysis. HSMS

enters an "N" in column 25 to designate a task that has been reviewed

and is now in "normative" final form.

Columns 29 to 80 are unique to card TOO. Columns 29 and 30

are coded after all the skill and knowledge scale values have been

coded. The number entered tells the computer how many cards are to

follow for the task. The figure corresponds to the number of the last

knowledge card for the task.

Figure 2 is the code sheet for the TO1 card; it is designed

to include all the skill scale data for a task. There are column de-

signations for all 16 skill scales. If a task has been scaled at zero

for a skill, Leroes should be codee and punched in the columns assigned

to the skill.

Figure 3 is the code sheet for all the knowledge data cards

for the tasks. Columns 2 and 3 are coded in numerical order as the

code sheets are filled out, beginning with T02. There is room for data

for four knowledge categories per card. The coder enters a knowledge

category's own 8-digit code number; this is followed by the nonzero

scale value for the category (omitting the decimal point) in the two

columns designated.
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Figure 2. HSMS CARD TO1 SHEET: SKILL SCALES

Col.

No. 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Con-

tent

Task

Card

Data

Number T sk I ntification Number
y Joh Title Code Insti-

tution

Code

/

Perf.rmer ode

Code
T 0 1 1

Col.

No. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Con-

tent

Depar
Code

ment Shifty
Code4 Type

of

Task

Task
Fre-

quency

V 1411,r Scale

Locomction

2 cale

bjec.

ipul.

3

Ma-
ion

11,Scale
Guidirg

Stee

4

or

ing

Lde Adih. kel..
Col.

No. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Con-

tent

Scale

Humar

teraction

5

In- Y Scale

Leadership

6 V Scale
Oral

of La

7

Use

guage

V
A
Prr.

Scale
Read

of L

8

g Use
guageA

Scal.

Writ.en
of L.

9

Use

guage

V
Scale

Decision
Mk: Nethods

10

\

Scale
Decision

Mk:Quality

11

Code

Col.
kyo.

Con-

tent

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

Scale

Figural
Skills

12 1111r

41111

Scale

Symbolic

Skills

13 lir Scale
Taxonomic

Ski

14

c

ls

Scal

Impli

Ski.:Is

15

ative
Scale

Finanzial
Error

16

Cons.

Scale

Cons.

Err.

17

of

mans

Cade 10"40 111

.

(X] Indicates blank.

C 17
Coded by: Checked by.
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Figure 3. HSMS CARD T02 (Or Higher) SHEET: KNOWLEDGE

Col.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Insti V
tutioaA Code A

Perf rmer rode
Con-
tent

Task

Card

Data

Number 111FrA Task Identification Number A
Job Title Code

SAS
T

F 411 111 III 11111 MB Ili 111 laInWM
Col.

No. 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Con-
tent

Depar:ment
Code

Shift-
CodeA Type

of

Task

lir

A
Task

Fre-
uenc

lir Know

ID N

dge

ber (81

Classification

digits)

System

PiScale

Scale
alue

18

Code 0 ei III 111111 K
Knowledge Categories Must Be Entered In Numerical Order

Col.

No. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

tent

',TVAA.
owled e Classifications

ID N tuber 8 digits)

System

>

Scat=
Valu

Scat= 18

Know

ID N

dge

Ilber

Class'

(8 digits)

N riV4Il I NI 1111 1 I MI I II I I I I I III EV
AgiallSibb.

61.
No. 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

Con-
tent

fication system
)

Scale
Value
Scale 18

//Knowledge

ID Nutber (3

Classification System scale
alueWdigi s) scale 18

Code 41*
(X) Indicates blank.

1:9
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The knowledge category columns must be filled out in order

with no blank fields left until after the last knowledge category. This

is because the HSMS "MATRIX" program reads a blank knowledge field as

the end of the information for the particular task.
1

The code sheets must be carefully checked at least once by

someone other than the original coder. This is especially important in

the case of the 8-digit knowledge category codes.

The Use of A Code Book

The code sheets are designed to be self-explanatory. A

coder should be able to fill out each sheet by referring to a task's

data sheets. However, the organization carrying out task analysis may

wish to maintain a Code Book to cover the task data collected. In ad-

dition to a listing of task names and code numbers, the user may wish

to code job titles, performer, ,:nnartments, and/or shifts. If the user

is part of a central office or a consortium arrangement, it may be nec-

essary to give each individual institution a code number.

1

The following are rules for assigning code numbers:

1. Code numbers are assigned in consecutive order as
new information is entered.

2. Each task, regardless of performer or institution,
will have been assigned a unique Task Code Number.
All overlap tasks should have the same Task Code
Number. (The data for a given task enter HSMS sta-

This means that if any categories ar.! to be deleted after keypunching,
this cannot be done merely by erasing; the data. Any category that is
eliminated must be replaced. It is easiest to replace the eliminated
category by the last one entered on the last card, and then erasing
the last entry. If an entire card is eliminated, the count in columns
29-30 on card TOO must be changed.

1-9
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tistical analysis only once; i.e., a code number

is included only once.)

3. Each job title, regardless of department or institu-
tion, is assigned a unique job title code number.
All titles which are the same will have the same
title code number.

4. Each institution is assigned a unique institution

code number.

5. Each department name, regardless of institution, is

assigned a unique department code number. All de-

partment names which are the same will have the

same department code number.

6. Performers are assigned code numbers separately for
each institution, starting from 001 in each case.
A performer's code is preceded by the institution's

code, and so a unique number results.

7. Coding for all cards: Identification Information.

Columns Code Instructions

1 T Always a T to designate task data.

1-2 00 to 99 Card number as appropriate.

5-10 000001 to Task Code (Identification) Number. Right

999999 justify in field.

12-14 001 to 999 Job Title Code. Optional. Right justify.

16 1 to 9 Institutional Code. Optional.

18-20 001 to 999 Performer Code. Optional. Right justify.

21-22 01 to 99 Department Code. Optional. Right justify.

23 1 to 9 Shift Code. Optional.

25

27

80

Type of task as per designations used for_
analysis. HSMS uses "N" for normative

tasks. Optional.

Frequency scale value for given performer

or job title. Optional.

Special designation. Optional.

1-10
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8. Coding unique to Card TOO: Identification of task and card.

Columns Code Instructions

29-30 01 to 99 Number of cards to folloT Card TO1 is 01;
add all the cards needed for all the knowl-
edge categories (4 to a card), from T02, on.
Same as columns 2-3 on the task's last card.
Right Justify.

32-78 Abbreviated name of the task. Use words and
abbreviations that unambiguously refer to
the task's abbreviated task name on the Task
Description Sheet or Summary Sheet.

9. Coding unique to Card T01: Skill Scales.
2

Columns Skill Scale

32-33 Scale value for Locomotion (Scale 2).

35-36 Scale value for Object Manipulation (Scale 3).

38-39 Scale x'alue for Guiding or Steering (Scale 4).

41-42 Scale value for Human Interaction (Scale 5).

44-45 Scale value for Leadership (Scale 6).

47-48 Scale value for Oral Use of a Relevant Language (Scale 7).

50-51 Scale value for Reading Use of a Relevant Language (Scale 8).

53-54 Scale value for Written use of a Relevant Language (Scale 9).

56-57 Scale value for Decision Making on Methods (Scale' 10).

59-60 Scale value for Decision Making on Quality (Scale 11).

62-63 Scale value for Figural Skills (Scale 12).

65-66 Scale value for Symbolic Skills (Scale 13).

68-69 Scale value for Taxonomic Skills (Scale 14).

71-72 Scale value for Implicative Skills (Scale 15).

74-75 Scale value for Financial Consequences of Error (Scale 16).

77-78 Scale value for Consequences of Error to Humans (Scale 17).

2
Code scale value for each skill scale without decimal point in the two-

column field designated. Code all zeroes; code a zero scale value as 00.



10. Coding unique to Card T02 and Higher: Knowledge Data.

Columns Code Instructions

30-37

39-40

8-digit code First Knowledge Classification System cate-
gory code.

Nonzero scale value for Levels of Knowledge

(Scale 18) for preceding category, without

decimal.

43-50 8-digit code Next Knowledge Classification System cate-
gory code.

52-53 Nonzero scale value for Levels of Knowledge
(Scale 18) for preceding category, without

decimal.

56-63 8-digit code Next Knowledge Classification System cate-

gory code.

65-66 Nonzero scale value for Levels of Knowledge
(Scale 1S) for preceding category, without
decimal.

69-76 8-digit code Next Knowledge Classification System cate-

gory code.

78-79 Nonzero scale value for Levels of Knowledge

(Scale 18) for preceding category, without

decimal.

Keypunching

It is most efficient to arrange the code sheets in three groups:

1. A set of TOO sheets in numerical order by Task Code

Number.

2. A set of TO1 sheets in numerical order by Task Code

Number.

3. A set of T02 and higher sheets in numerical order by

Task Code Number, and within that, in numerical order

by Code Number.
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This arrangement makes it possible to use drum set-ups for

keypunching, and provides listings which can be inspected visually for

illegal punches in blank fields. The cards should be keypunched, veri-

fied, and listed. They should then be proofed against the original data

sheets. This provides a double check against errors picked up in coding.

Once this is done, the task data card decks should be struc-

tured so that the cards appear in numerical order by Task Code Number,

and within each task, in numerical card number order. At this point the

task data are ready for submission to th:t computer, for their first com-

puter checks and analyses.

USE OF THE "EDIT" PROGRAM TO
CHECK AND SELECT DATA

HSMS employes a multi-purpose computer program, "EDIT," which

prepares the task data for use with its other analytic and statistical

programs. "EDIT" is first used to check that the data cards are arranged

properly for submission; it also performs several error checks. 3
We

generally submit all the data cards to a check by EDIT before putting

the data on magnetic tape in permanent form.

Checks

We have EDIT carry out a series of checks in the first com-

puter run with a set of data by selecting the proper options in the

EDIT program. The following are the checks carried out:

3

For a detailed description of EDIT, instructions for use, and a listing
of the program, see Appendix A.
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1. A check that each task ('cask Code Number) appears

only once in the set of data.

2. A check that the number of cards for a task is con-

sistent with the number indicated on its card TOO.

3. A check that all the cards for a task have the same

Task Code Number.

4. A check that data cards appear in proper sequence
(as indicated in columns 1-3).

5. A check that punches occur only in permissible columns.

6. A check that scale values all end in 0 or 5.

7. A check that all knowledge categories have a scale

value above 00.

8. A check that knowledge categories anpear only once

for a given task.

The first EDIT submission is usually run to include an op-

tional listing of the data cards. Thus, when there is an error message

relating to the checks, or if the analyst finds an error, it is possible

to refer to the data listing to find the problem. Having the data in

card image form makes it relatively easy to plan and make corrections.

One of the functions of EDIT is to create a matrix of tasks

by skill and knowledge categories; EDIT enters zeroes in this matrix

whenever a categcry in the data is not required b- a task.

EDIT then orders the data base in successive matrix arrange-

ments and lists the resulting information in various predetermined for-

mats. In the first run with a set of data, some cf the format listings

are used by staff to check for "legal" and correct ule of knowledge

categories. The four format listings of data are as follows:
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1. EDIT gives each skill and knowledge category an in-
ternal number. These are listed in the order in
which they appear in the input (data card) file, to-
gether with the number of tasks in which each appears
(frequency), and the Task Code Number and scale value
of each task in which the variable is scaled above 00.

2. EDIT lists the information described in 1, above, in
descending order of the skill or knowledge category
frequency of occurrence in the tasks. The original
internal numbers, the Task Code Numbers, and the
scale values appear again in order of frequency.

3. EDIT again lists the skill and knowledge information
described above, in order by skills first (in a pre-
set order), followed by the knowledge categcries in
ascending numerical order of their 8-digit code num-
bers. The original internal numbers, frequency, Task
Code Numbers and scale values appear again in this
third order of presentation.

4. EDIT renumbers the skill and knowledge categories
(variables) internally and lists these in order as

in the third listing, with skills first, followed by
the knowledge categories in ascending order of their
8-digit code numbers. The fourth listing omits the
Task Code Numbers and scale values.

The fourth listing, described above, is then used as follows:

1. The person doing the checking shculd be someone fami-
liar with the data and the knowledge identification
and scaling.

2. The fourth listing is fairly compressed. The person
who makes the check sets up a three column table by
using this print-out. The skill codes and the knowl-
edge category codes of the print-out become the left-
hand column of the table.

The checker then refers to the Knowledge Classifica-
tion System and enters the abbreviated name of the
category next to its code number in the right-hand
column. The third column is the listing of each
category's frequency of occurence across tasks.

3 A checker who has worked with the data can usually
spot any inappropriate categories caused by coding
or k,2ypunching errors. When an error is found, the
checker uses the third listing to find the tasks in
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which the error appears. Then the data card listings

are used to find the data errors and plan for the

corrections.

4. An error is usually remedied by correcting a cate-

gory code number. If an illegal number has been used

it may have to be eliminated entirely. The user

should remember that, in making corrections, an il-
legal knowledge category code.and scale value cannot
be removed by leaving blank fields (except for the
last knowledge category for a task). Each must be

replaced. See footnote 3.

5. After the errors have been corrected the EDIT run is
repeated and the data are entered on magnetic tape.

Using EDIT to Select Variables

Once the data are corrected, the EDIT program is used again

to arrange the raw data matrix for further analysis. In the data matrix

created, the rows are the tasks; the columns are the skill and knowledge

variables; and the entries are the scale values. The HSMS purpose is to

go from this basic data matrix to the assignment of tasks to job levels

and to recommendations on job ladders. The essential problem is to

group a lai,2 number of tasks that require a large number of skill and

knowledge variables at varying scale values into a meaningful smaller

number of groupings so that the underlying association of skills and

knowledges (variance) will be reflected in the groupings of the tasks.

To solve the problem HSMS employs a form of factor analysis

called "principal components analysis" in a procedure we call "two-mode"

factor analysis. It is used to assign tasks to groupings that require

related skills and knowledges. The word "factor" means grouping. (The

way skills and knowledge categories group together in factors determines

the way tasks can be grouped together in factors.)
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The HSMS method requires the use of several computer programs.

Before they can be used it is necessary to make sure that each particu-

lar "run" with its tasks and skill and knowledge variables conforms to

general statistical requirements, i.e., that there are substantially

more tasks than variables, that variables with very low frequencies

across tasks are eliminated, and that there are no more than 144 vari-

ables (the current limit of the HSMS "two-mode" programs). This re-

quires selection.

The selection stage is composed of two parts:

1. Selection of the tasks to enter the statistical ana-
lysis for given computer "runs."

2. Selection of the skill and knowledge variables that

have sufficient frequency to enter into the factor
analysis for each run.

The first selection step is the choice of tasks for ana-

lysis. The user may be interested in the interrelationships among a

large number of tasks, such as those covering one or more departments

or services, and may also wish to examine the factor structure of a

subset of tasks. If this is the case, the analysis is carried out sep-

arately for each set of data; when the input decks are structured for

computer submissions the "runs" are given separate designations to

avoid confusion.

After the error check, EDIT is used by itself to obtain cor-

rected listings for each "run." The listings are then used to aid the

user in deLiding which variables to eliminate so that the number of
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skill and knolwedge variables is an acceptable quantity, based on pro-

gram limits and/or statistical requi-rements.

The user works with the second listing, described earlier,

which lists the variables in descendir, order of frequency. The table

used for checking, described earlier, can be redone and used as a ref-

erence so that the user can consider the identity of the knowledge cate-

gories (which are listed by code number).

Working with the second EuIT listing, the user numbers the ,

skill and knowledge variables from 1 to 144, in descending order of fre-

quency and notes the frequency of the 144th variable. Generally, vari-

ables with lower frequencies are eliminated to bring the total to 144.

Even if the original number of variables is 144 or less, it

is nonetheless advisable for statistical reasons to use a frequency

cutoff of at least 4. Retaining variables with frequencies lower than

5 distorts the results as a consequence of the high number of ze,.:

scale values that appear in the raw data matrix. HSMS selects a mini-

mum cutoff option of 4; the tot81 number of variables is then determined

by the number of variables retained after the cutoff is used.

If the 144th variable falls at a relatively high frequency,

and the selection of this frequency as a cutoff figure will eliminate

more variables than the number needed to arrive at 144, it is desirable

to select a lower frequency cutoff. With large numbers of tasks in a

run it is desirable to retain a full set of 144 variables when these

all have relatively high frequencies.
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HSMS usually selects a cutoff figure which results in several

more than 144 variables; we then selectively eliminate additional vari-

ables to bring the total to 144. We may eliminate either broad or fine-

level categories if both are identified for a given run. If the tech-

nologist level is of particular interest, we may eliminate some categor-

ies found only at the professional level. The selective elimination of

variables permits the user to retain relevant data based on the needs

of the particular analysis.

We record the cutoff and deletion decisions for each run.

EDIT is then run with the statistical programs, as described in the

next chapter. The EDIT listings described earlier are repeated in

the subsequent print-outs, and have the following characteristics:

1. The fourth EDIT listing presents the variables se-
lected; they are renumbered internally and listed in
order with the skills first, followed by the knowl-
edge categories in ascending order of their 8-digit

code numbers. Frequency data are listed, but not

task and scale value data. When DELETE and CUTOFF
options have been selected, this listing does not
include the eliminated categories.4 (In the three

prior listings the categories eliminated as a result
of DELETE or CUTOFF options are listed and marked
by asterisks.) This listing serves as a "Variable
Description Dictionary."

4
DELETE and CUTOFF are the EDIT options used to reduce the number of
skill and knowledge variables which are copied to tape. DELETE is

used to name specific skill and knowledge categories to be eliminated;
CUTOFF is used to specify the frequency at or below which variables
are automatically eliminated.

Eliminating variables with low frequencies for factor analysis does not
mean the loss of information about such variables. Later in the analy-

sis, when tasks are arranged in order of difficulty for assignment to
job levels, and in the design of curricula, all the data are dealt with.
At this stage variables of low frequency do not provide information for
grouping tasks, and their elimination is not a loss.
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2. EDIT provides a "Task Description Dictionary" which
lists each task's internal (computer) number in nu-
merical order and its Task Code Number, together with
the abbreviated name of the task, as found on card TOO
for the task.

3. The final (internal) numbers assigned to skill and
knowledge variables and to tasks are the numerical
references for observations (tasks) and variables
(skill and knowledge categories) when PCVARIM, X2MOFA,
and X2MFA2 (the HSMS statistical programs) are used.

Using EDIT to Prepare Variables for Analysis

When EDIT is run with the statistical programs, one additional

option is used to prepare the variables for statistical analysis. The

EDIT program performs a logarithmic transformation on the data to bring

them to a closer approximation of linearity among variables.
5

Thus, at this stage, there is a reduced data matrix for each

"run" whose rows are the tasks selected for the given run, and whose

columns are the 144 or less variables selected for that run; the entries

are the scale values adjusted by EDIT.

5
The NORMALIZE option permits a logarithmic transformation of the data
to adjust for a large number of zeroes in the data base. (Tasks which

do not require knowledge categories required by any other task are

scaled at zero.) The NORMALIZE option follows the formula:

X = SQRT (X + 0 5), where X is a scale value.
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES FOR GROUPING TASKS

This chapter describes the use of three computer programs to

group HSMS tasks into interrelated families of tasks based on the skill

and knowledge scale data. The first section presents a general discus-

sion of the HSMS method; the second section describes the use of the

HSMS PCVARIM program for grouping variables; and the third section de-

scribes the use of the "two-mode" factor analysis programs for grouping

tasks. The two latter sections serve as a method manual. Details about

the three programs, instructions for computer submissions, and program

listings appear in Appendixes C, D, and E.

OVERVIEW

In order to arrive at a grouping of tasks, the HSMS method

uses statistical procedures and techniques which are also used by scien-

tists engaged in building predictive models. However, the HSMS use of

these analytic techniques is a descriptive, applied use of statistics.

The techniques serve only to organize and simplify the data; the results

are suggestive, not predictive. The overall method for grouping tasks

is as follows:

1. The basic data are the skill and knowledge scale
values assigned to tasks. The "variables" are the

skills and the knowledge categories. The "obser-
vations" or "subjects" are the tasks.

2. Principal component factor analysis is used to ex-
amine the factor structure (relationships) among
the variables. A solution (number of factors) is
selected which best describes the relationships
among variables. This becomes the basis for
grouping tasks.
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3. "Two-mode" factor analysis is used to examine the
factor structure of tasks based on the factor struc-
ture of variables and to assign each task to a factor.

4. The factors are named for the skill, knowledge, and

work content that characterizes the variables or tasks

that are assigned to factors.

5. The task factors are the basis for structuring jobs,

designing job ladders, and designing curricula, be-

cause they represent groupings of tasks which have

much in common with respect to skill and knowledge

requirements.

Factor analysis is an analytic technique that is used when

the statistical relationships among a large number of variables are of

interest. The object is to replace the separate relationships of each

variable with every other variable with a smaller number of interrelated

variable groups (factors). Each factor is essentially a construct that

expresses the interrelationships within a particular group.

The initial factor analysis technique used by HSMS is called

"principal components analysis." It examines the correlation of each

variable with every other variable across a given set of observations

(tasks) and groups these to best account for all the variability among

the variables. Using various criteria, the analyst selects a factor

...

solution, i.e., the number of factors in which to group the variables.

A factor accounts for the variance among several variables in a test

space that is analagous to the way a regression line accounts for the

variance between two variables in two-dimensional space.

The factor analysis program which provides the solutions for

grouping the HSMS variables is called PCVARIM, an abbreviation for Prin-

cipal Components Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation. The "two-mode"
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factor analysis programs which produce the HSMS "task factors" are

called Two-Mode Factor Analysis Part One (X2MOFA) and Part Two (X2MFA2).

To arrive at principal axis (PA) factors, the PCVARIM pro-

gram and the two-mode programs use a principal components technique, with

unities in the diagonal rather than communality estimates. HSMS uses

a correlation matrix of variables (rather than a covariance or cross-

products matrix), and varimax rotation of the PA factors, which produces

an orthogonal (rather than oblique) factor solution.1

Unlike other factor analytic techniques which first reduce

the total variability in a test space, the principal components tech-

nique summarizes the total variability in a test space into a smaller

number of orthogonal components. The factors produced are maximally

independent of one another.

In the HSMS two-mode programs the reduced data matrix is

used to form two conceptually different but necessarily related cor-e-

lation matrixes. One is the correlation of every variable with every

other variable across all the tasks (as in the PCVARIM program); the

other is the correlation of every task with every other task across

all the variables.

The two-mode programs produce the principal components of

the variable matrix as in the PCVARIM solution; in addition, the

1
The use of correlation matrixes provides solutions that are not depend-
ent on the standard deviations of the variables, as covariance matrixes
are, nor on the means and standard deviations, as cross-product matrixes
are.
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programs produce a transfer of the principal components of the task

correlation matrix based on the Eckert-Young theorem. This produces

the task factors which reflect the variable factc,:s.
2

SELECTING THE VARIABLE FACTORS

HSMS uses the PCVARIM program to select the "solution" (num-

ber of factors) which best groups the skill and knowledge variables.

PCVARIM is used with EDIT, as described in Appendix C. EDIT selects

and lists the variables in the order to be used in the PCVARIM program,

and "normalizes" the data.

PCVARIM makes it possible to examine a variety of factor so-

lutions. Solutions with as many as twelve factors or as few as two fac-

tors may be examined, as well as all the others in between. An EDIT

print-out can be ordered. The PCVARIM mint -out includes means and

standard deviations, the correlation matrix, and other information such

as Eigenvalues, principal axis factors, and communalities.

Of chief interest are the "Varimax Factor Loadings." These

are presented in arrays, starting with the largest factor solution re-

quested, and ending with the solution containing the smallest number of

factors requested. The user examines each factor solution and decides

on the one that seems most appropriate.

2
After the "variable mode" is rotated to simple structure, the "task

mode" is "counter rotated" by obtaining the transformed characteristic

vectors of the observation mode induced by the varimax rotation of the

variable mode following the Eckert-Young Theorem. See Appendix G for

a discussion of the procedures and Appendixes D and E for the programs.
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For each "solution" requested there is an array arranged as

a matrix, in which the columns are numbered and stand for the factors

in the given solution. The rows are numbered and stand for the vari-

ables, in the order determined by EDIT. At'the bottom of each array

are data on the variance accounted for by each factor.

The entries in the arrays are the varimax factor loadings.

These are decimal numbers, of which none can be greater than .999.

Every variable has a loading on every factor in a solution. Variables

can load on factors within the range of ±.999. Variables which are

positively interrelated on a factor will have the same sign. The + or

- sign has no other intrinsic meaning. A loading of 1-.400 or more is

of interest. For a four-factor solution, the first five variables and

the end of the array might appear as follows:

VAR.

NO.

VARIMAX FACTOR LOADINGS

1 2 3 4

1 .429 x .257 -.009 -.246

2 .578 x .139 -.622 x .039

3 .635 x .360 -.218 -.113

4 -.054 -.034 .023 -.220

5 -.006 -.072 -.909 x .015

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

VARIANCE 18.207 10.037 8.547 5.876

PCT VAR .207 .114 .097 .067

CUM PCT .207 .321 .418 .485

Note: An x denotes a high-loading variable and is entered by the

analyst during inspection of the print-out.
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The loadihgs reflect the extent to which a variable's scale

value variations contribute to the variance accounted for by the fac-

tor in the given solution. In examining several factor solutions (for

example, ten factors, nine factors, and so on, down to three factors),

the analyst notes which variables have "high loadings" (.450 or higher,

independent of sign) on each factor in each solution. These variables

"determine" a factor; their identities give some sense of the underly-

ing meaning of the factor. In the case of HSMS data, a factor may sug-

gest the skills and knowledge categories needed for a work function, a

specialty, a type of service, or a type of procedure.

The choice of an acceptable factor solution (that is, the

choice of five factors rather than four or six factors) can be based

on statistical criteria, on common sense, or on a combination of these.

HSMS eliminates solutions which have any factors with less

than three variables with relatively high loadings (i.e., ±.450 or

more), and solutions in which no underlying structure of interest is

evident. The choice is limited to solutions which make sense, those

which account for most variables, and in which few variables have high

loadings on several factors. We look for stability of factor structures

across several factor solutions, and choose that solution whose underly-

ing structure is most easily understood in terms of what we know about

the nature of he work being studied.

follows:

The specific analytic work with the PCVARIM output is aF
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1. For each factor solution array, the analyst places

a check mark, x, or some other indicator next to

each loading at ±.450 or higher.

2. The analyst eliminates all solutions in which one

or more factors (columns) have no loadings of

±.450 or higher.

3. The analyst prepares analysis sheets for the remain-

ing solutions:

a. For each factor in a solution the analyst lists

the variables that load at ±.450 or higher. This

is done by listing the internal number of the
variable as shown in the array and then writing
in the name of the skill or the code number and

the name of the knowledge category.

b. The name of a skill or knowledge category is ob-

tained by translating the PCVARIM variable number

into the skill code,or knowledge number using

the fourth EDIT listing: "Final Correspondence
of Variable Numbers to Variable Codes as Written

on TAPE9." The Knowledge Classification System

name is then entered next to its code number.

c. A single master dictionary can then be made and

duplicated; it can be cut up and used for all

the analysis sheets.

4. The analyst examines the analysis sheets for each

factor solution, and considers the "sense" of the

skill and knowledge categories that load high on

each factor in the solution.

a. The analyst notes how the factors appear and

are differentiated as the solutions change

from the smallest number of factors to the
largest number of factors being considered.
The analyst notes what new specialties or func-

tions are represented or expressed as new fac-

tors appear, and notes which factors seem to

be stable from solution to solution.

b. The analyst considers the number of variables

that load high on several factors in a solu-
tion and the number of variables that do not

load high on any factors. These should both

be at a minimum.

c. The analyst notes any variables that load high

with a sign opposite the one that is charac-
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teristic of the other high-loading variables.
A solution with such inverse loadings is dif-

ficult to interpret.

d. The analyst eliminates factor solutions with
only two or three high-loading variables in

a factor unless some specialty of interest is

expressed by the factor.

5. The analyst selects the factor solution that makes
the most sense, accounts for a substantial number
of variables, has a minimum number of variables
that determine more than one factor, and shows rel-

atively stable factor structures.

a. The rimber of factors (i.e., the solution) is

recorded.

b. The characteristic sign of each factor, i.e.,
whether the high-loading variables have plus
signs (+) or minus signs (-) is recorded.

c. The analyst tentatively names each factor

based on what the association of skill and
knowledge categories suggests with respect

to work content or function.

6 In reporting the factor structure of variables,
HSMS includes loadings of ±.40 or more. High load-

ings are reported as positive, regardless of the
characteristic sign of the factor, except for in-

verse loadings, which are reported as negative

loadings. This is easier for the reader to in-

terpret. Figure 4 presents an example of how the

factor structure of variables can be presente2.

OBTAINING TASK FACTORS

In the HSMS method, two-mode factor analysis follows after

the selection of a skill-and-knowledge variable factor solution. This

determines the number of factors and the nature of the factors to which

tasks will be assigned. The HSMS "two-mode" factor analysis programs

are based oa a procedure for factoring an individual differences matrix

to obtain idealized subject types. The HSMS subject types are task

groupings; the variables are the scaled skill and knowledge categories.
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Figure 4. EXAMPLE OF TABLE SHOWING FACTOR STRUCTURE OF VARIABLES

SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES IN RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY, ULTRASOUND TECHNOLOGY, RADIATION THERAPY
TECHNOLOGY AND RELATED FUNCTIONSa: FACTOR STRUCTURE OF VARIABLES . 1 of 5

Factor Loadings

Skill or Knowledge Category Number and Abbreviated Name
Rad.

Tech.
Ultrasd. Radther. Qual.Ass. Patient
Tech. Tech. Materials Care

Object Manipulation Skills .43

Guiding or Steering Skills .57 .64
Human Interaction Skills .60
Leadership Skills
Oral Use of a Relevant Language .62
Reading Use of a Relevant Language .61 .41
Written Use of a Relevant Language .47 .41 .51
Decision Making on Methods .40 .50
Decision Making on Quality
Figural Skills .73
Symbolic Skills .64 .54
Taxonomic Skills .76

Implicative Skills .65 .41

Financial Consequences of Error .61

Consequences of Error to Humans .67

11731000 Normal structure and function .43 .42 .56
11731100 Regional anatomy .77
11731200 Topographic anatomy .80

11731300 Hematopoietic systemd
11731400 Circulatory system

a
Refers to analysis of 296 tasks listed in Table 1 by abbreviated task names, and 127 skill and knowl-
edge variables; 88 variables were included in factor analysis. See (d), below.

b
See Table 9, Appendix D, for full names of knowledge categories and Appendix C,for skill scales.

c Loadings of ± .40 or more are shown; blanks indicate lower loadings.
d Indicates category not included in factor analysis because frequency across tasks is less than 5.
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"Part One" of the two-mode program (X2MOFA) is run interfaced

with EDIT, as is the case with PCVARIM. (See Appendix D.) The output of

Part One provides card inputs for "Part Two" (X2MFA2). Part Two is de-

scribed in Appendix E.

The tasks and the skill and knowledge variables are repre-

sented in the X2MOFA and X2MFA2 print-outs in the order assigned by

the EDIT program. Therefore, the EDIT "dictionaries" are used to in-

terpret the two-mode outputs with the PCVARIM outputs.

To obtain task factors with the two-mode method we extract

and rotate the number of variable factors chosen in the prior PCVARIM

analysis. After counter rotation of the task mode, the task factors

are shown in an array in which the factors are the columns and the tasks

are the rows. The entries are the tasks' numerical loadings on the fac-

tors. Each task has a loading on each factor. To interpret the data

one must understand what a task factor represents, the meaning of the

loadings, and how a task's loading on a factor arises.

For every variable factor in the solution chosen there is a

corresponding task factor. The skill and knowledge variables that de-

termine a variable factor determine how tasks will load on the corres-

ponding task factor. A task's loading on a factor reflects the skills

and knowledge categories required for the task, the scale values at

which they are required, and the loading of those particular variables

on the corresponding variable factor.
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For any given task, the more skill and knowledge categories

it requires of those variables that determine a given variable factor,

the higher the task's loading will be on the corresponding task factor.

The higher the task's scale values for those variables, the higher the

task's loading on the factor. (The influence of Pach variable can be

estimated by noting the variable's loading on the variable factor.)

Since a task will have some numerical loading on all task factors, a

given task can load low or negatively (inversely) on factors that are

determined by skill or knowledge categories not required for the task.

The characteristic sign of the variable factor determines

the sign of the task factor. Within this, a task's loading can be

greater than an integer and can range anywhere down to zero, through

zero, to the range of values of the opposite sign. For a four-factor

solution, the first five tasks in the array might appear as follows:

COUNTER ROTATION OF SECOND MODE

Task 1 (+) 2 (+) 3 (-) 4 (-)

1 .3757 x -.0974 .0326 .0215

2 -.1645 -.0751 .0832 -.0347 x

3 .0057 .4333 x .0287 .0405

4 .0230 .0065 -1.0979 x .0082

5 .1692 .0600 -.0688 -.8189 x

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

Note: An x denotes the assignmeat of a task to a factor. Plus ( -u) and

minus (-) signs at the top of each column denote the character-
istic sign of the factor. These are entered by the analyst dur-
ing inspection of the print-out.

The higher the numerical value of a loading that has a sign op-
posite the characteristic sign of the factor, the lower the
value of the loading on the factor.
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It is possible to examine a task's loading on all the fac-

tors and assign it t-N the factor on which it has its highest loading

(within sign). A task loads highest on the factor with which it has

most in common in terms of skills and knowledges.

Low-level tasks which require few skills and knowledge cate-

gories and low scale values will have low and/or inverse sign loadings

on all factors. The differences in loadings on factors for low-level

tasks is so insignificant, that a common-sense assignment of such tasks

to factors is often preferable to a mechanical statistical rule for as-

signment of tasks to factors.

When low-level tasks such as Task 2 in the example listed

above have ambiguous loadings, HSMS assigns each to a factor which in-

cludes other tasks with similar requirements and with similar loadings

in a context where the task makes sense. Generally we used a people-

oriented factor and a materials-oriented factor for such assignments.

The specific analytic work with the Two-Mode Part Two output

is as follows:

1. The print-out of Two Mode Factor Analysis Part Two

(X2MFA2) is used in the assignment of tasks to fac-

tors. The relevant portion of the print-out is the

array entitled, "Counter Rotation of --- Variable

Mode." A number is included in the space indicated

in this heading title which corresponds to the num-

ber of tasks in the given run.3

3 The words "counter rotation" and this number differentiate

from the "Rotation of the Variable Mode" which corresponds

for the first mode, i.e., the skill and knowledge category

is "rotated." For HSMS purposes, the counter rotated mode

mode, is the task mode.

45
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2. The analyst obtains the "Task Description Dictionary"
print-out which is part of the EDIT output. This

lists the internal number of each task, each task's
Code Number, and the abbreviated task name. These

are cut and mounted on the print-out of the Counter
Rotation Mode array so that the internal number
of the task on the far left of the array corresponds
to the internal numbering of the task in the EDIT
dictionary. The result is a table in which one can
read the identity of every task in the analysis and
its loading on every task factor.

3. The analysts enters the characteristic sign and fac-
tor number of each factor at the top of each page
of the array. (The number is listed only on the

first page.) The sign is obtained by referring to
the counterpart skill and knowledge variable factor.

4. The analyst reads across each row and marks the task's
highest loading (within sign) in the row. In the ex-

ample listed above the highest loading within sign
for Task 2 is on Factor 4 (-.0347), because the other
loadings, though higher numerically, ahve a sign op-
posite from the characteristic sign of the factor.

5. When all the tasks have been assigned to a factor the
analyst reads the names of the tasks assigned to each
factor. The work content of the factors should now
emerge.

a. A number of low-level tasks will seem inappropri-
ate as assigned. These can be reassigned based
on logic, as described earlier.

b. A number of tasks may seem to be related to each
other and inappropriate on any of the factors.
These may reflect a relationship to a factor that
did not emerge due to insufficient frequency of
variables in the data base. These can be assigned
to a separate non-factor grouping.

c. A number of tasks may have very high loadings on
two factors. These should be assigned in a man-
ner that reflects the nature of the majority of
tasks that load unambiguously on the factors.

d. If there are any remaining ambiguities, final
assignments can be made after the job level of
tasks has been evaluated, as described in Chap-
ter 3.
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6. A list of tasks tentatively assigned to each factor
should be prepared, listed in order by Task Code
Number, with the factor loading included. In this

listing and in subsequent reports we use the conven-
tion of presenting the loadings with positive char-
acteristic signs; we use the negative sign to repre-
sent inverse loadings; thus, loadings with inverse
signs are correctly interpreted as less than zero.

7. The factors are given final name and number desig-
nations which reflect the work specialty of the tasks
that load on the factor. This may be an occupational
reference and/or a functional reference.

It is possible for the analysis conducted up to this point

to prove to be disappointing; i.e., the task factors may not "make

sense" or may not be sufficiently differentiated to be useful. At this

time it is in order to reconsider the PCVARIM factor solutions. In HSMS

experience, the PCVARIM solutions sometimes make more sense after the

consequences for task factors are seen. It then may be obvious that a

larger or smaller number of variable factors can provide more interpret-

able or useful task factors. After a new factor solution is chosen, the

two-mode programs are rerun, and the analysis steps are repeated.

It is the strength of the HSMS method that one is not "stuck"

with any given solution. The one that most clearly accounts for the

data and serves the ultimate purpose of the analysis is the best solu-

tion; and it is never too late to reconsider which solution is most

appropriate to the needs of the user after trying several solutions.
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CHAPTER 3

JOB STRUCTURES AND JOB LADDERS

This chapter describes the use of the HSMS MATRIX program

for assigning tasks to job levels.
1 It is a manual for the structuring

of jobs and '_he creation of job ladders based on the task factors and

the job level analysis. The first section explains how MATRIX is used

to assign an index of "difficulty" to tasks within factors based on

skill and knowledge requirements. The second section describes the

assignment of tasks to job levels. The third section discusses the

design of job sequences or ladders and presents examples of HSMS rec-

ommendations. The sequence of events is as follows:

1. The tasks are arranged in rank order within factors
by "point score" order of "difficulty," based on a

count of all the skills and knowledges required for

each task and the scale values at which each is re-
quired (including variables not part of the factor

analysis).

2. Tasks are assigned to job levels within each factor

based on their "point scores" and "prJfiles."

3. Once the tasks are assigned to job levels within
factors the results are examined and job ladder
and lattice recommendations are made.

DETERMINING RELATIVE TASK
DIFFICULTY: POINT SCORES

The hierarchy of tasks in a factor is the arrangement of

tasks by order of difficulty so that tasks can be assigned to job levels.

The MATRIX program is used for this purpose.

1
See Appendix F for a description and listing of MATRIX.
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Factor loadings take account of the skill and knowledge

variables that enter into the factor analysis; they do not reflect all

the skill and knowledge requirements of tasks. For this purpose HSMS

carries out a "point analysis" in which every skill or knowledge cate-

gory needed for a task and the scale value at which each is required

enters into a "point score" for each task. This is an index of educa-

tional requirements, or "difficulty."

The HSMS MATRIX program allows the user to examine tasks

separately for each factor-or in any grouping of interest. It presents

the task data being examined in an array in which the tasks are arranged

in columns from left to right in any order selected. The rows are all

the skill and knowledge variables, listed from top to bottom in the or-

der in which they appear in the tasks (as arranged from left to right),

including all the variables. The entries are the original scale values.

Regardless of the order in which the tasks are arranged, by reading

across a row one can see the tasks for which a given skill or knowledge

category is required, at what scale values.

Within a factor, some skills or knowledge categories are re-

quired at the same scale value for all tasks, and some ale required at

more than one scale value, depending on the tasks. We assign points to

the tasks based on what is found in the MATRIX array. The total is the

task's point score. This is calculated for all the variables and tasks

in a factor or in a selected set of tasks.
-V_
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The specific analytic work with the MATRIX program to arrive

at point scores is as follows:

1. The user works with the tasks in one task factor at

a time. If there is interest in comparing point
scores across factors in order to decide on a factor

solution, or to decide on a factor assignment for
given tasks, tasks assigned to more than one factor

may be included. A given MATRIX "run" is the set
of tasks that are to appear in a given MATRIX array.
The resulting point scores are automatically com-
parable across all the tasks in the "run."

2. For purposes of point score analysis the user enters
the tasks in a given "run" in numerical order by
Task Code Number. This makes it easy to locate the

tasks in the array. Any other order, such as by

factor loading, is acceptable.

3 The MATRIX print-out includes the following:

a. A list of tasks in the array listed by Task Code
Number and abbreviated name presented in the
order entered. The tasks are given internal
numbers, and the last number is the total num-
ber of tasks in the array.

b. The actual MATRIX array. The column headings

are the Task Code Numbers in the order requested,
arrayed from left to right (from lowest to high-
est Task Code Number). The far right-hand col-
umn identifies the rows, which are the skill or
knowledge catcory codes, listed in the order
in which they appear in the tasks as listed.
The ent-ies are the scale values with the deci-

mals omitted. (See example under 5, below.)

c. A list of the skill and knowledge categories
represented in the array, with the skills first,
followed by the knowledge category code numbers
in numerical order. The frequencies across the

tasks in the array are also given.

4. When a given set of tasks is larger than the number
that can be accommodated on the width of a computer
sheet, the MATRIX row array is repeated, and the
column headings are continued until all the tasks

are listed. The analyst must cut the continuation

sheets and mount thorn carefully to provide one con-
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tinuow array. This is easily done by matching
lines and headings and using glue or transparent
tape.

5. Below is an example of a MATRIX array as described

above:

EXAMPLE OF MATRIX ARRAY
(First 7 Tasks in Task Code Order)

T 1 1

S N 7 7 9 1 1

K 0: 8

CO (Ti)

3

1

ID

dj9

mil

ifu PN2

11D

di)

1 1 E SKILL

3 5 T OR

8 3 C CATEGORY

HUM INTR
ORAL USE
METHODS
QUALITY
IMPLICIT

(1) FINC ERR
HUMN ERR

a
12223000
READ USE
OBJ MANP
WRIT USE

CB) 11737300
65620000

Cf_D 11738000

13 9 7 9 13 11 11 Point Score*

* Entered during analysis.
Figures were calculated for this sample.

Code: Circle = 1 point; Box = 2 points; Triangle = 3 points.

6. The analyst decides on a symbol code or s color code

for calculating the point scores. The example above

uses a symbol code because this report is printed in

black and white. A set of colored felt tip pens is

preferable for coding.

7 The analyst works with one row (variable) at a time.
In the example above, the first row is HUM INTR (the

Human Interaction Skill Scale). The analyst observes

he lowest scale value appearing in the row (30).
Using the code for the lowest value (1 point = circle),
the analyst marks each scale value with the code for

one point. Then, using the code for the next higher

value (50), the analyst marks each second highest
scale value with the code for two points (box). If

there were a third value, it would be marked with the

code for the next higher value (a triangle). QUALITY

has the scale values of 15, 35, and 70, and all three

codes.
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8. When all the rows have been symbol-coded or circled
with color-coded pens, the columns, which represent

the tasks, are added. A circle counts as one point,

a box as two points, and a triangle as three points,

etc. A blank receives no points. The sums are en-

tered at the bottom. These are the point scores for

the tasks.

9. The analyst records the task's loading on the factor
and its point score using the list of tasks printed

as part of the output to MATRIX. This list can be

duplicated, cut out, and arranged in point score

order.2

ASSIGNING TASKS TO JOB LEVELS

The HSMS method assigns tasks to job levels by arranging

the tasks in a factor so that tasks which require similar skills and

knowledges at similar scale values are assigned to corresponding and

appropriate job levels. The point scores are the basis for this as-

signment of tasks to levels within factors.

To assign tasks to job levels, the MATRIX program is run

for each factor with the tasks arranged from left to right in order of

their point scores. This ordering of the array produces a stepwise

pattern because skills and knowledge categories that appear in low-

level tasks continue to appear across the array, and, as higher-level

tasks are added, indented new arrays appear for skills and knowledge

categories not required for lower-level tasks. (See Figure 6, pre-

sented later in this chapter.)

2
The order of point scores roughly approximates the order of factor

loadings, but differences are inevitable. This is because variables

enter into the point scores that were not among those selected for

the factor analysis; and variables with little variance would not

have high loadings on the variable factors.
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We mark off on each row the first task at which a scale

value changes to a higher value, and continue across the row, marking

the first appearance of still higher scale values. We examine the ar-

ray to note at which position (task) large numbers of skill and knowl-

edge categories are required for the first time, and where the scale

values first rise. These step-like demarcation points help us to as-

sess when we have a change of job level.

Often there is a dramatic point of change. In cases where

the array shows no dramatic breaks we supplement our analysiq by de-

termining point score ranges for job levels and by examining the

names of the tasks, using common sense to determine the difference

between levels.

It is usually possible to compare job levels across fac-

tors, and/or to use the point score of a tasK on several factors as a

benchmark when determining job levels. However, this is only true

when the knowledge categories involved have been "broken out" to com-

parable levels of detail. For example, in the case of the profes-

sional-level (5) radiation physicist which emerged on a quality con-

trol factor, it was impossible to compare point scores with other fac-

tors. The knowledge categories required for the physicist are listed

in the Knowledge System solely as broad-level subject categories, and

are not "broken out" into fine-level categories; as a result the tasks

have relatively low point scores.

In assigning tasks to job levels, HSMS uses a specific con-

vention in which all job levels are identified by number, general name,
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and academic or functional requirements. These are presented in Figure

5, below:

Figure 5. THE HSMS JOB LEVELS

HSMS Job Levels

8. Specialized Advanced
Professional

7. Advanced
Professional

6. Specialized
Professional

5. Professional

4. Junior Professional;
Supervisor

3. Technologist

2. Technician

1. Aide

Academic or Functional Descri tion

MD's with specialization such as attend-
ing radiologists, internists, surgeons;
doctorates and post doctorates with ex
perience.

MD's in residency or doctoral candidates
carrying out advanced functions.

Masters-level occupational study and ex-
perience; supervision of profeasionals.

At least four years of academic and/or
specialized occupational education; may
include masters level.

Supervision and/or instruction of stu-
dents and/or staff at levels 1, 2, and/
or 3; may be equivalent to baccalaure-
ate degree-level specialty.

Specialized technologist education;
equivalent to associate degree level.

Specialized t,,chnical education; up to,
including, anc beyond high school, but
less than associate degree level.

Entry level; up to, and including high

school.

Figure 6 is a hypothetical presentation of a MATRIX array in

which the tasks are arranged in ascending point score order based on

point score analysis. The assignment of tasks to levels is shown, and

the stepwise patter:1 is apparent.
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Figure 6. MODEL OF "MATRIX" ARRAY OF SKILLS

AND KNOWLEDGES BY TASK AND JOB LEVEL

Skills

and
Knowledge
Categories

FACTOR I LADDER
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Task
1

Task
2

Task
3

Task Task Task Task
4 5 6 7

Task
8

Task
9

Skill 1 1.0 2.0 4.0

taa
Pri tll

IfigRaWitiff
2.0

WI
b.--.---

1/'
11.11"--""

$011

7.0

2.0

,* Skill 2 2.0 .02.0 12.0

Skill 3 2.0 2.0 an righlri

* Knowledge 1 drigneM EIMM
Knowledge 2 3.5 Llifill 11IMMO
Skill 4 rirli 5.6' rill

5.0

(EI)

r7151

(1571 17-61

Knowledge 3

* Knowledge 4

Knowledge 5 CE7) (i])

7.5

6,!,)

1-7751_Knowledge 6

Knowledge 7 7.0 .07.0

Knowledge 8 7.0

Point Score 2 4 5 10 10 10 19 21 28

* Asterisk denotes variables that determined the factor.
1. Tasks are listed from left to right in ascending

order of point score.
2. Skills and knowledge categories are listed from top

to bottom in order of appearance in the task array.
3. Tasks are assigned to levels based on increasing

numbers of skills and knowledges required and their
scale values.

4. Not every skill or knowledge appears in all subse-
quent, higher-level tasks.

5. Scale values do not necessarily rise from level to
level.

6. Scale values may vary within a level.

Code: circle = 1; box = 2; triangle = 3; double circle = 4; double box = 5.
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Below is an example of how the task content of factors can

be presented by job level, Task Code Number, name, point score, and

factor loading:

TASKS ASSIGNED TO QUALITY ASSURANCE, MATERIALS FACTOR
BY JOB LEVEL, POINT SCORE AND FACTOR LOADING p. of

Task Point Factor

Code Abbreviated Task Name and Job Level

Level 5 (Professional)

557 Collecting and presenting technical information
about and/or recommending new diagnostic x-ray
equipment.

! 546 Designing, maintaining, evaluating radiation pro-
tection and monitoring programs in diagnostic
radiology.

etc.

Level 2 (Technician)

1 556 Calibrating diagnostic x-ray test, survey, or mea-
suring instruments.

1 533 Checking automatic exposure termination of diagnos-
tic radiography equipment.

etc.

Level 1 (Aide)

192 Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiography
equipment for use.*

Score

56

55

Loading

.79

.72

28 .28

27 .07

14 -.07

the following explanation is given to the reader in the form

of footnotes or notes:

Note: Tasks are arranged in descending order within levels by
point score (difficulty as reflected in the number of
skill and knowledge categories required and the scale
values at which the categories are required). Factor

loadings run from high, positive values, through zero,
to negative values (for lower-level tasks).

* Each task was assigned to the factor on which it has its

highest loading. Task names marked with an asterisk (*)
were assigned on the basis of logic.
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DESIGNING JOB LADDERS AND LATTICES

The tasks assigned to any given level within a factor are

likely to be representative of the central tasks of a job. Naturally,

any job will also include certain peripheral tasks not on the factor

which reflect the administrative or institutional idiosyncrasies, paper

work, conferences, etc., usually associated with any job. In some

cases a real job would combine the tasks in more than one factor, such

as when an institution is not large enough to differentiate jobs. How-

ever, for the purposes of job or educational ladder design, the tasks

at a given level within a factor suggest the most rational assignment

of major duties to a job, since they require the maximum application

of a minimum but adequate educational investment.

The factor results do not necessarily guarantee that job

ladders can be designed within task factors. After tasks have been

assigned to factors and levels it is possible to find that only one

level is represented in a given factor. However, some factors that

appear only at higher job levels can be logical higher-level steps for

tasks at lower job levels in other factors. This happens when the

higher-level factor combines the skill and knowledge requirements of

one or more other factors. This becomes the basis for constructing

job lattices.

The HSMS job ladder and lattice recommendations are arrange-

ments of jobs in prohotional steps derived from the task factors. The

jobs in a ladder or lattice require interrelated skill and knowledge

categories based on given task factors. Job lattices allow for lirk-
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ages across factors both horizontally and diagonally. This provides

crossover options and a choice of promotional pathways based on the

principle that the skills and knowledges required at a given level

for a factor may serve as a basis for more than one specialty. A

given specialty may build on more than one kind of prior preparation;

the entry to specific professional jobs could thus be reached through

more than one factor. Conversely, a given job level in a factor can

be a step towards more than one specialty.

The analyst makes recommendations on job structures, job

ladders, and job lattices based on the nature of the task factors

which emerge and on the assignment of tasks to job levels. Once these

are laid out and the skill and knowledge content is examined, logical

recommendations usually emerge.

Past HSMS analyses are presented in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

Figure 7 is an example of the factor structure that emerged in diag-

nostic radiology; Figure 8 shows the job ladder-lattice recommenda-

tions which resulted from the analysis. Figure 9 shows a similar set

of recommendations including diagnostic ultrasound and radiation

therapy.

These examples are offered as indications of HSMS recom-

mendations, since it is impossible to provLde more detailed instruc-

tions on how to gi from the factor and point score data to the actual

suggestions.
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Figure 7. SUMMARY OF FACTOR STRUCTURE OF TASKS BY JOB LEVEL: DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Factors:

Job Levels

I II V

Non-Neuro.
Radiolo

Neuro-
Radiology

Obs-Gyn
Radiolo

8. Special- radiologists Radiologist adiologist

ized Ad- (non-neuro. (neuro- (obs-gyn

vanced radiology radiology radiology

Profes- s ecialties) specialty) s ecialt )

sional (consultation;reading,interpreting;contra-6L
studies; research; residents' training)

7. -

6. -

5. Profes-
sional

4. Jr. Profes-
sional; Su-
pervisor

3. Technol-
ogist

2. Techni-
cian

1. Aide

*Tasks in box with asterisk (*)
not covered by data.

Source: Research Report No. 8.

IV

Patient,

Emergency
Care

hief Tech.
f Pt. Care
(teach; give

mer .care)

injct;lst aid

Pt.CareTech-
nicn (cath.;
bandg; prep.

specimens)

Pt.Care Aide
(assttvital
signs; ECG;
pers.atten.)

III

Radio logic

Technolo

Chief Rad.
Tech.

(teach;eval.
tech!s work)

VI

Quality
Assurance

Radiation
Physicist
(design,run
qual.assur.
programs)

11
Rad. Tech.
(plain,con-
trast pt.

examinatns;
operat.g.rm.)

NON-FACTOR A

Adminis-
tration

Ad-

ministrator
i(manage;
purchase;

-1

Supervisor
(eval.sub:s
work; run
meetings)

1

Admin. Tech.
(inventory;
scheduling;
orientation)

Qual. Assur.
Technician
(test x-ray
equipment)

Qual. Assur.
Aide(process
films;prep.

equipment)
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Figure 8. SUMMARY OF JOB STRUCTURE AND CAREER LADDER RECOMMENDATIONS

Factors:

(task group-
ings)

Job Levels

5. Profes-
sional

4. Jr. Profes-
sional; Su-
pervisor

. Technol-
ogist

. Techni-
cian

. Aide

IV

Patient and
Emergency

Care

CHIEF TECH.OF
PT.CARE (teach,

evaluate) or
EMERGENCY CARE
SPECIALTY

IN

PATIENT CARE
TECHNICIAN (in-

jectast aid;
cath.; bandg.;
prep.specimns)

Radiologic
Technnlo

CHIEF RAD.
TECHNOLOGIST
(teach,evalu-
ate subordns.'
work)

VI NON-FACTOR A

Radiologic
Quality Adminis-

Assurance tration

RADIATION
PHYSICIST
(design,run
qual.assur.

programs)

RADIOLOGIC
TECHNOLOGIST
(plain, con-
trast pt. ex-
aminations)" A

PATIENT CARE
AIDE (asst.;
vital signs;
ECG; personal
attention)

DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATOR

- 1(manage;p1an;

opurchase;bud-
diet)*

SUPERVISOR
(evaluate sub-
ordinates'work
run meetin s)

ADMINISTRATIVE
TECHNOLOGIST
(inventories;
scheduling;
orientation)

QUALITY ASSUR.
TECHNICIAN
(test x-ray e-
quipmtimonitor
processors)

QUALITY ASSUR-
ANCE AIDE(pro-
cess films;
prepare, clean
equipment)

* Tasks in box with asterisk (*) not covered by data.
Source; Research Report No. 8.
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Figure 9. RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY, ULTRASOUND AND RADIATION THERAPY:
RECOMMENDED JOB STRUCTURES AND PROGRESSIONS BY TASK FACTOR AND JOB LEVEL

Task
Factors:

Job Levels

5. Profes-
sional

Diagnostic
Ultrasound
Technology

Patient and
Emergency

Care

Diagnostic

Radio logic

Technology

4. Jr. Prof-I SUPERVISOR- 1 !CLINICAL NURS-4 t SUPERVISOR-
essional 1 EDUCATOR 1 JNG SPECIALTY! t EDUCATOR

3. Technol-
ogist

2. Techni-
cian

1. Aide

ULTRASOUND
TECH.: pt. ex-
aminations in
all modes

PATIENT CARE TECHNICIAN: Injec-
tions, medications, teach self
care, 1st aid, insertn.of probes
catheters: all 3 de artments

PATIENT CARE AIDE: Assist pt.,
vital signs, reassure, assist
with procedures, ECG, personal
attention: all 3 departments

Radiologic
Quality

Assurance

RADIATION PHY-
SICIST: design,
run qual. ass-
urance rogrms.

f

RADIOLOGIC
TECH.: pt. ex-
aminations w,
w/o contrast

'11/4

T

QUALITY ASSURANCE TECHNICIAN:
test diagnostic equipment, moni-
tor film processors, prepare,
transport materials7\

Radiation
Therapy
Technology

I-SUPERVISOR-1

RAD. THERAPY
TECH.: set up,
administer, co-
ord. treatments

RAD. THERAPY
TECHN.: mold
room work, as-
sisting

QUALITY ASSURANCE,MATERIALS
AIDE: checking, preparing mate-
rials, inventories, film pro-
cessingi. all 3 departments

1

Admin-
istra-
tion

MENT
ADMINIS-1

JW2R_J

r-STPiR:

L VISOR J

ADMINIS-
TRATIVE
TECH.:

schedules

Broken boxes repres^nt jobs whose tasks are not fully covered by data.
Source: Research Report No. 10.
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Once the job structure and job ladder recommendations are

made, the user is ready to prepare the data for use in curriculum out-

lines, curriculum objectives, and educational ladders to parallel the

job ladders. This is discussed in Volume 4 of this report. Chapter

4, which follows, describes the use of the data for institutional

evaluation and planning.
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CHAPTER 4

USING TASK DATA TO MAKE RATIONAL USE OF MANPOWER 1

Prior chapters described how statistical analysis of HSMS-

type task data can be used to develop job structure and job ladder

recommendations. This chapter shows the director or administrator

of a local institution how to adapt the recommendations, based on na-

tionwide practices, to the needs of an individual institution. The

chapter is directed to the hospital or department administrator who

wishes to implement job structure and career ladder recommendations

resulting from task analysis, or who wishes to use task data for per-

flrmance evaluation.

An institution cannot be expected to provide upward mobility

to its employees unless it has practical reasons for doing so; it must

make economic sense. The first section of this chapter argues that

there are benefits to .e derived from using HSMS-type data and recom-

mendations. It discusses the economic rationales for job structuring,

restructuring, and the development of job ladders using HSMS methods.

The second section describes how the administrator can use

the data generated by HSMS methods to rationally structure or restruc-

1 Much Jf the material presented in this chapter appeared as Chapter 3
in Research Report No. 8. (Fleanor Gilpatrick, Using Task Data in
Diagnostic Radiology, Volume 1, "Job Ladders: Assigning Tasks to
Jobs," New York: Health Servic,,s Mobility Study, 1977.)
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tyre jobs. It shows how to examine the allocation of tasks to levels,

and describes the creation of new jobs. The third section discusses the

development of a career ladder program, cost saving strategies, and

trainee selection. The fourth section deals with the use of HSMS-type

data to evaluate institutional performance. It provides a mini-manual

for using HSMS-type task data to create performance evaluation instru-

ments.

RATIONALES FOR JOB RESTRUCTURING AND CAREER LADDERS

The HSMS method makes it possible to analyze tasks in terms

of their skill and knowledge requirements and their relationship to

other tasks and job levels. It is therefore possible to assign tasks

to job titles and to make optimum use of more highly trained and more

expensive employees, and to make sure that the work is being carried

out by staff who are properly trained to provide quality input.

The assignment of tasks to job titles is job structuring or

restructuring. The arrangement of jobs into a promotional sequence

from one level to another is job ladder construction. It is not always

necessary to do job restructuring in order to design and implement job

ladders; it is also possible to derive advantages from job structuring

or restructuring without having to arrange jobs into a promotional lad-

der. This is discussed below.

The costs to consider in structuring or restructuring jobs

are thos of salary and education. Direct education or tuition costs can

be borne by students, employers, or society; education costs, however,
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are also reflected in salary levels. The education time needed to pre-

pare for jobs is highly correlated with salary levels. Reference to

high-level staff of jobs implies high salaries, high skill and knowl-

edge requirements, and long, expensive periods of educational prepara-

tion. Conversely, reference to low-level jobs implies low levels of

educational preparation and low salary levels.

Job Structuring and Restructuring

Job structuring and restructuring can provide cost advantages

if tasks are assigned to jobs so that the skill and knowledge levels re-

quired for tasks are compatible with the educational and salary levels

of the jobs to which they are assigned. Allocation of low-level tasks

to high-level jobs is wasteful of salary and education costs. If there

are shortages of high-level personnel, the waste is felt as decreased

services or other outputs.

It also makes economic sense to assign tasks to jobs so that

the skill and knowledge requirements for all the tasks in a job are sim-

ilar. Assigning tasks requiring different, non-overlapping skill and

knowledge requirements to a single job increases the amount of educa-

tional preparation needed to do the job, even if all its tasks are at

the same level. This prolongs the educational preparation time needed

and probably inflates salary levels.

Job structuring and restructuring may be done to make jobs

at lower levels less boring for workers in order to improve morale and

thereby improve performance and/or reduce turnover costs. Such "job"
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enlargement" can be done economically by increasing the variety of task

activities in a job while still assigning tasks which require the same

basic investment in skill and knowledge training.

Job structuring is needed when the institution is to provide

AO
a new service or function, or is to utilize a new technology. It is

then important to identify the tasks involved, to decide the job levels

to which the tasks should be assigned, and to decide the existing job

titles to which the tasks can be assigned to minimize the need for new

educational preparation. It is important to clarify whether there is

justification for creating entirely new jobs and/or whether the develop-

ment: of a job ladder is apprupriate. Tht, issues are discussed later

in this chapter.

Job Ladders

Job or career ladders provide upward mobility for the in-

house labor force of an institution. Promotional lines provide for a

supply of new entrants into jobs as, older incumbents retire, are dis-

missed, or as more staff are needed in a job title to handle increased

volume.

The most powerful economic reason to have a career mobility

program is to fill chronic vacancies at middle and upper job levels.

In a field such as healt' services, most promotional lines require ad-

ditional education as an individual goes from one job level to another.

An economically desirable career mobility .ogram would provide job

ladder sequences that minimize the additional education needed between
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levels. If a job ladder starts from an entry level job with few vacan-

cies, and progresses from one job level to another within interrelated

task groupings to the level where shortages exist, the amount of educa-

tional investment required between each level is minimized; employees

need to be trained only for the educational gap between one job level

and the next.

There are other economic arguments in favor of job ladders.

By selecting in-house incumbents in appropriate jobs to move up a job

ladder, the institution can cut the costs that are incurred in orient-

ing new employees. A program of upward mobility can also become an in-

centive for efficient performance if selection for upgrading is partly

dependent on the quality of performance in the current job. Since

trainees currently successful at one job level are likely to be suc-

cessful at the next level (because of similar job content), the failure

rate may be reduced. A career ladder program may also reduce the costs

of turnover to the degree that high turnover reflects discouragement

with "dead-end" jobs.

Actual salary costs may be lower with the use of upgrading

programs than if staff are hired from the outside. The staff selected

for upgrading will be at the top of their salary range when selected,

but will enter the new jobs at the bottom of the salary range. They

will be replaced in their former jobs by staff who are themselves newly

upgraded and who will be entering at the bottom of the salary range for

their new jobs.
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Competition among institutions to atiLact and hire outside

individuals whose training is in short supply creates an inflationary

pressure on salary levels. An in-house career mobility program adds to

the supply of scarce labor and reduces inflationary pressures. Strate-

gies for job ladder construction are discussed later in this chapter.

When shortage jobs are at a high level, with no related jobs

at intermediary levels, ioo structuring or restructuring may be needed

to provide job ladders. If the educational distance from an entry job

t to a shortage job is a matter of several years, one cannot talk about a

viable job ladder. For example, a one-step rise from the aide to the

professional level would be unrealistic. But a ladder from the aide to

the technician level, and from there to the technologist level can ulti-

mately lead to the professional level in reasonable stages.
2

To create a new job as an intermediary level on a ladder or

to provide a new service or function is a form of specialization of

labor that can be cost saving within limits. As different componen.s

of work are separated out and assigned to different jobs, the work can

be done more efficiently and more economically. Lower-level talks can

be grouped into jobs at lower salaries. The limit to this approach is

that the institution must be large enough to provide full-time work in

each of the subdivided specialties. Short of this, workers would not be

efficiently utilized. this question is discussed later in this chapter.

2
It is important to note that a joL ladder progression refers to the re-
lationship among job titles. A given individual may not move up on all

the rungs of a ladder. At any point in time incumbents at one level on
a ladder are the population from which those who will be Lrained to go
to the next level on the ladder are selected.
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USING TASK DATA TO STRUCTURE JOBS

Assuming that the administrator of a department is interested

in the rational structuring of jobs in the department, HSMS-type methods

can provide the raw materials. The HSMS method produces task identifi-

cations and descriptions, groupings of tasks, assignments of taske' to job

levels, and results in job structure and career ladder suggestions. The

administrator can adapt data, analyses, and recommendations that reflect

nationwide practice for use in his or her own department.

Analysis of Job Structures

Data Preparation

In adapting the recommendations the administrator first de-

cides on the job titles to be examined; the second step is to identify

the tasks being carried out in those titles; the third step is to ana-

lyze the pattern of distribution of the tasks in terms of task overlaps

across jobs, the levels of tasks in jobs, and the groupings of tasks

in jobs.

The .1ministrator starts by selecting the job titles to be

examined. These are placed on a reference list. The list should in-

clude all the in-house titles of interest along with the salary or sal-

.

azy range for each. Next, a HSMS job level should be assigned to each

job on the list. Figure 5 in Chapter 3 presents the HSMS job levels.

A way to check the c.ppropriateness of job level designations is to note

whether the rank order of the job titles by salary level is the same as

the rank order of job titles by HSMS job level designation,
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The next step is to determine which individual(s) are famil-

iar with all the work being done by all the incumbents in the job titles

on the list. This may be the administrator, or different supervisors

may be familiar with different titles. These individuals are "respond-

ents" or resource persons who can be asked to provide the basic informa-

tion on the current allocation of tasks to titles.

The next major step in the analysis is to determine which of

the tasks covered in the nationwide analysis are being carried out in

job titles in the department or in titles related to the department. It

may be best to get an overall sense of where the activities are being

done before getting detailed information for each title.
3

The final list

should include only tasks being done at the institution.

The next step is to find out in which job title or titles

each task is done. For each in-house job the entire list is considered

to ensure that all the tasks for a given title are cowered. This means

that a copy of the task inventory of all tasks should be prepared for

each interview with each respondent. If it is decided that it is im-

portant to know which tasks are carried out by individual employees in

a title, separate lists should be prepared for each; and each should

be given the appropriate job level designation by title.

Each respondent is asked to indicate which tasks in the in-

ventory are carried out in a given title. If a true representation of

3
The HSMS extended task names provide good content references: they are
sufficiently detailed Eo avoid confusion about what work activities are
being referred to.
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work assignments is of interest, an effort should be made to include out-

of-title work, because this may be of major economic significance. Since

this i.,, an in-house analysis, security is not an issue.

At this stage there is a task list for each title and/or in-

dividual being studied. Each contains all the tasks done in that job.

(The Task Code Numbers and abbreviated task names are useful references

at this point.) Next to the name of each task, two additional pieces

of information are needed. The first is the HSMS job level designation;

the second is the name or number of the factor to which the task was as-

signed in the prior analysis.

A third piece of information may be of interest to the ad-

ministrator. That is the f,equency with which the task is carried out

in a given job. This information will be helpful if there is interest

in the relative importance of a task in the structure of a job. The

basic information is obtainable from the respondents. (The use of the

HSMS Task Frequency Scale (Scale 1) is discussed in Volume 2 of this

report.)

If there is an interest in overall assessment of the manpower

utilization pattern in the department, the next step is to create an ar-

ray thac contains the information of interest. This is done by arrang-

ing the job titles (and the names of individuals within titles) in col-

umns, from left to right in descending order by HSMS job level and/or

salary level. Within job levels the titles should be arranged by task

mostfactor. The factor for a job is determined by the most prominent fac-
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for showing on the task list collected for the title (or individual).

The rows in the array are to be all the tasks found in the department,

arranged from top to bottom in descending order by HSMS job level, and

within job levels by the same factor order used for the columns.
4

The

entries in the array are x's. Working with each list separately, one

fills in a column at a time, placing an "x" in the appropriate column

if a given task is found on the given job's list. Figure 10 is a hypo-

thetical example of such an array in which HSMS data were used for the

task numbers, levels, factors, and titles; the example assumes twelve

incumbents, listed by number.

The array provides an overall view of the extent and loca-

tion of task overlap and the appropriateness of current allocations of

tasks to job titles by levels and factors. One examines the overlap of

tasks acrots job titles or incumbents by reading across the array; one

examines the mix of tasks in jobs by level and factor by reading down

the columns. An ideal utilization pattern would be roughly in the

shape of a diagonal, falling from left to right (as wide as the adja-

cent columns in a given factor; as high as the adjacent rows in a given

factor within a level). Figure 10 shows this pattern, with the exception

of Tasks 490, 74, and 275.

Task Overlap

Task overlap occurs when a task i3 carried out in more than

one job title (or across more than one incumbent of a title if there

4
To save space, abbreviations and Task Code Numbers can bo used 1-o de-

signate columns and rows, since the entries will be x's.
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Fi ure 10. HYPOTHETICAL ARRAY OF TASK ALLOCATIONS BY JOB TITLE

Job Levels a: 8 5 4 3

Factorsb: I II VI III IV III A IV VI IV VI

Job Non-

Titlesc: neur,

Rad.

Neu-
ro.

Rad.

Phy-

si-

cist

Rad.

Tech,

Sum

Pt.

Care
Supr.Tech:Tech_Tech.Aide

Rad.

Ad-
min

Pt,

Care

Qual,

Ass.

Pt.

Care

Aide

Qual.

Ass.

Aide

Incumbents: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Le- Fac- Task

vel, for Code
8 I 441

329 X

448 X
II 404 X

397 Y

430 A
5 VI 528

546 X
..

542

4 III 82

7

IV 158

305

3 III 526 X

362 X

363 X

A 496 X

131 X

272 X

IV 299

33 X

143 X

308 X

243 X

VI 535 X

548 X

549 X

1 IV 290 1 X

190 X

193 X

490 X X

74 X X

VI 147 X

275 X X

E9

52

79 X
a Level 8: specialized advanced professional; level 5: professional; level 4:

educator, supervisor; level 3: technologist; level 2: technician; level 1:

aide.
b Factor I: Non-neurologic Radiology; Factor II: Neuroradiology; Factor III:

Radiologic Technology; Factor IV: Patient Care; Factor VI: Quality Assur-

ance; Non-factor A: Administration.
c
Fill in the in-house titles.
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are different jobs within a title). Not all overlap is undesirable or

avoidable. There are always overlap tasks to be done which are the

mortar that holds the central tasks in a job together. There can be

duplications that reflect the different locations or shifts in which

the work is carried out. However, when there is duplication of the

central work in a given department, this bears close examination; thus,

the overlap data in the array should be given careful analysis.

The most important type of overlap to look for is where the

same task is found in jobs that are at different levels. The allocation

of low-level tasks to high-level titles is wasteful. If high-level tasks

are allocated to low-level titles this may imply inadequate performance

or wasteful training. Given acceptable performance of a task. in the

titles where it is currently overlapped, there is a prima facie economic

argument for downward assignment of an overlap task to the lowest level

in which it is currently found. In Figure 10, Tasks 490, 74, and 275

are such tasks.

Sometimes the overlap reflects the case where supervisors fill

in for absent staff. This may be a waste of expensive supervisory time.

One solution might be to develop a "flying squad" for lower-level jobs.

Such staff would be trained for several jobs at the aide level and would

be on call to fill in for absentees. The squad(s) would provide a source

of experienced manpower to cover staff absences at the aide level. By

virtue of this experience, employees at the aide level could later make

informed choices about the specialty in which they would like to rise.

Management would be in a position to take account of especially gifted

employees and encourage them. Rotation would permit job enrichment.
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Sometimes overlap of tasks across job levels reflects the

refusal of professional staff to delegate work. Some professionals 1.re-

fer to carry out lower-level tasks when they are not comfortable about

the quality of the performance of lower-level staff. Discovery of this

kind of overlap actually pinpoints job performance and training inade-

quacies. The solution is to provide remedial training so that higher-

level staff can rely on the quality of work assigned to lower-level

staff.

The in-house analysis of the overlap data should result in

the separation of necessary from unnecessary task overlaps, a design

for the rational restructuring of jobs, and a list of steps needed to

remedy the problems uncovered.

Job Structure By Task Level and Factor

At this stage it is possible to analyze whether the tasks in

each job are at appropriate job levels. Allocation of tasks to jobs at

comparable job levels is the economic objective. Since most jobs can-

not be held together without one or two tasks that are essentially

simple and/or admi.dstrative, percentage distributions and task fre-

quency data are used to examine whet er current allocations are sound.

The allocation of lower-level tasks to higher-level jobs sug-

gests waste. It is also important to consider the presence of higher-

level tasks in lower-level jobs. In a case where a task is rated at a

level higher than the job in which it is found, the task may be beyond



the reach of the incumbent's experience and training, and performance

may be unsatisfactory. Alternatively, the staff in this job may be re-

ceiving training for the one task at levels that are beyond the needs

for all the other tasks of the job, and this would be wasteful of

training.

The analysis of the composition of jobs by task factor is

similar to the analysis of the task levels. The array and the lists

provide insights about the breadth of training requi,ed for the jobs.

A job made up of tasks that cross several factors may require training

in a larger number of subject areas than is economically warranted.

For example, if the same staff member were administering medication and

testing x-ray equipment, an investment in training in pharmacology sub-

jects ane in technological subjects would be required. With no trans-

ferability from one to the other, and no likelihood that this combina-

tion would be found in other lateral or higher jobs, we have a wasteful

job structure.

Creation of New Jobs

A new job may need to 1-e created as a result of the analysis

of task allocations described above, or to provide an intermediary job

between high and low-level jobs, or to provide for a new function, or to

utilize a newly available technology. The key to structuring a new job

is to know all the tasks to be covered, their job levels, and their fac-

tor designations. Frequency data reflecting the expected work loads to

be assigned are also helpful.
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The decision to institute a quality assurance program in di-

agnostic radiology provides a case to illustrate the type of analysis

that might be considered in the creation of new jobs, given the princi-

ples already described. HSMS found that the tasks in this case fall into

two job levels, those of the technician and those of the professional.

Quality assurance tasks are not found in every hospital, and

not all quality assurance tasks are present in any one hospital. Those

that are present can be found in a variety of job titles and job levels.

Now that there is interest in instituting quality assurance programs, it

would be sensible to decide on appropriate job structures to contain the

technician and professional-level tasks. It would be cost-saving to

remove technician-level tasks from their current locations in technolo-

gist and professional-level jobs and co create a quality assurance tech-

nician job. The remaining professional-level tasks would be assigned

to the professional radiation physicist. However, this solution makes

sense only if the institution is sufficiently large to benefit from a

newly created quality assurance technician job.

In the absence of sufficient volume, the HSMS designation of

level and factor for tasks can be used to decide the best allocation of

the technician-level tasks among existing jobs. The decision can vary

for different institutions depending on frequency data for current tasks;

however, the fr owing reasoning would apply.

The technician tasks can be taught to the aide and added to

the aide's current duties. The new costs would be for training and a

salary increase, because the aide job would now include technician-level
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tasks. It is also possible to teach the tasks to the :echnologist and

add them to the technologist's current duties. The new costs would be

those fol. -aining; there would also be hidden costs due to less than

optimum use of the technologist's time when carrying out technician-level

tasks. With the use of data on frequency and current work loads and

flows, a sound economic decision can be reached.

What is inescapably apparent is that there is little justi-

fication for assigning the technician tasks to the professional, who is

an expensive employee. If the reason for a job structure in which the

professional is doing the technician-level tasks is that this is needed

to provide full-time work for the professional physicist, the true func-

tion of the physicist may not be properly understood, and appropriate

professional tasks may be missing. In addition, it may be sensible for

a small institution not to hire the professional as a full-time employee,

but to retain a consultant who will set up and run the quality assurance

program as needed.

CAREER LADDERS AND COST SAVING STRATEGIES

An institution may decide to develop a program for upgrading

staff in job ladder progressions because it is convinced that this ap-

proach is most efficient in the long run; it may have decided that this

is the way to expand the services it provides, whether in sheer quantity

when demand increases, or in the provision of new services or functions.

The institution may have decided that this is the way to fill chronic

vacancies. Its commitment to upward mobility may have been brought

about through collective bargaining, with a portion of the wage package
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set aside for the upgrading-training of staff. In any of these circum-

stances there are basic decisions to be made that can affect costs and

the success or failure of the program. This section brings together va-

rious insights gained by HSMS about the cost aspects of career mobility

programs.

Overview

Unlike the situation where students gain their occupational

preparation before they enter the labor force, an upward mobility pro-

gram is concerned with the needs of working students, with employers,

and with educators. The students are employed adults who very likely

are the main source of support of themselves and their families. Em-

ployers may wish to provide their staff with occupational preparation,

but also need to maintain the quantity and quality of their productive

output

In health services occupations the jobs require instruction

in formal disciplines. The subject matter must be imparted by teachers

and learned in the classroom and in supervised clinical practice. Un-

like many factory or civil service staff, the health worker cannot "pick

up" what is needed in the higher-level job by simply observing other

workers during the course of a work day in his current job. In addition,

entry to health services jobs is often circumscribed by requirements

such as licensure, certification, graduation from AMA-approved or other-

wise accredited programs, and/or academic degrees. In most cases licen-

sure and certification require graduation from accredited programs as

well as passing examinations.
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Given these considerations, an in-house upward mobility pro-

gram must involve four basic types of costs. These are education costs,

released-time costs, relief worker costs, and trainee failure costs;

there are alternative ways of dealing with each.

Education costs cover classroom instruction and clinical

practice. These would be faced by anyone entering study for an occupa-

tion. The options and choices about which this chapter comments are

as follows:

1. There can be an in-house (hospital-based) program in
which the institution runs the program; or there can
be an academic program in which a student accumulates
academic credits towards a degree at the associate,

baccalaureate or masters level.

2. The program can be designed as an educational ladder

with course work sequenced so that the whole program
leads to the top of the ladder and shorter segments
lead to lower-level jobs, so that students can exit

and reenter the program at job-related intervals; or

there can be discrete programs designed for each job.

3. Time schedules for instruction can be geared to full-

time students and regular academic semesters; or they

can be gea-ed to the time requirements of employed

students.

Released-time costs are payments to trainees while they are

studying to permit them to maintain incomes. The options include find-

ing outside assistance to pay employees, counting these costs as fringe

benefits along with health insurance and passing them along as produc-

tion costs to third-party payers, and/or having employees and/or educa-

tional institutions share in the costs.
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Relief worker costs cover the salaries of employees who will

provide the relief work while trainees are studying. Among the options

are hiring temporary employees to provide the relief work for individual

trainees, or using a staged approach in which the workers who will re-

place the trainees in their former jobs when the latter are upgraded are

the ones to provide the relief work. A strategy for this is discussed

below.

Trainee failure costs are incw-red when trainees fail in

their upgrading-training programs and are not able to fill the upper-

level jobs. The selection cri'eria for trainees can affect success cr

failure. A set of alternatives is discussed below.

Education Costs

Sequential educational programs based on job ladders save

education costs by eliminating redundant education and providing rein-

fcrcemelt and transferability of training. In addition, it is more

economical in both the short and long run for health care institutions

to give up the production of educational programs at technician and

technologist levels. If they combine into consortia on a city-wide ur

system-wide basis they can purchase educational programs from academic

institutions which can offer accredited programs and academic credits

usable toward college degrees.

If large ,cumbers of students are involved, the educational

institutions could be persuaded to offer programs that are properly

timed and sequenced to service the career ladder programs adopted by
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employees. The movement to work/study, continuing education, and work-

oriented timing for course hours has been growing in colleges and uni-

versities since the late 1960's. Consortia can be created of'employ-

ers in a system, such as in a municipal or voluntary system, or in a geo-

graphic area. Their function would be to adopt mutually acceptable job

ladders and to purchase educational programs for a consortium's pool of

trainees.

The alternative is having health care delivery institutions

provide internal training for their manpower needs. The training pro-

duced is often so specific to the needs of the institution that the

trainee finds it of little usi for upward mobility or even for lateral

movement in the job market. This is particularly true in the so-called

"new career" titles. Since the institutions themselves are not per-

mitted t, provide academic credits, the training is of no help in the

attainment of the degrees which are a part of the credential system and

are needed for higher-level jobs.

The current time requirements for accredited occupational

programs is a good argument for using the necessary time for students to

accumulate degree credits as well as occupational certification.

Aide-level training should include remediation and be used

to ready workers for later educational rograms. It might be best to

provide this in conjunction with programs leading co high school e.uiv-

alency diplomas. or college-level credits. Everyone at the aide level

should have the chance to receive high sLhool equivalency training,

especially credits in the high school subjects required for entry to
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associate or baccalaureate-degree programs. Aides should be able to

receive credit for their work experience when this is appropriate.

Given the number of trainees for upgrading programs that em-

ployer groups or consortia can offer, educational institutions could

reduce per capita costs through the use of facilities and faculties in

courses offered in the evening, on weekends, during vacations, and at

other non-peak times. In health services, member hospitals would be

natural affiliates for the clinical. training.

A system-wide consortium apprcarth could combine employers,

educational institutions, and the relevant employee trade unions and

professional associations. Consortia could make maximum use of federal,

state, local, and foundation f,nding for its programs. It is a full-

time job to locate the funds, write the proposals, and put the packages

together. This can he done efficiently on a large, city-wide or system-

wide basis.

Released-Time aid Relief Costs

It is desirable to keep students employed and provide them

with released-time training. The employer retains the ser-ices of cur-

rent staff; the employee maintains an income source; and the educational

institution may be able to use its plant at maximum efficiency. Re-

leased-time tfAtnidg costs could be passed on as direct costs of serv-

ice, but, in addition, employees may wish to accelerate their training,

and can be asked to contribute by studying without compensation on

weekends, holidays, and durinf, vacation time.
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A strategy to minimize releai.ed -time and relief costs starts

with an overall manpdwer planning program. With proper planning the

upper-level "target" job on a ladder is one that will have openings for

newly trained staff to fill. These openings could come about due to

new or expanding services, due to turnover, retirement, or due to chronic

current vacancies. The number of openings to be filled must be known

before planning can take place. Planning is needed to make sure that

money is in'the budget for the job titles to be filled when the training

ends and the trainees are ready to work in the titles.

It is also importa.' .hat entry-level jobs m a ladder be

able to be filled easily, because some relief workers must be hired at

this level. This is not possible if there are no individuals available

to be recruited and trained to fill the entry-level jobs.

If the entry level job is one in which employment may be re-

duced in the future, then the upgrading program solves the redundancy

problem for staff that would otherwise be let go. New staff are not

needed at entr3 levels, and the cost of upgrading is reduced by the

amount that would be needed to recruit, train, and employ new replace-

ments.

A multi-stageu, coordinated system of training can fill va-

cancies and also provide for replacements. It involves half-time study

and full-time income. It should include double-track staging to provide

training at minimum cost with no loss in production. For the trainees,

it can provide maintenance of income and job security, while guarantee-

ing maximum upward mobility. Double-track staging means that two educe-
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tional programs run simultaneously. Each program is for half the train-

ees, and runs during the hours that the other half are working. The

trainees work during non-overlapping time periods; study can overlap

for weekends, holidays, and vacations.

The strategy for dovole-track programs is based on the fol-

lowing considerations. If trainees work half time and train half time,

and if relief workers are to be used to maintain output, one relief

worker can relieve two trainees, but onl; if the two trainees are in

different time slots. Anything else is a waste of relief worker costs.

Alternate months, weeks, or days for the tracks are better than alter-

nate half days, becauf_9 half days are wasteful of travel time and the

warm-up time needed to refocus trainees' attention from study t) work

and back again.

The multi-stage strategy ciwetails all the steps in a career

ladder. With this approach :eleased-time and relief costs can be kept

below the cost of staffing the jobs whose vacancies are to be filled

Figure 11 provides a hypothetical example. It shows how dovetailing

of programs, maximum use of relief wokers, and use of non-overlapping

trainee work times can keep the costs to a minimum.

In this example the plan is to fill eight technologist jobs

(at an institution that is part of a consortium) in the length of time

nee0ed to train new aides, to train aides t( become technicians, and

to train technicians to become technologists in a half-time, work/study
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Fi ure 11. A MINIMUM COST STRATEGY FOR UPGRADING: STAGED SEQUENCES

Sta e of Pro ram and Jobs by Level

O.Before program:
Technologists(3) @ $1,000-$1,600mo. 8

Technicians(2) @ $ 830-$ 900mo.
Als(1) @ $ 660-$ 750mo.

(Budgeted vacancies @ top of range) 8

Total
(Total including vacancies)

Va-

can-
cies

!.Hire and prepare 2 for aide jobs:
(to free 2 aides to relieve 4 Bides
who will go into training to be
technicians in Stage 2).New hires =
1/4 technologist vacncles to be
filled. Time required: training
for level 1.

Technologists
Technicians
Aides
Total

8

8

2.Upgrading training of aides begins:
a.Two aides relieve 4 aides select-

ed for training to be technicians.
Two-track program alternates work/
study. Time required: training gap
between levels 1 and 2.

b.HaFway through period another 2
are hired, trained to be aides.
(Time required overlaps with a.)

Techn,,logists

Technicians
Al- es

Total 8

Page 1 of 2
Employment by Function Employment by Salary

Average
Monthly
Wage
Bill

Doing
Normal
Work

Re-

lief

Train-
eesa

Train- Full-
ing for Upgrad- time
Entry ing W--1,

Level Train- Eq _v-
Job ingb alent

Top
of

Range

Bottom
of

Range Total

12

12

12

36 0 0

12

12

12

36

12

12

12

36

(44)

0

12

12

12

36

(44)

$19,200
10,800

9,000
(12,800)

$39,000
(51,000)

12 12 12 12 $19,200
12 12 12 12 10,800
12 2 12 12 2 14 10,320

36 2 36 36 36 2 38 $40,320

12 12 12 12 $19,200

12 12 12 12 10,800

8 2 2' 4 12 12 4 76 10,980

32 2 2c 4 36 36 4 40 $40,980

a Assumes that each relief worker relieves 2 employees who are each in half-time upgrading training.
b Assumes ihat upgrading trainees work half time and study half time at full-time salaries.

For half the period.



F lure 11. A MINIMUM COST STRATEGY FOR UPGRADING: STAGED SEQUENCES con inue
Employment by Function Employment by Salary

Train-
Re- ing for Upgrad-

Full-
time Average

Va- Doing lief Entry ing Work Top Bottom Monthly
can- Normal Train- Level Train- Equiv- of of Wage

Stage of Program and Jobs by Level cies Work eesa Job ingb alent Range Range Total Bill
3.Upgrading-training of technicians

begins:

a.Four aides newly trained as tech-
nicians are upgraded.

b.Four technicians relieve 8 techni-
cians selected for training to be
technologists.Time required:train-
fhg gap between levels 2 and 3.

c.Two new hires are trained to be
aides one quarter way into the
period(the time required overlaps).

d.Halfway through the period 2 aides
relieve 4 aides selected for train-
ing to be technicians (the time
required overlaps).

e.Three quarters of the way into the
period another two are hired and
trained as aides (unless fewer
aides will now be needed than at
start).(The time required overlaps
so that total time is as in a.)

,

Technologists 8 12 i2 12 12 $19,200
Technicians
Aides

4

8

4

2
dd

+ .2

8

4

12

12

12

8

4

8

16

16

14,120
9,960

Total 8 24 6 4 12 36 32 1? 44 $43_080
4.Full cycle completed:

Eight vacancies filled; 16 staff
upgraded; 8 new hires.

Technologists 20 20 12 8 20 $27,200
Technicians 12 12 4 8 12 10,240
Aides 12 12 4 8 12 8,280
Total 0 44 44 20 24 44 $45.7

d For a quarter of the period.
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program. A ladder in quality assurance leading to radiologic technol-

ogist is an example of such a sequence.

The example assumes that trainees study half-time and receive

fall-time salaries. Current incumbents, including trainees for upgrad-

ing, are at maximum salaries for their lines and receive current wages

until upgraded. New incumbents start at minimum rates.

Costs are reduced during the program by employing new staff

only as needed in the staged sequences. All staff used for relief work

are fully utilized and are retained at the end of the program to fill

the slots vacated by the staff who have been upgraded. All staff needed

for relief work at higher levels are provided from in-house staff. Out-

put is kept constant. (See the column for full-time equivalent employ-

ment.)

If the 8 technologists were hired from the outside, the to-

tal salary cost of staffing 44 new employees for one month would be

$51,000 (or $47,000, depending on whether new technologists would be

recruited at the top or bottom of their salary range). At the end of

the training cycle the same staffing of 44 employees would only cost

$45,720 per month because the upgrading program reduces costs on every

line where upgrading takes place. The addition-a cost savings from the

reduction of training time by using an educational ladder to parallel

the job ladder and from the elimination of orientation costs are not

included in the figures given.
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Stage 0 in Figure 11 shows current staffing and costs on a

monthly basis. (The salary figures are illustrative.) In Stage 1 two

individuals are hired (one quarter of the number of technologist vacan-

cies). They are trained as aides.

In Stage 2 the first training step takes place. The new

aides are able to provide released -time relief for four aides who now

study to become technicians. Halfway through the period another two

aides are hired and trained, so that a total of four aides can replace

the four who become technicians at the end of the training in this

period.

In Stage J the second training step takes place. The upgrad-

ing of four aides to be technicians makes it possil-le to relieve eight

technicians to be trained to become technologists. At a point one

quarter way into the period, Stage 1 is repeated, and then Static 2, so

that two new aides again relieve four aides for study. With an addi-

tional two hired and trained, four new aides are available to replace

the four aides who are upgraded to be technicians at the end of the pe-

riod. The training is dovetailed so that a total of eight new techni-

cians are available through upgrading to replace the eight technicians

who become technologists at the end of Stage 3.

At Stage 4 eight vacancies have been filled, sixteen workers

have been upgraded, and eight new employees have been hired. Sixteen

jobs formerly filled by staff at the top of their salary range are now

filled by staff at the bottom of their range. At no time do the costs
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meet or exceed what costs would have been if the vacancies were filled

from outside.

Trainee Failure Costs and Selection Criteria

Given the need to minimize the costs and time involved in

training, there is some incentive for the institution to train those in-

dividuals who are most likely to succeed in the "target job" (the job

for which the trainees are to be prepared). If, in addition, the exist-

ence of an upward mobility program can improve the quality of perform-

ance of individuals in current jobs, the net cost of upgrading programs

can be substantially reduced. The HSMS approach provides two selection

criteria that can be assumed to predict trainee success Because they

tie functioning in the current job to functioning in the 'elated tar-

get job. Assuming that the job Ladder reflects an association of tasks

that require related skills and knowledges, we may conclude that the im-

portant tasks in jobs at varying levels on a job ladder are related.

The HSMS criteria for trainee selection are as follows:

1. The current job title from which the trainees should
be selected for a given target job is the one just
below the target job on a job ladder.

2. Th.2 incumbents within the job ti . from which train-

ees are to be selected should be those with the best
ratings for current performance.

If employees believe that the quality of their performance

in the current job will be a factor in trainee'selection, their current

performance will be improved; at the same time, the most able trainees

can be selected. The attractiveness of these criteria is that the

first one is impersonal; it focuses on all the incumbents in a given
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5

job title; the second criterion is reasonable, since it rewards good

performance. It also reduces the need for testing to performance test-

ing or rating of a small group. If performance evaluation is ongoing,

no ionr :escing is recuired.

At. -Aber important criterion is that of motivation. It is

a concept which can best be handled indirectly, since it is subjective.

?or the purpose of trainee selection, self-selection for training is

an acceptable indication of motivation, provided that all employees

have had adequate access to information about the availability of the

career mobility training program.

In any system of upgrading, especially if trade unions are

involved, the criterion of seniority must also be considered. Senior-

ity is a perfectly acceptable means of choosing between two othtrwisE

equal candidates, and its use as one among several criteria is compat-

ible with the HSMS approach.
5

A Trainee Selection Stcategy

Once the job title of the trainee population has been se-

lected, the program can be announced. The potential trainee population

A different sort of criterion is expressed in the practice alled "cream-

ing," which involves taking the most educated applicants regardless of

their current job. "Creaming" is successful in the short run largely be-

cause educational levels are roughly related to job ladder sequences, ard

education provides intellectual skills. However, after creaming is over

and the better educated are chosen, there is then no model fo: continued

selection. Another criterion used to selec± trainees is scores on apti-

tude tests. The use of aptitude tests is no better than the validity of

the test used (that is, the extent to which the test reflects job content

and is free of cultural or educational ble.$). The HSMS approach bypasses

the inadequacies of aptitude tests by going direcly to work-related cri-

teria. 4-19



would be those in the title who apply for the program, and this limited

number of staff would be the ones whose current performances are evalu-

ated as a basis for selection.

If a program of performance evaluation such as the one pre-

sented in the next section were underway, the available data might be

sufficient to select trainees. Otherwise, performance evaluation would

proceed as follows:

1. The tasks in the trainee population's job title would
be identified as described earlier in this chapter.
These would be designated by job level and factor.

2. Experts, such as supervisors, would select the most
central tasks in the trainee population's job. These
would be the .eference tasks for the evaluation.

3. Supervisors familiar with the applicants' work perfor-
mance would be selected as raters.

4. A performance rating instrument would be prepared:

a. The extended task name for each task selected,
would be presented.

b. For each task, the name of the employee to be
rated and the rater would be entered.

c. For each task, the rater would be instructed to
consider the task and the criteria for evaluating
the outputs of the task or performance of the
task.

d. For each task, the rater would be asked to com-
pare the given employee's achievement of output
or performance criteria with others regularly
performing the task.

e. The same scale would be used for each task and
for each employee to be rated. The instructions
and scale would read roughly as follows:

Please compare this employee's performance of the
task :isted above with the pertormance of other
persons regularly performing this task. Consider
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the criteria for the output of the task or for per-
formance of the task, and consider to what degree
the criteria are met by this employee and by others
in the same job title. Please check the statement
that best describes your comparison of this person
with the others performing this task.

9...( )...Distinctly superior with respect to
others in title.

8...( )...Considerably above average with respect
to cthers in title.

7...( )...Moderately above average with respect
to others in title.

6...( )...Slightly above average with respect
to others in title.

5...( )...Average with respect to others in
title.

4...( )...Slightly below average with respect
to others in title.

3...( )...Moderately below average with respect
to others in title.

2...( )...Considerably below average with respect
to others in title.

1...( )...Distinctly inferior with respect to
others in title.

5. The scores of each employee being rated would be calcu-
lated. If an employee is rated by more than one rater,
scores would be averaged.

6. The seniority of applicants would be used to select
from among applicants with otherwise equal scores.

Implementation

An institution committed to upward mobility as a continuous

part of its manpower function must be aware that this requires planning

and specification of the means for implementation. Such a program needs
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careful prior analysis anTtork if it is to be designed to suit the

needs of the institution and the needs of individual staff members.

Implementation of a career mobility approach necessitates

changes within the instituion such as the coordination of recruitment,

training plans, and upgrading programs with the operations of the in-

stitution. Planning and a redirection of focus may be needed. No

amount of commitment at high management levels can substitute for the

involvement of middle and lower line personnel in the implementation

of institutional change. The greatest enemy of a viable mobility pro-

gram is staff ignorance of what is happening.

For this reason the issues of upward mobility should be dis-

cussed at every level in an organization and in cooperation with em-

ployee organizations where they exist. It should be noted that persons

are less resistant to upward mobility for others when they have avenues

open to themselves as well. Thus, a career ladder or lattices linking

entry-level jobs through graduated sequences to the very highest pro-

fessional and administrative jobs is most desirable if maximum supprsrt

is to be enlisted.

EVALUATION OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE

Evaluation is much in the minds of health services delivery

administrators. There is pressure to review work as a means to greater

efficiency; more importantly, there is pressure to review work as a way

to promote quality. This section is a mini-manual for the use of HSMS

task data in performance evaluation. It shows how the HSMS task de-
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scriptions or extended task names can be used to assess whether an in-

stitution is achieving its goals, to pinpoint the tasks being carried

out below acceptable levels, or to evaluate an individual's performance.

Coverage

The institution must first decide what it wants to evaluate.

Does it wish to learn whether the institution or department is accomp-

lishing its goals? Is it to find out how the work in its most import-

ant functions is being carried out9 Is is to find out how everyone in

a given job title is carrying out the work assigned? Is it to find out

how specific individuals, such as new employees, newly trained employees,

or employees due for a review, are doing?

If the institution is interested in whether it is accomplish-

ing its goals, a series of preliminary questions have to be answered at

the outset. First, the goals themselves must be articulated. Then it

must be determined how the goals should he manifested in work. The

mere pronouncement of the objectives or goals of an institution is not

enough to bring about the performance needed to attain the objectives.

The institution must be able to point to the means of achieving the

goals through their embodiment in tasks, elements within tasks, or

standards of task performance.

If the institution is interested in the overall functioning

in a department, it must first know what tasks art being carried out,

and then it must decide which of the tasks it wishes to examine, and

which performers of the tasks it wishes to review.
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If the institution is interested in examining the work in a

given job title it has to know which tasks are being carried out in the

title end which tasks and performers it wishes to review. Even in re-

viewing the work of specific staff, it is necessary to know which tasks

are being carried out by the performers who are to be reviewed.

Preparing For Performance Evaluation

To know whether there are task descriptions to cover all the

tasks to be reviewed, the administrator would utilize task inventories

in the manner described earlier in this chapter under the section titled

"Jsing Task Data To Structure Jobs." That section describes the crea-

tion of task lists by job title and/or employee name.

The output of the first step is a set of tasks to be included

in the review. For each task there should be a list of the names of the

employees whose performance of the tasks are to be rated, and the name

of one or more individuals who will rate the performers' work based on

past experience or by current observation of the individuals at work.

The raters could be supervisors, co-workers, patients, cus-

tomers, other appropriate persons, or a combination of these. In most

cases the performer's supervisor is an appropriate person to evaluate

a performer's outputs or task performance because of his or her experi-

ence or direct observation. However, patients or co- workers might be

considered for health services tasks. If the output is directly con-

..,

sumed by the patient, such as when the task is to give personal care,

the patient may be a reasonable judge of the output. In cases where
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the performer assists a senior co-worker who is not his or her super-

visor, the co-worker may be the best rater of the task's outputs or

performance.

The next step is to edit the task descriptions to reflect

actual and/or desired in-house performance for evaluation purposes.

Even though the task descriptions are already written from the point .

of view of approved procedures, the institution may wish to edit these

to conform to actual practice at the institution and the objectives of

the review. The institution may wish to address the following ques-

tions as a basis for refining the task list:

1. Are the tasks included the most appropriate to ac-
complish our goals?

2. In each task, is this the way we want to have the
task done?

3. If there are choices of procedures, which do we
prefer?

4. If there are choices of equipment, which do we pre-
fer or have?

5. What should we be doing that we are not doing?

The output of this step is a set of task descriptions

edited to describe the work as the institution requires it to be done.

Output and Performance Criteria

Each task description includes a statement naming the out-

put of the task. (It appears in the upper left of the first page of

the Task Description Sheets.) A task can have a tangible output, such

as a set of radiographs taken during a particular examination. A task
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can have an intangible output, such as an explanation to the patient

of how to prepare at home for an examination.

If a task has a tangible output, it should be possible to

state concretely the criteria for evaluating the quality of the output.

If these output criteria or standards can be stated explicitly, task

performance can be evaluated objectively. If a task has intangible

outputs, it may be hard to state output criteria. This would be the

case when the output cannot be separated from the procedure, such as

in giving reassurance, or when largely intellectual processes are in-

volved, such as in diagnosis. In such cases it may be possible to

state objective criteria for task performance rather than for the out-

put per se. It may be crucial that all the steps in a task be done

correctly in a proper sequence. The absence of a step may be as im-

portant as a wrong step. Such standards can be termed performance

criteria.

The next step in the evaluation process is to go over the

tasks to be reviewed and separate those foc which objective output cri-

teria can be written from those for which performance criteria will

be written. The criteria should then be discussed, written, and re-

viewed by appropriate expert staff members in the department.

For a task which requires output criteria, the eventual

evaluatio: instrument will need to contain the task reference and the

criteria. The extended task name or the output statement on page 1 of

the Task Description Sheet is probably sufficient as the reference.
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When a task has several outputs, criteria for all may be written or

the most important output and its criteria can be used. For a task

which requiresjerformance criteria, the evaluation instrument will

need the extended task name as the task reference; depending on the per-

formance criteria, the entire task description or particular elements

of the task may alsc be used to highlight performance standards.

A decision must be made at this stage whether to assess the

performer's work over a past period of time or to have the raters ob-

serve the performer during an evaluation period. There are arguments

for or against either approach. There are negative aspects to relying

on memory, but there are negative aspects to reliance on a single ex-

ample when the performer may have been nervous. The practicability of

observation also has to be considered; some tasks take a great deal of

time or require that the performer be alone with the patient. The ap-

proaches may be combined. The decision should be made by the institu-

tion to suit its particular needs.

Rating Instruments

Figure 12, presented later in this section, is a suggested

performance rating instrument. There would be one such instrument for

each task, and as many copies of each as there are raters and performers

to be reviewed. The sections to be filled in to fit each task are indi-

cated in brackets. The institution may wish to change the language

used in this example; however, the instructions to the rates should

make the following points:
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1. The rater is to keep in mind only the task named,
only the criteria mentioned, and only the person
being evaluated.

2. For evaluation of past work, the rater's use of the
scale involves the rater's judgment of whether the
performer meets the criteria, how many criteria are
met (if there are several), how often the criteria
are met in the usual course of the performer's work,
and the degree to which the criteria are complied
with.

3. For evaluation of work being currently observed for
the purpose of evaluation, all the above considera-
tions must be eliminated; the work being currently
evaluated is the only thing that can be considered.

4. In deciding on the ratings, the rater is to assess
the performer's outputs or performance using the
criteria as absolutes, and is not to compare the
performance or outputs of one performer with those
of another.

5. The rater checks a rating value on a nine-point scale
whose ratings range from highly unacceptable to much
better than acceptable.6

The Rating Data

The ratings provide data to describe the quality of the task

performance in statistical terms. They can be expressed as distribu-

tions of superior or inferior performanCe around scale point 5, which

is the minimum acceptable level. The distributions of ratings for each

task tells the institution about its overall performance cf each task.

The distribution of ratings for each performer tells the institution

In the section on trainee selection presented earlier in this chapter
a similar rating scale is presented. It differs with respect to the
reference. The earlier one compares the performer with others in the
title. The one here compares the performance with absolute criteria.
The reason for the difference is that one must assume a normal distri-
bution of ratings for predictive purposes when doing trainee selection.
When absolute standards are involved, skewed distributions can be ex-
pected. For evaluation of institutional performance, the skewness of
the distribution is of interest and, if it is in a positive direction,
is even desirable.
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Figure 12. SAMPLE OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATING INSTRUMENT
p. 1 of 2

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

You are being asked to consider the work activities of one
or more persons employed in this institution. Each work activity,
called a task, will be summarized for you on one of the following pages,
along with the name of the person whose work you are to consider. You
may be asked to consider the work of more than one person doing the
same task, and/or more than one task done by the'same person. However,
there is a place for you to indicate that you do not feel that you
have enough information to rate the person or the work represented
by the task named.

Your ratings will make an important contribution to deter-
mining the current general level of performance in the task being rated.
These ratings can be used to help plan for improvement of work per-
formance.

The task statements will each be accompanied by a statement
of what qualities are considered desirable with respect to the outputs
which result from the task (the task output criteria), or by a state-
ment of what performance standards are desirable with respect to how
the task is carried out (task performance criteria). Several criteria
may be mentioned.

If you are asked to consider work carried out over a past
period of tine, please consider how many of the criteria are met, to
what degree they are met, and how often they are met by the person
named, over that period of time. You should then check off the state-
ment than best describes your evaluation.

If you are asked to evaluate work you are currently observ-
ing, please consider how many of the criteria are met and the degree
to which they are met only in the work you are currently observing.
Then check off the statement that best describes your evaluation.

Try to be fair, objective, and impartial in your ratings.
Base your ratings on the employee's attainment of the criteria for the
task named and not on any personal characteristics which he or she may
have; do not compare this person's performance or outputs with those
of others. Please do not let your evaluation of this person's perform-
ance in one task affect your judgment of how another task is done by
the same person.

Please fill in your name and title wherever it is called for.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.
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Figure 12. SAMPLE OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATING INSTRUMENT (continued)
p. 2 of 2

OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATING SHEET

1. Please enter: Your Name Title

2. You are asked to consider the following task: (Code No.

(Institution fills in the task code number
(above) and in this space enters the ex-
tended task name. Institution may also
wish to name the task output(s).]

3. You are asked to consider employee: (Name)

(Title)

Do you feel qualified to evaluate the quality of this person's work
performance in this task? ... ( ) Yes; ... (No). If no, please go
on to the next task. If yes, please go on to item 5.

5. Please consider the criteria to use to evaluate the task's output or
the performance of this task:

[Institution fills in the output or per-
formance criteria.]

6. You are being asked to evaluate the performance or output of this
employee in one of the following ways:

( ) Consider the employee's work o'er a substantial and representa-
tive period of time; do not concentrate on very recent experi-
ences or only on outstanding examples of achievement or failure.

( ) Observe the employee at work currently.

[Institution selects one or both.]

7. Please rate this employee according to your judgment of the degree
to which he or she meets this task's output or performance criteria:
How many criteria are met, and how well are they met? Please check
the statement that best describes your evaluation.

9...( )...Distinctly superior with respect to criteria.
8...( )...Considerably above acceptable with respect to criteria.
7...( )...Moderately above acceptable with respect to criteria.
6...( )...Slightly above acceptable with respect to criteria.
5...( )...Acceptable with respect to criteria.
4...( )...Slightly below acceptable with respect to criteria.
3...( )...Moderately below acceptable with respect to criteria.
2...( )...Considerably below acceptable with respect to criteria.
1...( )...Distinctly inferior with respect to criteria.
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about the competence of individuals. It is then possible to pinpoint

problem tasks and problem performers and design remediation through

training or reorganization.

When the Output or Performance Rating Sheets have been col-

lected, these should be arranged in sets by task, and arranged within

each task set by order of the scale value checked. The results can

then be entered in a table similar to that presented in Figure 13. On

each row a task's code number and a very abbreviated task name are en-

tered. Column (1) is the total number of ratings for a task. This

would be equal to the total number of performers being rated on the

task. (If performers receive ratings by several raters it might be ne-

cessary to first average all the ratings for a given performer.) In

column (2) there are sub-columns, one for each scale value. For each

task, the number of ratings at each scale value is entered. (Their sum

should equal the figure in column (1).) Column (3) is the percentage

distribution of the scale values. It is necessary to do percentage

distribution so that comparisons can be made from task to task. (The

percentage distribution is obtained by dividing a given entry in a sub-

column in (2) by the total figure in column (1), and multiplying by 100.)

A similar table can be made that shows the ratings for em-

ployees. In Figure 14, each row refers to an employee. Column (1) is

the total number of tasks on which the employee has been rated. Col-

umns (2) and (3) now refer to the distribution across employees.

The institution is now in a position to judge which tasks are

being performed at acceptable levels, and to what extent. Ratings at
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Figure 13. SAMPLE HEADING FOR TABLE OF OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATINGS BY TASK

Task Name (Abbreviated)

I Total Ratings of Performance by Task 1

Task
Code
No.

Task
Rat-
in:s

(1)

Number of Output or Perfor-
mance Ratin s by Scale Value

Percentage Distribution of
Ratiris by Scale Value

19 8 7 16 5 4 31 21 1 918171615 14 1 3 2 11
(2)

1, (3)

.

___I

ure 14. SAMPLE HEADING FOR TABLE OF OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATINGS BY EMPLOYEE

m lo ee Name and Job Title

Total Ratings of Performance by Employee
Empl.

Task
Rat-

ings

(

Number of Output or Perfor-
mance Ratings by Scale Value
9 8 I 716 1 5 14 .L.31 21

(2)

Percentage Distribution of
Ratings by Scale Value.

9 1 81 7 1 6 1 5 1 4 3

L

(3)
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scale points 1 to 4 fall below acceptable levels. Ratings from 5 to

9 are at or above acceptable levels. The institution can now decide

what level of achievement it wishes to attain, and what type of distri-

bution for a task warrants the task being considered a "problem task."

Figure 15 represents a graphic portrayal of a hypothetical

distribution based on column (3) of Figure 13. The distribution re-

presents hypothetical data for thirteen tasks whose code numbers are

listed along the bottom horizontal axis.

Each bar represents a task. Each vertical division on the

left-hand vertical scale represents ten percentage points. Within each

bar, the percentage distribution of the ratings for a task are laid off

by scale value. Rating scale values starting from the value of 5 are

laid out above the zero line and move up to 9; the scale value of 4 is

laid out below the zero line; others follow down to 1. The number that

appears in an area within a bar indicates the scale value represented

by the area in which the number is found. Laid out this way, the area

above the zero line shows the percentages of the tasks at acceptable

ranges, and the area below the zero line shows the percentages of the

tasks at unacceptable ranges.

The institution can now see that a task such as Task 6,

while having a 40 percent distribution below the "acceptable" level,

has none below the rating of 4, "slightly below acceptable." Any task

with as much as ten percent of its ratings at 1, "distinctly inferior,"

might be in trouble. Task 5 is such a task. Tasks 6 and 8 have no

ratings above 6, "slightly above acceptable," and that might be of
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Figure 15. HYPOTHETICAL GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF DISTRIBUTION
OF OUTPUT OR PERFORMANCE RATINGS BY TASK

Percentage
Points in
Ten-Point
Intervals

4,

100 -

90 -

80 -

70 -

60 -

50-

40-

30 -

20

10

0 4...

10 ,-

20 4-

30 -

40 r

50 -

60 -

70 1-

80 -

Task Codes:

Percentage Distribution of Ratings By Scale Value

I.--..,

8

_1_

8

7

7

6

7

6

5

41
2

4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Each bar represents distribution within one task.
Numbers within bars represent the scale value which
the area represents.Areas are percentages as read
on the vertical scale.
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concern. The clearest problem task is Task 9, with 70 percent of its

outputs "moderately below acceptable" or worse, and none better than

"acceptable."

A similar visual presentation can be prepared for the em-

ployee data. In such a case the bars would refer to employees rather

than tasks, and the distributions would indicate performance ratings

across the tasks of the performer's job. Once the "problem tasks" or

"problem employees" are located, it becomes possible to diagnose what

it is about the quality of the performance or of the output that has

given rise to the inadequacy of the results. Then remediation can be

planned.
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APPENDIX A

TECHNICAL HISTORY OF THE HEALTH
SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY INSTRUMENTS

The following pages are excerpts from an earlier method man-

1ual developed by the Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) in 1971.

Since then HSMS has further developed and refined its instruments and

methods. This appendix reports on the work that was done to develop

the analytic instruments and to assure their reliability.

CONCEPTS

Reliability is the consistency with which an instrument yields

the same results when a set of observations are made by different people

or are repeated over time. An instrument such as a task definition is

of limited usefulness if it yields different results when applied one day

than it does when applied another, or if different results are obtained

when two or more different analysts apply it to the same observations.

The relevant aspect of reliability for task identification is inter-rater

reliability. This refers to the consistency with which two or more indi-

viduals using the same definition identify the same tasks for the same

performer.

1

A Job Analyss Method For Developing Job Ladders And For Manpower Plan-
2122 Health Services Mobility Study, Research Report No. 3, Part A,
Volume III, "Task Identification: Data." Part B, Volume III, "Skill
Dimensions of Tasks: Data." and Part C, Volume III, "Knowledge Iden-
tification and Scaling of Tasks: Clustering Tasks." 1971. This docu-
ment is no longer available for distribution. It has been replaced by
Research Report No. 11.



Validity is a difficult concept with which to deal, both

conceptually and practically. The validity of an instrument is con-

cerned with what the instrument identifies and how well it identifies.

It deals with the extent to which an instrument identifies what it is

supposed to identify.

The relevant aspect of validity for task identification is

content validity. This involves the systematic examination of the con-

tent of the data to determine whether they covet an accurate and repre-

sentative sample of the activity to be identified.

THE DEFINITION OF TASK

HSMS revised its definition of "task" during a series of

three field tests (referred to as pre -test, re-test, and pilot test).

This section describes the HSMS field testing of its definition of

"task" and the results.

Reliability

The HSMS field tests measured inter-rater reliability in

task identification. The tests measured the extent to which several

analysts, each exposed to the same training, the same situations, and

the same experiences with performers, identified the same tasks. A

given number of nerformers were observed and interviewed by a group of

HSMS analysts who then independently filled out task identification

data. Reliability was measured in terms of the analysts' agreement on

the output, what is used, and the recipient, respondent, and co-workers

for a task, with full agreement including all three components.

A-2
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An overall reliability score and a score for each analyst

provided information about the method itself as well as about the func-

tioning of each analyst. We found that the reliability of the analyst

improves with practice; thus the user can expect increasing reliability

over time.

HSMS devised a Standard Reliability Score which provides a

standardized measure that can be compared across test situations. The

Standard Reliability Score for any analyst measures his agreement with

other analysts. The formula for the Standard Reliability Score is as

follows:

Ar = W , where:
(N -1) (T)

A
r = the Standard Reliability Score for an analyst, per

performer;

W = the relevant summed agreement scores (the sum of the
number of other analysts in agreement with a given
analyst on the identification of each of the tasks
identified by any and all of the analysts);2

N = the number of analysts involved in the test;

T = the total number of separate tasks identified by all
the analysts in the team for the performer.

A
r
is taken to two decimal places. Perfect inter-rater re-

liability for an analyst would be 1.00. For example, if five analysts

in a test agreed on the same 20 tasks for a particular performer, the

summed agreement score for any one analyst would be the sum of 20 tasks,

2
The summed agreement scores cannot by themselves provide standard mea-
sures of reliability because their absolute values are affected by the
number of analysts and the total number of tasks identified in a parti-
cular test.
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times the agreement score of 4 for each, or 80. The Standard Reliabil-

ity Score would be: 80 , or 1.00. The analyst's inter-rater
(4)(20)

reliability is his average across performers; overall reliability is the

average across analysts.

Reliability Test Results

The pilot test was conducted under very difficult circum-

stances. Because of time pressures and illnesses, the reliability data

were collected for three performers, rather than for the five origi-

nally planned. In addition, the analysts went immediately from class-

room training in the revised method to field testing without prior eval-

uation of their field performance. As a result, the testing for some of

the analysts may have reflected the reliability of the definition as it

was in the second test. (Misconceptions were clarified after the test

data were collected.)

Statistical Data

Table 1 shows the analysts' reliability scores in the three

tests. For the pilot test, separate scores are also shown for tasks of

each of three performers. Colulan headings refer to the tests and to the

performers, respectively, moving from left to right. There were five

analysts in each test; only one analyst (Analyst 1) was involved in all

three tests; one other analyst (Analyst 2) was involved in the last two

tests. Any analyst involved in the first or second test was reported

on only if he or she was present for the third test.

A-4
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF TASK ID RELIABILITY SCORES

Analyst_

Test Situationsb Pilot Test Performersb

Pre-
test

Re-

test

Pilot

Test
EKG

Tech.

Family

Health
Worker

Nurse
Practi-
tioner

(1) No. of Performers: 5 11 3

(2) Averagea .55 .57 .53 .51 .53 .55
(3) (T) 1 .55 .55 .56 .54 .56 .59
(4) (S) 2 n.a. .57 .55 .53 .55 .57
(5) (F) 3 n.a. n.a. .53 .55 .52 .53
(6) (M) 4 n.a. n.a. .50 .52 .47 .52
(7) (L) 5 n.a. n.a. .49 .40 .53 .55

n.a. Not applicable. Analyst was not on staff at the time.
a Average based on five analysts for each test; analysts varied from

test to test.
b In order as studied, from left to right.

Line (1) indicates the number of performers studied in each

test situation; there were five, eleven, and three, respectively, in the

three tests. The three performers for the pilot test are listed in in-

creasing order of job level. This was expected to provide a rising level

of difficulty for the analysts, since difficulties in determining task

boundaries generally increase as the job level rises. The performers

were studied in the order shown. Since reliability tends to increase with

practice, we expected an offsetting effect to the increasing difficulty.

Line (2) presents the overall reliability scores. There was

some falling off from the second test. Pilot test reliability was .53.

This is probably the result of the inexperience of the analysts in the

test. As line (3) indicates, Analyst 1, present for all three tests,

has scores that rise from test to test. Analyst 2's score dropped

somewhat from the re-test to the pilot test. However, both of these

analysts had prior experience and scored higher than the three without

prior experience.



The effect of experience is also manifest when one examines

the separate averages for the three performers of the pilot test (line

2). There is a rising trend, despite the rising level of complexity of

the jobs.

Interpretation

The pilot test results indicate that careful training and

field experience are needed to raise reliability above an average of

.53. However, .53 is an acceptable figure for reliability when one

considers that we are not dealing with probability samples. The figure

suggests that, with a small degree of training, half the analysts will

always agree, or that all the analysts will agree half the time -- with

all the possible variations between.

Validity

In the first two tests HSMS used the concept of "accuracy"

as an approximation of validity. We measured the individual analyst's

agreement with an analyst on the team who was designated as the "expert

analyst." The expert was the senior staff member who trained the others

and who was presumed to be better able to use the method. The pilot

test was to have departed from the use cf the "expert"; the accuracy

score was to have been a measure of congruity with the group judgment.

It was as,zumed that the solutions arrived at through discussions in a

team Task ID Cpnference would be better than those of a single analyst.

In the first two tests, the sum of "correct" identifications

was not used as a measure of accuracy. since the sum could not also re-
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flect excessive task identification as errors. Our Standard Accuracy

Score adjusted for excess identifications and also permitted comparison

of accuracy measures across test situations, even when the correct num-

ber of tasks varied. The formula for the Standard Accuracy Score is

as follows:

Ac = C , where:
T

A
c
= the Standard Accuracy Score for an analyst, per performer;

C = the number of relevant correct answers: the total num-
ber of tasks correctly identified, minus the total num-
ber of tasks identified by the analyst in excess of the
correct total. (If the result is a negative number, it
is entered as a zero.);

T = the total number of correct tasks (as per criterion).

On further reflection, HSMS concluded that a good statistical

measure of validity was not available since, when the analysts are newly

trained the conference or group decisions are no better than the group's

overall mastery of the method, and the "expertise" of any given senior

analyst cannot be measured objectively.

Rather than test for validity, HSMS built procedures into the

method to ensure that the tasks identified would conform to the defini-

tion and adequately reflect the performer's work. These include the re-

quirements that there be team agreement on task identification, the use

of literature, and review by the performer, the director, and by a mini-

mum of three expert reviewers. These procedures provide content validity

which is verified by inspection.
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SKILL SCALES

Development of Several Skill Concepts

In dealing with interpersonal in ion skills, the HSMS

staff members provided several important insights. They suggested that

therapeutic interaction is no different from non-therapeutic interaction

with respect to skill, but, rather, differs only with respect to motiva-

tion. For that reason, four original interpersonal interaction skill

scal s (Therapeutic, Non-therapeutic, Co-worker Cooperation and Leader-

ship) were combined into two skill scales (Human Interaction and Leader-

ship). The Leadership skill reflects the general literature on the con-

ditions of leadership, rather than the nature of leadership. Both of the

interpersonal skills are described in terms of the conditions under which

they are required to be exercised rather than their manner of expression.

This allows for individual differences in the way in which the skills dre

manifested according to personality differences in the performers.

The content of the language skills was clarified once it was

understood that the Knowledge System would deal with vocabulary and grr-m-

mar. The three scales relate to precis:on in the choice or use of lan-

guage. Originally, there were four language scales; testing disclosed

a high correlation between Comprehension of Spoken Language and Oral Use

of Language, and we decided to combine the scales. Such combination was

not found to be warranted with Readinc; and Writing. It is logical to

expect that these latter skills are needed independently.

HSMS had long considered the need to account for and measure

intellectual skills as well as manual and interpersonal skills. We
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first conceived of one skill, General Intellectual Development. It was

to contrast with General Educational Development, and refer to an intel-

lectual capability that develops as knowledge is attained, but is inde-

pendent of specific knowledge content. It soon became clear that we

were dealing with a multidimensional skill concept.

HSMS designed a crash program to determine the nature and num-

ber of skills that would account for intellectual skills of a general na-

ture that would be learnable, free of specific content, and scalable with

respect to task requirements.

Using the work of J.P. Guilford as a departure point, 3 we

worker, with three broad areas of mental content: Semantic, Symbolic, and

Figural, and, within each, three broad areas of mental activities: Cog-

nition, Mental Search, and Evalu_tion. We also identified and included

four specific mental relationships: Classification Principles, Changes

in Mental Content, Organizational Principles, and Implications. The

various ,.:ombinations of these dimensions resulted in 36 scales.

To find how the scales might "work" in the field, we decided

to sample a variety of jobs by function and by level of educational re-

quirements. We created a set of six functional and six educatioral cri-

teria to select performers and job titles. This resulted in a matrix

of 36 job category cells. We then attempted to find two performers for

each cell, one to be interviewed only and one to be observed and inter-

3
J.P. Guilford, The Nature of Human Intelligence, New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1967.
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viewed. The design called for identification and scaling of three tasks

per performer, with the tasks selected to be representative of the job,

without duplicating tasks. This gave us a set of 216 tasks.

We trained our analysts to scale for only those GIS skills

required in task performance. The field manual described the raS skills

and presented a definition, a description of the principles to use in

scaling, and a set of questions which could be asked aloud by the ana

lysts or posed to themselves to aid in scaling. (We used a numerical

scale.)

The scaling data were punched on cards, one task per card,

with accompanying identifying information. The data were then evaluated

in a series of runs using principal component factor analysis.

We found that content was the chief discriminator of intel

lectual skills. We concluded that different intellectual skills are

prot.ably invu. 2d when the material acted upon or worked with is seman

tic, symbolic, or figural in content.

Identifying the nature of the three GIS content skills was

a problem, however. We could not deal with semantic, symbolic and figu

ral skills without clarification. To be learnable through practice and

scalable, the behavior involved must be more concretely specified. It

had been difficult for the analysts to discriminate among tb- twelve

content skills that clustered on each content factor; it was hard to

scale independently for each.

A-10
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We decided to separately factor the variables that clustered

on each original factor; these were the variables for each of the three

content areas (semantic, symbolic and figural) covering mental act4vities

and relationships. We also reasoned that factor structures might be most

differentiated if we factored only tasks collected from the upper half

of the data base wi h respect to the educational level required for the

jobs from which the tasks were drawn. We thus then used the data from

108 of the 216 tasks, running variables from each of the three content

area factors separately. The results were as follows:

1. The factor structures within each of the three con-
tent areas were different. Only in semantic skills
was the structure obtained in the various runs con-
sistent and robust enough to suggest discrete vari-
Thies within semantic skills.

2. In semantic skills there appeared to be four factors.
When high inter-correlations were discounted, and
relevance to use in task analysis was considered,
two factors remained. One was related to implica-
tions and the other to class characterist:cs and
organizing principles. The two which were discarded
included one dealing with changes in semantic mean-
ing and one dealing with cognition, neither of which
was considered relevant to our needs.

3. Symbolic skills and figural skills had less stable,
less consistent factor structures. We decided that a
single skill could adequately cover each content area.

4. The factors dealing with semantic implications and
semantic class characteristics and organizing prin-
ciples covered mental relationships. We reasoned
that, as such, they might apply across the three con-
tent areas. Thus, we arrived at four General Intel-
lectual Skills: (1) Implicative Skills; (2) Taxo-
nomic Skills (class characteristics and organizing
principles); (3) Symbolic Skills; and (4) Figural
Skills.

5. HSMS scaling principles for each skill were subse-
quently worked out by staff members.
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Statistical,Attributes

The attributes of scalabilit/ and unidimensionality were made

possible for the scales by determining a 1 describing the nature of each

scale's quality, naming the scale appropriately, and identifying the

scaling criteria. The scaling criteria are called scaling principles.

In the final revisions of the scales, scaling principle(s)

were specified for each skill. In cases where more than one principle

was necessary, a description of three levels for each principle was

formulated. Then all combinations of the levels for the principles were

examined to see whether they made sense; that is, we asked the question,

"Can we conceive of a task displaying this combination of levels of the

principles?" A set of tentative descriptors were then written.

Equal Appearing Intervals

The attribute of reliable scale values was achieved through

the Thurstone technique of "equal appearing intervals."

The idea underlying the technique is that a scale can be

made up of descriptors, but values cannot be arbitrarily assigned to

these, because the real or perceived "distance" between the descriptors

along the scale must be ...curate for later applications of multivariate

statistical techniques. The problem is resolved by asking independent

raters (judges) to assign values to a set of descriptors arranged at

random. Scale values are calculated using the median scale value of

the judges' responses. The reliability of the median is assesed by
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determining the interquartile spread between the 25th percentile and

the 75th percentile values. (The median is at the 50th percentile).

Usually, a spread of 2 points or more is considered unreliable, and

..,__511c.b, a descriptor is discarded.

where,

The formula for the median scale value is: L + (50.00) 4313)

p
w

L = lower limit of interval in which the median falls
(50th percentile).

P
w = percentage of cases that fall in the interval con-

taining the median.

b
= cumulative percentage in the interval below the one

containing the median.

On a nine-point scale (which we used) there are ten intervals.

The first contains the zero. The frequents of a descriptive item is

calculated by counting the number of judges that placed the item in a

given interval. The percentage referred to above is the frequency of

an item in an interval, as a percentage of the number of judges whose

responses are being used. The cumulative percentage referred to above

is the percentages of the item in a given interval, plus the sum of the

percentages of the item in all lower intervals. An example of our

equal interval tests is presented in Figure 1.

The scales have gone through a number of revisions. Each

time a scale was revised it was subjected to another equal interval

test unless the revision was only a minor language change. Table 2 re-

ports the results of the equal interval tests for the 18 HSMS scales

in use [in 19711.
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Figure 1. EQUAL INTERVAL TEST FOR SCALING LEVELS OF LOCOMOTION

Instructions to Judges

You are being asked to rate a set of statements which may be
used to describe the levels of a particular skill. The skill is one
which can be called for in the performeace of job tasks. The skill to
be considered here is Locomotion.

This skill refers to the degree of body coordination requiredof a performer in a task. The skill involves the movement of the per-former's body, torso or limbs through space in order to achieve prede-
termined standards of body movement or position.

The level of the skill rises with the degree of body coordina-tion required. This is determined by the complexity of the standards
involved, or the complexity of the external circumstances which restrictmotion.

The scale level is not determined by considerations of
strength or the level of knowledge which may be involved.

On the following pages you will find a number of statements
which could describe levels of the skill. Next to each statement is a
series of numbers from 0 to 9; 0 is to represent the absence of Locomo-
tion; 9 is to represent the highest possible level of Locomotion whicha task can require. You are asked to check off a value for each state-
ment.

Please read the entire set of statements first, keeping in
mind that you are asked to rate each statement with a number from 0 to
9, according to the level of Locomotion which the statement represents
to you. Make any notes that you need as a guide. The statements have
been lettered at random.

You are asked to check a value for each statement so that
each can later be put in ascending order. The statements which you con-sider to be at higher levels must be assigned values higher than state-
ments which you consider to be at lower levels of the skill.

You need not assign all the numbers from 0 to 9. If you thinkthat two statements are at an equal level they should be scored the same
even if they do not have the same wording. Equal numerical differences
should represent equal degrees of the skill.

Once you have sorted the statements to your satisfaction,
please reread each statement and check off the scale number which, in
your opinion, best represents its level of Locomotion. Remember that 0is to be used when the skill is absent or irrelevant, and 9 represents
the highest possible level of the skill.

Please see that you have properly checked the scale points
which you have selected for each statement. Be sure that every state-
ment has one and only one scale point checked. Please write your namebelow. Thank you for your cooperation.

Judge's Name
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Figure 1. (continued) p, 2 of 2

No Highest level
Locomotion. pf the.

1 I tiff
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Descriptive Statement Scale: Locomotion

(a) The task requires the performer
to move his body, torso or limbs
through space so as to achieve (check one)

somewhat complextpredetermined 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

standards for body motion or
position. A moderate degree of
body coordination is called for. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(b) The task requires the performer
to move his body, torso or limbs
through space so as to achieve (check one)
extremely complex,predetermined 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

standards for body motion or
1 -f

position. An extremely high 1

degree of body coordination is ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

called for.

(c) The task does hot require the
performer to move his body,
torso or limbs through space so
as to achieve a predetermined
standard for body motion or
position.

(check one)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(d) The task requires the performer
to move his body, torso or limbs
through space so as to achieve
simple,predetermined standard(s) (check one)

for bcdy motion or position. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

A small degree of body coordi-
nation is called for. 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(e) The task requires the performer
to move his body, torso or limbs
through space so as to achieve (check one)

considerably complex,predeter- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

mined standards for body motion
1 i 1 -1--

or position. A high degree of
body coordination is called for.( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 0
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Table 2. DATA BASE FOR SCALE VALUES USING THURSTONE EQUAL INTERVAL SCALING

(p. 1 of 2)

Scale Name,Number;
and Number of Judges

Statistical
Description

Items Listed in Order Presented to Judges
a b c d e f g h i

1. Frequency Median Scale Value 5.0* 2.0* 8.0* 0.0* 3.0* 9.0* 1.0* 7.0* 4.0*
(15) Interquartile Range 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.5 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.1

2. Locomotion Median Scale Value 5.0* 9.0* 0.0* 1.5* 7.0*
(15) Interquartile Range 1.9,0.6 0.5 1.0 0.9

Median Scale Valuea 1.5* 0.0* 5.0* 9.0* 6.5/ 3.5* 7.5* 3.0/3. Object Manipula-
tion (15) Interquartile Range 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.9

4. Guiding or Steer- Median Scale Value 1.5* 4.0/
1.1 1.2

9.0*
0.4

7.0*

1.0
0.0*
0.5

3.0*
1.4

5.5*

1.0

8.0/

0.9ing (15) Interquartile Range

5. Human Interaction Median Scale Valuea 5.0* 7.0* 3.0* 0.0* 9.0* 1.0*

3.041 0.0*

(18) Interquartile Range 1.1 '1.0 1.5 0.0 0.6 0.8

6. Leadership Median Scale Valuea 4.541 4.0/ 1.044 8.51E 5.5/ 3.5/ 6.511 5.5/
(22) Interquartile Range 1.5 2.0 0.7 2.1 3.1 1.4 2.1 1.6 1.2 0.4

7. Oral Use of Median Scale Value 4.0* 7.5* 2.0* 0.0* 9.0*
Language (18) Interquartile Range 1.2 ;1.1 1.0 0.5 0.6

8. Reading Use of Median Scale Value 2.0* 7.041 0.0* 9.0* 5.0*
Language (17) Interquartile Range 1.2 I0.9 0.5 0.8 1.6

9. Written Use of Median Scale Valuea 6.5* 5.0* 9.0* 2.0* 0.0*
Language (15) Interquartile Range 1.1 I 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.5

* Item was kept.

# Item was edited.

/ Item was eliminated.

a Rounded.

b Refers to number of judges in equal interval test.
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Table 2. DATA BASE FOR SCALE VALUES USING THURSTONE EQUAL INTFRVAL SCALING (continued)
(p. 2 of 2)

Scale Name, Number;
and Number of Judgesb

Statistical
Description

Items Listed in Order Presented to Judgesabcdefghi10. Decision Making Median Scale Value 6.0/ 3.0* 4.5* 0.0* 7.0* 1.5* 9.0* 4.0/
3.7

2.0*

2.5/

1.2
on Methods (17) Interquartile Range 2.0

7.0*

1.6

1.5*

1.5

9.0*

0.5

5.5*

1.4

0.0*

0.9

3.5*

0.6

6.5/
Median Scale Value----11. Decision Making

on ualit (16) Inter.uartile Range 1.1 1.3 0.4 1.4 0.5 1.5 1.2 0.9

12. Figural Skills Median Scale Values 5.0# 6.0/ 9.0# 3.0/ 0.0* 8.0/ 3.5# 1.0# 7.0#(15) Interquartile Range 0.9 1.5 0.4 1.3 0.5 0.9 1.2 0.6 1.5

F13. Symbolic Median Scale Value 1.5* 5.0* 9.0* 7.0* 7.5/ 4.01 0.0* 3.5*Skills (16) Inter.uartile Range 1.3 0.7 0.5 1.5 1.0 1.3 0.5 1.7

r14. Taxonomic Median Scale Value 7.0* 2.0* 9.0* 5.5* 0.0*Skills (15) Interquartile Range 0.9 11.5 0.4 1.9 0.5

15. Implicative Median Scale Valuea 3.5/ 5.0* 2.0* 9.0* 6.5/ 0.0* 1.0* 4.0* 8.0*Skills (15) Interquartile Range 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.5 0.8 1.1 0.8

16. Financial Conseq. Median Scale Valuea 6.0*I1.0* 9.011 4.0* 0.0* 7.5Nof Error (15) Interquartile Range 0.7 t0.8 LI 1.1 0.5 1.1
i

17. Conseq. of Error Median Scale Value 5 . 5* 2.0* 0.0* 7.0* 9.0* 1.0* 8.0* 9.0*to Humans (15) Interquartile Range .0 ,____i

1

0.7 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.3

18. Levels of Know- Median Scale Valuea 4.5/ 1.5* 5.5* 3.5* 0.0* 7.0* 9.0* 2.5* 8.0*ledge (23) Interquartile Range 1.4 i1.0 1.4 1.4 0.6 0.7 0.6 1.6 0.8

* Item was kept.
# Item was edited.
/ Item was eliminated.

a Rounded.
b Refers to number of judges in equal interval test.
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The column to the far left presents the scale name and num-

ber and indicates in parentheses the number of judges used. The next

column from the left provides a line for the rounded median scale value

for an item and a line for the interquartile range. Columns (a) through

(j) represent the items in random order, as they were presented. A

median scale value marked with an asterisk (*) indicates an item kepi

for the scale. A number sign (#) indicates an item kept but revised.

A slash mark (/) indicates that an item was discarded.

Items were discarded for one of three reasons:

1. The item had an unacceptably high interquartile value.

2. The item was too close in value to another acceptable
item to be considered to be ai.--inguishable in the
field.

3. Inclusion of the item would not permit the scale to
be self-evidently cumulative.

Cumulativeness

Originally, we tested each scale ti, make sure that its items

were cumulative. This was done by having judges indicate which other

descriptors on a scale (presented at random) could be assumed to also

be contained within the level represented by the given descriptor. The

count for inclusions and exclusions was evaluated using probability

theory to determine when there were significar1t indications of cumula-

tiveness for a given descriptor. The latest scales, however, are based

on selectively ascending descriptors. By eliminating items which drop

on any scale principle as the scale is ascended, the cumulativeness of
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the scale becomes self-evident. (Since the Decision Making on Quality

scale is an exception, it was tested statistically for cumulativeness.)

Reliability and Accuracy Testing

The skill scales have undergone several major revisions as a

result of their being field tested for reliability and accuracy (con-

formity with a criterion for the correct scale values). There were

three field tests.

In HSMS tests "reliability" is defined operationally. It

means the extent to which several analysts, each exposed to the same

training, the same situations, and the same experience with the per-

former, agree in their scaling of a given set of tasks. This is a mea-

sure of inter-rater reliability.
4

Our procedure involved calculation

of an overall score for each scale and a score for each analyst. It

thus provided information about each scale as well as about the func-

tioning of each analyst.

The calculation was applied for each scale, using only those

tasks for which at least one analyst chose a non-zero scale value. Thus,

the scores do not reflect the Lases of total agreement that a scale is

not relevant to a task. This is therefore a more rigorous test than one

including all the tasks, and an artificially high reliability or accu-

racy score is avoided.

4
Inter-task reliability would reflect the degree of agreement on scale
values for overlap tasks. That is, since the same task can appear in
the job of more than one pertormer, it can be scaled separately each
time. This calculation can be made if sufficient task overlap data are
accumulated. HSMS did not test for inter-task reliability.
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The Standard Reliability Score can be compared from one situa-

tion to another. The Standard Reliability Score for any analyst reflects

his degree of agreement with the other analysts, in this case on a given

scale. The formula for the Standard Reliability Score is as follows:

A
r

= , where:
(N-1) (T)

A
r
= the Standard Reliability Score for an analyst, per scale;

W = the relevant summed aereement score (the sum of the num-
ber of other analysts who have the same scale value for
a given task on a given scale);

X = the number of analysts involved in the test;

1 = the total number of tasks involved for the given scale.

A
r

is taken to two decimal places. Perfect inter-rater relia-

bility for an analyst would be 1.09.

Accuracy

Our measure of accuracl was actually a measure of co1gruity with

the .rout's judgment. We assuaed that the scale values arrived at through

discussion in the Skill Scaling Conference were more likely to be correct

than any one analyst's, especially when the analysts worked independently.

Using the group's scale values as the norm, we calculated the overall ac-

curacy for each scale and the analysts' individual scores. The resulting

measure is a form of reliability witi, respect to the group norm.

Since the accuracy measure is determined by conformity to a

group judgment, a close relationship between this measItre and the
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reliability measure could result. It is possible, however, to have

high prior inter-rater agreement and then have the team members reverse

their independently arrived-at judgments during the Skill Scaling Con-

feren,:e. In such cases the accuracy measure could be lower than the

reliability measure. The most desirable result is when the accuracy

measures are higher than the reliability measures for each analyst,

since this indicates that the divergence among analysts is in the di-

rection of the norm.

The Standard Accuracy Score compares the individual analyst's

scale values with the group answers. The formula for the Standard Ac-

curacy Score is as follows:

A
C
= C , where:

T

A
c = the Standard Accuracy Score for an analyst, per scale;

C = the number of relevant correct answers (as given by
criterion);

T = the total number of tasks involved for the given scale.

A
c

is taken to two decimal places. Perfect accuracy for an

analyst would be 1.00.

TEST RESULTS

Table 3 presents the 'um-nary data for the HSMS pilot test.

The scales are listed on the left in numerical orier. The next column

lists the number of tasks used as a data base (those of the 46 for which

at least or, analyst had a non-zero value for the scale). The Standard
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fable SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY DATA FOR SKILL SCALES

Brief

Name
of Scale

Anal st Name and Number Anal st Name and Number
S M T I Aver- S F L M T Aver-

a eu1 2 3 4 5 6 7 eb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Ta S andard Reliabilit Scor s Standard Ac urac Score

1. Fre-
uenc .80 .81 .76 .78 .68 .79 11111[11,11 .89 .85 .89 .78 .87 .87

2. Loco-
4 .50 .50 .70 .40 .70 .60 .57 .75 .50 .00 .50 1.00 .75 .75

3. Object
4

.44 .41 .48 .40 .35 .42 .42 .49 .29* .51 .38* .73 .82 .54

4. Guiding
7 .74 .74 .69 .31 .37 .74 .60 LOU 1.00 .86 .43 .43 1.00 .79

5. Human
4u .42 .48 .47 .54 .42 .47 .47 .52 .57 .63 .87 .61 .74 .66

6. Leader-
31 .36 .26 .23 .32 .31 .30 .30 .97 .16* .26 .23* .23* .84 .45

7. Oral

La, 46 .78 .78 .04 .74 .78 .65 00 .00 x.00 .02* .89 .00 .82

.70 .80 .75 .52 .78 .72 .93 .74 .96 .85 .57 .93 .83.79
8. Reading II

9. Written
Lan . III .91 .80 .91 .85 .86 .90 .8 LOU .80 .9 .89 .89 .98 .92

10 Meth-

ods .47 .27 .42 .37 .43 .48 .41 .30 .54 .72 .67 .78 .61

11 Qual-
it

II
.61 .62 .57 .35 .40 .52 .51 .91 .72 .41 .46 .78 .69

12 Fig-

ural
III

.48 .16 .50 .47 .45 .48 .42 .89 .20 .53 .51 .47 .93 .59

13 Sym-
bolic

14 Taxon-

omit
15 Impli-

cative
16 Finan.

Err Con

38um
B

42

.56

.25

.26

15

.33

.64 .63 .62 .62 .55 .66 111111 .82 .79 .74 .92 .71

MIMI 1111111111=111111/11111111 .65

.27 .29 .25 .30 .28 .50 .54 .39 .50 .46 _9 .5U

.71 .60 .69 .49 .60 .68 .63 .88 .81 .81 .52 .64 .93 .76

.61 .64 .54 .55 .60 .61 .59 .70 .83 .63 .61 .63 .89 .71
'17 Human

E n

Col.Avera e .59 .50 .58 .47 .52 .59 .80 .60 .71 .56 .65 .85

a Total number of tasks for each scale. Line average of analysts' scores. *Accuracy less than reliability.
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Reliability Scores for each of the six analysts follow, and then the

average across analysts. The Standard Accuracy Scores are presented

the same way, on the right-h.nd side of the table. The analysts' over-

all averages arc listed at the bottom.

Ten scales showed acceptable levels of reliability (.50 or

higher). Revisions were then made for those scales requiring improve-

ment. Given the fact of limited training time and the need to unlearn

older versions of some of the scales, and given the tendency for reli-

ability to increase over time, the results suggest that, with some revi-

sions (made later), future results would be acceptable.

KNOWLEDGE

Generally, the "reliability" tested and measured by HSMS re-

fers to the extent to which several analysts in a team, exposeu to the

same performer at the same time, will independently arrive at the same

data results. This is a measure of inter-rater reliability. In the

case of knowledge iLmtification HSMS adopted this measure for prelimi-

nary testing. However, there are two limits to such a reliability test

to bear in mind:

1. It is impossible to measure the extent to which ana-
lysts will be affected by other analysts' questioning
of the performer about knowledge categories. There-
fore, the independence of the raters is not totally
assured.

2. The HSMS test of knowledge category identification

applies only to those subjects in the Knowledge Sys-
tem which are relevant to the tasks covered in the
test. Therefore, the reliability figures describe
reliability for only a part of the Knowledge System.
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The test for validity was translated to an accuracy mea-

sure, i.e., a measure of congruity with theAroupjudgment, as was

the case with skill scaling. We assumed that data arrived at through

discussion in the team conference are more likely to be correct than

any single analyst's, especially when the analysts work independently.

Knowledge Identification Reliability and Accuracy Tests

Because of time pres:iures, the tasks of only one performer

were involved in the testing. Ten Nurse Practitioner's tasks were se-

lected. The tasks cover a range of the performer's activities and a

range of knowledge requirements. 0' th- cen tasks, three required over

fifty knowledge categories (as determined in the team conference) and

seven required fewer than seven categories.

Standard Reliability Scores were calculated for each task

separately and for each analyst. Averages were then calculated across

tasks and across analysts. In the case of knowledge identification,

the Standard Reliability is as follows:

A
r W , where:

(N -1)(K)

A
r = the Standard Reliability Score for an analyst per task;

W = the relevant summed agreement sco,-e (the sum of the num-
ber of other analysts who identified (or did not identify)
all of the categorie : identified by any of the analysts
for a given task);

N = the number of analysts involved in the test;

K = the total number of separate knowledge categories iden-
tified by any and all of the analysts, per task.

.13S
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A
r

is taken to two decimal places. Perfect reliability for

an analyst would be 1.00.

Standard Accuracy Scores were calculated for each task sepa-

rately and for each analyst. Averages across tasks and across analysts

were also calculated.

The formula for the Standard Accuracy Score in cases where

each analyst may have identified a different number of knowledge cate-

gories per task is as follows:

Ac = C , where:
K

A
c = the Standard Accuracy Score for an analyst, per task;

C = the analyst's total correctly identified categories (as
determined by the team conference), minus the total num-
ber of categories identified by the analyst in excess
of the correct total. (If the result is a negative num-
ber, it is entered as a zero.);

K = the total number of correct knowledge categories (as
per the criterion).

A
c
is taken to two decimal places. Perfect accuracy for an

analyst would be 1.00.

Results

Table 4 presents the results of the testing. The tasks are

listed on the top row in order of the total number of categories iden-

tified by the team for the task, from left to right. The analysts are

listed in the far column. The upper portion of the table refers to re-

liability, and the lower portion refers to accuracy.
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Table 4. SUMMARY OF PILOT TEST RELIABILITY AND ACCURACY
DATA FOR KNOWLEDGE IDENTIFICATION

Analysts
Tasks by Total No. of Correct Cate;ories

61 52 51 9 5

1 Ave

5 5 1 a ea 3 1 3 2

Aver-
ageb

Standard Reliability Scores

(S) 1 .66 .62 1.65 .57 .77 .73 .60 .66 .60 .77 .69 .67

(F) 2 .61 .61 .55 .54 .43 .55 .60 .56 .52 .71 .47 .56

(L) 3 .55

.66

.61

.51

.54

.59

.50

.66

.64

.77

.65,

.49

.70

.70

.60

.63

.68

.28

.74

.25

.60

.69

.62

.56
(M) 4

(T) 5 .52 .64 .61 .63 .71 .69 .70 .64 .68 .77 .60 .66

(I) 6 .58 .60 .66 .68 .81 .55 .60 .64 .68 .71 .67 .65

Average .60 .60 .60 .60 .69 .61 .65 .62 .57 .66 .62 .62

Analysts Standard Accuracy Scores

(S) 1 .72

.61

.75 .74

.75 1

.
55

i

.33*

.44*

I

.80 1.80

.00* .20*

.80 1.70

.40* .42*

.67

.33*

1.00

.67*

.50*

.00*

.71

.40*(F) 2

(L) 3 .52* .48*
i

.47* .56 .60*'.60* .60* .55* 1.00 .67* .00* .55*

(M) 4 .59* .42* .33* .56* .80 .60 .60* .56* .00* .00* .50* .44*

(T) 5 .43* .44* .63 .44* .60* .60* .60* .53* .67* .67* .00* .51*

(I) 6 .75 .73 .92 1.00 1.00 .60 .80 .83 1.00 .33*1.00 .81

Average .60 .59* .61 .55* .63* .56* .63* .60 .61 .56* .33* .57*

* Accuracy lower than reliability.
a Average of 7 tasks.
b Average of 10 tasks.
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The data averages are shown for seven tasks and for ten

tasks because the tasks with as few as two or three categories show

somewhat distorted results for Analyst 4. The overall reliability aver-

ages are not greatly changed, but the accuracy average is somewhat

higher using seven tasks.

The results indicate generally high average reliability by

analyst, with none lower than .56, and an overall average of .62. On

the other hand, the accuracy data indicate some problems in either over-

or under-identification with at least one or two analysts. The overall

accuracy is somewhat below the reliability average (.60 for seven

tasks and .57 for ten). This reflects the deviation from the group

norm for Analyst 2 in particular, and Analyst 4 in the ten-task aver-

age. Analysts 1 and 6 show high accuracy. Analyst 6 was the trainer

in this case, and influenced the team decisions in the direction of

the content of the method. Analyst 1, the field team leader, showed

high agreement with the correct identifications.

Since this was the first test of the method, the results

are encouraging; however, it is clear that team agreements, careful

training, and review are necessary components of reliability.

Kt-Irv/ledge Scale Reliability and Accuracy

For testing reliability in the use of the knowledge scale,

the units of observation are the knowledge categories rather than the

tasks. A small number of Nurse Practitioner tasks provided over 100

observations for use in the test of the knowledge scale. However, the
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full range of the scale could not be tested, since none of the categor-

ies identified were scaled above 5.5 on the knowledge scale.

The "correct" knowledge category identifications for a given

task became the framework for testing the reliability of the scale.

Unlike the case of knowledge category identification, a fixed number of

observations were involved. We calculated inter-rater reliability and

an accuracy measure based on agreement with the scale values determined

at the team conference.

The formula for the Standard Reliability Score is:

Ar = VI

(N-1)(K)

, where:

A
r = the Standard Reliability Score for an analyst;

W = the relevant summed agreement score (the number of
other analysts choosing the same scale value, for
each category);

N = the number df analysts involved in the test;

K = the total number of categories involved in the entire
test.

The Standard Reliability Score was calculated separately for

each analyst, and an average was taken for the scale as a whole.

The formula for the Standard Accuracy Score is:

Ac = C , where:
K

Ac = the Standard Accuracy Score for an analyst;
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C = the number of correct answers as determined by the
team conference;

K = the total number of categories involved for the test.

The Standard Accuracy Score was calculated for each analyst

separately, and an average was then taken for the scale as a whole.

Table 5 reports the test results. The scale shows a rela-

tively lower average reliability (.47) and a much higher average accu-

racy. The reason is again due to analyst deviation. Without Analyst 4,

overall reliability is .55. However, unlike the case with other low

reliability scales, the analysts (other than Analyst 4) were never more

than one scale point away from the value arrived at in the team confer-

ence. Since the reliability and accuracy measures treat any difference

as equally wrong and magnify the e.rors, the results are more accept-

able than may first appear. The lesson again is that training, team

agreement, and review must be part of the method.

Table 5.

SUMMARY OF PILOT TEST RELIABILITY

AND ACCURACY FOR KNOWLEDGE SCALE

Statistical Measure

Analyst Name and Number
S F L M T I Aver-

age1 2 3 4 5 6

Standard Reliability Score .49 .53 .46 .38 .45 .52 .47

Standard Accuracy Score .60 .73 .64 .38 .54 .88 .63

K = 113 3eparate knowledge categories
N = 6 analysts
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APPENDIX B

THE HSMS "EDIT" PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

The HSMS "EDIT" program was designed by Stephan Jasik and

modified by Edward Friedman and George Chaikin to prepare the HSMS

task data for use with the HSMS factor analysis programs PCVARIM and

X2MOFA (Two-Mode Factor Analysis, Part One).

The HSMS method calls for an unforeseeable number of key-

punched data cards for the given set of tasks being studied. The num-

ber of cards cannot be predicted because the number of knowledge cate-

gories needed for tasks varies, and the total number of knowledge cate-

gories identified for an entire set of tasks cannot be known ahead of

time. Since it is impossible to predict the identity and number of

knowledge categories, HSMS selected a data card format to handle re-

quired knowledge categories as they are identified for the task, with-

out knowing which are needed for other tasks. The format is not pre-

determined in terms of preselected knowledge categories. Such a format

could require thousands of cards, most of which woulu beblank to indi-

cate zero scale requirements for categories. Instead, the EDIT program

creates a matrix of tasks by skill and knowledge categories; it enters

zeroes in this matrix whenever a category is not required by a task.

A data unit consists of all the cards for a given task,

for which the ID name is the task's Code Number. For any given task,

the task's Code Number appears on each card. Card TOO includes in-
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formation on how many cards will follow for the given task and an

abbreviated name of the task. Card TO1 is in a fixed format, where

fields refer to skill scales; it presents the task's scale values for

each of the 16 skill scales. Any other cards are for knowledge cate-

gories. These are numbered from T02 to TOn, and are set up so that

each 8-digit number of the knowledge categories identified for the

particular task is punched, each followed by its scale value.

The EDIT program provides the user with information on the

number, identity, and frequency of the skills and knowledge categories;

it orders the categories, provides checks on the data, and makes pos-

sible selection and/or logarithmic transformation of the data for sta-

tistical use. EDIT therefore interfaces with PCVARIM and X2M0FA (Appen-

dixes C and D), and is always run when they are run.

EDIT also provides dictionaries for the tasks and skill and

knowledge categories in which the tasks' names appear in abbreviated

form, and tasks and variables are shown with their internal numbers

and Code Numbers. The other HSMS programs (except for MATRIX) refer

to the data by their internal numbers.

DESCRIPTION

EDIT is written in FORTRAN IV and was used in the Control

Data Corporation's (CDC) 6600 computer at the Courant Institute of

Mathematical Sciences of New York University. The operating systems

in use during HSMS analyses were KRONOS and NOS (Network Operating

System). EDIT was stored on magnetic tape in compiled and loaded form

(i.e., in binary object code in non-relocatable form) and in OLDPL form.
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The HSMS task data are transferred to magnetic tape in the

form of an OLDPL. The data were maintained in numerical Task Code or-

der in the OLDPL. A utility program, UPDATE, is used to transfer data

"decks" to tape, correct data, or to generate temporary local files in

the form of a compile file, which is part of the input file for EDIT.

The input file for UPDATE is magnetic tape in OLDPL form, and the out-

put file is C=DATA. The input file for EDIT is DATA, and the output

file is TAPE9 (with optional printed output).

The EDIT program is designed to receive the data decks in

any order, but always with the cards for a given task in numerical or-

der by card number, beginning with Card TOO. EDIT then performs the

functions described below.

Error Checks and Listing of Data

EDIT provides a variety of error checks and the option of

listing or not listing the data cards as they appear in the input file.

The listing is a default setting, and a NOLIST card is required to sup-

press it. Some of the checks are suppressed by selection of NOLIST;

others are carried out regardless of the option selected. The error

checks and whether they are, suppressed with NOLIST are shown below.

HSMS uses NOLIST when EDIT is used with PCVARIM and X2MOFA.

1. A check that the number of cards for the task is
consistent with the number indicated on card TOO.
Suppressed by NOLIST.

2. A check that all the cards for a task have the same
Task Code Number. Suppressed by NOLIST.
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3. A check that data cards appear in proper sequence
(as indicated in columns 1-3). Suppressed by NOLIST.

4. A check that each task (Task Code Number) appears
only once in the set of data. Suppressed by NOLIST.

5. A check that all punches occur in permissible col-
umns; error messages indicate that either a blank
or a punch should appear in a given column. This
check is always made.

6. A check that skill scale values all end in 0 or 5.
This check is always made.

7. A check that all knowledge categories have a scale
value above 00. Suppressed by NOLIST.

8. A check that knowledge categories appear only once
for a given task. This check is always made.

Options to Reduce the Number of Variables

DELETE and CUTOFF are two options which make it possible

to reduce the number of skill and knowledge variables which are

copied to TAPE9. These options are used wl ql EDIT interfaces with

PCVARIM and X2MOFA (which are dimensioned for no more than 145 vari-

ables). DELETE is used to name specific knowledge and skill cate-

gories to be eliminated; CUTOFF is used to specify the frequency at

or below which skill and knowledge categories are automatically

eliminated.

Ordered Listings of the Data

EDIT provides successive rearrangements of the data base

(which exists as a matrix in which the skill and knowledge categories

are the columns and the tasks are the rows), and lists the resulting

information in various formats. These arrangements are designed to
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help the user select a frequency for CUTOFF, categories for DELETE,

and listings of the data in orders and forms useful for work with

other programs. The data are structured as follows:

1. Each skill and knowledge' category is given an in-
teraal number and is li:ted in the order in which
it appears in the input file, together with its
frequency, anu the Task Code Number and scale value
for each task in which it is scaled above 00.
(This listing could be eliminated were the EDIT
program to be revised.)

2. The skill and knowledge categories are listed in
descending order of their frequency of occurrence
in the tasks. The original internal numbers, the
Task Code Numbers, and the scale values appear
again.

3. The skill and knowledge categories are listed with
the skills first (in a preset order) followed by
the knowledge categories in ascending numerical
order of their 8-digit code numbers. The original
internal numbers, frecuency, the Task Code Num-
bers and the scale values appear agcin. (This
listing could be reduced to just the identifica-
tion numbers and frequencies we:9 the program to
be revised.)

4. The variables copiA to TAPES are renumbered in-
ternally and listed in order with the skills first,
followed by the knowledge categories in ascending
order of their 8-digit code numbers. Frequency
data are listed, but no task and scale value data.
If DELETE and CUTOFF options have been selected
this listing does not include the eliminated cate-
gories. (In the previous three listings categories
to be eliminated as a result of DELETE or CUTOFF
options are indicated by asterisks.)

5. EDIT provides a "Task Description Dictionary" which
lists etch task's observation number (its internal
number in numerical order) and its actual Task Code
Number, tcgether with the abbreviated name of the
task as found in card TOO for the task.

6. The final numbers assigned to skill and knowledge
categories and to tasks are the numerical referen-
ces for observations (tasks) and variables (skill
and knowledge categories) in PCVARIM, X2MOFP, and
X2MFA2.
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Logarithmic Transformation of Data

When EDIT is used to interface with PCVARIM or X2MOFA, the

NORMALIZE option permits a logarithmic transformation of the data to

adjust for a large number of zeroes in the data base. (Tasks which

do not require knowledge categories required by any other task are

scaled at zero.) The NORMALIZE option follows the formula:

X = SQRT (X + 0.5), where X is a scale value.

COMMENTS

EDIT places heavy demands on a computer's core memory.

The size of the matrix array of data (36000 cells) is such that it

was necessary to compress the data so that 3 units are stored in a

word. In its present form EDIT can be used only with a computer that

has a 60-bit word. EDIT requires 200K of core memory to run, and is

dimensioned to handle up to 700 tasks, assuming a task-by-category

matrix of 36000 cells. Because there is a wide range in the number

and frequencies of variables that can be associated with a set of

tasks, it is virtually impossible to estimate beforehand the precise

number of tasks which can actually be handled in a particular run: HSMS

has successfully run EDIT with as many as 560 tasks. With a data base

larger than this there may be a risk that a time limit may be reached

before all of the functions of the program have been carried out,

even though the printed output will be complete.

The EDIT program was designed early in the history of HSMS,

and, therefore, includes procedures and options which we now see can
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be eliminated or which should be able to be suppressed. For example,

once new data are checked and variables have been selected for use in

PCVARIM or X2MOFA, the EDIT checks, restructurings, and most listings

are unnecessary. The reader is encouraged to revise EDIT to make it

more efficient. HSMS would have done so were it to have continued its

operations.

SYSTEM SUBROUTINES CALLED BY EDIT

The EDIT program which is presented in this appendix calls

for a series of subroutines. Among these, EXIT, TIME, and DATA have

not been included in the listing, since they are systems-,ased. It is

assumed that the user can utilize comparable routines after reading

the descriptions which follow.
1

EXIT

This subroutine terminates program execution and returns

control to the operating system. A STOP statement may be preferable.

TIME(a)

This subroutine can be used as a function or subroutine.

The value is returned via the argument and the normal function return.

The subroutine returns the current reading of the system clock as the

value of the argument a or of the funct4.on in the form 10Hbhh.mm.ss.b,

where b denotes a blank, and hh, mm, and ss are the number of hours,

minutes, and seconds, respectively. The value returned is Hollerith

1

INPAGE is called and does appear in EDIT. It is an entry point ap-
pearing in PAGER.
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data and can be output using an A format specification. The type of

this format is real.

DATE (a)

This subroutine can be used as a function or subroutine.

See CALL TIME(a), above. The current date is returned as the value

of argument a or of the function in the form lOHbmm /dd /yyb (unless it

is changed at installation option), where b denotes a blank, mm is

the number of the month, dd is the number of the day within the month,

and yy is the year. The value returned is Hollerith data and can be

output using an A format specification. The type of this function is

real.
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STRUCTURING THE INPUT FILE: EDIT WHEN USED ALONE

In the set-up presented below, the NOS system in use in 1977

at the Courant Institute with the CDC-6600 is assumed. It is also as-

sumed that the reader can refer to tt.e UPDATE Reference Manual or a

counterpart program. In the following instructions b denotes a blank.

INPUT FILE FOR EDIT USED ALONE
Name Keypunch Cards (one per box) Instructions
Sys-
tens

Cards

_ .EDIT ALONE_ Identification number and
other information depending
on system.

USER( ) USER and user code.

CHARGE( ) Charge card.

HEADER.EDIT ALONE Optional to print out head41g
across a whole page.

LABEL(OLDPL,VSN=T_ _ _ ) Identifies OLDPL tape.
UPDATE(Q,D,8,C=DATA)

or

UPDATE(F,D,8,C=DATA)

When selecting tasks using
*COMPILE form of UPDATE.

When using all data in OLDPL.
UNLOAD(OLDPL) Unless being used for more

than one run per submission.
LABEL(PROGRMS,VSMeT _) Identifies program tape.

COPYBP(PROGRMS,EDIT) Copies program to local file.
SETTL(1000) Time limit.
RFL(200000) Defines field length.
EDIT.

End of Record Card
In-

put

Cards
for

UP

DATE

*COMPILEb , ,

etc., or

*COMPILEb , .

(option)

Calls tasks from OLDPL. Each
card starts: *COMPILE in Cols.
1-6; Column 9 blank, followed
by Task Code Numbers separated
by commas; last entry has no
comma. Tasks can be in any or-
der. 'consecutive Code Numbers

can lie called as last entry on
cad after comma or as only
entry on card by writing first
Code Number, then a period,
then last Code Number of the
series. A new card must fol-
low.

End of Record Card Needed even if no UPDATE cards
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INPUT FILE FOR EDIT USED ALONE (continued)
Name . Ke unch Cards (one per box) Instructions
In- .

put 1

Cards!
for

i

EDIT 1.

TITLEb b b b b etc. Columns 1-5: punch TITLE;
Columns 11-60: punch title of
program, date, and any other
special identification of
this run.

NOLIST

(option)
Only if listing of data and
some error checks are to be
suppressed.

DELETEb b b b

(option)

One card for each individual
skill or knowledge category
to be deleted from input data
(if not to be deleted oy
CUTOFF).
Columns 1-6: pinch DELETE;
Columns 11-18: punch 8-char-
acter skill code or 8-digit
knowledge category code num-
ber.

CUTOFFb b b b

(option)

To eliminate skill or knowl-
edge. categories at or below
a selected frequency from in-
put data.

Columns 1-6: punch CUTOFF;
Columns 11-12: punch selec-
ted frequency (usually 4 or
more) left justified in
field.

NORMALIZE
(option)

Not usually used when EDIT
is used alone.

End of File Card
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OPTill FTN 4.6+426 77/09/15ES IT
OVERLAY(EDIT,0,0) EDITFA
PROGRAM EDITFA( INPUTROUTPUT,DATA,TAPE9,1APE1 aDATARTAPE5=INVUT, EDITFA

1 TAPE6=JUTPUT) EDITFA
EDCOM

COMMON/TABLES/IBOTRITTAB(700),KC(700),KFRE:s(700),KPT(700),IW(700), EALRG
1 NXT,MTAB(36000),NTASK,PAKTAB,MAXKC ENLRG

EDCOM
COMMON/COLS/1700(3,2),ITON(2,2),IT01(16,2),IT0203,2) EDCt.M

EJCOM
COMMON/IO/INPUTRIOUTRITAPERICARD(80),LINCNT,LISTPR(1400) EALRG

EDCOM
COMMON/SKILLS/KEYWD(16),KEYALB(16) EDCOM

EDCOM
COMMON/DELIST/NDEL,LDEL(700),KUTOFF ENLRG

EDCGM
COMMON/LOG/TT1,LNORM.LPRINT EJCOM

EDCOM
COMMON/TCARD/ITDCN,ITIN,NC EDCOM

EDCOM
EDCOM

LOGICAL TT1,LNORM,LPRINT EDCGM
LOGICAL SEARCH,LS,NE4TSK EDCGM

EDCGM
EDCGM

DIMENSION KCREAD(8) EDCOM
DIMENSION KCBUFF(700),ISKV(700) ENLRG
DIMENSION LIST(3),LISTR(2) EDCOM
DIMENSION PRLIST(700) ENLRG
DIMENSION IFMAT(3) EDCOM

EDCOM
EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1),ITDC4),(LISTPR(1),PRLIST(1)) EDCOM

EDCOM
DATA NXT/1 /RIBOT/O/RMAXTAB/36000/,PAXKC/700/

ENLRG
IlqDTA

DATA IT1/.TRUE./pLNORM/.FALSE./pORINT/.TRUE./ 14TDTA
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INTDTA
INTDTA

DATA KEYWD/8RL000MOT4,8ROBJ MANPfaRGDGSTAG,8RhUM INTR,6KLFAD.3HI 9, 1Z1T,
28RORAL uSE,8RREAD USE,8RWRIT 14E,SRMETHCO 98RQUALI1Y 98RFIGVAL t INTDTA
38RSYMB0LICs8RTAXONOMC,8RIMPLICIT,6RFINC ERkt8KHUmQ ERR/ INTDTA

INTDTA
DATA KEYAL8/1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16/ INTDTA

INTDTA
INTDTA

DATA LITOO(I),I81,3//2,5,29/, BIOTA
2 (IT00(I),Is4p0/3,10,30/ INTDTA'
DATA (ITON(I),I81,2) /2,5/, INTDTA

2 (ITON(I),I83-4)/3,10/ INTDTA
DATA (ITOI(I),I 1,16) INTDTA
1 /32,35,38,41,44,47,50,53,56,59,62,65,68,71,74,77/, INITDTA
X (IT01(I),I0117,32) INTDTA
2 /33,36,39,42,45,48,51,54957,60,63,66,69,72,75,78/ INTDTA
DATA (IT02(I),I01, 8) /30,39,43,52956065,6997610 INTDTA

2 (IT02(I),I2B9,16) /37,40,50,53,63,66,76,79/

NIVT:
INTDTA

INPUT 5 INTDTA
MUT 6 EDITFA

EDITFAITAPE 9
EDITFACALL OVERLAY(4HEDIT91,0)

INPUT 1 EDITFA
EDITFAREWIND ITAPE
EDITFACALL OVERLAY(4HEDIT,2,0)
EDITFAREWIND ITAPE
EDITFACALL OVERLAY(4HEDIT,3,0)
EDITFAREWIND ITAPE
EDITFACALL EXIT
EDITFAEND
EDITFA
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SUBROUTINE PAGER(I) PAGER
PAGER

COMMON/SKIP/LINSKP PAGER
COMMON/I0/INPUT,I3UT,ITAPE,ICARD(80),LI4CMLISTPR(1400) ElLRG
COMMON/LOG/TT1,LNORM,LPRINT PAGER
LOGICAL LPRINT PAGER
DIMENSION I(1),IHEAD(12),ISUBHD(11) PAGER
DATA 4/0/oK/0/0NPAGE/0/,1HEAD/12*10H /, PAGER
lISUBHD/114110H / PAGER

PAGER
C AT THIS ENTRY POINT THE PARAMETER I IS NOT USED PAGER

PAGER
10 NPAGE NPAGE + 1 PAGER

WRITE(IOUT,1)IHEAD,NPAGE PAGER
1 FORMAT(1H1,12A10,,PAGE41,I4) PAGER
WRITE(IOUT,2) ISUBHD PAGER

2 l'ORMAT(1H0,11A10/) PAGER
LINCNT 2 PAGER
LINSKP 0 PAGER
RETURN PAGER
ENTRY INPAGE PAGER
K K + 1 PAGER
IF (K.GT.1) GO TO 30 PAGER
DO 20 L 1,7 PAGER

20 IHEAD(L) 1(1) PAGER
CALL TIME(IH) PAGER
IHEAD(9) IH PAGER
CALL uATE(IH) PAGER
IHEAD(11) IH PAGER
ISUBHD(1) 10HCARD MO. PAGER
ISUB.ID(2) 10HINPUT DATA PAGER
GO TO 10 PAGER



30

40

IF t(K.E3.2).0;1LFKINT) :IL TJ IC
IF (K.E0.2) RETURt
L s K 2

GO TO (40,70,80,90,100,110)L
ISUBHD( 1) s 10H INT VAR
ISUBHD( 2) s 10H CEDE FR
ISUBHD( 3) s 10HE.:
ISIONUI 4) u 10HTAS6S IN W

ISUBHD( )) s 10HHICH VARIA
ISUBHD( 6)- s 10H8LE AFPEA.1
ISU8H0( 7) u IOHLD iikI

1SUBH0( 8) s 1OHNTED AS v4
ISUBHD( 9) s 1CHRIABLE CO
ISUBHU(10) s 10HES APPEARE
I3U8H0(11) s 10K, IN IAPL,T

PAGER
PAGER
')AGFR
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
JAGER
JAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
jAGER

50 NPAGE s NPAGE + 1 PAGER
IX s 0 -'AGER
4RITI(I)d1,1)IHEACp.PAGF oAGER
DO 60 L s 1,20 PAGER

60 ibRITEII50.3) PAGER
3 FORmAT(1H ) PAGER
MRITE(IQOT,4)(I:AAHD(L),L=4,11) .AGER

It FrjR0A1(26XpeA10) JAGER
ibRITE(1jAs3) -AGER
koiITE(I.Juip5)I J4GER

5 FORIAT(404,14,* OblINCI 44RIALLE C...GE.; f.LRE FLIND IN TrE In..-JT DA PAGER
1TA*////32AssASTEkljni MARK vAR1A3LES TJ 3E DzAcTLD DIE L. CUT)FF r PAGER
2x OIRECTIVE*) PAGER
GC T:' 10 JAGER

70 ItlE3HD( 7) s 1014E) 3,R JAGER
ISO8HD( 8) = 1UHiEL) iY FRE JAGER
IS.J3Hb( 9) s 10H:CY ,.F +JAGER
ISU8Hd(10) a 10HVAK14bLE 2 PAGER
IST6HD(11) = 1GrJ)L\ .'AGER
G1J Tr) 50
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80 ISUBHD( 8) 10HTED BY ASC
ISUBHD( 9) 10HENDING ERD
ISUBHD( 10) 10HER OF VARI
ISUBHD(11) 10HABLE CODES
GO TO 50

90 ISUBHD( 7) 10HED - DEL
ISUBHD( 8) 10HETED VARIA
ISUBHD( 9) 10HBLES - NOT
ISUBHD(10) = 10H WRITTEN 0
ISUBHD(11) 1OHNTO TAPE9
GO TO 50

100 ISUBHD( 1) 10HVARIABLE N
ISUBHD( 2) 10HO. VAR CO
ISUBHD( 3) 10HDE FRED
ISUBHD( 4) 10H FINAL CO
ISUBHD( 5) 10HRRESPONDEN
ISUBHDt 6) 10HCE OF VARI
ISUBHD( 7) 10HA8LE NUM8E
ISUBHD( 8) 10HRS TO VARI
ISU8HD( 9) 10HABLE CODES
ISUBHD(10) 10K AS WRITTE
ISUBHD(11; 1OHN ON TAPE9
GO TO 50

110 ISUBHD( 1) 10HOBSERVATI)
ISUBHD( 2) 10HN NO. TA
ISUBHD( 3) 10HSK NO.
ISUBHD( 4) = 10HTASK DESCR
ISUBHD( 5) 10HIPTION DIC
ISUBHD( 6) 10HTIONARY
ISUBHD(7) 10H
.ISUBHD(8) 10H
ISUBHD(9) 10H
ISUBHD(10) 10H
ISUBHD(11) 10H
GO TO 10
END 158

PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGE
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
Pi&GER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER
PAGER



LOGICAL FuNCTIOt. SEARCH(IfEm,IND,LIST)
DIMENSION LIST(IND)
SEARCH = 'TRUE.
IF (ITE$.tQ.0) RETUR4
IF tIND.Ew.0) GL. 10 20
DE, 10 I = 1, IND
IF (iL31(1).NE.IIEM) Gu TO 10
SEARCH = 'FALSE.
RETURN

10 CONTINUE
20 IND is IND + 1

LIST(IND) il I1EM
RETURN
END

iEARCH
'EARCH
SEARCH
:3E ARCH

SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
iEARCH
SEARCH
sEARCH
SEARCH
E ARCH
SEARCH

CVERLAY(EDIT,1,0)
.0JIRPROGRAM ROOIR
DDIR
rODIRGIMENSIJN IOIR(6)p1C(7),4C(i0)
R)DIR
EDU,S4

COmMuN/TA8LES/IPCIfirlAd(700),KC(700),-cFRL.(700),Ket(7G0),Ir(700), ENLRG1 NXT,MTAti(3L3C0),NTAiNtt,AXIAB,MAXNC
E'LRG
EDCUM

CGMMON/CiLS/I700(3,2),ITON(2,2),I101(1b,2),I104(s,2) EDC.M
EJCCM

CO1Mt5N/IJ/INPUT,1120,ITAPErICARNJO),LINC41,LisTDR:1400) ENLRG
tOCOm

COMW:N/AILLSih1YDt1o),4EYAL3(16) EOCOm
EJCL*

CG'"CtN/DELIAVNOEL,L.AL(7)0,I( 1_,FF ENLRG
EDUA

CGPMf.,N/LjG/ITI,LNRM,I.PkI,a
toLJm
EOC'omCrj4m:N/ICAD/IIOC4.ITINoNC 159 E3Cfm



LOGICAL TT1,LNORMAPRINI
LOGICAL SEARCHAS,NEIETSK

DIMENSION KCREAD(8)
DIMENSION KCBUFF(700),ISKV(700)
DIMENSION LIST(3),LISTR(2)
DIMENSION PRLIST(700)
DIMENSION IFMAT(3)

EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1),ITDCN),(LIS1PR(1),PRLISI(1))

DATA IDIR/10HTITLE
1 1OHNOLIST PIOH
DATA IBL /1OH /

,10HDELETE PlOHCONFF
/PIAR/10Htttttttttt/

NOEL a 0
KUTOFF 0

NUM 0
10 REAO(INPUisl)IOPIC
1 FORMAT(8A10)

IF(EOF(INPUT))20,30
20 RETURN
30 NUM NUM + 1

DO 40 I1,6
IF (ID.EQ.IDIR(I)) GO IC 50

40 CONTINUE
LINCNI LINCNT + 2
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
ibRITE(IOUT,2)NUP4ID,IC
ilRITE(IOUTP3)

160

EDCOM
EDCOM
EOCCM
EOCCM
EDCCM
EDCOM
EDCGM
ENLRG
EDCOM
ENLRG
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCUM
EDCOM

t10HNORPALIZE , RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RODIR
RDDIR
RDUIR
RDDIR
RJDIR
RDOIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RODIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR



3 F6R"A1(7x,d(Ifi1, UNRtCL,3%IZAaLt OIRICilyE4)
GO TO 10

50 GO TC (100,20C,300,400050.),1000)1
100 IF (111) G3 Tr 110

LINCNI = LINCNT + 2
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL FAGEk(56)
WRITE(IJU1,2)NUmpID,IC
ftRITF(E40,4)

4 Fr.";RMA1(71(,8(1Ht),4 A 1ITLE HAN 4LREAOY pEt KEAD)
GC TC 10

110 CALL 1NPAGE(IC)
1T1 .FALSE.
GU IC 1000

200 LECCOE(10,9,IC)JC
9 FORMA1(1081)

IF(11C(1)-1R0)210,230,230
210 OECnOE(46,11,IC)Jc
11 F2RMA1 (Nd)

DO 220 1=1,16
IF (4C.E1.KEYk,U(I)) 7,,, 1.; :40

220 COP.TINvE
LINCK1 = LINCKT + 2

IF (LINC%I.GT.55) CALL ;-A-IFI.(JC)
*RITE(131.1,2)N1K,10,1(..
t,RITE(Ir.u1,5)

5 FCRvA1(17X,0(1Ht),* ;,(1.<!-..:,,,%1ZAJLL SKILL+)
C3 17 li

230 NCDEL = 0

IdC 235 1=1,:::

IF ((1,C(1).LT.1,70).:.(J.:(1).J1.1K:0) G,:.. I_ JC:.
235 KCCEL = 10KCDEL + (JL(I1-101

I a KC:DEL
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-0j1K
4DOIR
RJOIR
RDDIR

k)31R
pOOIP
KuJIR
.0uIR
RDDIR
fjOIR
R)DIR
RDOIR
.0u1K
.00IR
kDDIR
0DIR

-2DDIR
RDC,1R

,OJIK
RDD1R
rOOIR
:DDIP
K):IIP

K)JIR
4DDIP
K:',DH

K)LAR
ek)uIP

-0,,,I(

K):.;P
R.L,I,2

NJJIR



240 LS SEARCH(IpNDELpLDEL)
IF (LS) GO TO 1000
LINCNT LINCNT + 2
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
itRITE(IOUTP2)NUMPIDpIC
WRITE(IOUTP6)

6 FORMAT(17Xp8(1H,),* THI3 KC HAS ALREADY BEES DELETED*)
GO TO 10

300 DECODE(10p9pIC)JC
I 1

IF (KUTOFF.EQ.0) GO TO 310
LINCNT LINCNT + 2
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
WRITE(IOUTp2iMUPpIDpIC
WRITE(IOUTP8)

RDDIR
RDUIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
1DDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
ROD IR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR

8 FORMAT(7Xp6(1Ht),* A CUTCFF HAS ALREADY BEEN READ, THIS CARL) wIL RDDIR
11 BE IGNORCO*)
GO TO 10

310 J JC(I) 1R0
IF (J) 320,350,330

320 LINCNT LINCNT + 2
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL FAGER(56)
WRITE(IOUlp2)NUK/IDpIC
WRITE(IUUTP7)(IBL,Na1pI)PIARp(IBL,MaIp8)

7 FORMAT(16X,9R1,* DIGIT LUST APPEAR HERE*)
GO TO 10

330 IF(JC(I).EQ.iR ) GO TG 1000
IF (J-9) 350,350,320

350 KUTOFF 10*AUTOFF + J

I I+1
GO TO 310

400 LNORM .TRUE.
GO TO 1000
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RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR
RDDIR

RDDIR
RDDIR
RDD'R
-400Ipt



500 Oki:N*1 * *FALSE.
1000 LINCN1 -7. LI\CNT + i

IF (LILAC-47.GT*55) CALL cASE4(56)
*RITEIL14I,2)NUmpIipIC

2 FOR4A1(LX,I3v3X,6A10)
GO 73 10
END

AD)IR
4DOIR
,2)0IR

RDDIR
kOLAR
RDDIR
kDOIR

UVERLAY(EDIT,2,0) RMASK
PROGRAM RDTAK

R)FAS'(

EDCL"
COMMuN/CA3LE/IEuT,IITA6(700),KC(700),KFREw(700)1(700),It.(700). EN*LRG1 NXTOTA3(30000)04ASK,MAXTABOAXKL E'LkG

E3CLH
COP'MJN/CiL/IT00(3,2),IT01(2,2),IT01(16,2),II02(3,2) E)C:-.."

EDCLA
CQMMLN/I.j/INPLT,ILAJT,IrAPEPICARD(80),LINCNT,L1::1-7R(140J) EkLRG

C),-.GM
C311;',N/SkILLS/MEY.c)(16),KOAL0(10) CDCLm

EDO",
C 141" -*/JtLISTP,DLL.L)LL(7)0).kis1IFF

tNa.R6

E3CLm
Cr.swi''qL,:.7/111,LN,LrekI41 EJCIM

=)(:f"
C.imm)N/TCAkC/IlbCt-pITIN,C EDCLY

t)C:'
t..)."L:GICAL 111,LPtApL°RP41
:3CL'LCGICAL SEARCH,LS.413K
C.R, ,
E)Cr"
E3Cw
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DIMENSION KCREAD(8)
DIMENSION KCSLFF(700.),ISKV(700)
DIMENSION LIST(3),LiSTR(2)
DIMENSION PRLIST(700)
DIMENSION IFMAT(3)

EDCOm
ENLRG
EDCOM
ElLRG
EDCOM
EDCOM

EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1),ITDCN),(LISTPR(1),PRL/ST(1)) EOM'S
EDCGM
ROTASK
RDTASK

CALL INPAGE(NUM) ROTASK
NUM = 0 ROTASK
NTASK 0 ADTASK

10 READ(INPOTPUICARD
ROTAS*,
RDTASK

1 FORMAT(80R1) ROTASK
IF (EOF(INPUT)) 20,30 RDTASK

15 WRITE(IOUT*6) RDTASK
6 FORMAT(20(2H p* ERROR PREMATjRE ENO OF FILE ON INPUT DATA*) RDTASK
20 RETURN RDTASK
30 NUM = NUM + 1 RDTASK

IF (.NOT.LPRINT) GC T( 35 RDTASK
LINCNT s LINCNT + 2 'MASK
IF (LINCNI.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56) ROTASK
WRITE(IOUT,2) RDTASK

2 FORAAI(1H ) RDTASK
WRITE(IOUTP3)NUMPICARD ROTASK

3 FORMAT(5X,I4,5X,80R1) ROTASK
35 CALL NUMBER(ITOO,LIST,3) ROTASK

NEWTSK = SEARCH(ITIN,NTASK,ITTA8) RDTASK
IF (NEWTSK) WRITE(ITAPEP7)ITINP(ICARD(1),1=31,80) RDTASK

7 FORMAT(I5,50k1) RDTASK
IF (.NOT.L PRINT) Gr. TO 40 RDTASK
IF (ITDCN.NE.0) CALL PEkR)R(1) RDTASK



IF INC.LE.0) CALL PtRV:ix(3)
KDIASYIF (NC.LE.0) NC s 100
.z)rAsgIF (NE0ISK) GC Li 40
'01454LINCNT s LINCNT + I
{J TASKIF (LINIC%I.GI.55) CALL PAGER(56)
le)TASwoRITE(BUI*9)
RJTASK9 FORsAT(10(2H *),I, THIS TA)* HAS AlkEAOY AP,IcAREu Ia I4rJ1 THIS 3 A31As41CCURENCE ILL tiE IG4CREC*)

40 PEAD(INPUT*1)ICARO
IF (E0JF(INPUT)) 15,50

50 NUM s NOS + 1

IF I..3T.LI,RINT) Vi T3 83
LI4CNT a LINCt.1 + 1

IF (LIP;C4I.GT.55) CALL FA'Ak()t)
MKITE(IjUT,3)N0*,ICAKO
CALL NYi3tR(II0N,LISTR,2)

50 IF (LII411).PE.ILI5T(1)+1)) CALL rEKRA(1)
IF ILIS14(2).P.E.IIPA CALL PERRrRW
IF (LbTRI1).:1/4E.0) G3 IC. IU
LIACNI a LINCNT + I

IF (LINi-NI.G1.55) CALL cA3E.;(76)
6RITE(IJuT,3)

9 F)R4A1(+ Adlt. C. ,2b APPtA2S I J zi. iTAKI .ji: .
I RE0RI41E3 nELL4 AS IF IT L;c: a)
NUa = ilv4 - I
GC V: 30

60 IND s lo

CALL NoC6ERCIN/sISKVIIcl
0,-, 32 I=1,16
IF ,.Z St I' 52
LINCNI = LINCNI * I

!F ILI1C1I.GT.5:1 CALL cAGEq()t)
1ZEIL(I.UT,11)I

1 67

g31ASK
-QTAS4
ii7AASK
RDTAcK
RDTANK
2)TAS4
F0fASK
,2)1ASK
RDTAS4
RDTAvd
.)TASK
RDIASK
A)14S4
-01"AsK
k3TAS4

% TASK - Ii ILL EE -ZDTAS4
R)TASA
-0141.4
,OW,K
-OTASK
KDIAiK
4111Acx

-(D1A3K
0(4%5.4

P)TASK
1)1A'....1



11 FORMAT(* ERROR SKILL VALUE N0.*,I2,* )OES NOT END WITH A 0 OR ROTASK1A 5*)
ROTASK82 CONTINUE
RDTASKIF (NEWTSK) CALL PUTLIST(IND,KEYALS,ITIN,ISKV) RaTASKIF(NC.EQ.1) GO TO 10
ROTASKIND 0
RDTASKDO 200 I s 2,NC
RDTASKREAMINPUT,DICARD
RDTASKIF (EOF(INPUT)) 15,85
RDTASK85 NUM NUM + 1
ROTASKIF (.NOT.ORINT) GO TO 100 RDTASKLINCNT s LINCNT + 1
RDTASKIF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL P4GER(56) ROTASKWRITE(IOUT,3)NUM,ICARD
RDTASKCALL NUMBER(ITON,LISTRt2)
RDTASKIF (LISTR(1).NE.I) CALL PERROR(/) ROTAS<IF (LISTR(2).NE.ITIN) CALL PERROR(2) RDTASKIF (LISTR(1).NE.0) GO TO 100 RDTASKLINCNT = LINCNT + 1
RDTASKIF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56) ROTASKwRITE(IUUT,8)
RDTASKNUM NUM 1
RDTASKGO TO 30
RDTASK100 CALL NUM8ER(IT02,KCREAD,8)
RDTASK

DO 110 41,7,2 RDTASK
IF (KCREAD(J).E0.0) GC TO 110 ROTASK
IF (MOD(KCREAD(4+1),5).E0.0) GO TO 102 RDTASK
LINCNT LINCNT + 1 RDTASK
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL FAGER(56) RDTASK
K (4+1)12 RaTASK
IRITE(IOUT,11)K RDTASK



102 CONTINUE
,t0TASK

IF (KCREAu(J+1).NE.0) GC V, 105 R0TASg
IF (.N3I.LPRINT) GO IC 113 RDTASKLINCN1 LINCNT + 1 K)TASK
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56) R.)TASK
'ARITE(IUU1,5)KCr4EAD(J) KDTAiK

5 FORAAT(* KNOwLaGE CAIEGk;RY *,I,* HA, SKILL vALuE ZER1. - ThIS )CC RDTASK
1LRENCL WILL 3E IGN-J<E0*)
GO TO 110

105 UNTINuE
LS s SEARCH(KCREAD(J),IND,KCBWF)
IF (LS) ISKV(IND) s e.CREA)(j+1 )

IF (LS) G1 13 110
IF (.rt.T.LPRINT) mot. TO 113
LINC4 LI'C'T + 1

IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL FAGER(5b)
6RITF(lubr,4)ChEAD(J)

RDTAS4
.0TASK
RDTASK
KOI ASK

RDTASK
RofAcK
ROTASK
kDIASK
r<D1ASK

-<)TACK4 F6RmAT(* KN)*LEDGE CATEGORY *,I8,* HAS ALktA)T A1-1.)EAREi) IN THIS fA RDTASK
1St( - 7CCLPRENCE ILL 3E IGNoRC),)

110 CONTINut --
200 C3NiINA

IF (NEwTSK) CALL 2UILISI(INJ,KC6UFF,ITIN,ISICV
GL, IL 10
END

UkzEK(Ik:L,L13Tr *LI)()
CC4b*:,.J/1)/1kPL1,ILT,ITAE,ICARC,(00),LIN:;NT,LlalL'R(1400)
CI"ENSIv% ICIIL(t'LP:1,2),LIW4LIssf)
LATA 10L/IDH /tIAliijHttttItttit/,i0/1cH
DO 100 Il,NLIT
J 0 IC1L(I,1)
K a ICA(I,2; hit

IZNASK
KIT ASK

xDfASK
k)T
;01-ASK
KDTANK



LIST(I) 0

IF (J.E41.2) GO T6 5
1.8J 1
IF (ICARD(L).NE.1R ) GO T] 30

5 L K + 1
IF (ICARD(L).NE.1R ) GO TO 40
DO 10 LJ,K
IN ICARD(L)-1R0
IF (ICARD(L).EQ.1R ) IN 0

IF((IN.LT.0).OR.(IN.GT.9)) GO TO 20
10 LIST(I) LIST(I)*10 + IN

GO TO 100
20 LIST(I) 0

L L 1

WRITE( IOUT,1)(IBL,M1,L),IARs(ID,NL,79)
1 FORMAT(14X,81R1,* DIGIT MUST APPEAR HERE *)
LINCNT LINCNT + 1
IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
GO TO 100

30 LIST(I) 0

L a L 1

WRITE(IOUT,2)(IBL,M=1,L),IAR,(ID,NeL,79)
2 FORMAT(14X,81R1,* BLANK MUST APPEAR HERE*)

LINCNT LINCNT + 1

IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
GO TO 5

40 L L 1

wRITE(IOUTP2)(IBL,M81,L),IARs(IDsNeLs79)
LINCNT LINCNT + 1

IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
100 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

16S

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER



Se3V.uTINE DERRCR(I)
pE.0

;,Ekiv:)P

CLIMO4TABLES/IBLT,ITTAB(700),KC(700),KFRL.173v),AP1(700),Do(700), '..DilP::1 N(TstTAB(36000),NTASK,".AXTAB,MAX&C
EyLRG
EJC:

CC0".3N/C6LS/IT00(3,2),1104(2,2),I(01(16,2),LTL2(3,2)
Jf.

EDCCM
EDCCm

CCmmCN/IC/INPLI,ILIUT,ITAaEpICARD(60),LINC*41,LIAR(1400) EvLRG

CGMiAL,N6KILLS/KEYwD(16),KEYALd(16) OCC.m

COmm3N/OELISi/NDEL,LOLL(700),PMJFi-

EDC.-..m

66i
Cr.:MM:',N/L3G/TT1,LNORM,LPkI-0 ,;Cr"

E)Cf:wCr:Mw:N/TCARC/I7DCNPITIN,NC
cOC:M
CDC'.m

EDC(...,LOGICAL IT1,0,4,0,,LPRIAT
l:GICAL iEARCH,LS,NcTK

;:DLL

EDCImCImENI.;',. .(CKEAD(6)
EDC.mEllENislil Ct,.04(70(..;),Iv(70u)
ENLPGDPIENS104 LIST(3),LI3Vel
tDCkmDIAE.qsi,:k Pp<LIT(700)
EiLRGDIm,P.;I:cv IFmAT(3)
c)C."

EVAvALc4Cc (l1;1( 1),ITDC4),(LIFF,K(1),PLIJ((1))
ct3):::,,,::

L-;;;' vti

'OATA 1,L/lh /pI41,/ltit/pI)/1H/pIttiO/ P,KKf,,

1C2



se PERRORLINCNT a LINCNT + 2
PERRORIF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER(56)
PERRORGO TO (10,30,20)1
()ERROR30 WRITE(I0U101)
PERROR1 FORMAT(16)66H**ttttp72(1H),* WARNING*/ PERROR1 65)(s*THIS TASK NUMBER DIFFERS FROM ENTRY UN SUMMARY CARD*) PERRORRETURN
PERROR10 WRITE(IOUT,2)
PERROR2 FORMAT(15WH**,80(1H),* APPARENT CARD SEQUENCE ERROR*) PERRORRETURN
PERROR20 WRITE(IOUT,4)
PERROR4 FORMAT(42)(P2H,,20 ERROR SUMMARY CARD SAYS NO DATA CARD PERROR1S FOLLOW */,20X,* ALL SUBSEQUENT CARDS WILL BE TREATED AS DATA F PERROR2CR THIS TASK UNTIL A (TOO) CARD IS FOUND *)
PERRORRETURN
PERRORENO
PERROR

SUBROUTINE PUTLIST(N,LISTPITIN,ISKV)
PUTL

COMMON/TABLES/IBOT,ITTAB(700),KC(700),KFREQ(700),KPT(700),IWC700), ENLRG
INEXT,MTAB(36000),NTASK,MAXTAB,MAXKC ENLRGDIMENSION LIST(1),ISKV(1)

PUTLDATA MASK20/37777778/01ASK40/177777777777778/ ENLRGIF (N.GT.MAXKC) CALL ABORT(20HISKV ARRAY OVERFLOW ENLRGDO 100 Iml,N
PUTLIF (ISKV(I).EQ.0) GO TO 100
PUTLIF (IBOT.EQ.0) GO TO 20
PUTLDO 10 JlsIBOT
PUTLIF (KC(J).EQ.LIST(I)) GO TO 50
PUTL10 CONTINUE
PurlZO IBOT * IBOT + 1
PUTL

1 7 0



IF (IBuT.GT.4AYNC) CALL 43LRIC20HNC ARRAY L.vcrFLto. ENLRGt(C(I30) s LIST(I)
PtAL

2 IBuT
eJTLIICP 'ExT JAL63 TO 60
)itl50 K KFT(J) PALITCP 2 ANU(NASK20,SHIFT(MTAB(K),2J))
EtiLkGrlAB(K) 2 JK(SHIFT(NEXT,4)),AND(mTAb(K),4A.)N4U)) PNILRG60 NFREctj) a KFRE(41,1) + 1 e4L)(ET(J) = NExl
PAL0,TAB(NEx1) a T,R(SHIT(I1u),431,HIFT(ISK4(1),a0),ITIN) tNLikGNEXT = NEXT 1 PAL

IF (NEXT.GT.41AXTAB) CALL Acs::RT(201-1TABLL AKRAY ,liERFLC4 ) E%4LRG1CC CL;NTINJE
iL1LRETURN
?ulLENO
ediL

LVERLAY(EOIT,3,0)
SJKTFROGRAM SC.00

tiCt;".

CUmMCN/TAELL5/180,ITTAt1(700),nCinC),NFRE.1(7C3),0.7(700),IA(703), E-141.kG
1 NKI,PI1AB(36000),NTASK,PAXT46,AXKC EqLRG

CCrkit/Ct;L'I/1100(3,2),I1J4(2,2),IT01(10o2),I(Ce(3,2) LDJM
E3V,M

CuMM6N/IjiINFLT,It:OT,IT4PE,ICARUta0),LIN.C.4,LIIT°4(14)J) ENLRG
EDCfm

Cn!....A/SAILLWKEYwD(10),KEYAL.A16) E)C.,"
cDCL"

Cl...m/bELIVI/tDEL,LDEL(730),Kir-,FF t4LKG

CUIlJN/L)G/iflANI;kPai'RIN,1 EJC(v
EJCi"
,)C:m
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LOGICAL TT1,LNORMAPRINI
LOGICAL SEARCHASPNEWTSK

DIMENSION KCREAD(B)
DIMENSION KCBUFF(700),ISKV(700)
DIMENSION LIST(3),LISTR(2)
DIMENSION PRLIST(700)
DIMENSION IFMAT(3)

EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1),ITDCN),(LISTPR(1),PRLIST(1))

DATA MASK20/37777776/
CALL SHLSRT(KFREQ,IBOT,I4)
DO 10 IelsIBOT
J IW(I)
IF (KFREQ(J).GT.KUTOFF) GO TO 20

10 LS = SEARCH(KC(J),NDEL,LDEL)
20 IF (NDEL.GT.1) CALL SHLSRT(LDEL,NDEL)

CALL INPAGE(IBOT)
DO 100 I),IBOT
CALL PKC(I)

100 CONTINUE
CALL INPAGE(IBOT)
DO 200 IslsIBOT
K (IBOT+1) I

J IW(K)
CALL PKC(J)

200 CONTINUE
CALL SHLSRT(KC,IBOT,Iw)
CALL INPAGE(IBUT)

o
,
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EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
ENLRG
EDCOM
ENLRG
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EsILRG
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
S3RT
SORT
SORT



DL, 300 I=1,ItiVT
Iw(I)

CALL PKC(J)
300 CCNTINE

CALL INPAt2E(IbOT)
IMP a 1
IF (VOEL.E0.0) GL LI
DO 400 Ial,IdCT
4 a IN(1)

43C

!R I

JRT
S1,2T

i1RT
ilKT
):10
JRT

MTEiP = '(C(J)
17ATDO 350 K=IT3P,N0EL
SORTIF (KTEAP.NE.LOLL(K)1 Gi IF, 350

CALL PKC(J)
(1Iw(I) a 0

LDEL(K) = 0 :.7RT

cATITOP = < + 1

GO IC 400
3-<1350 C6NTDUI

400 CJNTINUE
IFLAG = 0

J1kI
s1R(

0( 420 Isl,NDEL
If (LOEL(I1.E6.0) C.: 13 420
IF (If-LAG.NE.0) 13 410

;ORThRITE(I'JJT,1)
1 FJRMAI(1H0,41 ERPCR
lERE NLT F,UND IN THt

THE f_ILLIwING
14FuT DATA*)

KC; c,tKE it iE DELETED, BUT w

IFLAG = 1
'RI410 bvRITE(IJA,2)LOEL(I)

2 F:RmA1(20Av18)
))RT420 CTINUE

430 CALL INPAGE(IU.,1)
3'1\1Cu 500 I=1,IBL1
.1;0

IF(11%(I).E0.0) Gt To 50C
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J !W(I)
IND IND + 1

IW(IND) IW(I)
IF (MOD(INDP56).EQ.0) CALL PAGER(57)
IF(KC(J).LE.16) GC TO 450
WRITE(IOUTs3)INDPKC(J)sKFREO(J)

3 FORMAT(8X,14,3X,18,2X,14)
GO TO 500

450 K KC(J)

WRITE(IOUTP4)IND,KEYWD(K),KFREO(J)
4 FORMAT(8X,I4,3X,R8,2X.I4)

500 CONTINUE
CALL INPAGE(IBOT)
DO 600 IsoloNTASK

READ(ITAPE,5)ITTA8(I),(LISTPR(4),4a1,5)
5 FORMAT(I5s5A10)
6 FORMAT(10X,I5,6X,I5,5X,5A10)

IF (M00(I,56).EQ.0) CALL PAGER(57)
600 WRITE(IOUTP6)InITTAB(I),(LISTPR(J),J1,5)

WRITE(IOUT,7)NTASK,IND

SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT7 FORMA1(1H1,I10pt a NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS41//1X,I10,* a NUMBER OF V SORT

1ARIBLES*//50X,*END OF JOB*)

REWIND ITAPE
IFMAT(1) 10H(10X,16F4.
IFMAT(2) 10H1/(16F4.1)
IFMAT(3) 10H)
hRITE(ITAPE,8)IFMAT

8 FORMAT(3A10)
XNORM O.
LAST NXT-1
IF (LNORM) XNORM - SQRT(0.5)

650 DO 700 IaloNTASK
CO 680 JalpIND
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SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SORT
SOW
SORT
SORT
SJRT

EILRG
SORT
SORT



Sd a XNJ10*
K = 1*(J)
K gPT(K)
N. a rlIFT(MTAB(K),,..J)

660 lc SHIFT(MTAW).-40)
cK a FLOATUND(MASK20,SHIFT(MTAB(4),-2o)))

j.I
IF (L140(1) A is S)RT(SK + 0.5)
I1N ig ANOWAB(N),MASK2C)
IF (IIN.E,.iT1Ab(1)) Gj Ti 67J
IF (K.LE.N) Gi IL 68J
t. x k

GC Tu 6b0
b70 Si a SK
0130 PKLISI(J) a SV

9 1.--JR"A1(3X,I7.16F4t.1/(16F4.1))
7J0 MRIIE(ITAPE.9)ITTAB(I),(PLISr(4),salti\3)

kETJRN
ENO

:AT
: 1.tZi

S:kJ
I:41.PG

ENLkG
tNI.;3

1:4LRG
EqLRG
EN.LkG

'RT
S,K1
.0RT
c'L.,(0

1.,K1

S'iR1

-:R1

:k1

.1.1K1

.,J3Rr:LIINE PKC(I) .KC

.'KCCL0PC,KIP/LINK0
PKC

CC".7J/IADLE3/Itl',T.IITAB(700),SC(7J0),SFKi,.(700).K°T(700),Io(700), EE?Cil:
I ixTp4J4b(360(,0),NrASKOAXT480,10(KC t\ALRG

OUP*
Ct."61N/C:AS/I100(3,2),IT6'4(2,2),IT01(16,2).+1102(8,'2) E)C.7.K

c)Cim
CCmljN/I;/I4FUT,ILUI,ITAPctIC4k0(30),LIgCNI,LISTPk114J(J) :-.yl.G

EDC"
CCM"IJN/KILLS/KtY4D(It),KEY4L3(I6) .-13C.4
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COMMON/DELIST/N^L,LDEL(700),KUTOFF

COMMON/LOG/TT1PLNORM,LPRINT

COMMON/TCARD/ITDCN+ITIN,AC

EDCOM
ENLRG
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOMLOGICAL TT1,LNORM,LPRINT
EDCOMLOGICA_ SEARCH,LS,NEWTSK
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOMDIMENSION KCREAD(8)
EDCOM

DIMENSION KCBUFF(700)+ISKV(700)
ENLRGDIMENSION LIST(3),LISTR(2)
EDCOMDIMENSION PRLIST(700)
ENLRGDIMENSION IFMAT(3)
EDCOM
EDCOM

EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1:+ITOC4),(LISTPR(1),PRLIT(1)) EDCOM
EDCOM
PKCILF 1H
PKCIF (MOD(LINSKP+20).E0.0) ILF 1H+ PKCWRITE(IOUT,3)ILF
PKC3 FORMAT(A1)
PKC
PKCJ LINK(KPT(I))
PKC

IC ((J-1)/20)+2
PKCLINCNT LINCNT + K
PKC

IF (LINCNT.GT.55) CALL PAGER('6)
PKCIF (LINCNT.EQ.2) LINCNT K PKCLINSKP J
PKCLASTER 1H
PKC
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IF (DEL.EQ.0) GO 1.6 30
?KCDC 10 L = 1,PDEL
?KC

IF (LCEL(L).EJ.KC(I)) IASTEK = 11-1* ?KC10 CONTINUE
PKC

30 IF (KC(I).LE.1b) GO TU 4U
PC",

MRI1E(IJUT,1)IpIAitER,KC(I),KFREQ(I),(LISTPR(L),L=1,J) 0KC
1 FORMAT(1X,I4,2X,A1,I8,2X,I4,13(2X,I4,1H/,F3.1) P(C
1 60(/22x,10(2X,I4,1W,F3.1))) ?KC
RETURN

PKC40 K KC(I)
PKC

l%RITE(IUJ1,2)IpIA:-.TE,t,KEYwD(K),KFRE(1),(LI,JPR(L),L=1,J) ?KC
2 FORMA1(1K,I4,2X,A1,R8,2A,I4,10(2X,I4,111/pt-3.1) ?KC
1 50(/22X,10(2X,I4,1H/pF3.1))) PKCRETURN

'KCEND
PKC

FUNC1I!3N LINK(IENO)
LINK
E)CCW

COMW:N/TABLFS/I61,ITTAB(700),KC(700),KFRE(700),KeT(70C),Io(700), E,ILRG1 N4T,MfA8(36000),',TASK,"AXIAB,MAXKC
EILRG
EDUm

CJA')N/CAS/IT00(3,2),II0v(2,2),I101(16,2),ITJ2(8,2) E;)COm

LDC:::m
COM"-JN/I1/INP(IsEuTsITAPE,ICARD(5U),LINC,rT,L1STPW(1400) E'lLRG

E)Ctt.'
C3vm-g./)KILL/KEY060(16),KEYAL0(16)

.-.3C:'"

EDCLM
C51-C.;N/C,FLI;T/NJFL,LiEL(700),KLT:Fi-

COMM'1144LIG/Tfl,LNC,P41,L.)Rivi

CL,f4r4?NiTCAR,)/11L)L4,11INJ,NC
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EvLPG
EDC2M
EDC('
t3CL4
DC..."'



LOGICAL 371,LNORM,LPRINT
LOGICAL S ARCH,LS,NEWTSK

DIMENSION KCREAD(8)
DIMENSION KC8UFF(700),ISKV(700)
DIMENSION LIST13),LISTR(2)
DIMENSION PRLIST(700)
DIMENSION IFMAT(3)

EQUIVALENCE (LIST(1),ITOCN),(LISTPR(1),PRLbI(I))

DATA MASK20/37777778/

I 0

N SHIFT(MTAB(IEND),-40)
10 NEXT SHIFT(MTAO(N),-40)

I I + 1

LISTPR(I) ANO(MASKZO,PTAB(N))
I I + 1
PRLIST(I) FLOAT(AND(SHIFT(MTA8(N),-20),MASK20)) / 10.0LINK I

IF (NEXT.LE.N) RETURN
N NEXT
GO TO 10
END

17S

EOCUM
EDCOP
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
ENLRG
EDCOs
ENLRG
EOCCM
EDCOM
EDCOM
EDCOM
ENLRG
LINK
LINK
ENLRG
ENLRG
LINK
ENLRG
LINK
ENLRG
LINK
LINK
LINK
LINK
LINK



DENT SHLsRTS
SHLsRT

it*, SHLSRI 1 *CRC/ENTRY TABLE szxr*
SHLSRT
SHLSRT* CALL SHLSRT( TABLE P N ) CIRECi ( IN PLACE ) i)RT SHLsPT

* CALL SHLSRT( TABLE , :',4 , RIR ) INDIRECT S:IRT SPLRT
* E4TRYI SHLSRT

;'i.1-4i

*

*
TABLE = A;15RESS LF TABLE I ARRAN ) T,-, BE SnRTED SHLSRT* N * NUmBER OF *CROI IN TABLE

SHLSRT
*

PTA = AOORE..S CF AN ARRAY TO BE USED AS A bANTER SHLSRT* TABLE ( DI1cNSILNE0 PIR(N) )

SHLSRT
*

S

* IF THE THIRC ARGUmENT IS AuSE47 THEN,' A DIRECT ( IN PLACE ) SFIXS:TT
* SORT BILL BE PERFLRMED, ELSE THE THIRD ARG1wENT SILL !HLSRT
* 31 'J AC AS A PL)INTER TABLE AND AN INDIRECT

( F('INTER ) SHLSRT
*

SLRI 1ILL BE P 2RIERFEL. CN EXIT THE a3IITER TABLE *ILL SHLSRT?OINT THE THE ELEmENTS OF =1ABLE= IN ASCENDING JRDER. SL.
*

1

ElTRY SHLSRT
`,TBA t3.S 2

SIo0 sA5 S13A
SAO X5

SHORT PS
S31 1

SA2 41+81
sX6 AO

42+91

,<Es1C.iRE AC

1.41.ART

SHLsP:r

-1LcRT

SHC;RT
SHLSRT
1-1LcRT

SHLsRT
SHLSPI
NHL' tT



SA2 X2
¶HL SRTSAO X1-1 AO = FwA-1
SHIRTSA6 STBA SAVE AO
SHLSRTSB7 X2
SHLSR7S36 X2 N = N (LEIGTH)
SHLSRTNZ X3,STBI IF AN INDIRECT SORT REQUESTED SHLSRT
SHIRTST31 SX6 ES i = 4/2
SHLSRT4X6 1
SHLSRTSB6 X6
SHLSRTS83 B1 J = 1
SHLSRTN 86/STBO RETURN IF 4 = 0
SHLSRTS84 87B6 K = NM
SHLSRTS32 B3 1 = J.
SHLSRTST82 SB5 82+86 L = 1+4
SHLSRTSA1 A0 +B2 A(I)
SHLSRTSA2 A0+65 A(L)
SHLSRT1X4 X2X1
SHLSRTPL X4,ZTB3 IF A(L) .G ., A(I) SMARTBX6 X1
SHLSRTLX7 X2 INTERCHANGE A(L) A40 A(I) SHLSRTS46 AZ
SHLSRTSA7 Al
SHLSRTS32 B2b6 I a IM
SHLSRTGT 32pST82 IF I .GT. 0
SHLSRTST83 S83 83+61 J a J4.1 SHVRT532 B3 I a J
SHISRTLE B3pB4pSTB2 IF J .LE. K
SHLSRTEJ STB1
SHLSRTSTB1 3x6 X1 SET UP PCIN1E4 TABLE
SHISRTS82 B6B1
SHLSRTSAO X3-1 AO a FoiA1 31 °LINTER TABLE SHLSRT
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SA6 A6+51 SAVE AOUR JF 4 SHLSRTSAo X3
SHC:RT;x6 X6+61
SHLSRT362 32-61
SHLSRTSA6 A6+31
cHLSRTSZ 32, -1
SHLSRT
SHLSRTST3 I1 5)(6 36 M a h/2 SHLcRTAX5 1
SHLSRTSb6 X6
SHLSRT383 81 J $ 1
SHLSR 1IR 96,ST814 IF It a 0
SHLSRTS84 67-86 K a N-41
SHLSRTS82 d3 I a J
SHLSRTSI6I2 585 32+d6 L a 1 41 SHLSRTSA1 A 0 +6 2 P(I)
SHLSRT3A2 A0+85 P(L)
SHLSRT3A3 X1 ' '1,_('RT3A4 X2
SHLSRTIX 5 A4X3
SHLSR TPL X 5,STti I 3 IP A(RIL)) .G1. A(P(I)) SHLSRT3Xo X1
SHLSRTLx 7 X2 IlsicRCHAtGE P11) 4 + D c- (I) SHLSRTSA6 A2
SHLSRTSA? Al
cd-IVR T582 82 b6 I $ IM cHL CR TGI d2,STBI2 IF I .LT. 0 clieRTS1913 iB3 33+81 J :: u+1 !.,E4VRTS82 d3 I P J fFiVRTLE 63,64,STBI2 IF J .LE. K
SW_ St? T

'EC. ST9I1
SHL c-t r

SHIc2T
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STBI4 SA5 STBA SHLSRT
SA1 A5+81 ADDRESS OF A ( TABLE ) SHLSRT
S62 A0+61 P(1) SHLSRT
SB3 B2+B7 LWA+1 OF P SHLSRT
SAO X5 RESTORE AO SHLSRT
SX1 X1-1 SHLSRT

STBI5 SAZ 82 CHANGE POINTER ARRAY TO FURTRAN SUBSCRIPTS SHLSRT
SB2 B2+81 SHLSRT
1N6 X2 Xi SHLSRT
SA6 AZ SHLSRI
LT 82,63,ST815 SHLSRT
EQ SHLSRT SHLSRT

SHLSRT
END SHLSRT

SUBROUTINE ABORT(mSG)
INTEGER mcG(1)
CALL SYSTFM(52,12H USER ABORT.)
STOP
ENTRY ABORym
CALL SYSTEM(52,HSG)
END

1Ss.

AboPT
ARORT
AO0RT
ABORT
ADOPT
AnORT
AROPT



APPENDIX C

EDIT WITH THE PCVARIM PROGRAM

HSMS uses the PCVARIM program to select the "solution"

(number of factors) which best groups the skill and knowledge variables.

PCVARIM is an abbreviation for Principal Components Factor Analysis

with Varimax Rotation.

Because the number, identity, and frequency of the skill

and knowledge variables cannot be ascertained beforehand, because of

the size limitations of the PCVARIM program, and because EDIT provides

a logarithmic transformation of the data, PCVARIM is always used by

HSMS interfaced with EDIT.1

DESCRIPIION

PCVARIM is written in FORTRAN IV and was used in th- Control

Data Corporation's (CDC) 6600 computer at the Courant Institute of

Mathematical Sciences of New York University. The operating systems in

use during HSMS analyses were KRONOS and NOS (Network Operating System).

PCVARIM was stored on magnetic tape in compiled alKi loaded form (i.e,

In binary object code in non-relocatable form) and in OLDPL form.

The HSMS task data are transferred to magnetic tape in the

form of an OLDPL. A utility program, UPDATE, is used to transfer data

to tape, correct data, or to generate temporary local files in the

form of a compile file, which is part of the input file for EDIT. The

1
The EDIT program appears in Arpendix B.

C-1
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input file for UPDATE is magnetic tape in OLDPL form, and the output

file is C=DATA. The input file for EDIT is DATA, and the output file

is TAPE9 (with optional printed output). The input file for PCVARIM

is TAPE9, and the output file can be printed or punched.

The most attractive feature of PCVARIM is that all the fac-

tot solutions (i.e., the number of factors to be rotated) one wishes to

examine can be requested with a single submission. As long as the num-

ber of principal axis factors to be extracted is as large as the larg-

est number to be rotated, any and all smaller number solutions can be

called with little additional cost. Therefore, the user has all the

solutions to be examined available at one time

The tasks and the skill and knowledge variables enter

PCVARIM in the order of the final internal numbering assigned by t'le

EDIT program. Therefore, the EDIT "dictionaries" are used to inter-

pret the PCVARIM output.

as follows:

HSMS makes an inspection of the output as an error check

1. Check that means and standard deviations seem ap-
propriaze for the data.

2. Check that all rotations called for are present.

3. Check that no number in the correlation matrix ex-
ceeds 1.0, that no factor loading exceeds .999,
and that matrix, correlation and factor loadings
are not all zeroes.

Note: As of September, 1977, the comment cards included in
the program had not been updated to include modifica-
tions of the PCVARIM Rotation Option Card. The user
should follow the instructions for structuring the
input file which follows, rather than the comment cards
in the program file (which are nct reproduced here).

C-2
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STRUCTURING THE INPUT FILE: EDIT WITH PCVARIM

In the set-up presented below, the NOS system in use in

1977 at the Courant Institute's CDC 6600 is assumed. It is also as-

sumed that the reader can refer to the UPDATE Reference Manual or a

counterpart program. In the following instructions b denotes a blank.

INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WI2H PCVARIM
Name Ke ounch Cards (one per box) Instructions
Sys-
tems

Cards

.EDIT-OITH PCVARIM Identification number and
other information depending
on system.

USER( ) USER and user code.

CHARGE( ) Charge card.

HFOER.EDIT WITH PCVARIM Optional to print out head-
ing across a whole .ate.

LABEL(OLDPL,VSN=T____) Identifies OLDPL tape.

UPDATE(Q,D,8,C=DATA)

or

J?DATE(F,D,8,C =DATA)

When selecting *asks using
*COMPILE form of UPDATE.

When using all data in OLDPL.
UNLOAD(OLDPL)

LABEL(PROCRMS,VSN=T__) Identifies program tape.

COPYBF(PROMMS EDIT) Copies program to local file.
COPYRF(PROGRMS,PCIIARIM) Co ies .roram to local file.
UNLOADkROGRMS)

SETTL(1000) Time limit.
RFL(200000 Defines field lenth.
EDIT.

RFUIND(OUTPUT) Use only if no printed EDIT
output is desired. Usually
it is desirable tc have
EDIT output.

RFL(105000)
PCVARIM.

End of Record Card

C-3
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INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WITH PCVARIM (continued)
Nan' j Keypunch Cards (one er box) Instructions
In-

put
Oards

for

UP
DATE

I *COMPILEb
, ,

etc., or

*COMPILEb
, .

(option)

Calls tasks from OLDrL. Each
card starts: *COMPILZ in Cols.
1-8; Column 9 blank, followed
by Task Code Numbers separated
by commas; last entry has no
comma. Tasks can be in any or-
der. Consecutive Code Numbers
can be called as last entry on
card after comma or as only
entry or card by writing first
Code Number, then a period,
then last Code Number of the
series. A new card must fol-
low.

End of Record Card Needed even if no UPDATE cards.
i In-

put

Cards
for

EDIT

TITLEbbbbb etc. Columns 1-5: punch TITLE;
Columns 11-60: punch title of
program, date, and any other
special identification of
this run.

NOLIST

(option)

If listing of data and some
error checks are to be sup-
pressed. Usually selected
with PCVARIM.

DELETEb b b b

(option)

One card for each individual
skill or knowledge category to
be deleted from input data (if
not to be deleted by CUTOFF).
Columns 1-6: punch DELETE;
Columns 11-18: punch 8-char-
acter skill code or 8-digit
knowledge category code num-
ber.r

CUTOFFb b b b

(option)

To eliminate skill or knowl-
edge categories at or below a
selected frequency fro- input.
data.

Columns 1-6: punch CUTOFF;
Columns 11-12: punch selec-
ted frequency usually 4 or
more) left justified i,o
field.

NORMALIZE

( option)
Usually used when EDIT is
used with PCVARIM.

End of Record Card

C-4
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INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WITH PCVARIM (continued)
Name Kev.unch Cards (one .er box) Instructions

I

In-

put

Cards
For

PCVA
RIM

Para-

meter
Card

Rota-

tion

Op-
tion

Card

etc.

Title Card. Cols. 1-40 read
as ono line; Cols 41-80 read
as second line. Punch title
of program, date, and any
other special identification
of this run.

Cols. 4-6 _ _

Cols. 8-12

Cols. 17-18

Cols. 23-24 _ _

Col. 36 _

Cols. 61-67 T A P E 9

Right justify in all fields
unless otherwise indicated.
Number of skill and knowledge
categories to be treated as
variables; up to 145. (HSMS
uses up to 144.)

Number of tasks to be treated
as observations; up to 99,999.

;.umber of principal axis fac-
tors to be extracted; up to
12. (Select the largest num-
ber to be rotated.)

Number of varimax factors to
be rotated. (Select largest
number desired, but no grater
than Cols. 17-18.

Punch 0 if no additional ro-
tations.

Punch 1 if additional rota-
tions are wanted.

Name of alternate input file
when EDIT is used (left justi-
fied).

Cols. 2-3 _ _
5-6 _ _
8-9 _ _

11-12 _ _
14-15 _ _
1 .-18 _ _
20-21 _ _
23-24 _
26-27 _ _
29-30

__

Use if parameter card selected
additional factor rotations
(1 in Col. 36).

Enter number of varimax fac-
tors to be rotated and list-
ed; as many as are of inter-
est, in descending order in
the fields indicated (from 11
down to 2 is possible), so
that each is less than the one
before. Right justify.

End of File Card
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uPTal

PCVA\ R I NI
F-Tv 4.6+42b 77/09/15

E.VERLAY(PCVARIM:0,0) Ki(uNOS
PROGRAI 0CVARIM(TAPE9,INPUT,JUIPUT,PUNCH,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6gOUTPUT) IW.INOS

PCVARI0
A CjRRELATICN MATRIK
S VARIMAX ROTATED FACTORS
CCM4Ot // A(144,144),i(144,12),H(145),V(145)
COMMON // Q2(145),Q3(145),Q4(145)
COMMON // TIT(14),FPT(14)

INTEGER 'NR (11)

INTEGER INPOUT
DATA PNR/11*0/

IN a 5

JUT a 6

10 REI,D(IN,500) TIT
IF (E;F(I4).4E.0) GC T3 350
READ(IN,370)NVAR,NPE;P,N5AXFA,PRO1FA,NVPCM,I;iJR,CRIT,ILFN
IF (IM3R.E4.0) G3 T: 15
READ(IN,16)(MNk(i),I21,10)

16 FiRmAI(10I3)
ImOR = 1

15 IF (ILFN.1E.71 ) IN = 9

KEAJ(11,500) FMT
wRITE(J,JI,390) TIT
6RITE(JuT,370)

1 yVAk,NPCJV,NPAKFARNRiffA,AvPCHrIMLR,CRIT,ILFN
lwRIIE(0UT,400) FMT
IF (Ni.E.d.LE.0) GL TJ dC

PC14C304
PCV001
PCVCOM
PCVARIM
eCVART4
PCVARIm
KRO(OS
KR,:r1OS

.R.iNOS
KRNOS
KRcINOS
K LN0.)

KRJNOS
KR.,N3c

IcK6KOS
QuN)S
.,CVAR14,

PCVARIA
r)CVART4
..kR,JNos

KRerTi
1.(RCP43

( R.INS

Jto.

4t.j.ii

PC1,ARIM
'C v AP I 4



CORRELATIONS
RAW DATA INPUT

DO 20 I 1,NVAR
S(I,1) 0.0
StIp2) 0.0
DO 20 J 1,NVAR

20 AtI,J) 0.0
DO 40 K 1,NPEOP
READ(INPFMT)(i(I,3),1a1PNVAR)
T.10 30 I lAVAR
S(I,1) S(I,1)+S(I,3)
S(I;2) S(I,2)+S(I,3)**2
DO 30 J a 1,I

30 A(I,J) a A(i,J)+S(I,3)*5(J:3)
40 CONTINUE

PEON. NPEOP
DO 50 I 1,01V,R
StIp4) S(Is1)1PEOPL

50 S(IP5) SORT((S(42) PEOPL*S(I,4)**2)/PEOPL)
DO 60 I 1,NVAR
DO 60 J 1,I

60 A(I,J) (A(I,J)PEOPL*5( Ip4)*S(J,4))/(PEOPL*SiI,5)*S(J,5))
DO 70 I a 1,NVAR
DO 70 J 1,1,

70 A(J,1) 10I,J)
WRITHOUT,360) TIT
IPRITE( OUT,410)(IpS(I,4),S(I,5),I1,NVAR)
GO TO 100

80 00 35 I a 1,NVAR
85 READIIN/FMT) tAtI,J),Jal,I)

00 90 I * 1,NVAR
DO 90 J 1,1

90 A(J,I) A(I,J)

189

PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
KRONOS
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
KRONOS
KRONOS
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
KRONOS
PCVARIM
PCVARIA
PCVARIM
PCVARIM



C CORRELATION OLTPUT PCVARIM
C

PCvARIm
100 ASSIGN 110 IJ KKTV PCVARIM

LL a 1 PCVARIM
110 IF (TNVARLL)-9) 120,120,130 PCVARIM
120 ASSIGN 160 IC KKTV PCVARIM

LS a NVAR PCVARIN
00 T3 140 PCVARIM

130 LS a LL+9 PCVARIm
140 WRITE(JUT,430) TIT,(J,JaLL,LS) KRONOS

00 150 I a 1,NVAR °CVARIM
150 hRiTE(00,420)(I,(AlI,J),JLL,LS)) KR.MOS

LL a LL+10 PCVARIM
GO TO KKTV, (110,160) PCVARIM

PCVARIM
160 SO a 0.0 PCVARIM

00 170 I a 1,NVAR PCVARIM
170 SLM a SUM+A(I,I) PCVARIM

hRITE(:UT,460) SL* 'ONOS
C

PCVARIM
C PRINCIPAL AXIS FACTORS PCVARIM
C

PCVARIM
IF (Ni.AXFA.EQ.0) 0(.1 IC 10 PCVARIM
CALL H:44 (NVAR,144,%PAXFA,A,V,S,How2,J3,..4) PCVARIM
NP = NPAXFA :.CvARIM
CO 130 J a 1,KP PCVARIM
R a SQRT(A3S(V(J))) PCVARIM
DO 160 I a 1,NVAR PCvARIM

180 A(I,j) a R,S(I,J) PCVARIM
*RITE(0UT,440) III KPLA:'
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R6NOSWRITE(OUT,450)(I,V(1),IaltNVAk)
.(SUN 0 0.0
PCVARIMDO 190 I a 1,KP
0:VARIA190 SUM a SUM+V(I)
?:vARIAiskITE(OUT,460) KP,SU4
.041Nr!:ASSIGN 200 T.4 KK

LL a 1
PCvARIA
P:VARIA200 IF (KPLL-9) 210,210,220

210 ASSIGN 250 TO Kg JCVARI4
PCVARI"LS KP
PCVARIMGO TO 230
PCVARIM220 LS a 11 +9
PCVARIN230 6RITE(31.17,470)TIT,(j,4*LL,LJ)
Pck.,NNDC 240 I*1,NyAR
KRgNOS240 IvRITE(uJI,420)(I,(4(I,J),JLL,L:,))
KRuhr:cLL a L1 +10
P:VARIAGO TO KK, (200,250)
PCVARIMC
PCVARI'iC litARIMAX FACTORS

C PCvARIM
PCVARIA250 IF (NROTFA) 260,10,290
PCVARIM260 IF (NPAXFA.LE.0) GO TO 10
PCVARIMDO 270 I a 1,NPAXFA
PCVARIA

IF (V(I).LE.CRIT) GO TO 280
PCVARIP.,270 CONTINUE
PCVARIm280 NR a I-1
PCvARImIF (Noe.LE.0) GO TO 10
PCVARIM

290 IF (NRAFA.GT.NFAXFA) GE TI 10 PCVARIM
NR NkOTFA DCVARIM
IF (hit -1) 10,300,310 PCVARIM

300 RITE(lUT,380)
GO TS 10

KRJNOS
PCvARI"

310 00 320 I * 1,NVAk

3PCCVAA:r'l
DC 320 J 104

320 S(I,J) A(I,J)

.191
PCvARI0



325 DO 330 I 1,NVAR
00 330 J 1,NR

330 A(I,J) S(I,J)
DO 340 I 1,NVAk
H(I) s 0.0
DO 340 J 1,14,R

340 H(I) H(I)+A(I,J)**2
CALL VARIM (NVAR,NR,i0PCH)

IF( MNR(IMER) .EQ. C ) G3 T3 1C
NR M4R(IMOR)
Ira IMOR+1

GO TO 325

360 FORMAT (1H1,20X,13A6,A2)
370 FORMAT(616,F12.6,,T61,A7)

PCVARIM
PCVARIm
PCVARIm
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
')CVARIm
PCVARIM
PCVArtIM
PCVARIM
PC1.ARIm
ecvARI,
PCVARIM
LVARIM
PCVARI4
0CVARIM

380 FORMAT (1H1,55HROTATION NOT DONE SINCE ONLY ONE FACTCR TO BE RTAT PCVARIM
lED )

390 FORMAT (1H1,11HINPUT CARD3//,13A6,A2)
400 FORMAT (1H p13A6,A2)
410 FORMAT (1H0,16,04HMEAN,16X,4HS.0.//(1H ,I0,2F18.6))
420 FORMAT (1H ,I3,10F11.4)
430 FORMAT (IH1,2X,12HCORRELATIuNS,10X,13A6,A2//lh p2Xp1CI11//)
440 FORMAT (1H1,20X,13A6,A2//1H ,11HEIGENVALUES//)
450 FORMAT (1H p5)1,13,5X,F12.6)
460 FORMAT (IH0,12HSUM OF FIRSTI3,15H EIGE4VALU F12.6)

PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIm
PCVARIM
0CVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM
PCVARIM

470 FORMAT (1H1,2X,22HPRINCIPAL AXIS FACIORSP2X,13A6,A2//1H ,2X,10I11/ PCVARIM
1/)

480 FORMAT (1H0,12HThE TRACE IS,F18.6)
490 FORMAT (I3,I1)
500 FORMAT (13A6,A2)

350 CONTINUE
ENO

1.92
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PCVARIM
PCVARIM
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*

SUBROUTINE VARIM(NROWS,NCOLS,NVPCN)

A - CORRELATION MATRIX
S - VARIMAX ROTATED FACTORS
COMMON// A(244,144),S(144,12),H(145),V(145)
REAL ROOT(10),VAR(10),CUMV(10)

C

C VARIMAX FACTOR ROTATION
C

C OUTPUT C3MMUNALITIES AND NORMALIZE FACTORS
C

SUM 0.0
DO 10 I 1,NCOLS

10 SUM SUM +V(I)
WRITE (6,260) PECOLS,SUM
WRITE (6,270)
SUM 0.0
DO 20 I 1,NROWS
WRITE (6,280) I,H(I)
SUM SUM+H(I)

20 H(I) SORT(H(I))
WRITE (6,290) SUM
DO 30 J 1,NCOLS
DO 30 I 1,NROWS

30 A(I,J) A(I,J)/H(I)
KROT (NCOLS*(NCOLS-1))/2

40 KX 1

KICT 0

COMPUTE SUMS A,B,C AND 0

193

VARIMP
PCV-CCM
PCV-004
PCV-0001
PCV-004
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2
VARIM2



50 KY = Kx+1 JAR I"2

60 CUNA O. vARIM2
CUN8 O. VARIM2
COIC O. VARIM2
CUND 2 O. vARIM2
DO 70 I 1,NROWS VARIM2
U ( A(I,KX)+A(I,KY))*(A(I,KX) A(I,KY)) VARIP2
V 2.0*A(I,KX)*A(I,KY) VAKIm2
CONA COiA+U VARIm2
CONE CONB+V VARIM2
CONC se CUNC+(U+V)*(UV) vARIM2

70 CON() CON0+2.0*U04 VARIM2
FIN = FLOAT(NRCwS) vARI02
TNUP COND(2.0*CONA*CCN8)/FIJ VARIM2
IDEA CJNC((CLNA+CON8)*(CONACONB))/FLN VARIM2
ANUM ABS(TNUP) VARIM2
ADEN 3 ABS(TDEN) VARIM2
IF (AtkUmADEN) 90,80,100 vARIM2

80 IF (ANUM.EQ.0) Gi; TO 180 VARIM2
GO TO 105 VARIM2

C VARIM2
C P.UM LESS THAN DEN VttRIM2
C VAR

90 1AN4T = ANJm/ADEN VARIM2
IF (TAN4T.LT.0.06993) GU TC 190 VARIM2
COS4T a 1.060RT(1.041AN4T**2) VARIM2

SIi4I TAm4T*CCS4T VARIM2

GU TO 110 VAKIm2

C VARIM2

C SUM GREATER THAT DEN 44RIm2

C vARIm2
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100 CTN4T ADEN/ANUM
VARIM2

IF (CTN4T.LT.0.06993) GL TO 200 VARIM2SIN4T 1.0/SQRT(1.0+CTN4T**2) VARIM2COS4T CTN4T*SIN4T
YARIM2GO TO 110
VARIM2C
VARIM2C NUM EQUAL DEN, BOTH NON-ZERO
VARIM2C
VARIM2105 SIN4T 0.707107
VARIM2COS4T SIN4T
VARIM2C
VARIM2C COMPUTE ANGLE OF ROTATION
VARIM2C
VARIM2110 COS2T SCRT(0.5+0.5*COS4T) VARIM2SIN2T SIN4T/(2.0*COS2T) VARIM2COST SQRT(0.5+0.5 *COS2T)
VARIM2SINT SIN2T/(2.0*COST)
VARIM2IF (TDEN.LT.0) GO TC 120
VARIM2COSPHI COST
VARIM2SINPHI SINT
VARIM2GO TO 130
VARIM2120 COSPHI 0.707107*(COST+SINT) VARIM2SINPHI ABS( 0.707107*(COST-SINY) ) VARIM2130 IF (TNUM.LT.0) SINPHI -SINPHI VARIM2
VARIM2ROTATE FACTORS
VARIM2
VARIM2140 DO 150 I 1,NROWS
VARIM2U A(I,KX)*COSPHI+A(I,KY)*SIMPHI VARIM2A(1,1(Y) -SINPHI*A(I,KX)+A(I,KY)*COSPHI VARIM2150 A(I,KX) * U
VARIM2160 IF (KY.EQ.NCOLS) GO TO 170
VARIM2KY KY+i
VARIM2GO TO 60
VARIM210 :)



170 KX KX+1 VARIM2
IF (0.NE.NCOLS) GO TC 50 VARIM2
IF SKICT.NE.KROT) GO TO 40 VARIM2
GO TO 205 vARIM2

C
VARIM2

C NUM AND DEN EQUAL ZERO VARIM2
C VARIM2

180 KZCT 2 KZCT+1 VARIM2
GO TO 160 VARIM2

190 IF (TDEN.GE.0) G1 TO 180 vARIM2
COSPHI 0.707107 VARIM2
SINPHI COSPHI vARIM2
GJ TO 140 VARIM2

C VARIM2
C DEN / NUM LESS THAN E v4RIm2
C VARIM2

200 COS4T a 0.0 VARIM2
SIN41 = 1.0 VARIM2
GO TO 110 VARIM2

C
VARIM2

C CUTPUT FACTORS VARIM2
C

vARIM2
205 DO 220 J 1,NCriLS 'vARIM2

ROOT(J) a 0.0 VARIM2
DO 210 1 = 1,NRL6S VARIM2
A(I,J) = A(I,J)*H(I) VARIM2

210 ROOT(J) a ROLIT(J)+A(II,J)**2 VARIM2
220 VAR(J) a RQGT(J) /FLN

VARIM2
WRITE (6,300) WI a IsoNC313) VARIM2
DO 230 I = 1,NRCwS VARIM2

230 RITE (6,310) I,(A(I,J),J = 1,NCOLS) VARIM2
WRITE (6,320) (RCUT(J),J 2 1tv4COLS) VARIM2
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WRITE (6,330) (VAR(J),J 1,NCOLS) VARIM2
CUMV(1) VAR(1) VARIM2
DO 240 I 2,NCOLS VARIM2

240 CUMV(I) VAR(I)+CUMV(I-1) VARIM2
WRITE (6,340) (CUMV(J),J 1,NCOLS) VARIM2
IF (NVPCH.LE.0) RETURN V4RIM2
DO 250 I a 1,NROWS VARIM2

250 PUNCH 350, I,(A(I,J),J1,NC0LS) VARIM2
RETURN VARIM2

C
VARIM2

C FORMAT STATEMENTS VARIM2
C

VARIM2
260 FORMAT (21HTHE SUM OF THE FIRST,I3,9H ROOTS IS,F14.4///) V4RIM2
270 FORMAT (26H0 NO. COMMUNALITIES,//) 44RIM2
280 FORMAT (1H ,I6,F14.4)

VARIM2
290 FORMAT (28HOTHE SUM OF COMPUNALITIES IS,F14.4) VARIM2
300 FORMAT(*1 VAR*,13X,*VARIMAX FACTOR LOADINGS*/3X,*NO.*,I8,9111) VARIM2
310 FORMAT (1X,I5,3X,10F11.3)

V4RIM2
320 FORMAT (1H,8HVARIANCE,10F11.3/)

VARIm2
330 FORMAT (1X,8HPCT VAR p10F11.3/) vARIM2
340 FORMAT (1X,&HCUM PCT p10F11.3) V4RIM2
350 FORMAT(I7,9F8.5/(10F8.5)) VARIM2

END
VARIM2

SUBROUTINE HOW (LP,NM,M,R,E,V,Avd,W1,12) HOW
DIMENSION R(1), ECUs V(1), A(1), B(1), W1(1), W2(1) HOW
IF (LP-1) 70,60,10 HOW

C
HOw

C TRIDIAGCNALIZE MATRIX HI*
C

H]w
10 CALL ?RID' (LP,NM,R,Apd,W1,w2)

HO.,
C

Hlw
C FIND EIGEN VALUES HU4
C

i-n*



CALL EIGVAL (LP,hM,M,E,A,3,w1,W2) 1-49,4

IF (M.EQ.0) GO TU 30 HOw
C HOW
C FIND EIGEM VECTORS HOW
C HOw

K = IABS(M) a HOW
J Is I HOW
DO 20 I = 1,K HOw
CALL EIGVEC (LF,hm,R,A,B,E(I),V(J),w1,W2) HOw

20 J J+NM HOw
C HOW
C RESTORE INPUT MATRIX HOW
C HOw

30 NM1 a NM+1 HOW
JJ NMI. HU*
LP2 a LP*NM Mi.
DO 50 I 2,LP2,NM1 HOw
K = I HOw
DO 40 J JJ,LP2,NM 11*.",01

R(K) 41 W(J) HJw
40 K a K+1

)
HOw

50 JJ = JJ+NM1 HOW
GO TO 70 Ht)44

C HOw
C SOLLTION FOR ORDER I HOW
C H14

60 Ell) = R(1) H]w
V(1) a 1.0 HOW
A(1) R(I) H)w
B(1) 0.0 HOw

70 RETURN \ HOw
END H0.4
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SUBROUTINE EIGVAL (LP,NM,M,E,A,B,F,W) EIGVAL
C EIGVAL
C EIGEN VALUE SUBROUTINE FOR TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES OWN 1517UB EIGVAL
C EIGVAL

DIMENSION E(1), A(1), B(1), F(1), W(1) EIGVAL
EQUIVALENCE (S1PIS1), (S2,IS2) EIGVAL

C EIGVAL
C FIND UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS AND NORMALIZE INPU1 EIGVAL
C EIGVAL

BD ABS(A(1)) EIGVAL
DO 10 I 2,LP EIGVAL

10 BD AMAX1(BO,ABS(A(I))+B(I)**2) EIGVAL
BD BD+1. EIGVAL
BDR 1./BD EIGVAL
DO 20 I 1,LP EIGVAL
AM A(I)*BDR EIGVAL
B(I) e(I)*BDR EIGVAL
WI 1. EIGVAL

20 EC; 1. EIGVAL
DO 150 K 1,LP EIGVAL

30 IF ((W(K)E(K))/AMAX1(ABS(W(K)),ABS(E(K)),1.0E-9).LE.1.0E-7) GO TO EIGVAL
1 150 EIGVAL
X (W(K)+E(K))*.5 EIGVAL

C EIGVAL
C FIND NUMBER OF EIGEN VALUES 04, GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TG X EIGVAL
C EIGVAL

IS2 1 EIGVAL
F(1) A(1)X EIGVAL
IF (F(1).GE.0) GU TO 40 EIGVAL
IS1 1 EIGVAL
N 0 EIGVAL
GO TO 50 EIGVAL
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40 IS1 1 EIGVAL
N 1 LIGVAL

50 DO 110 I 2,LP EIGVAL
IF (B(I).EQ.0) GO TO 70 EIGVAL
IF (B(I-1).E0.0) GO TO 80 EIGVAL
IF (AbS(F(I-1))+A8S(F(I-2)).GE.1.0E-15) GO TU 60 EIGVAL
F(I 1) F(I-1,*1.0E15 EIGVAL
F(I 2) F(I-2)*1.0E15 EIGVAL

60 F(I) (A(I)X)*F(I-1)B(I)**2*F(1-2) EIGVAL
GO TO 90 EIGVAL

70 F(I) (A(I)X)*SIG4(1.,SI) EIGVAL
GO TO 90 LIGVAL

80 F(I) (A(1)X)*F(I-1)SIGN(B(I)**2,52) EIGVAL
90 S2 s Si EIGVAL

IF (F(I).EQ.0) GO Ti 100 EIGVAL
SI - SIGN(S1,F(I)) EIGV1L
IF (IS1.E4o.IS2) GU TO 110 EJGVAL

100 N N+I EIGVAL
110 CONTINUE EIGVAL

C EIGVAL
C TRAP EIGEN VALUES IN SMALLER AND SMALLER BLUNTS EIGfla
C EIGVAL

N LP N EIGVAL
IF (N.LT.K) GO 'IC 130 EIGVAL
DO 120 J K,N EIGVAL

120 m(J; X EIGVAL
130 N = N+1 EIGVAL

IF (LP.LT.N) GO IP 3J EIGVAL
DJ 140 J N, LP EIGVAL
IF (X.LE.E(4)) GO TO 30 ElOolit.

140 E(J) X EIGVAL
GO TO 30 EIGVAL

2U0
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150 CONTINUE EIGv/L
C EIGVAL
C RESTORE INPUT AND URDER EIGEN VALUES EIGVA,
C EIGVAL

DO 160 I 1,LP EIGVAL
A(I) A(I) *BD EAVAL
B(I) B(I)*BD EIGVAL

160 F(I) (W(I)+E(I))*8Da.5 E',GvAL
J LP EIGVAL
K 1 EIGVAL
DO 180 I 1,LP EIGVAL
IF (ABS(F(K)).GT.ABS(F(J))) GO i0 170 EIGVAL
E(I) F(J) EIGVAL
J J-1 EIGVAL
GO TO 180 EIGVAL

170 E(I) F(K) EIGVAL
K * K+1 EIGVAL

180 CONTINUE EIGVAL
IF (ISIGN(101).GE.0) GO TO 210 EIGVAL
DO 190 I 1,LP EIGVAL

190 F(I) E(I) EIGVAL
J LP EIGVAL
DO 200 I 1,LP EIGVAL
E(I) F(J) EIGVAL

200 J J-1 'EIGVAL
210 CONTINUE EIGVAL

RETURN EIGVAL
END EIGVAL
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.1)El2t!UTINE EIGVEC (LP,Nopf2PAs3PE,V,P,G)
DIMENSIL1N R(1), A(1), B(1), V(1), P(1), L(1)

EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC

C SET UP SIMUL1AEUUs EcUATILNS FUR EIGEN vECTOR wiTH EIGEN VALuE E EIGVEC
EIGVEC

X = A(1)E EIGVEC
Y 8(2) EIGVEC
01 LP -1 EIGVEC
GO 40 I 1,0.1 EIGVEC
IF (ABS(X)ABS(B(I+1))) 10,20,30 EIGVEC

10 P(I) = 6(1+1) EIGVECQM A(I+1)E EIGVEC
1(I) 8(I+2) EIGVEC

X/P(I) EIGVEC
X = 2*()(I)+Y EIGVEC
IF (LF1.EU.I) GC Tr: 40 EIGVEC
Y Z*V(I) EIGVEC
GO TO 40 EIGVEC

20 IF (x.EV..0) x 1.0E-10 EIGVEC
30 P(I) = X EIGVEC

Q(I) Y EIGVEC
V(I) O. EIGVEC
X A(I+1)(6(I+1)/x*Y+E) EIGVEC
Y * B(I+2) tIGVEC

40 CONTINUE EIGVEC
C ..-AGVFC
C SOLVE SIt'ULTANEULS E;)UATIONS FER EIGEN vECTOk Or IRI-01AG1iAL MATRIX EIGVEC
C EIGVEC

IF (x.Er.0) GP IU 70 EIGVEC
MP) = 1./x EIGvEC

50 I LF1 EIGVEC
V(I) s (1.Q(I)4V(LP))/P(I) EIGVEC

v(LP)**2+V(I)**2 LIGVEC
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60 I I-1
IF (I.EQ.0) GO TO 80
b(I) (1.-(0(I)*V(I+1)+V(I)*V(I+2)))/P(I)
X X+V(I)**2
GO TO 60

70 V(LP) 1.0E10
GO TO 50

80 X SORT(X)
XR 1./X
DO 90 I 1.LP

90 V(I) * V(I)*XR
C
C TRANSFORM EIGEN VECTOR TO SOLUTION OF ORIGINAL MATRIX
C

J LP1*NM-NM
K LP
GO TO 130

100 K K-1
J J-NM
Y 0.0
DO 110 I = KELP
L J+I

110 Y Y +V(I) *R(L)
DO 120 I K, LP

EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC
EIGVEC

L J+I , EIGVEC
120 VW V(I)-Y *R(L) EIGVEC
130 IF (J.NE.0) GO TO 100 EIGVEC

RETURN EIGVEC
END EIGVEC
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SUBROUTINE TRIDI (LP0NM0R0A,B,Wit4i TRIDI
C TRIDI
C TRIDIAGONALIZATION Stn ROUTINE D04 1,17 JS TRIDI
C RETLRN ORIGNAL R IN JPPER TRIANGULAR HALF INCLUDING DIAGONAL TRIDI
C RETURN MODIFIED 0 MATRICES IN LONER HALF OF R MATRIX TRIDI
C RETURN NEW DIAGONAL IN A TRIDI
C RETLRN NEW FIRST OFF DIAGONAL IN B TRIDI
C TRIDI

DIMENSION Rt1)0 AU), BM, ..)(1), 0t1) TRIDI
LF1 s LP-1 TRIDI
02 s 1.1)1*NM+LP TRIDI
LPP a LP2-4M TRIDI
NM1 = N4+1 TRIDI

C TRIDI
C SURE ORIGINAL DIAGONAL TR1DI
C 'RID'

L = 0 TRIDI
DC 10 I a 1,L142,4 ml TRIDI
L = L+1 TRIDI

10 Atli s Rt.') fRiDI
B(1) a 0. TRIDI
IF (LP-2) 130,120,20 TR1DI

20 KK s 0 TRIDI
DC 100 K = 2,01 1RiLI
KL a Kik+K TRIDI
KU = KK+L° TRIDI
kJ ill K +1 HMI

C TRIDI
C CALCULATE AND STURE MODIFIED CAJm4 MATRix 4 RID'
C TRIDI

SUM = 0.0 TRIDI
DO 30 J * KL,KU TRIDI
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30 SUM SUM+R(J)**2 TRIDI
S SORT(SUM) TRIDI
8(K) = SIGN(Sp-R(KL)) TRIDI
S 1./S TRIDI
W(K) SORT(ABS(R(KL))*S+1.) TRIDI
X SIGN(S/h(K),K(KL)) TRIDI
R(KL) W(K) TRIDI
DO 40 I KJ,LP TRIDI
JJ I+KK TRIDI
W(I) X*R(JJ) TRIDI

40 R(JJ) = W(I) TRIDI
C TRIDI
C CALCULATE NEW R MATRIX WITH RCW K-1 NOW HAVING ZEROS OFF 2ND DIAGONAL TRTDI
C

00 60 J KpLP
JJ 4+1
0(J) 0.0
L KK+J
DO 50 I KpJ
L L+NM

50 (Eta Q(J)+R(L)*W(I)
IF (JJ.GT.LP) GO TO 70
DO 60 I = JJ,LP
L L+1

60 Q(J) Q(J)+R(L)*w(I)
70 X 0.0

00 80 J = K, LP
80 X X +W(J) *O(J)

X .5*X
DO 90 I = KELP
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90 GM a X*W(I)--C(I) TRIDI
LL KK TRIDI
KK KK+NM TRIDI
DO 100 I K,LP IRIDI
LI LL+NM TRIDI
DO 100 J ',LP TRIDI
L LL+J TRIDI

100 R(L) ik (I. )+Q( I) *W( J) +Q( J ) *W ( I ) TRIDI
C TRIDI
C SORT OUTPUT TRIDI
C TRIDI

L 1 TRIDI
DO 110 I 1,LP TRIDI
X A(I) TRIDI
AU) R(L) TRIDI
R(L) X TRIDI

110 L L+NM1 TRIDI
120 B(LP) R(LPP) TRIDI
130 RETURN TRIDI

END TRIDI
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APPENDIX D

EDIT WITH TWO-MODE FACTOR ANALYSIS PART ONE (X2MOFA)

The HSMS "two-mode" factor analysis program X2MOFA is based

on the Tucker-Messick procedure for factoring an individual differences

1
matrix to obtain idealized subject types. In the HSMS application,

the subject types are task groupings, and the variables are the scaled

skills and knowledge categories. HSMS uses the X2MOFA program after it

has utilized PCVARIM to select the number of principal axis factors to

rotate.
2

The HSMS "two-mode" program is run in two parts to overcome

the problem presented by the great amount of core storage required for

the program. The output of "Part One" (X2MOFA) provides card inputs

for "Part Two" (X2MFA2).

X2MOFA is always used by HSMS interfaced with EDIT
3
because

of the nature of the task data inputs and the need to utilize EDIT to

provide a logarithmic transformation of the data.

1

3

The program presented in this appendix was developed at the University

of Illinois. It is a modification of the original Tucker-Messick tech-
nique. X2MOFA was programmed by Sharon Wolf and Ping Kao under the di-
rection of L.R. Tucker, H.C. Triandis, and E.E. Davis in the period

1964 to 1966. It was adpated for HSMS for use with the Control Data
Corporation (CDC) 6600 computer by Katherine Kurtz in 1968. Aspects
of the technique are described in Appendix G of this report, where
further references are cited.

The PCVARIM program appears in Appendix C.

The EDIT program appears in Appendix B.

D-1
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DESCRIPTION

X2MOFA is written in FORTRAN IV, and was used in the Control

Data Corporation's (CDC) 6600 computer at the Courant Institute of

Mathematical Sciences of New York University. The operating systems

in use during HSMS analyses were KRONOS and NOS (Network Operating Sys-

tem). X2MOFA was stored on magnetic tape in compiled and loaded form

(i.e., in binary object code in non-relocatable form) and in OLDPL form.

The HSMS task data are transferred to magnetic tape in the

form of an OLDPL. A utility program, UPDATE, is used to transfer data

to tape, correct data, or to generate temporary local files in the

form of a compile file, which is part of the input file for EDIT. The

input file for UPDATE is magnetic tape in OLDPL form, and the output

file is C=DATA. The input file for EDIT is DATA, and the output file

is TAPE9 (with optional printed output). The input file for X2MOFA

is TAPE9, and the output file is printed and punched. The punched out-

put is part of the input file for X2MFA2.

The tasks and the skill and knowledge variables enter X2MOFA

and X2MFA2 in the order of the final internal numbering assigned by

the EDIT program. Therefore, the EDIT "dictionaries" are used to in-

terpret the two-mode outputs.

Options

The two-mode programs allow the user to select whether the

observation "mode" or the variable "mode" will be the first to be ro-

tated. As originally used in Illinois, the observation mode was the

D-2
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'first to be rotated. For HSMS, since we wish the factor structure of

tasks (observations) to reflect the factor structure of variables

(skills and knowledges), the variable mode is rotated first. (Thus,

once the number of factors is selected based on PCVARIM analysis, the

mode one (variable) factors in the X2MFA2 output duplicate those for

that particular solution in the PCVARIM output.)

'Because it is possible to confuse language references, the

following should be borne in mind:

Rows = observations; program allows for more of
these than variables.

Columns = variables; program allows for fewer of these
than observations.

Mode 1 = whichever is to be rotated (variables or
observations).

Mode 2 = whichever is to be counter-rotated (obser-
vations or variables).

The X2M0FA program permits the user to select a column-by-

column or row-by-row correlation matrix, a column-by-column or row-by-

row covariance matrix, or a cross-products matrix. If a cross-products

matrix is selected, the user can select a floating point constant to

be subtracted from the raw data.

HEDLIN: A System Subroutine

The X2M0FA program which is presented in this appendix calls

a series of subroutines. Among these, HEDLIN, which is a systems-based

routine, has not been included in the listing. It is assumed that the

user can utilize a comparable routine after reading the description to

follow.
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HEDLIN is a routine to label listings by block letters (FOR-

TRAN callable). It prints a string of up to 50 characters in large

block letters (10 columns wide and 10 rows high). Five lines are

printed, ten characters per line. The date and time can be included

in the message.

Checks

as follows:

HSMS makes an inspection of the output as an error check

1. Check that the means and standard deviations seem
appropriate to the data.

2. Check that none of the printout listings show zeroes
everywhere.

3. Check tha,_ the diagonals in the correlation matrix
(if listed) do not exceed 1.00 and are near .99.

Note: As of September, 1977, the comment cards included in the
program had not been updated to correct language refer-
ences to rotation modes and dimension modifications.
The user should follow the instructions for structuring
the input file which follows, rather than the comment
cards in the program file (which are not reproduced

here).
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STRUCTURING THE INPUT FILE: EDIT WITH X2MOFA

In the set-up presented below, the NOS system in use in 1977

at the Courant Institute's CDC 6600 is assumed. It is also assumed

that the reader can refer to the UPDATE Reference Manual or a counter-

part program. In the following instructions b denotes a blank.

INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WITH X2MOFA
Name Keypunch Cards (one per box) Instructions
Sys-

tems

Cards

.EDIT WITH TWO MODE ONE Identification number and
other information depending
on system.

USER( USER and user code.

CHARGE( ) Charge card.

LABEL(OLDPL,VSN=T) Identifies OLDPL tape.

UPDATE(Q,D,8,C=DATA)

or

UPDATE(F,D,8,C=DATA)

When selecting tasks using
*COMPILE form of UPDATE.

When using all data in OLDPL.
UNLOAD(OLDPL)
LABEL(PROGRMS,VSN=T_ ) Identifies program tape.

COPYBF(PROGRMS,EDIT) Copies program to local file.
SKIPF(PROGRMS,1) Skips over PCVARIM program on

tape.
COPYBF(PROGRMS,X2M0FA) Copies program to local file.
UNLOAD(PROGRMS)
SETTL(1000) Time limit.
RFL(200000) Defines field length.
EDIT.

REWIND(OUTPUT) Use only if no printed EDIT
output is desired. Usually
not needed at this stage.

HEADER.EDIT WITH TWO MODE ONE If REWIND(OUTPUT) is used,
this is not needed. Prints
out heading across a whole
page.

RFL(120000)
X2MOFA.

End of Record Card

D-5
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INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WITH X2MOFA (continued)
Name Keypunch Cards (one per box) Instructions

Calls tasks from OLDPL. Each
card starts: *COMPILE in Cols.
1-8; Column 9 blank, followed
by Task Code Numbers separated
by commas; last entry has no
comma. Tasks can be in any or-
der. Consecutive Code Numbers
can be called as last entry on
card after comma or as only
entry on card by writing first
Code Number, then a period,
the last Code Number of the
series. A new card must fol-
low.

In-

put
Cards
for

UP

DATE

*COMPILEb , ,

etc., or

*COMPILEb , .

(option)

End of Record Card. Needed even if no UPDATE cards.
In-

put

Cards
for

EDIT

TITLEb b b b b etc. Columns 1-5: punch TITLE;
Colums 11-60: punch title of
program, date, and any other
special identification of this
run.

NOLIST
(option)

If listing of data and some er-
ror checks are to be suppressed.
Usually selected with X2MOFA.
One card for each individual
skill or knowledge category to
be deleted from input data (if
not to be deleted by CUTOFF).
Columns 1-6: punch DELETE;
Columns 11-18: punch 8-char-
acter skill code or 8-digit
knowledge category code number.

DELETEb b b b

(option)

CUTOFFb b b b _ _

(option)

To eliminate skill or knowledge
categories at or below a selec-
ted frequency from input data.
Columns 1-6: punch CUTOFF;
Columns 11-12: punch selected
frequency (usually 4 or more)
left justified in field.

NORMALIZE
(option)

Usually used when EDIT is used
with X2MOFA.

End of Record Card

Note: In the following pages options appear which, if selected, could
produce results different than those obtained using the options
selected by HSMS. In such cases the :ISMS choice is Indicated.
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Name
In-

put
Cards
for
X2

MOFA Cols. 1-3

INPUT FILE FOR EDIT WITH X2M0FA (continued)
Instructions

Title Card. Cols. 1-40 read as
one line. Cols. 41-80 read as
second line. Punch title of pro-
gran, date, and any other special

identification of this run.
Number of observations for rows
of input matrix. (For HSMS this
is tasks treated as Mode 2.) Up

to 700. Right justify in field.

Keypunch Cards (one per box)

Para-
Meter
Card

etc.

Cols. 4-6

Cols. 8-9

Col. 10 1

(option)

Col. 11

Col. 12 1

Cols. 13-19

Cols. 61-67 T A P E 9

End of File Card

Number of variables for columns
of input matrix. (For HSMS this
is skills and knowledge categor-
ies treated as Mode 1.) Up to
144. (Redimensioned to 150 but
never used.) Right justify.

Number of factors to be extrac-
ted, up to 12. (For HSMS this
is the number of principal axis
factors chosen using PCVARIM
output.) Right justify.

Punch 1 for column -by- column

correlation matrix
(always used by HSMS).

Punch 2 for column-by-column
covariance matrix.

Punch 3 for corss-products
matrix. See Column 13.

Punch 4 for row-by-row correla-
tion matrix.

Punch 5 for row-by-row covari-
ance matrix.

Punch i for printout of matrix.
Punch 0 to suppress printout.

Punch 1 for punched output
(always used by HSMS).

If 3 in Column 10: punch float-
ing point constant to be sub-
tracted from raw data. (Right
justify.)

Name of alternate input file
when EDIT is used (left justify).
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OPTl

Two -MODE f A fk7 0 0 E
F1? 4.6+426 77/09/15

OVERLAY(X240FA,0,0) KRONOS
PROGRAM X2M0FA(TAPE9,INPUT,UUTPUT,PVNCH,TAPE1,TAPE2,TAeE3, KRONOS
+ TAPE7INPUT,TAPEJUTPUT) KRUNO!

DIMENSION FMT(40),T(12,700i,fl150.150),2(150,12),R1(150),A(150), 11/19/76
. 81150),WRK1(150),WRK2(150) K2MDFA
COMMON // FMT,Y,Z,R1t4,B,WRI.1,WRK2sLAST X2MOFA
EQUIVALENCE (T,Y) X2MOFA

MAX NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX *** K2MOFA
DATA MAXC / 150 / X2MCFA

ZERO BLANK COMMON REGION

FMT(1) 10H START
FMT(2) 10H X2MOFA
FMT(3) 10H PART 1

X2MOFA
X2MOFA
X2MOFA
HOWNOWA
HOWNOWA
HJINNOwA

CALL HEDLIN(FMT) HJINOWA
WRITF(6,1) HiWNOWA

1 FORMAT(1H1) HOWNOwA
LF LOCF(FMT) H),INOWA
LL LOCF(LAST) HOwNOWA
I 0 HOWNOWA
DO 10 LLF,LL HOwNOwA
I I + 1 HO4NOWA

10 FMT(I) 0 X2MCFA
IN 7 KRONCS
II 40 AR GNUS
READ(IN,530)NI,Nj,NRgTOSTD,N4apIPCH,SUBTPINTAP,ILFh KRGth,OS
WRITE (6,531) NI,NJ,NROT,NSED,NPRIPIPCH,SUBT,INTO,ILFN HOtO.OWA
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531 FORMATI1)(03I3,311,F7.0,12,T61,A7)
FNI FLOAT(NI)
FNJ FLOATINJ)
SFNI SQRTIFNI)
SFNJ SORTIFNJ)
IF (ILFN.E0.7H ) GO TO 15
IN 9

C THIS VALUE IS SET FOR THE LENGTH OF FORMATS CREATED BY EDITFA
II 3

15 READ(IN,540)(FMT(I),I81,II)
WRITE (6,541) (FMT(I),I21,II)

541 FORMA7(1)(08A10)
REWIND 3
GO TO ( 30,20,40,50,60) , NSTD

20 WRITE (6,650)
SO TO 180

30 WRITE (6,670)
GO TO 180

40 WRITE (6,680) SOOT
GO TO 80

50 WRITE (6,690)
GO TO 70

60 WRITE (6,700)
70 WRITE (6,690)
80 CONTINUE

IF (INTAP.NE.0) IN INTAP
DO 170 I 1,NI
WRK1(1) 0.0
WRK2(1) 0.0

90 READ(IN,FMT)(A(J),J1,NJ)
100 DO 110 J 1,NJ

WRK2(1) wRx2(1)*A(J)**2

215

H7wNewA
X2MCFA
X2MOFA
X2MCFA
X2MCFA
KRONOS2
KRONOS
H3WN3WA
HOWNOWA
KRONOS
HlwNOWA
HOWNOWA
X2MOFA
X2MDFA
X2MOFA
X2MOFA
X2MOFA
X2MDFA
X2$CFA
X2MOFA
X2M0FA
X2MCFA
X2MCFA
K2MJFA
H3WhOwA
HNNOWA
HlwiewA
H]peNnwA
H110.04A
KRONOS
x210FA
X2121A



110 wRK1(1) WRK1(1) + A(J)
WRK1(1) wRK1(1) / FhJ
WRK2(1) = WRKZ(I)FNJ*(wRK1(1)*42)
WRK2(1) SQRT(MRK2(1))/SFNJ
WRITE (6,550) I,WRF141)/wRK2(1)

i3wNO*A.
H)WW:14A
X2MT.F:4

)(VA:FA
X2MCcA

00 150 J 1,NJ X2ML.:A
IF (NSTO-4) 120,130,140 X2MCFA

120 A(J) = A(,;)SBT X2MCFA
GO T2 150 X2MCFA

130 A(J) (A(J)MRK1(1))/(SFJ*wRK2(1)) X2MCFA
GO TO 150 X2M0FA

140 A(J) (A(J)WRK1(1))/SFNJ X2MCFA
150 CONTINUE X2m3FA

DO 160 J 10 X2MOFA
00 160 K 1,NJ X2MCFA

160 Y(K,J) = Y(K,J)+A(J),PA(K) X2m:FA
C X2CFA

170 MRIlc (3) (A(J),J a 1,NJ) X2MCFA
GO TO 310 H3whOwA

C X2MCFA
C

C

..TD = 1 CR 2 X2mrJA
x2 CFA

180 REWIND 2 X2M,FA
DO 200 I 1,N1
kEAD(th,FPT)(A(J),J=100)

X2r.LFA
gRoNC5

CO 190 J 1,NJ X2!0r:FA
WRK2(j) = WRK2(j)+A(J)**2 X2M6FA

190 wRK1(j) = wRK1(J)+A(J)/F4I K2P,CFA

C

200 WRITE (2) (A(J),J = 100) X2PCFA
x2h(FA

C

C

tOw HAVE X MATRIX .-,N TAPE 2 X2";_ FA

i2r.;:FA

216



WRITE (6,66C)
DO 210 J = iiN4
WRK2(J) a WRK2(41iFNI*C(1RK1(J))**2)
WRK21J) = SORT(;iRK2(111,,SFI

210 WRITE (6s550) J,1+R)(1(J),WRK2J)
REWIND 2
DO 280 I 1,NI
READ (2) (A(J),J = 1,NJ)
IF (NSTD-2) 2,_(1,240,520

220 DO 230 J 1,NJ
230 A(J) (A(J)-WRK1(J))/(SFNI4WRK2(j))

60 TO 260
240 DO 250 J a 1,NJ
230 A(J) (A(J)-WRK1(J))/SFNI
260 DO 270 J 1,NJ

DO 270 K 1,NJ
270 Y(K,J) a Y(K,J)+A(J)*A(K)
280 WRITE (3) (A(J),J l,NJ)

C

X2MCFA
X2MCFA
X2MCFA
X2MUFA
X2MDFA
Y2MUFA
x2M0FA
X2MDFA
"%2MCFA
XaMFA
x2MLFA
KZMCFA
x241.JFA

X2M0F4
QKCFA
X2M0FA
X2MDF4
X2xCFA
X2xCFA

C NOW HAVE XsX IN Y (COVS, CORR, OR XPRODS) AND STD VARS CN 1APE 3 X2M0FA
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

IF (NPRT.LE.0) GO TO 310
12 0

290 11 L2+1
L2 MINO(L2+16INJ)
WRITE (6,570) WI = L1s12)
DO 300 I a 1,NJ

300 WRITE (6,550) I,(Y(I,J),J 11,12)
IF (L2.1.T.NJ) GO TO 290

310 CALL HOW( NJOIAKC,NROTORRI,Z,A,BIWRKIpwRi(2)

EIGEN VECTORS NOW IN Z(NI BY '.ROT), AND RJOTS ARE IN R1(NRUT)
NOW CALCULATE MATRIX CF FACTOZ: SCCRES, Zs + X

THE FACTOR SCORES WILL END UP AS PA FACTORS IN T(NRPT, NI)

X2M0FA
x24CFA
X2MCcA
X2MCFA
X2M0FA
X2MCFA
X2MnFA
x2MCFA
X2m0FA
X2MOFA
X2MCFA
/(24CFA
x21CFA
x2MnFA
x2MCFA
K2mf:PA
X21 FA



REWI'MD 3 42M0FA
DO 320 I m 1,NRU X21 FA
DO 320 J * I,NI X2MOFA

320 T(I,J) = O. X2MUFA
DO 330 J * IsNI X2M0FA
READ (3) (A(JJ),JJ * 1,IJ) X2M0FA
DC 330 I 1,NROT X246FA
DO 330 K 1s NJ X2MOFA

330 Ms.)) L(K,I)*A(K)+T(I,J) X2MCFA
C X2MCFA
C NOW CLTPJT ROCT5, PERCENT VARIANCE, ETC. K2M0FA
C

CUMVAP O.
K2M0FA
K2mCFA

70V4g O. X2m0FA
CO 30 J = 1,NJ X2MOFA

340 ICTVAR KTVAR+Kl(J) X2"CFA
,RITE (6,580) TGTVAR X2MUFA
WRITE (6,560) X2h0FA

350 J 1,NJ X2PTFA
FiT = (k1(J)/TCTVAR)*100. X2m0FA
CU41,A' (":IARtPCT 1(2°FA

350 1/1.i J.,41(4),PCI,CUM4AR X2ML;FA
X2M3FA

CriA,UCTERI.:711.. ii:CfJP?Z FUlk 1 K2F0FA
C

L
WRITE (6,t43) NJ X2M2AFAOFA
6RIfE ;6,570) i'kyN a 1,t,Rif1 X2.4CFA
CO 360 4 1,NJ X2M,,FA

360 WAITE (1),pi9)) JP( .J,r). = 110,(!r) X2MUFA
C 42m;FA

x2muFA
C P[ CLMFJ17. rA FACT%;RS FUR *9DE 420%f-A
C ;(2`',.1:4
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DO 390 K 1,NROT X2M0FA
IF (R1(K).GT..001) GC TC 370 X2MCFA
R1(10 O. X2MCFA
GO TO 380 X2MOFA

370 R1(K) SQRT(R1(K)) X2MCFA
380 DO 390 j 1,NJ X2MOFA
390 Z(J,K) - I(J,K)*R1(K) X2MCFA

WRITE (6,600) NJ X2M0FA
WRITE (6,570) (K,K 1,NROT) X2MCFA
00 400 J 1,NJ X2MCFA

400 WRITE (6,550) jp(Z(J,K),K = 1,NROT) X2M0FA
IF (IPCH.LE.0) GO TO 420 X2M0FA

C X2M0FA
C PUNCH MODE ONE X2MGFA
C X2MCFA

L 1 X2MOFA
LFT2 a MINO(12,NROT) X2MCFA
DO 410 J 1,NJ X2M0FA

410 PUNCH 620, J,L,(Z(J,K),K * 1,LFT2) X2MZJFA
C X2MOFA
C 1/6/70 $$$$$$S$$$$,$$$$$$$$S X2M0FA
C X2m0FA
C NOW PRINT PA FACTORS FOR MODE TWO X2MjFA
C X2MCFA

420 WRITE (6,600) NI X2ILFA
WRITE (6,570) (K,K 1,NRGT) Y210FA
DO 430 I 1,NI X2MCFA

430 WRITE (69550) I,(T(K,I),K 1,NROT) X2M0FA
IF (IPCH.1E.0) GU TO 450 X2M0FA

C X2MOFA
C PUNCH MODE TWC X2M0FA
C X2MCFA
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L 2 X2M0FA
LFT2 MIND(12,NROT) X2M0FA
DO 440 I IsNI X2MGFA

440 PUNCH 620, I'Lp(T(K,I),K 1,LFT2)
C

X2MCFA
X2M0FA

C PRINT CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS FOR MODE 2 X2M0FA
C A2MOFA

450 WRITE (6,640) NI X2MCFA
DO 480 K Ipt+ROT X2MOFA
IF (R1(K).GT..WI) GO TE 460 A2M0FA
R1(K) 0. X2M0FA
GO TO 470 A2MGFA

460 RI(K) 1.0 /R1(K) X2MCFA
470 DO 480 I I,NI X2MGFA
480 T(K,I) a T(K,I)*R1(K) A2MCFA

WRITE (6,570) (K,K 1,NR)I) X2MCFA
DO 49G I a 1,NI X2m0FA

490 WRITE (6,550) Ip(T(K,I),K a 1,NR)a)
C

X2MCFA
X2IEFA

C NG0 CALCAATE AND PRINT C3PE MATRIX
C

X2MCFA
X2mCFA

WRITE (6,710) X2MCFA
DO 500 I = 1,NRCI 421(JA

500 WRITE (6,610) IpRI(I)
IF (IFCH.LE.0) G. Tu 520 X2t^IFA

C

1(24CFA

X2MrFA

C PUNCH CURE MATklA
C

DC 510 I a 1,NRuT
=
X2MCFA

510 PUNCH 630, Ipkl(I) 1(21CFA

C
:22::,TF:520 CONTINUE

C X2(FA

220



C FORMAT STATEMENTS X2MOFA
C X2MOFA

530 FORMAT(3I3p3I1pF7.0pI2P161,A1) X2MGFA
540 FORMAT(8A10) KRONOS2
550 FORMAT (1H ,13,16F8.3) X2MOFA
560 FORMAT (58H CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS PERCENT VARIANCE CUM. PERC X2MOFA

TENT) X2MOFA
570 FORMAT (/////3H p1618/) FIXFMT
580 FORMAT (/////18H TOTAL VARIANCE ,F12.3/) FIXFMT
590 FORMAT (1H 13,5X,F12.3p6X,F12.2p1X,F12.2) X2M0FA
600 FORMAT(/////27H PRINCIPAL AXES FACTORS FORpI4,14H-VARIABLE MODE) FIXFMT
610 FORMAT (1H 13,F12.3) X2MOFA
620 FORMAT (13PI1,12F6.2) X2MOFA
630 FORMAT (I3pF12.7) X2MOFA
640 FORMAT(/////44H CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS (FACTOR SCORES) FOR pI4p FIXFMT

P 14H-VARIABLE MODE) FIXFMT

650 FORMAT(/////30H COLUMN BY COLUMN COVARIANCES ////) FIXFMT
660 FORMAT (31H1MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ///) X2MOFA
670 FORMAT( / / / / /30H COLUMN BY COLUMN CORRELATIONS ////) FIXFMT
680 FORMAT(/////16H CROSS PRODUCTS.,F8.0,33H flA SUBTRACTED FROM EACH FIXFMT

+ENTRY. ////) FIXFMT
690 FORMAT(/////24H KOw BY ROW CORRELATIONS ///) FIXFMT
700 FORMAT( /////23H ROW BY R04 COVARIANCES ////) FIXFMT
710 FORMAT( /////36H CLRE MATRIX, EQUALS 1.0/SORT(RUCT)P /56H SU IS CO FIXFMT

+RE MATRIX FOR THE PA FACTORS OF THE TwO MODES. ///) FIXFMT
END X2MOFA
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SUBROUTINE HOh ( L0,N1,M,R,E,V,A,Bowl,W2)
01"ENSIA R(I), E(1), V(1), A(1), B(1), 41(1), W2(1)
IF (LP-4) 70,50,10

C

C TRIDIAGONALIZE MATRIX
C

C

C FIND EIGEN VALUES
C

10 CALL TRIDI (LP,NM,R,A#3,101,W2)

CALL EIGVAL (LP,NM,1,E,A,dpwl,W2)
IF (M.Ew.0) GO Ti. 30

C

C FIND EIGEN VECTORS
C

K IASSU1
4 1

DO 20 I 1,K
CALL EU'VEC (LP,NM,R,ApbsEtI),V(J)va1pa2)

20 J J+N4
C

C RESTORE INPUT MATRIX
C

30 NM1 S1+1
JJ = NM1
LP2 00004
DO 50 I 2,LP2,NM1
K I

DO 40 J JJ,LP2,\.m
R(4) R(J)

40 K K+1

222

H.:;*

Hat*

H:DW

HOw
HOw
HOW
H1W
H004

H)W
H3*
Hja
Hla
H)ft

1-17W

Fr)4

H:),/

NJ*
HOw
H 14

H)e,

H.Jw

HOW
kirsim

H)a
HOw
HjW
W.)*

HD*
HUN
1-1w

-ir,



50 JJ JJ+NM1 HOW
GO TU 70 HOW

C HOW
C SOLUTION FOR ORDER 1 HOW
C WOW

60 Ell) R(1) HOW
V(1) 1.0 Haw
A(1) R(1) HIM
B(1) 0.0 HOW

70 RETURN HOW
END HOW

SUBROUTINE EIGVAL (LP,NM,4,EpArB,F,W) EIGVAL
C EIGVAL
C EIGEN VALUE SUBROUTINE FOR TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES DWM 1517UB EIGVAL
C EIGVAL

DIMENSION Ell), A(1), B(1), F(1), W(1) EIGVAL
EQUIVALENCE (SIPIS1), (S2, I52) EIGVAL

C EIGVAL
C FIND UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS AND NORMALIZE INPUT EIGVAL
C EIGVAL

8D ABS(A(1)) EIGVAL
DO 10 I 2,LP EIGVAL

10 BD AMAX1(BD,ABS(A(I))+3(I)**2) EIGVAL
BD a BO +1. EIGVAL
BDR 1. /BD EIGVAL
DO 20 I 1,LP EIGVAL
All) A(I)*BDR EIGVALBM 3(I) *BDR EIGVAL
W(I) 1. EIGVAL

20 E(I) 1. EIGVAL
DO 150 K 1,LP EIGVAL

30 IF (CW(K)E(K))/AMAX1(ABS(W(K)),ABS(E(K)),1.0E-9).LE.1.0E-7) G1 rn EIGVAL
1 150 EIGVAL
X (W(K)+E(K))*.5 EIGVAL
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C
.:IGVAL

C FIND NUMBER OF EIGEN VALuEs ,N, GREATER THAN JR EwLAL TT X EIGVAL
C

EIGVAL
1S2 2 1

EIGVAL
F(1) a A(1))(

EIGVAL
IF (F(1).GE.0) GU TO 40 EIGVAL
IS1 1

EIGVAL
N 0

EIGVALGO TO 50
EIGVAL40 IS1 a 1 EIGVAL

t 1
EIGVAL50 DO 110 I = 2,LP EIGVAL

IF (B(I).EQ.0) G6 TO 70 EIGVAL
IF (8(I-1).E(..0) GO TU BJ EIGVAL
IF (AeS(F(I-1))+ABS(F(I-2)).GE.1.JE-15) G.J U.; 60 EIGVAL
F(I-1) F(I-1)1(1.0E15 EIGVAL
F(I-2) a F(I-2)*1.0E15

EIGVAL60 F(I) a (A(I)X).F(1-1)-3(I)**2*F(I-2!
EIGVAL

GO TO 40
EIGVAL70 F(I) = (A(I)x)*SIG;,(1.,s1)
tIGvAL

GD TO 90
EIGVAL80 F(I) 2 (A(I)x)*F(I-1)SIGN(B(I)++2,S2) EIGVAL90 S2 SI EIGVAL

IF (F(I).E.0) GL TL 10C EIGVAL
Si s SIG,I(S1,f(I))

EIGvAL
IF (ISI.Ei.IS2) oc Ti. 110 EIGVAL100 N 2 N+I

EIGvAl
110 CONTINUE

EIGVAL
C

EIGVAL
C TRAP EIGEN VALUES IN S4ALLER ANJO SMALLER 3;1UNUS EIGVAL
C

EIGVAL
N = LPN

tIGvAL
IF (N.LT.K) GC. IC. 130 EIGVAL
CO 12(. J = A,'4 EIGVAL
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ns,

120 IN(J) X EIGVAL
130 14 N+1 EIGVAL

IF (LP.LT.N) GO TO 30 EIGVAL
DO 140 J NpLP EIGVAL
IF (X.LE.E(J)) GO TO 30 EIGVAL

140 Etj) X EIGVAL
GO TO 30 EIGVAL

150 CONTINUE EIGVAL
C

EIGVAL
C RESTORE INPUT AND ORDER EIGEN VALUES EIGVAL
C

EIGVAL
DO 160 I 1, LP

AU) A(I)*BD
BLI) 8(I)*BD

160 F(I) (WII)+E(I))*BD*.5
J LP
K 1

DO 180 I 1,LP

IF (ABS(F(K)).GT.ABS(F(J))) GO TO 170
E(I) F(J)
.1 .fr1

GO TO 180
170 E(I) F(k)

K K+1
180 CONTINUE

IF (ISIGM(1,M).GE.0) GO TO 210
DO 190 I 1,LP

190 F(I) E(I)
J LP
DO 200 I 1pLP
E(I) F(J)

200 4-0 4...1
210 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

25

EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL
EIGVAL



SUBROLTINE EIGVEC (LP,NM,R,4,3,E,v,0s0)
DIMENSION R(1), AM, 3(1), VW, PM. '.1(1)

EIGVEC
EIGVEC

C EIGVEC
C SET UP SIMULTANEOUS EwUATIONS FOR EIGEN VECTOR wiTH EIGEN VALUE E EIGVEC
C EIGVEC

X = A(1)E EIGVEC
Y = 8(2) EIGVEC
LP1 = LP -1 EIGVEC
DO 40 I n 1,LP1 EIGVEC
IF (AB(X)ABS(8(I4.1))) 10,20,30 EIGVEC

10 PM = 8(I+1) EIGVEC
C(I) = A(I+1)E tIGVEC
L(I) = 8(1+2) EIGVEC
Z = X/P(I) EIGVEC
X 2 ZI0,-J(I)+Y EIGVEC
IF (LP1.EQ.I) GC 1 40 tIGVEC
Y = Z$V(I) EIGVEC
GO TO 40 EIGvEC

20 IF (X.Ew.0) X n 1.0E-10 tIGVEC
30 P(I) = X EIGVEC

CM = Y EIGVEC
V(Ii 2 O. EIGVEC
x = A(I+1)(d(I+1)/X*Y+E) EIGVEC
Y = 8(I+2) EIGVEC

40 CCNTIP,uE EIGvEC
C EIGvEC
C SCLVE SIfJLTAVECI,S E:;:JATI0hS FtP EIGtk vcC1JP, ,..,f- IKI-JIAG:)NAL MATKIX tIGVEC
C EIGVEC

IF (X.EJ.0) GC Ti Ti EIGVEC
V(LP) = 1./x EIGVEC

50 I 2 LP1 EIG1PEC
%.(I) = (1.--(I)sv(Ld))/P(I) tIGVEC
X = V(0.)4,4.2(i)*42 EIGVEC
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60 I I-1 EIGVEC
IF (I.EQ.0) GO TO 80 EIGVEC
Vti, a (lo'qQ(I)*V(I+1)+V(I)*V(I+2)))/P(I) EIGVEC
X a X+V(I)**2 EIGVEC
GO TO 60 EIGVEC

70 WILP) a 1.0E10 EIGVEC
GO TO 50 EIGVEC

80 X SORT(X) EIGVEC
XR = 1./X EIGVEC
DO 90 I 10LP EIGVEC

90 VII) VCI) *XR EIGVEC
C EIGVEC
C TRANSFORM EIGEN VECTOR TO SOLUTION OF ORIGINAL MATRIX EIGVEC
C EIGVEC

J LP1*NMNM EIGVEC
K LP EIGVEC
GO TO 130 EIGVEC

100 K K-1 EIGVEC
J JNM EIGVEC
Y P.0 EIGVEC
DO 110 I K,LP EIGVEC
L J+I EIGVEC

110 Y Y+V(I)*R(L) EIGVEC
DO 120 I K.LP EIGVEC

L J+I EIGVEC

120 V(I) V(I)Y*R(L) EIGVEC

130 IF (J.NE.0) GC TO 100 EIGVEC
RETURN EIGVEC

END EIGVEC
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SuBROLTINE TRIDI (liriglifikiANB;slie)
TRIDIC
TRIDIC TRI DIAGONALIZAT ION SUBROUTINE Dwm 1517uB TRIUIC RETURN ORIGNAL R IN UPPER TRIANGULAR HALF INCLUDING DIAGONAL TRIDIC RETURN PCOIFIE0 It MATRICES Il LONER HALF OF R MA1RIX TRIO'C RETURN NEW DIAGONAL IN A
TRIDIC RETURN! NEW FIRST OFF DIAGONAL IN 8 TRIDIC
TRIDIDIMENSION R(1), A(1), 3(1), C)(1), W(1) . TRIDILP1 a LP-1
TRIO'LP2 a LP1*NM+LP
TRIDILPP LP2NM
TRIDIN1'1 Am+1
TRIDIC
TRIDIC STORE ORIGINAL DIAGONAL
TRIDIC
TRIDIL = 0
TRIDIDC 10 I a 1,072,1m1
TRIDIL a 1+1
TRIDI10 AIL) :tit)
TRIDIb(1) * O.
TRIDIIF (LP-21 130,120,20
TRIDI20 KN a 0
TRIDIDC 10C I( so 2,LF1
TRIDISL a KK+K
TRIDIKU a KK+LP
TRIDI

It.) a 14+1 TRIMC
TRIDIC CALCULATE ANL) SlCKE 40o1FILO CJLJMN lATKIK 4 RIJIC
TRIDI
l'IDICr 3J J = 1L,Pl
ikIDI

suo = 0.0
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30 SUM SUM+RtJ)**2
tRIDIS SQRTtSUM)
tRIDI8tK) SIGNtS,-RtKL))
TRIDIS 1./S
TRIDIhtK) SORT(A8StR(KL))*S+1.)
TRIDIX SIGNtS/MtK),RtKL))
TRICIR(KL) M(K)
TRIDIDO 40 I KJ,LP
TRIDIJJ I+KK
TRIDIMCI) x*RtJJ)
TRIDI40 R(JJ) Win
TRIDIC
TRIDIC CALCULATE NEW R MATRIX WITH Rew K-1 New HAVING ZEROS OFF 2ND DIAGONAL TRIDIC
TRIDIDO 60 J K,LP
TRIDIJJ J+1
TRIDI0J) 0.0
TRIDIL KK+J
TRIDIDO 50 I K,J
TRIDI

L L+NM
TRIDI50 Q(J) JtJ)+R(L)**(I)
TRIO'

IF (JJ.GT.LP) GO T3 70
TRIDIDO 60 I JJAP
TRIG'L 1+1
TRIDI60 0(J) Q(J)+R(L)**(I)
TRIDI

70 X 0.0
TRIDIDO 80 J K,LP
TRIDI80 X X+W(.1)*Ot4)
TRIDIX .5*X
TRIDIDO 90 I K,LP TRIDI
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90 C(I) X*M(I)Q(I) TRIDI
Lt. MIK 1RIDI
KK icK+411 TRIDI
DO 100 I K,LP TRIDI
LI. ll+Nti TRIDI
DG 100 J I,LP TRIDI
I 11+4 TRIDI

100 Rtt) iitlf+Q(I)*w(J)+0(J)sw(I) TRIDI
C TRIDI
C SOR1 OLTPUT TRIDT
C. TRIDI

I. 1 TRIDI
DO 110 I 120 TRIDI
X I) TRIDI
A(I) R(L) TRIDI
R(L) X IRIDI

110 1 I+NM1 TRIDI
120 MP) R(LPP) TRIO'
130 RETUR% TRIDI

END IRIDI
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APPENDIX E

TWO -MODE FACTOR ANALYSIS PART TWO (X2MFA2)

Thil= % presents the second half of the HSMS "two-mode"

:e.ctor rrop.am. Part Two (X2MFA2) utilizes the punched out-

u. IA Part One (X2M0FA. The description to follow indicates how

the cards kr:= struc:ured to become the input file for X2MFA2.

DESCRMION

X2MFA2 is written in FORTRAN IV and was used in the Control

f,aca Corporation's (CDC) 6600 computer at the Courant Institute of

Mathematical Sciences of New York University. The operating systems

in use during HSMS analyses were KRONOS and NOS (Network Operating

System). X2MFA2 was stored on magnetic tape in compiled and loaded

form (i.e., in binary object code in non-relocatable form) and in

OLDPL form.

The X2MFA2 program permits the user to select whether the ob-

servation "mode" or the variable "mode" will be the one rotated, and

which will be counter-rotated.
2

The maximum number of factors is pre-

selected in X2NOFA, but can he fewer than the number selected at that

time.

The tasks an4 the skill and knowledge variables enter X2M0FA

X2MFA2 in the order of the final internal numbering assigned by

1 ,
,ee Appendix D for a description of Part One (XGMOFA).

Mode I = whichever is to '-)e ror-ted kvariAblcs or o;,servations).
Moth, ,-- whichever is to be ..-ount.er-rotated (ohserv1"on,; or variables).
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the HSMS EDIT program. Therefore, the EDIT "dictionaries" are used to

3
interpret the two-mode outputs.

CHECKS

If the factor structure obtained with the PCVARIM program is

for the same mode that is rotated in this program, then the first fac-

tor matrix in the printed output should be equivalent, except for

rounding errors, to the factor structure obtained with PCVARIM for( the

given number of factors.
4

For example, HSMS selects a column-by-column

correlation matrix to obtain the factor structure of variables- This

is the mode rotated in X2MFA2; the factor matrix of PCVARIM for the

factor solution chosen (number of rotations) approximates the first

and second factor matrixes in the X2MFA2 printout.

As another che:k, the first and second factor matrixes should

be the same except for rounding.

STRUCTr'ING THE INPUT FILE FOR X2MTA2

The punched output from Part One I.K2X0FA) must he separated

and arranged in appropriate order for submission. The c-der for sub-

mission reflects LLe choice of modes to be stated and taunter-rotatpi.

This need not correspond to the order in which the punched output ao-

pears; in the case of HSMS usage, the punched output mu.i: be rearranged.

3
EDIT is described in Appendix B.

PCVARIM is described in Appendix C.

E-2
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The pundled output Is really three separate decks. Each deck

is indi' iduallg numbered in F-Jylumns through 4. Column 4 is used to

idtntify all the cards of tht. same deck; i.e., is blank or is punched

with a I or a 2. Columns i th-zough 3 number the cards for the given

deck.

The ,:ards come out iv. the following order, and are rearranged

for submission as indicated in the instructions which follow.

Deck 1: Principal axis factors for the variable mode
(HSMS's Mode 1 column mode, the one to be ro-
tated. As many cards as the number of skill
and know;.edge variables).

Deck 2: Prxocipal axis factors for the observation mode
(HSMS's Mode 2 row mode, the one to be counter-
rotated. As many cards as the number of task
crservations).

Deck 3: Core matrix cards. As many cards as the number
of factors cxtracted in X2M0FA.

E -3
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ZORMITMONIUMEMSTMeMitE111111111111111=11111=111516911rablffiv

INPUT' ';,"1LE FOR X2MFA2

!Name 1 keperch (,:me Nig box)
!Svs- ,TWO MO,A: PART' TWO

t erns

C I'd S

Ti):tructi.m=

Identification number ,:,uu

! other information depending on
zoistem.

USF.R( CSER and user c de.

CHARGE( )! Charge card.

LABEL(PROGRW;,VSN=T ) I Tr.1.2ntifies OLDPL tape.

sKip7(Tkikms,3) over EDIT, PCVAR:M and

.
X2MOFA on tape.

COPYBF(PROGRMS X1YFO) +Copl,es
program to local file.

UNLOAD(PROGRMS)
RFL(120000) Defines field length.
HEADFR.TWO MODE 2_ _ etc. Prints out heading across a

wh:Jle page.

In-

put

Cards
For

X2M
FA 2

Para-

meter
Card

unrA2.
En_? of Record Card

Cols. 1-3

Cols. 5-6

Cols. 7-9

Col. 10

Col. 11 0

Right justify in all fields.
Number of units in mode to be
rotated. For HSMS this is
skill and knowledge variablf,
mode. Up to 700; for HSMS,
up to 144. This is Mode 1.

Number of factors to be ro-
tated. Up to the number se-
h!cted for Palc One. For HSMS
same as factor solution cho-
sen. This is the core matrix.

Number of units in mode to 1)e
counter-rotated. For HSMS
this is task mode. Up to /00.
This is Mode 2.

Punch 0. for no punched output;

Punch 1 for punched output.

Punch 0 to rotate Mode 1 and
counter- rotate Mode 2 HSMS

always uses this.
Punch 1 to rotate each mode
separately and counter-rotate
the core matrix.

E -4
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INPUT FILE FOR X2MFA2 (continued)
Name Keypunch Cards (one per box) Instructions
in-

put

Cards
For
X2M
FA2
(con-

tin-
ued)

Core
Ma-
trix
Deck

Cols. 1-10 (3X,F12.7)
Format card for core matrix
deck. For HSMS, punch as
shown. (Can be up to 14
columns.)

Insert core matrix deck next.
As many cards as the number
of factors to be rotated
and counter-rotated.

If the number of factors
extracted in Part One was
greater than number desired
now, use the proper number
of cards in the order found
in the punched output. Set

the remaining cards aside
for .ossible later use.

Mode
1

Deck

Cols. 1-7 (I3,1X,

Cols. 8-9 _ _

Cols. 10-14 F6.2)

Format card for Mode 1 deck.
For HSMS skill and knowl-
edge variable mode; punch as
shown.

Punch the number of factors
to be rotated. Right jus-
tify. (Same as cols. 5-6
in parameter card.)

For HSMS punch as shown.
Insert Mode 1 deck next.
As many cards as the number
of units in Mode 1.

For HSMS this is the skill
and knowledge variable mode
deck.

Mode
2

Deck

Cols. 1-7 (I3,1X,

Cols. 8-9 _ _

Cols. 10-14 F6.2)

Format card for Mode 2 deck.
For HSMS task observation
mode; punch as shown.

Punch the number of factors
to be counter-rotated.
Right justify. (Same as
cols. 5-6 in parameter
card.)

For HSMS punch as shown.
Insert Mode 2 deck next.
As many cards as the number
of units in Mode 2.

For HSMS this is the task
observation mode deck.

End of File Card

E -5
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11-104)--Koo: F A R T irWc)
ovERLAy(y2mFA2,0,0)
FROGRAI X2mFA2(INP0T,ZJUTPJT,1JNCH, TArE7aINPU1,TAPEO=Jv1-,,JT

)

X2MFA2
CSSS PART II CF 2-MODE FA --- R(TATION x2mFA2
C x2mFA2
C FARATERmE1ER CARDS ,2MFA2
C 1. 13 NR1 a tL. LF vAkIABLES JF FIRST 1LJt FcR R3TATI)N9 10 700 EXTEkD
C 13 4F * Nu. uF FACTOR 10 BE ROTATED x2MFA2
C 13 NR2 a DIMENSIC4 OF 01HER MODE, TO 700 ,xTEND
C I1 NCH 1 IF 0411 FUlCH JUTPOT, ITHER4Ist 0 X2MFA2
C I1 LN a OPIIEN O - -- ROTATE FIRST mLDE AND C,:UNTER RLAATE X2MFA2
C OTHER I.V4UE X2rFA2
C 1--- ROTATE EACH MJOE EPARAIELY,CLUNIER R3TAI (2mFA2
C ThE CURE MATRIX
C 2. F9RmAT F0R CORE MATRIX
C 3. CCRE MATRIX DA1A (Ai MANY AS F. tJF FACT.:.R)
C 4. FukMA1 JF PA FACTOR FiJR FIRST MODE
C 5. DATA OF PA FACPJR OF FIRA MODE
C b. FOPmAT 3F PA FACTOR CF ETHER !,DE
C 7. JATA 3F PA FACTOR Jr: ;JTHER r0Dt
C

FIN 4.!)+42c 77/JW1

x2MFA2
x2mFA2
x2mFA2
x2mFA2
x2mFA2
x2mFA2
x241-A2
r7mFA2

CCIPI6N I/ A(70°,1()),K(10),H(700),F11(1,t),,;(10),S(760,10) tx1END
1 T(10,10) , 1T(1u.10) om-C^"'

REAL vEC(10) x21FA2
C x2mFA2
C 0.2AFA2

REA) (7,210) NR1,NF,1R2,N)CH,LN X2NFA2
x2mFA2

C V CONTAIN c:,1141,4
C i2FA2

READ (7,210) r1 x2'FA2
RtAD (7,i-MT) (1),1 = <?"FA2
C) IC 1 a 1,:-
%(I) = 1./R(I)**Z x-FA2

1v litC(I) = J(I) 23C



C X2MFA2
C READ IN FIRST MODE --PA FACTOR X2MFA2
C X2MFA2

MODE 1 X201FA2
NR NR1 X2MFA2

20 READ (7,220) FMT X2MFA2
U0 30 I 1pNR X2MFA2
READ (7pFMT) KCp( A(I,J) , J 1, 4F ) X2MFA2
IF( KC .NE. I ) CALL ABORT( 32L *4 ERROR 14 INKT SET 2

) X2MFA2
DO 30 K 1,NF X2MFA2

30 S(IpK) A(I,() X2MFA2
DO 40 I 1,NR X2MFA2
H(I) 040 X2MFA2
DO 40 J 1,4F X2MFA2

40 h(I) H(1)+A(I,J)**2 X2MFA2
WRITE (6,230) NR X2MFA2

CALL VARIMX(NRoNFpNPCH) X2MFA2
C X2MFA2
C F* IN A(700p10)p F IN S(700,10) EXTEND
C GET FitF* , THEN PREMULTIPLY BY RUOT**-1 X2MFA2
C X2MFA2

CALL MSATB (SPNRpNFpApNRp0pT,700p700,10) EXTEND
WRITE (6,50) X2MFA2

50 FORMAT (40HFOR SOME CHECK0THERE ARE THE EI(4N RLOTS) X2MFA2
00 60 I 1,NF X2MFA2
WRITE (60250) I,VEC(I) X2MFA2
00 60 J 1,NF X2MFA2

60 I(IPJ) T(IpJ)/VEC(1) X2MFA2
WRITE (6,240) X2MFA2
DO 70 I 1,0 X2MFA2

70 WRITE (6,250) I,(T(I,J),J IthF) X2MFA2
WRITE (6,80) X2MFA2



80 FLRmAl (16HFOR CHECK,5.0I) OmFA2
CALL MSAT8 (T,NF,t.F,T,NF,1F,A,10,10,703) EXTEND
DO 90 I 1,NF X21FA2

90 WRITE (6,250) Ip(A(I,J),J 1,NF) X2MFA2
WRITE (6,100) K2MFA2

100 FORMAI (16H-11R CHECK,Fluf*) K2MFA2
CALL P5A8 (S,KR,NF,TpmFoNgpA,700,10,700) EXTEND
DO 110 I 1,NR X2MFA2

110 WRITE (6,250) Ip(A(I,J),J 1,RF) X2MFA2
IF (LN.GE.1) GU 10 140 X2MFA2

C X2MFA2
C COUNTER ROTATION 0F OTHER MIDE X2MFA2
C K24FA2

READ (7,220) FM1 X2MFA2
DC 120 I 1,NR2 X2MFA2
READ (7,FMT) ICC,( A(I,J),J 1,NF) X2MFA2
IF( KC .PE, I ) CALL A8CRT( 33L *4 ERVIR 1: INPUT SET 3 ) X2MFA2

120 CONTINUE X2MFA2
X2MFA2

CALL MSA8 (A,NR2,NF,ToNF,NF,S,700,10,700) EXTEND
WRITE (6,260) NR2p(II,II 1,4F) X2MFA2
DO 130 I 1,NR2 (24FA2

130 WRITE (6,250) 1,(SII,J),J a 1,NF) X2MFA2
C K2MFA2
C ROTATE C3RE MATRIX K2MFA2
C X2MFA2

140 DJ 150 I 1,'4F x2MFA2
GO 150 J 1,;4F X2MFA2

150 TT(I,J) T(I,J)*R(J) X2MFA2
IF (LN.GE.1) GP Tn 170 X2MFA2
*RITE (6,270) X2MFA2
WRITE (6,280) (II,II 1,41--) 01FA7
CALL miAdT (TTOF,NF,T,:,,F,NFRAr10,10,700) LXIEND
DL 160 1 1,'F x2442
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160 WRITE (6,250) I,(A(I,J),J 1,NF) X2MFA2
GO TO 200 X2MFA2

C
X2MFA2

C ROTATE OTHER MODE X2MFA2
C

X2MFA2
170 IF 1MOOE.NE.1) GO TO 18C X2MFI2

NR NR2 X2MFA2
MODE 2

X2MFA2
GO TO 20 X2MFA2

180 WRITE (6,270)
X2MFA2

WRITE (6,290) (II,II * 1,0) X2MFA2
CALL PSA8 (TT,NF,NF,T,NF,NF,A,10,10,700) EXTEND
DO 190 I 1,NF X2MFA2

190 WRITE (6,250) I,(A(I,J),J = 1,NF) X2AFA2
200 CONTINUE X2MFA2

C
X2MFA2

C FORMAT STATEMEIJ
X2MFA2

C x2MA2
210 FORMAT (313,211)

X2MFA2
220 FORMAT (13A6,A2)

X2MFA2
230 FORMAT (1H1,11HVARIMAX FOR,I3,14H l'ARIABLE NoOE//) X2MFA2
240 FuRMAT (1H,16HTRASSFORM MATRIX/f) X2MFA2
250 FORMAT (1X,I3,10F11.4)

X2MFA2
260 FORMAT (1H1,19HCUONTER ROTATION OF,I3,14H vARIABLE MTDE//10X,I1,9I X2MFA2

111/)
X2MFA2

270 FORMAT (1H,34HROATED CURE MATRIX G (NF1 b' NF2)/) X2MFA2
280 FORMAI (1X,38HDATA(F*)G(FJ) , WHERE FJ Ii PA FACTr,R//10X,I1,9I11/ X2MFA2

1)
X2MFA2

290 FORMAT (2X,89HDAIA*(FI*)G(F2*), (F1 *) AND (F2*) ARE VARImAX OF FI X2MFA2
IRST MODE AND SECUND MODE ESPECTIVELY//10Xt1io9I111 /) X2MFA2
END

X2MFA2



SL8ROUTINL VARIMX(NRJwS.NCOLSAVFCH) gARImX
COMMON // A(700.10),(10),H(700),F1T(14),V(10),S(700,0) EXTEND

1 , T(10,10) , TT(10p10) X2MCrM
REAL RJ0(10).YAR(10),CuMV(10) ,AkIM2

C VARIM2
C VARIMAX FACTOR ROTAIION VARIM2
C VARIM2
C OUTPUT COMMUNALITIES AND NORMALIZE PACTGRS VARIM2
C VARIM2

SUM 0.0 vARIM2
DO 10 I 1,NCULS VARIM2

10 SUM SJM +V(I) VAkIM2
%RITE (6,260) MCCLS,SUM VARIM2
WRITE (6.270) VARIM2
SUM 0.0 VARIM2
DO 20 I 1.MRDWS V4RIM2
%RITE (6,280) ',HU) VARIM2
SUM 4U1+H(I) VARIM2

20 H(I) S4RT(H(I)) vARIM2
WRITE (6,290) SLM VARIM2
DC 30 J loNCULS VARIM2
DO 30 I 1pNkUIS VARIM2

30 A(I,J) a A(I,J) /H(I) VARIM2
KRCT (4C)LS.(4COLS-1))/2 VARIM2

40 IOC 1 vARIM2MUT 0 VARIM2
C vARIM2
C COMPUTE SUMS A,B,C AND 0 VARIM2
C VARIM2

50 KY KX+1 VARIM2
60 COMA 0.

CGN6 0.

FAAilIlCONC $ 0.
C.JND 0. vARIM224



DO 70 I 1,NROUS
VARIM2U (A(I,KX)+A(I,KY))*(ACI,RX)A(I,RY)) VARIM2V 2.0*A(I,KX)*A(I,KY) VARIM2COMA CONA+U
VARIM2CONS CONd+V
1ARIM2CONC CONC+(U+V)*(UV)
VARIM270 COND COND+2.0*U*V
VAKIM2FLN FLOAT(PROWS)
VARIM2'NUM COND(2.041C3NA*CCN8)/FLN VARIM2TOEN CONC((CONA+C3N8)*(CONACONid))/FLN VARIM2ANUM AB$(TNUM)
VARIM2ADEN A8S(TDEN)
VARIM2IF (ANUMADEN) 90,80,100
VARIM280 IF (ANUA.E0.0) GO TU 180
V4RIM2GO TO 105
VARIM2C
VARIM2C NUM LESS THAN DEN
VARIM2C
VARIM290 1AN4T ANUM/ADEN
VAkIM2

IF (TAN4TeLT.0.06993) GO TO 190
VARIM2COS4T 1.0/SORT(1.0+TAN4T**2) VARIM2SIN4T TA44T*CVS4T
VARIM2GO TO 110
VARIM2C
VARIM2C NUM GREATER THAN DEN
VARIM2C
VARIM2100 CTN4T AOEN/ANUM
VARIM2IF (CTN4T.LT.0.06993) GC TO 200 VARIM2SIN4T 8 1.0/SRT(1.0+CT447**2)
VARIM2COS4I CIN41*SIN4T
V4KIM2GO TO 110
VARIM2C
VARIM2C NUM EQUAL DEN, LOH 4L!ZERI:
V4RIv2C
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105 SPAT 0.707107 VARIM2
COS4T a SIN41 1ARIM2

C vAkIM2
C CCmPUTE ANGLE OF ROTAIICN VARIM2
C vARIM2

110 CGS2T SteR1(0.5+0.5*COS4T) vAkIM2
SIN2T SIN4T/(2.0*C3S21) VARIM2
COST SORT(0.5+0.5*COS2T) VARIM2
SINT SIN21/(2.0*COST) VARIM2
IF (TOEN.LT.0) GC Ti' 12G VARIM2
COSPHI COST VARIM2
SINPHI SINT VARIM2
GO TO 130 VARIM2

120 COSPHI 0.707107*(COST+SINT) VARIM2
SINPHI ABS( 0.707107*(C3bTSINT) ) VARIM2

130 IF (TNUM.LT.0) SINPHI SINPHI VARIM2
C VARIM2
C ROTATE FACTuRS VARIM2
C VARIm2

140 DO 150 1 1,NR0wS v&RIM2
L A(I,KX)*COSPill+A(I,KY)*SINPHI VARIM2
A(I,KY) SINPHI*A(I,KX)+A(I,KY)*COSPHI VARIM2

150 A(I,KX) U VARIM2
160 IF (KY.EQ.NCOLS) GO TO 17J VARIM2

MY KY+1 VARIM2
GO TO 60 VARIM2

170 t( KX+1 VARIM2
IF (KX.NE.NCOLS) GO TO 50 VARIM2
IF (KICT.NE.KRLT) G3 TO 4J VARIM2
GO TO 205 vARIm2

C VARIM2
C PUM ANJ UE4 EGUAL ZERG VAR11#2
C VARIM2
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180 KZCT KICT+1 vAkIm2
GC TO 160 V4kIm2

190 IF (TDEN.GE.0) GJ TI) 180 vARIN2
CrSPHI 0.707107 vAkIM2
SINPHI COSPHI VARIM2
GO TO 140 vAkIe2

C
4421m2

C 0E4 / 'GM LESS THAN E o4RI42
C

VARIM2
200 COS4T 0.0 44kIm2

5IN4T 1.0 VAR/m2
GO TO 110

44R1m2
C

V42Im2
C CUTP:IT FACTJRS

JARIM2
C

VARIM2205 DC 220 J 1,NCLS VARIM2
RQJT(J) a 3.0

VARIm2DO 21C I 1,NkCwS
VAkIm2A(I,J) A(I,J) *H(1) 74R1m2210 RCOT(4) 2:ACT(J)+A(I,J)**2 vAi.IM2220 VAR(J) k.J.JT(J)/FLN vARIm2

v.k1TE (6,300) (1,1 1,N,:',L6) VAkIm2
CZ, 230 I = 1,NRow.) VARIM2230 hRITE (6,310) I,(A(I,J),J 10.C:.1.) VARIM2
itRITE (6,320) (R1.:T(.1),J 1,.iL,J1:1 VARIM2
t.kITE (6,330) (v4k(J),J a 1,NC;A%) V4kIm2
CLIV(1) a VAk(1)

VARIM2
DC. 240 1 2,NCULS V4k1m2240 CUMV(I) VAk(1)+Co?.V(1-1) vARIm2
itRITE (6,340) (CLWv(J)14 1.4CUL6) v4k1m2
IF (NVIICH.LE.0) kETORN vARIm2
DO 25C I a 1,hRow'l 'v4k1m2

25J FLNCH 350, 1,14(1,4),J*1,NCJLA
v4kIk,2kElLRN
;ad l',2
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C
VAxIm2

C F5RMAT STATEMENTS
VARIM2

C
VARIM2260 FORMAT (21HTHE SUM JF THE FIRST,I3,9H ROJIs 1,F14.4//i) V4RIm2270 FORMAT (26HO NO. C)MMLNALIIIES,//) VARIM2280 FORMAT (1H ,16,F14.4)
VARIM2290 FDPMAT (28HOTHE SUM JF COINNALITIES IS,F14.4) iARIN2300 FORMAT(*1 VAR10,13X,VARIMAX FACT)R LCA)ING:14q3X,,W..*,I8,9I11) VARTm2310 FORMAT (14,15,3),,10F11.3) v:RIM2320 FORMAT (1H#810,ARIANCE,10F11.3i) VARIM2330 FORMAT (1X,8HPCT VAR ,IOF11.3 /) JARIm2340 FORMAT (1A,8HCUM PO ,l0F11.3) vARIM2350 FORMAT(I7,9F8.51(1(jF8.5))

END VAR1'i2
gAkI"2

S'i1:004TFir ipoRT("Sh) A, )RT
IIJT.-GER mrG(I) AjRT
CALL SYSTr-M(7,1?H IISF4 AUCiir.)
sTrIP

Avjej
AJRT

E.-TIN' AUW,T" A',)RT
CALL '70/STrM(52,nin)

A' DIITP''r " )RT

SUBRMINE IokNT ( NA"t )

PkI'iT 1.NAhlE
FLRMA1( 10 *,A7,* CA4 VA i'ULTIPLY IlEJE 4A1KICES)CALL EXIT

END
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S:JbuTiklE '45,A3(A,NRA,NCA$3,NREI,NCE,CpyiRAp4ARB,NNRC)

REAL A(NRAP1), Ei(kPR3,1), C(NNRC,1)

C fWB. C Ana

C S.I. JASIK 3/10/71 0L 2 KloS AT A (IMF

!.F( r.CA .E. NR6 ) CALL IPRNI( 4hrMAB )

IF( KRA .LO. 1 GJ 1J 25
P2 2 *(PRA/2)

DO 20 J= 1,NCE.
DJ 26 I = 1,N2,2

SI 0. $ S2 G.
DO 10 K 1,4CA
SI = SI + 4(I,K)c8(P,J)

10 S2 n S2 A(I+1,S)*b(Kpj)
C(I,J) a SI

20 C(I+I,J) a

IF( PIRA 'EC. N2 ) ROURN

25 DO 40 J 1,NCd
SI

DO 30 K a 1,NcA
30 S1 1 + A(NRA,K)*b(K,J)
40 C(NRA,J) = Si

RETOks

EkD
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SUBRCUTINE MSATE (A,NRA,ACA,B,NREPC6,C,NNRA,NNR5,NNAC)

kEAL AONRA,NCA) , B(NNREIghCB) , C(NNRC,4C8)

* MSATB C TRAI,SPOSE(A)03

IF(' RA9EQ.NRB) G3 Ti 2
CALL IPRNT( 5HP!AT8 )

2 DE 40 I 1,NCA
01 40 J211,4C8

S a 0
09 30 K a IshIKA

30 S = S+A(K,I)C..tt,J)
40 C(I,J) a S

6

60

RETON

END

SLEWUTINE 'aSABT (A,NRA,NCA,B,NR3,NCB,C,VNRA,NNRt.pkNRC)

REAL A(N4RA21CA) , B(N1RtioNCE) , c(lhac,ico

IF( NCA .EQ,. tiCE ) GU fa 6
CALL IPRNIT( 5HM!AdI )

Di: 60 I a 1,NRA
0' 60 J10:R8

C n 0
JO 50 1k 1,NCA

50 S a S+A(1,K),B(J,K)
C(I,J) S

kETURN

ENO



APPENDIX F

THE HAMS "MATRIX" PROGRAM

The HSMS MATRIX program was designed by Edward Friedman to

make it possible to create printed displays of selected task data.

These are used to aid in the assignment of tasks to job levels and to

design curricula.

DESCRIPTION

MATRIX's main function is to array the scale values for

skills and knowledges as rows, in the selected order in which they

appear in tasks (which are the columns). This permits inspection of

"profiles" of task requirements and comparison of task requirements.

In the array the tasks are the columns, listed by Task Code

Number. The skill and knowledge categories, listed by their 8-charac-

ter or 8-digit code identifications are the rows. The tasks are listed

from right to left in the order designated ty *C UPDATE cards. The

skill and knowledge categories are listed in the order in which they

appear in the tasks in the array.

The entries in the matrix are the non-zero scale values of

the variables re.:uired by the tasks. Zero values are not shown, and

the decimal points are omitted. Possible HSMS entries are 10, 15, 20,

25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90. The arrays

can be ordered in expanded or compressed form and in multiple copies

for variors uses.

F-1
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The MATRIX program also provides data "dictionaries." One

lists the tasks in their order in the array by internal number and by

Task Code Number along with an abbreviated task nacre. Another lists

the skill and knowledge categories the skills first, followed by

the knowledge category 8-digit codes in ascending numerical order. It

also shows the frequency across the tasks in the display.

MATRIX is written in FORTRAN IV and was used in the Control

Data Corporation's (CDC) 6600 computer at the Courant Institute of

Mathematical Sciences of New York University. The operating systems

in use during HSMS analyses were KRONOS and NOS (Network Cperating Sys-

tem). MATRIX was stored on magnetic tape in compiled and loaded form

(i.e., in binary object code in non-relocatable form) and in OLDPL

form. The HSMS task data are transferred to magnetic tape in the form

of an OLDPL. HSMS maintained the decks in numerical order in the OLDPL.

A utility program, UPDATE, is used to generate temporary lo-

cal files in the form of a *C file which is part of the input file for

MATRIX. The input file for UPDATE is magnetic tape in OLDPL form, and

the output file is K=TAPE2. The input file for MATRIX is TAPE2, and

the output file is printed.

SYSTEM SUBROUTINES CALLED BY MATRIX

The MATRIX program presented in this appendix calls a series

of subroutines. Among these, EXIT, TIME, and DATE have not been in-

cluded in the listing, since they are systems-based. It is assumed

that the user can utilize comparable routines after reading the de-

scriptions which follow.
F-2
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EXIT

This subroutine terminates program execution and returns

control to the operating system. A STOP statement may be preferable.

TIME(a)

This subroutine can be used as a function subroutine.

The value is returned via the argument and the norm:A funcri3n return.

The subroutine returns the current reading of the system cicck as the

value of the argument a or of the function in the form 10Hhhh.mm.ss.h,

where b denotes a blank, and hh, rm., and ss are the numbers of hours,

minutes, and seconds, respectively. The value returned is Hollerith

data and can be output using an A format specification. The type of

this function is real.

DATE(a)

This subroutine can be used as a function subroutine. See

CALL TIME(a), above. The current date is returned as the value of ar-

gument a or of the function in the form 10Hbmm/dd/yyb (unless it is

changed at installation option), where b denotes a blank, mm is the

number of the month, dd is the number of the day within the month, and

yy is Cle year. The value returned is Hollerith data and can be out-

put using an A format specification. The type of this function is real.
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STRUCTURING THE INPUT FILE FOR MATRIX

In the set-up presented below, the NOS stem in use in 1977

at the Courant Institute's CDC 6600 is assumed. It is also assumed

that the reader can refer to the UPDATE Reference Manual or a counter-

part program.

INPUT FILE FOR MATRIX
Name Keypunch Cards (one per box) Instructions
Sys-
tems

Cards

.MATRIX Identification number and
other information depending
on system.

USER( ) USER and user code.

CHARGE( Charge card.

RESOURC(MT=2) Only if more than one set of
task data for MATRIX array
is being run.

HEADER.MATRIX etc. Optional to print out heading
across a whole page.

LABEL(OLDPL,VSN=T___) Identifies OLDPL tape.

UPDATE(Q,D,8,K=TAPE2) For selecting tasks using
form of UPDATE.

UNLOAD(OLDPL) Only if just one set of task
data is being run.

LABEL(PROGRMS,VSN=T) Identifies program tape.

SKIPF(PROGRMS,4) Skips over EDIT, PCVARIM,
X2MOFA, and X2MFA2.

COPYBF(PROGRMS.MATRIX) Copies program to local file.
UNLOAD(PROGRMS) Only if just one set of task

data is being run.
RFL(200000) Defines field length.
SETTL(1000) Time limit.
MATRIX.

End of Record Card Only if just one set of task
data is being run.

REWIND(OLDPL,TAPE2,MATRIX) With second set of task data.
UPDATE(Q,D,8,K=TAPE2) With second set of task data.
MATRIX. With second set of task data.

*These three cards are repeated
again in this order as many
times as there are sets of
data beyond two.

End of Record Card After last systems card.
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INPUT FILE FOR MATRIX (continued)
Name Ke sunch Cards (one er box) Instructions
In-
put
Cards
For
UP
DATE

*C,___,___....,___

and/or

*C,___
*C,__

etc.

Calls the first set of tasks to
be placed in the first array in
the order selected; i.e., HSMS
uses point score order, Task
Code Number order, or factor
loading order.
Col. 1 is always asterisk;
Col. 2 is always C;
Col. 3 is always comma;
then follows one or more Task
Code Numbers ,separated by com-
mas, with no comma after the
last entry, up to Col. 80. It

is convenient to place tasks
on cards so that they can be
rearranged for various arrays.

End of Record Card
In-

put

Cards
for

MA
TRIX

Para-
meter
Card

MATRIX etc.

etc.
Title card. Cols. 1-40 read
as one line; Cols. 41-30 read
as second line. Use to icleil-

tify the salient features of
this first array of task data.

Cols. 3-5 _ _......

Col. 10 _

Col. 15 _

Cols. 16-20

Right justify in fields except
as otherwise indicated.

Number of tasks in this set;
up to 500.

Punch 1 for long, expanded
array.

Punch 2 for short array.
Punch 3 for condensed array

(best for analysis).
Punch 4 for all of the above.

Number of copies of output.

Leave blank to call input data
from UPDATE TAPE2 or enter name
of alternate file. Left justify.

End of Record Card

Repeat the set-up on this page for second set of tasks, Lad repeat again
for an additional sets of task data, one set-up per set.

End of file card comes last of all.
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MATRIX
FIN 4.6+428 77/09/15

OWERLAY(MATRIX,0,0)
KRONCSPROGRAM 4ATRIX(TAPE1PTAPE2,INPUT,JUTPLT,(A0E5*INPUT,TAPE6P MATRIX+ TAPE7OUTPUT)
MATRIX
MATRIX

INTEGER TASIOSTABLEPAPTID,TABLEPCHOICE,FREQ,Pik COMMON
COMMON /GILD/ TITLE(8)sTODAYPNPG,TIM COMMON
COMMON /GILI/ TASK(500),STA3LE(16),4(8) EXTEND
COMMON /GIL2/ NTASKPISRTPNSVPN,NR,NKCPTID,CHOICE,NCOP

C'.)M4T;.
COMMON /GIL3/ KCI500),K11( 500),IABLE(500).LC(500),LCS(501),N13(500), EXTEND
+ FREQ(500),FTR(500)
COMMON MAT(40000)

CALL DATE (TODAY)
CALL TIME (TI ")

5 CALL INPUT
CALL HEAD

ISRTsOs TASK DATA SriRTED AS DESIRED AND IS ON LNIT 2
ISRTAO, DATA rusI bE EXTRACTED FRum MASTER FILE CV VvIT 1

AND 1ALL dE pRITTEN JIB UNIT 2.

IF(ISRT.NE.0) CALL SELECT
CALL GET

CALL FORM
CALL OU'
GO TO 5
EhO

2 4.

EXTEND
EXTEND
MATRIX
lATRIx
MATRIX
MATRIX
MATRIX
AATRIx
AATRIx
mAIRIx
iATRIk
MATRIX
MATRIX
mATRIX

MATRIX
MATRIX
AATRIx
441-Rix



SUBROUTINE INPUT 1APUT
INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TID,TABLE,CHCICE,FRE.),PIR CjMMO4
COMMON /CLIO/ TIILE(8),TODAY,NPG,TIM

'

COMMON /GIL2/ NTASK,ISRT,NSV,N,NR,NKC,TID,CHUICE.NCCP C,,,,,,,,,m(1
COMMON /Gill/ TASK(500),STABLE(16),A(8) A17.),

COMMON /GIL3/ KC(500),KV(500),TABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),NB(500), EXTEND
+ FREQ(500),PTR(500) EXTEND
COMMON MAI(40000) EXTEND
INITIALIZE MAT WITH BLANKSC INPUT
CALL SETRAY(MAT,40000,1H ) CATEND
NPG'O INPUT

C INPUT
C READ IN TITLE CARD INPUT
C 14PuT

5 READ(5,500)TITLE INPUT
Ic(E0F(5))10,20 INPUT

10 CALL EXIT INPUT
C INPCT
C READ IN PARAMETER CARD INot.T
C INPuT

20 READ(5,510)N1ASK,CHOICE,NCOP,ISRI INKJT
NeNTASK INPLT
IF(ISkT.EQ.0) GO T,:l 3C INPUT

C READ IN TASK NOS. IlPIT
C IF DATA IS If, BE EXTRACTED FR5M MASTER FILE _IN 0111 1 INPUT

READ(5,520)(TAS$(1),I*1,N) I 41-uT
30 RETURN

C INPUT FURMAT STATCMINTS
IlvUT
INPUT

500 FORMAT(BA10) INPUT
510 FORPA1(16I5) 1vPUT
520 FORMAT(5X1515) 141.,..T

END I..euT
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SUBROUTINE SELECT SELECT
INTEGER TASK,STA6LE,ArTID,IABLE,CHLICE,FRt'apP1R C)1MON
COMMON /GILD/ TIILE(8),12UAY,NPG,TIM COMMON
COMMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),3TA3LE(16),A(8) Ex1EKD
COMM3N /GIL2/ NTASN'ISRT,NSV,N,NR,NKCPTIO,CHuICE:4CCP COMMON
COMMON /GIL3/ KC(500),10(500),TABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),NB(503), EKTEND
FREC(500),PTR(500) EXTEND

COMMON MAI(40000) EXTEND
C SELECT ONLY TH3SE TASK CARDS DESIRED SELECT
C IN ORDER SPECIFIED ON IN)UT TASK(S) CARDS ELECT

DO 100 Ial,N _ELECT
REWIND 1 SELECT

25 READ(1,1000) TID,NC0,A SELECT
IF(E0f(1))30,40 SELECT

C DATA EXHAUSTED AND TASK NET FOUND SELECT
30 CALL ERROR(1)

SELECI
40 1F(TASK(I).EQ.1ID) UJ TG 60 SELECT

C SKIP ADDITIONAL CARGS SELECT
CO 50 41'1,NCG SELECT
READ(1,1010) SELECT

50 CONTINUE SELECT
GO TO 25 SELECT

C *RITE SELECTED DATA J4TLi UNIT 2 ,ELECT
60 WRITE(2,1020)A SELECT

DO 70 J=1,NCD SELECT
READ (1,1020) A ,ELECT
oRITE(2,1020) A SELECT

70 CONTINUE SELECT
100 CONTINUt )ELECT

C itLECT
C UNIT 2 CONTAINS DATA IN ..RDER REulkED SELECT
C ELECT

c: )r



ENOFILE 2
REdIhD 2
RETURN

C FORMAT CARDS FOR TASK DATA
1000 FORMAT(T5,16,729,120T1t8A10)
1010 FOkMAT(1X)
1020 FORMAT(8A10)

END

SELECT
SELECT
iELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SELECT
SEt ECT

SUBROUTINE GET
GET

INTEGER TASK,STABLE,AtTID,TABLEtCHOICE,FREgpFTR C3am04COMMON /GILO/ TITLE(3),TODAY,NPG,TIM
C)4MiNCOMMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),STABLE(16),A(8)
EXTENDCOMMON /GIL2/ NTASKRISRIoNSV,N,NR,NKC,TIDoCHOICE,NCOP ;,J MO

COMMON /GIL3/
KC(500),KVI500),TABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),N3(500), EXTEND+ FREQ(500),PTR(500)

LKIENDCOMMON MAT(40000)
EXTENDINTEGER BCD(5)
GETREWIND 2
GETC GET DATA FROM UNIT 2 ANO FORM MATRIX MAT GE1i10 DO 200 IaltN
GET

READ(202000)TID,NCDt3CDtTASK(I) GET
IF(EOF(2).EQ.0)GO TU 115

EXTENDWRITE(7,1)
ExTEND1 FORMAT(*INPUT ERROR1 NO. 0 TASKS LP 1APE LESS THAN 1,1-). OF TASKS C EXTEND+N PARAMETER CARD*)

CALL EXIT
115 CONTINUE

IMMOD(425)-1).NE.0) Cu IC 120
CALL TOP
WRITE(6,6000)

ExTEND
itIEND

EA TEND
Gil
GET
GEi



120 WRITE(0,6100)IPTID,3C0 GET
Kel GET
LaNSV GET
READ(2,2010)11.,(KV(J),KA) GET
IF(TT,NE.3RT01) STOP GET
IF(NCD.E0.1) GL TO 180 GET

C (NLY CARD TJC AND TO1 EXIST GET
C OBTAIN KC INFO GET

130 GO 150 II112,NCO GET
KIBL4.1 GET
1.1 +4 GEr
READ(2,2020)(KC(J),KV(J),JaXPL) GET

150 CONTINUE GET
180 NKCL GET
190 CALL UPDATE(I) GET
200 CONTINUE GET

CALL TO GET
hRITE(6,6200) NPNR GET
RETURN GET

2000 FORNAT(T5PR6,129,12,132,4410)47,TE,I3) GET
2010 FORMAI(T100,T31,16(1X,R2)) GET

2020 FORMAT(T23,4(2Xk8,1XR2)) GET
6000 FORMAT(/10X*1*,7X*TASh NO.*P5X*1 ASK ii:ENTIFICATIDP, GET

X /1X,8(10H )/) GET
6100 F..;f04AT(/ 6(15P9XR6P3X4A1OPA7) GET
6200 FDRMAI(1H0P5X*N2. TASKS 2 *PI6P5A4qC. _IF CAIEGLRIE e *P16) GET

END GET

9r f,
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SUBROLT1NE UPDATE(J) UPDATE
INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TID,TABLE,CHOICE,FREWPIR CJ1MON
COMMON /GILD/ TITLE(8),1UDAY,NPGPTI0 CJMMON
COMMON /GILL/ TASK(500),STABLE(16),A(6) EXTEND
COMMON /GIL2/ NTASK,ISRT,NSV,N,NR,NKC,TID,CHUICE,NCLP ClIwON
COMMON /G113/ KC(500),KV(500),1ABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),Nb(500), EXTEND

+ FRE0(500),PTR(500)
EXTEND

COMMON MAT(40000) EXTEND
INTEGER SABLE(500),NAT(500) EATEND
INTEGER DZ,B8 UPDATE
DATA DZ/2R00/ UPDATE
DATA 88/8R / uPDATt
IF(J.NE.1) GO TC 150 UPDATE

C
uPDA1E

C INITIALIZATION ENTRY FOR FIRST TASK ONLY UPDATE
C

UPDATE
CALL ZERO(FREG,NTASK) JPDATE
ISIPt0 UPDATEIKCO

UPDATE
DO 100 Il,NKC UPDATE
IF(I.LE.NSV) GO 10 90 UPDATE
IF(KC(I).EQ.68) GO TO 'CO UPDATE
IF(K1/(I).E.4.DZ) KV(I)=2P UPDATEIKCIKC+1

UPDATE
$A81E(IKC)10KC(1) UPDATE
NAT(IKC)*KV(I) UPDATE
GO TO 100 UPDATE

C SKILL CATEGORY AND VALUE UPDATE
90 IF(KV(IJ4EQ.DZ) GO TO 100 UPDATE

1SIPISV+3 UPDATE
1ABLE(IbV)=STABLE(I) UPDATE
FREC(ISV)*1

L)DATE
PAT(ISV)IIKV(I) u;OATF:



100 CONTINUE
KnISV+IKC
LC(J)s$
NRIBK

Klink

UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE

C S3RT IN ASCENDING ORDER KNOLEDGE CATEGORIES FUR FIRST TASK UPDATE
IFIIKC.E0.0 ) GC TO 120 UPDATE
PTR(1)81 UPDATE
IFIIKC.EQ.1) GU TL 105 UPDATE
CALL SHLSRT(SABLE,IKC,PTR) UPDATE

105 DO 110 I=1,IKC JPDATE
TABLEtI+ISY)=SAELE(PTR(I)) UPDATE
MAT(I+ISV)=NAT(PTRII)) UPDATE
FREQ(1+1Sv)=1 UPDATE

110 CONTINUE UPDATE
120 RETURN UPDATE

C
UPDATE

C ENTRY FER ALL TASKS EXCEPT THE FIRST UPDATE
C JPDATE

150 PO=NR UPDATE
P=0 UPDATE
VsKT+kR J°UATE

C UPDATE
DO 200 I=1,NKC JPDATE
IFT(I.LE.NSv).ANDAKV(I).EQ.DZ)) GI Tu 200 UPDATE
IF(I.LE. NSV) KC(I)*S'ABLE(I)
IF(KC(1).EQ.6EI ) G0 TO 202

UPDATE
uPDATE

C

IF(Kv(I).EQ.DZ) KV(I).2R UPDATE
uPDATE

DO 160 la1,K0 UPDATE
IF(KC(I).E4.IABLE(L)) G. TE 17C UPDATE

160 CONTINUE. UPDATE
C UPDATE
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C NO ENTRY ExISTED IN TABLE BEVCRE ADD ONE
P0M+1
SABLEM )0KC(I)
NATO*, 1*KV(I)
GO TO 200

u0DATE
UPDATF
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATEC ENTRY EXISTED IN TABLE BEFORE UPDATE APPRDPIATE Ruw FuR THIS TASK UPDATEC
ODATE
Ex1END
ExTEND
EXTEND
EXTEND
uPDATF
JPDATEC
UPDATE202 IF(M.E0.0) GO TO 210
u0OATEPTR(1)=1
UPDATEIF(M.EQ.1) GO TO 204
UPDATEC
UPDATEC SORT IN ASCENDING GIRDER NE4 CATEGDRIES FOR 1HIS TASK JPDATECALL SHLSRT(SABLE,M,PTR)
u3DATEC
uPuATE204 DO 205 I=1,M
UPDATENRoNR+1
J')DATETABLE(NR )21 SABLE(PTR(I))
UPDATEFRE0(NR)=1
UPDATEK0K+1
UPDATEMATIK10NAI(PTR(I))
UPDATE205 CONTINUE
UPDATE210 LC(J)=NR
UPDATEATaK
uPDATERETURN
J)DATE220 wRLTE(7,230) TIO,J
t(tEND

CALL ABLiii(10H,i)/EwFLuw txIEND23C FORHAI(5x* LAST TAJK KEAJ 0,ko, * F ,I10,,IASA qtA.)*.i) t:(1ENDEND
J)Dtlt

170 CONTINUE
KTPL 0 KT L

IF (KTPL.GE040C00) GO TO 220
MAT(KTPL) a XV(I)
FREQ(L)*FREQ(L)+1

200 CONTINUE



CaMMON /GILD/ TITLE(6),TU3AYINPG,TP1 :,i°0Z

5L6ROuTiNE FI:tit?'

INTEGER TAS1,S1A6LtpAsT13,TABLE,Crii,ICE,FRtCtrAR

COMMCN /Gill/ TA(50U),JTAtILE(16),A(1) EXTEND
C4AMON /GIL2/ KIASK,ISRT,I.VI,N,PR,NXCtTIDtCH;;ICE,NCOP C310,04
COMMON /GIL3/ KC(500)sgA(500)sTAB1E(500),LC(700),LCS(701),Nb(530), EXTEND

COMMON 4,11(40000)
EXTEND
EXTEND

)
+ FRE0(500),FTR(500)

LCS(Pal FlRm
NALLmkTASK+1 F3R!.
DO 100 I*2,NALL FRm
LCS(1)0LCS(I-1)+LC(1-1) F3Rm

130 CONTIhuE FN)"
150 RETURN FJOI

END FLiRM

SudR-UTINE 307
INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TIG,TA0LE,CALCEpcE.,)ik C:":\CL'IMON /GILL/ IIILE(8),IGDAY,1PG,10:
f.:;m) /Gal/ TA:0,(5J0),TAbLE(16),A(b)

E(TEt'D
/GIL2/ hTVK,IzRloNS4tN,P'R,NK.C,TID,C-1.10E,',Cri

CGP11°)k. /)113/ KC(500),Kr(500).1AdLE(5,J3),LC(:),),OILCS(5ui),N6000), Lx.TENt:+ ;.REI.)(500).JIR(D1:0)
CIIMmuN 0.14f(10000)
INTE(JER LI4E(14)

10 I=I,NILSK
tNCCOE(3,b31(isIA<(I)) TA)K(1)
()ECILOE (3f c020,145.,( I) ) 41,.s ( I)

261)

EXTEND
EXTEND
Cit
i2T
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10 CONTINUE
OJT

IFt(CHOICE.LE.0),CACHOICE.GT.4))G0 TO 300 CUT
60 T0(100,200,300,4001 CHOICE 'JUT

100 CALL MATOUT
aJTGO TO 900
JUT200 CALL MATSHT
JUTGO TD 900
OjT300 CALL MATCND
oaf60 TO 900
39T

400 CALL MATOUT
JjT

CALL MATSHT
JUT

CALL MATCND
OJT

C PRINT FREQUENCIES FOR SKILL SCALES AND KNO*LEJGE CATEGORIES lUT
C SORTED IN ASCENDING ORDER . JOT900 CALL KCFREQ

49T
CALL TIMEITIA) JUTCALL HEAD

OUT
ENDFILE 6

lOTDO 1000 ICOP*1,NCOP
JjTREMIND 6
3JT950 READI6,6000/ LINE
JUT

IF(EOF(6).NE.0) GO TO 1C00 OUT
WRI1EC7s6000JLINE

':JUTGO TO 950
JUT1000 CONTINUE
JUTREMIND 6
;suTRETURN
OUT

C
.JUT6000 FORMVI(13410,46)

6010 FOR"AT(I3)
6020 FORM4T(R3)

END

2 ti I

uJT
OUT
171,,JT
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SUBROUTINE MATUUT P1ATDUT
INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TID,TABLE,CHOICE,FREC4PIR C.13N
COMMON /GILD/ TITLE(8),IGDAYpiPG,T1* L1M!'ON
C3MMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),)TAdLE(16),A(8) EXTEND
COMMUN /GIL2/ NTASK,IR1,NSV,N,NR,NRC,TID,CHUICE,COP C3MMON
COmPON /GIL3/ KC(500),,M500),TABLE(500),LC(00),LCS(501),NB(500), EXTEND

+ FRE6(500),PTR(500)
COMM3N MAT(40000)
INTEGER BLANR(25),LINE(25)
1^4125

CALL SETRAY(BLANK,MOR )

DO 1000 K=1,NTASK,2
MaMINO(M,NTASO)
MMK824(MR)
DO 900 Ll,NR
IF((MOD(L,25)-1).NE.0) G.3 TO 100
CALL 10P
IF(MAK.Eu.0) GO 1;:i 60

ITE(6,6000) (TA4R(I),Im4,A),(8LANK(4) sJelpodni.)
G3 TO 70

60 pRITE(6,6000)(TASR(I),I=Ro!')
70 WRITE(6,6200)
100 CALL SETRAY(LBE$25,2R )

DO 150 I*W*
IlaI$4.1

120 4mICS(I)+L-1
130 IF(J.GE.LCS(I).to'0.J.LT.LCSU+1)) LINE(II)=1A1 (J)
150 CONTINUt
200 wRITE16,6100)1Ar.LE(1), LINE,TABLE(1)
300 OUTE(6,620J)
900 U:NTINUE

pem+25

2t31'

EXTEND
E(TEND
MATt;Ul
IATLUT
AATOUT
AA TOUT

AAPJuT
4AILJ1
A41OUT
1A1aT
MAT:1UT

IA TOUT
1ATGUT
AAICUT
14TOT
A4TJUT
MAT3LT
MA TuUT

IATEUI
MATOUT
iATEUI
eiATA1
)41:LT
44T:,UT
lATr.UT

MAT'..



1000 CONTINUE
RETURN

C FORMAT STATEMENTS
6000 FORMAT(1X*CATEGORY/*25(R341/4),2X*CATEGORY*)
6100 FORMAT(1XR8,* *,25(10(2* a),2KR8)
6200 FORMAT(1H '13(10H ) )

END

MAILJT
WOO
MATOUT
AIQUT
mATijUT

MATOUT
MATOUT

SUBRO6TINE MATSH1
MATSHT

INTEGER TASKPSTABLE,A,TID,TABLE,CHGICE,FREL,P1R COMVCNCOMMON /GILD/ TITLE(8),TODAY,NPG,TIM C1Mm0NCOMMON /GILA/ TASK(500)saTAbLE(16),A(b)
EXTENDCOMMON /GIL2/ NTASK,ISRT,s6V,N,NR,NKC,T1D,CHOICE,NCOP ClMr)NCOMMON /GIL3/

KC(500),W500),1A3LE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),,N6(500), EXTEND+ FRE4)(500),PTR(500)
EXTENDCOMMON MAT(40000)
EXTENDINTEGER 5LANK(25),LI4E(25)
MAISHTMa25
liISHTCALL SETRAY(dLANK,M,3
11,%HTDO 1000 Ka1,NTASK,25
MATSHTMaMINO(4,NTASg)
44TSHTMMKa24(MK)
MAT..:HT00 900 LalsNk
MATSHT

IF((MCD(L,50)- 1).NE.0) GJ 10 100 MAISHTCALL TOP
MATSHTIF(MMK.EC).0) GO TO 60
MATSHT

wRITE(6,6000) (1ASK(I),I2K,m),(BLANK(j) ,Jal,ktK) MAISHTGO TO 70
MATSHT60 WRITE(6,6000)(TAK(1),IaNtm)
MATSHT70 wRITE(6,6200)
MA1SHT

2 (33



100 CALL SETRAY(LINE,25,2R )

00 150 IlsK,M
IIIII-1(4.1

120 JLCS(I)+L-1
130 I'c(J.GE.LCS(I).AND.4.1T.LCS(I41)) LINE(II)MAT()
150 CONTINUE
200 MRITE(6,6100)TABLE(L), LINE,TABLE(L)
800 CONTINUE
900 CONTINUE

M21+25
1000 CONTINUE

RETURk
C

C FORMAT STATEMENTS
C

6000 FORMAT(1X*CATEGORY/*25(R3*/*),2X*CATEGURY*)
6100 FORMAT(1XR8,* *,25(1XR2* *),2XR8)
6200 FORMAT(1H #13(10H ))

ENO

264

MA1JHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
4ATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MALk.HT
MATSHT
MATSHT
MATSHT



SUBROUTINE MATCND mAECNC
INTEGER TASK,SIABLE,AsTID,TABLERCHOICE,FRE,PIR Cr,Mt"...
COMMON /GILO/ TITLE(8),T3DAY'mPG,TI1' Clv,w,:N
COMMON /GIL1/ TASK(500)16TABLE(16),k(8) EXTEND
COMMON /GIL2/ NTASKRISRT.NSV,N,NR,NNC,TIORCHOICER1COP C7.111%
COMMON /GIL3/ KC(500),KV(500),TABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501)1pNB(500), EXTEND

4 FREG(500),PTR(500) EXTEND
COMMON MAT(40000) 'TEND
INTEGER BLANK(42),LINE(42),.001(3,200) MATCND
CALL LERO(KO3L,600) MATC'D
M.42 MATCND
MM2142 1410.0
CALL SETRAY(BLANK,MM,3R ) MATCND
DO 50 1(81,1TASK MATCND
DO 50 1,3 t1ATCVD
LL2142+L*6 MATCND
KOOL(L,K)311((.N.hASK( 54)).4.SHIFT(TASK(K),LL)).C.KMAL,6) 1.4111Ct°D

50 CONTINUE MATCD
DO 1000 0,1,NTASKpmfr 14TCND
MaMINO(MoNTASt() MATUO
MMI(alMM-1)(MK) IATOD
DO 900 L=1,NR MATCNO
IF(L.hE,1; Gil Tr.' 100 lATCND
CALL rOP M4ICND
IF(MMK.EG.0) GU 11 60 MATC"-0
wRITE(6,6000)(((KCJL(LLPI),I=KO)stbLAAN(J) ,Ju1t:"K)),LL=1,3) »ArcNo
GO TC, 70 P,ATCND

60 wRITEI6,6000) ((C.I.IL(LL,I),I=IW) 'LL=1,3) 44TCND
70 *RI1E(b,6200) 14iCND

100 CALL SETRAY(LINE,'1",21 ) ..1410.D
DO 150 Istkom ".AICND
II =I K +1

'.AfC,10
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1.20 j*LCS(I)+L-1 MAIM
130 IF(JeGE.LCi(I).AND.J.LT.L:5(1+1)) LIK:(tI)*A1(j) MAIM
150 CONTINUE MATCNO
200 WRITE(6,6100, LINE,TAdLE(L) mArcf.)
800 CONTINUE MATCND
900 CONTINUE MATM

M*M+MM MATCND
C MATCNU
C GET CUT OF GRAPH MODE MAIL' D
C MATM

WRITE(6,6400) "ATCPJD
1000 CONTINUE 1ATC4)

RETURN MATCND
C MATCND
C FUR' AT STATE1ENTS MA TM
C 1ATCND
b000 FORMAT(1442(0 *,R10***),1** STILL *,/ MAIM)

X 1X42(4 *PR1P***),1X+ tR *,/ mAIC%0
X 1X42(* *PR1,*4*),1X*CATEG:jRY*) '',4(C ^)

6100 FURAIAT(1X42(1XR2),1)(Rts) MATCND
6200 FORMAT(1H 013(10H )0* *) AA[CND
6300 FORMAT(*.*) MATCND
6400 FORMAT(*R*) lATCND

END "ATM



SUBROUTINE KCFREQ
KCFREQINTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TID,TABLEPCHOICE,FREQ,P1R C3NMONCOMMON /GILO/ TITLE(8),10DAY,NPG,TIM COMMONCOMMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),STABLE(16),A(8) EXTENDCOMMON /GIL2/

NTASK,ISRT,NSVPN,NR,NKC,TID,CHJICE,NCOP CO4MONCOMMON /GIL3/
KC(500),KV(500),TABLE(500),LC(500),LCS(501),NB(500), EXTENDFREQ(500),PTR(500)

EXTENDCOMMON MAT(40000)
EXTENDCALL SHLSRT(TABLE,NR,PTR)
KCFRECDO 100 011,NR
KCFREQIF(MOD(L,50)-1.NE.0) GO TO 50
KCFREQCALL TOP
KCFREQWRITE(6,6000)
KCFRECWRITE(646010)
KCFREQ50 WRITE(6.6100) LolABLE(PTR(L)),FREQ(PTR(L)) KCFREQ100 CONTINUE
KCFREC6000 FORMAT(10X*SORT BY SKILL SCALE ANO/OR KNOWLEUtA CATEGORY*,/) KCFREQ6010 FORMAT(5X*L*, 8k*CATEGORY*,10X*FREQUENCY*,/, KCFREQX5X** ,8X* *,10X* *,/) KCFREO6100 FORMAT(1XI5,8XR8,14XI5)
w.CFREORETURN
KCFRECEND
KCFAEO



"UatIODEINIE HEAD
HEAD

IN1EGER IASK,STAtiLt,A,II),TABLE,CHvICE,FRE:,PIK
CL!""ON /GILD/ TITLU8),Ti)AY;0.PG,,TIm

:3"12NC.IIMM1N /GIL1/ TASK(500),4TAtiLL(10,41(8)
ExTEkIDCi.,4$43h /GIL2/ NTASK,ISRT,',6A,N,R,NKC,IIO,CHLiCE,NCDP
Z-.0"C:JMMLN /GIL3/ KC(500),K1(700),1A3LE(500),LC(5U0),LCS(701),N6(500), EXTENDFRE(500),?TR(500)
EXTENDC)A1ON 1A1(40000)
EXTLND*R11E16,6000)
HEADw.2ITE(6,6100)
HEAD

MRITE(6,6200) TITLE,IDDA,11M HEADWRITE(6,6100)
HEADRETURN
HEAD6000 FJRMAT(IH1,10(/1H0))
HEAL6100 FORAT(30X,5(10H******* *)) HEAD

6200 FGRFAT(/1H031)4A13,/1H031X,4A10,/1H0,49)(410,/lH0,49XA100/) HEADEfD
HEAD

I.DBRDLIIett TOP
INTEGErZ TA;K,SrAdLE,4,IIJp148LE,CHT,ICEpi-k6.'w1K
Cem.MUN /GILD/ TIILE(6),L3DAY,VG,rIt'
C.-Y4mCJN /Gill/ 1t5K(50G),5TAbLE(10),A(d) cl(rEO
Cum"*:q. /t211.2/ t.TAIK,ISR1,\:*foo,NR,NKC,TID,CIJICE,4C C rikd
CumMit /GIL3/ IsC(500),Kv(300),T4.3LE(500),LC(5GG),LCS(601),N6(500), EKTENO
FkEJ(DGO),Pfk(:)0U)

L1MMON ',AT(40LOC)
P,PG=Nr64.1

CALL II"E(TIY)
oRITEtop6GO)IilLt,T,JA(.11P,NPG
i.E111,0

600 FJR"Al(lH1,2XhA10,2(1AA/0),(*FAGE4,15./)
FND



SUBRJUTINE MJP 13p

CGMON /GILO/ IILE(3),FADAY,NPG,TIM C3MONm I
CIMuON

INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,T1uvlAdLE,CHJICE,FREG,PIR M

COMMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),STA3LE(16),A(8)
EXTENDCOMMON /GIL2/ NTASK,ISRT,NSioN,NR,NKC,TIJ,CHUICE,NCOF CjmNONC6MMON /GIL3/

NC(500),KV(500),TAdLE(500)PLC(500),LCS(501),Nb(500), EXTEND+ FREQ(500),PTR(500)
EXTENDCOMMON MAI(40000)
EXTENDPG=NPG+1
1)PCALL TIME (TIM)
1)PC
1JPC ENTER GRAPH MODE
11PC
Mil)t%RITE(6,600)
13P

MRITE(6,610ITITLE,TUDAY,TIMvOG 41iRETURN
13i'600 F6RMAI(1HQ)
0CDP610 FOR? AI(1H s2X8A10,2t1XA10),2X,PAGE*RI5,/) MooEND
1;0

SuBROL1INE SETRAY(A,1,B)
INTEGER AfB
OIPENSIJN A(N)
00 100 I=1,'4
A( I)*

100 C3NTIIUE
RETORN
END
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SUWAJTINE ERROR(I)
t.tkt1.2

INTEGER TASK,STAbLE,A,TIO,TAdLE,ChuICE,I-RE%;,PIR
CI:AM5\1COMMON /GIL. TITLE(8),TJJAY,IPG,TI4
CurPr,t,CL)MmON /GILli . SK1.)00),TAbLE(16),A(6) ExTEVCCOMON /GIL2/ N1ASK,ISR1,NSv,v,NRsAKC,T1D,CHOICE,NC1C C3:.%M3NCJMMON /GIL3/ KCI500),KV(500),TA3LE(500),LC(5OG),LCS(501),Ne()00), EXTENDa FREQ(500),PTR(500)

COMM1N NAT (40000)
IFII.LE.O.JR.I.G1.1)SNP
STOP 1
ENO

EXTEND
EXTEND
ERROR
ERROR
ERROR

BLOCK DATA iLoCK
INTEGER TASK,STABLE,A,TIO,TABLE,CHCICE,FREwpiIR CiMMCN
C.7;MMON /GILD/ TITLE(8),TODAY,NFG,TIm Crimme
CCmMON /GIL1/ TASK(500),JTABLLA16),A(9) EXTEND
C...iMmON /GIL2 / NTASN,ISRT,iSV,i,.:R,'4NC,TID,CA.ACE,NCOP COMrN
C:J'IMON /GIL3/ NC(500)00,( ti00),1AdLL( 500),LC(5U0),LCS(501),Nt5010), EXTEND
a FREQ(500),PTk(DGO) EXTEND
COMM3N 141(40000) EXTEND
DATA NSV/16/ 31..7.CK

GATA STABLE/SRLuCtiMuTA, 3R(.3.1 MANP,E.RGDG"ARG,6RHUm INTR, dLt,CK
X bRLEAUSHIP13R3RAL USE,BRREAD L'EtokocRIT tiSE, 3LICR
X okrETHJuS ,tr.AALITY ,e3RFP.A.RAL poRSYM3LIC, CLOCK
x bkTAxOnOMC,dRIMPLICIT,dRFINC ERR,bkritr*A ERR/ 2.1..:CK

EAD 3LuCK

20



DENT SHLSRTI

SHLSRT 1 *OkO/ENfRY IABLE

CALL SHLSRT( TABLE. , N ) DIRECT ( IN PLACE ) TART
CALL SHLSRT( TABLE N , PIN ) INJIkECT )'MKT

ENTRY:
TABLE = ADURtSS LF TABLE ( ARRAY ) BE :'RTE;
N = Nt.:Ek JF wJRDS IN FABLE
PTk = AJCkEi 6F AN ARRAY Tau BE J',ED .. A a IINTER
TABLE ( DI1ENSIEJED PTR(N) )

IF 1HE THIRC AR;U1ENI IS ABFE14 THE% A 3IRECT ( I+ PLACE )

SCR[ WILL BE PERFukMED, ELSE THE THIRD ARG.01EnT GILL
BE UAL) AS A PLINTek TABLE ANd AN INJIkECT ( POINTER
3.,RT WILL FE PERFJkmED* 3N EXIT THE or INTER TABLE *ILL
PC'INT THE THt clE4ENTS $14oLti ASCENDli RDER.

SHLSRT

tHLFRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLs0T
SHLsRT
SHLSRT
sHL''RT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHC:RT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLsRT

tqTRY SHLSRT FHLcRT
STBA BSS 2 cHLsRT

)A5 Sr3A reE1OkE AC :HLSRT
1LcRTSAG x,

PS 1-4LvRT

)61 1 SHLSRT
`.0-ILtPT

AXE
zA2 Al+B1

AO 3HlskT
J43 A24-E1 :-1C;RT

27:i



SA2 X2 SHLSRT
SAO X1 -1 AO FMA-1 iN SHLSRT
SA6 STBA SAVE AO SHLSRT
587 X2 SHLSRT
S36 X2 N N (LENGTH) SHLSRT
NZ X3,STBi IF AN INDIRECT SORT REQUESTED SHL.IRT

SMART
SX6 86 M M/2 SHLSRT
AX6 1 SHLSRT
£86 X6 SHLSRT
S83 81 J a 1 SHLSRT
ZR 86,STBO RETURN IF r 0 SHLSRT
584 87 -86 K NM SHLSRT
S82 83 I J SHLSRT
S85 82+86 I a I+M SHL'cRT
SA1 A0+82 A( I) SHLSRI
SA2 A0+85 AIL) SHLSRT
I X4 X2X1 SHLSRT
PL X4 ,ST83 IF A(1) .GT. A(I) SHLSRT
8X6 XI SHLSRT
LX7 X2 INTERCHANGE A (1 ) AND AM SHLSRT
SA6 A2 SHLSRT
SA7 Al SHLSRT
532 82-86 I IM SHLSRT
GT 82 oST82 IF I .GT. 0 SHLSR T
S83 83+81 J 4+1 SHLSRT
S32 B3 I .1 SHLSRT
LE 83,84,5182 IF J LE K SHLSRT
E0 ST81 SHLSRT
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SIB! BX6 X1 SE! UP POINItik TABLE
582 66-61
SAO X3-1 AO Fw-1 OF PrANTR TABLE

SA6 A64.51 SAVE ADDR OF A

SA6 X3
* SX6 X61,81

SBZ azs]
SA6 A6+81
NZ 62.9*-1

SIBIl )t6 Bo M a MI
AX;!,

Se6 X6
583 81
7R IF m ' 0
56,4; a7 a& & a N-a
5152 B3 J

2TBI2 S55 BZ-',::6 ;

Al5 A0+82 P(13
SA: 4.0;5. P1L

xl
;M4 X2
Ii X4X3
P, Xj.fSTB:) iF A()kl) A((r))
FIX() X1
1:".7 INiERCHANIA ;(I)
SAC: A2

tz.vz, S2-65 1m
GT 6e9SYe! tr. 1 )LT. 0

BPIdi j A J+1
SB?.. ca,3 u

LF Li;

Ea r:Zt)11

(-: 14

SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SH,tRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT

SKSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLSRT
SHLS RT
FHISaT
SHL:af
SHLaT
SRI R I

1-iLS1),T

SHLSRT
SHLc'af
511LcaT
S4LSRT
5HL`"?t

SHLSar
sHLaT

SHLSRT
SHISU

cHLeT



(T614

615

/.3

352
zai
SAO
ixi
iA2
i82

AÔ
IX6

LT

E).

END

131a

A5s.at

AO+d1
e2+67

x1-1
62
82+81
X2X1
A2

d2s83,S1815
SHLSRT

So0,Tirr- le4cfL,N)

LF A t TABLE )

0(1)
144+1 JF P
REACRE AO

CHAhGt P:INTEx Ai.R.If

iipnc
rC T L'cT WC'll 7'

jr 10,
A(;):,

IOC Cr..,NTI
r

2

4

kAIT
Ht. \;-:r

kLS'T
5,41.4T
SHCz
5PI(RT
SHLSRT

SHiS41

cz>
5:HickT
cHisRr



APPENDIX G

A REVIEW OF Till, HEALTH SERVICES
MOnILITY STUDY METHODOLOGY *

Some Notes on the Statistical Method i;cilized by the Health G-1

Services Mobility Study.

by Earl E. Davis

An Evz:luation of the Health Services Mobility Study Methodology. C-29

by Phillip R. Merrifield

A Critical Review of the Methodology end Statistical Treatment C.-47

of Data in the Task Analysis and Career Ladder Design of the
Health Services Mobility Study.

by Mark I. Appelbaum

* The three papers p-esented in this ...ppendix were written in 1976
in response to requists from the birector of fiqMS and its funding
agency. The meterials reviewed did not iacine the full-scale
application of liSMS methodology in diagnosti._ radiology and the
development of curriculum guidellnes. which were reported in late
1976 and 1977.
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SOME NOTES ON THE STATISTICAL METHOD UTILIZED BY THE HEALTH

SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

By Elrl E. Davis
1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide a rationale fox the sta-

tistical procedu-as utilized by the Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS)

in its task analysis method. Ti *,asic statistical technique used by HSMS

to analyze its task data is that of factor analysis. HSMS use of factor

analysis has been reported briefly in some of its documents [10, 11, 12,

13i. This paper proposes to provide a technical description and explana-

tion of the techniques used acid statistical decisions made in connection

with the HSMS method. We hope that this will facilitate replication of

the HSMS tatistical analyses ant: will provide a concrete basis in terms of

which to discuss the rationale for the techniques ad)pted, to thus make

possible critical review.

We first present a brief description of the HSMS data base and

the HSMS use of factor analysis.. Then some of the issues and sow of the

literature of the field are discussed in connection with the particular

1

2

This document was prepared by Dr. Davis in January, 1976, at the request
of the Health Services Mobility Study tHSMS). It ha3 been edited by Eleanor
GilpatricK, Director of HSMS. Dr. Davis was formerly Chief Consult2,,t of
HSMS. He is currently Research Professor and CLairman of the Department of
Social Psychology a-d Sociology of The Economic' and Social Research Insti-
tute, Dublin, and Adjunct Professor, Department of Statistics, Trinity
College, University of Dublin.

Numbers in brackets refer to references listed at the end of this paper.
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procedures utilized in the HSMS method. The issues relate to (1) th' ap-

propriateness of HSMS data for factor analysis, i.e., the basic assump-

tions underlying the use cf parametric statistics in general, and factor

analysis in pal-ticular, (2) the questi m of whether communality estimates

or unities in the diagonal are preferable in the tactor analytic procedure,

and (3) the choice among different rotation,1 procedures. These are consid-

ered in the l'ght of HSMS objectives and the nature of the HSMS data.

Terms

A possible source of confusion in a discussion of factor analysis

is various authors' use of ters. For example, terms such as "principal

components," "principal axes," "principal factors," "principal axis fac-

tors," and others are used somewhat differently (and sometimes a bit

Loosely) by different writers. In a recent criticism of an article

by Timmermans and Sternbach [45] one writer, reflecting Harman', usage[16],

suggests that "the distinguishing haracteristics of factor analysis in

contrast to principal components onalysis is the substitution of estimates

of communalities in the diagonals in place of unities..." [36, p. 861].

Harman distinguishes between principal components and principal factors

[16, p. 100] (i.e., componen,: analysis an classical factor analysis [16,

p. 346]). In this paper we use the term factor analysis t cover a variety

of methods including the principal components method, unless distinguish-

ing one method from ancth(-:17-.

We also prefer to use the term "principal axis (PA) factors" in-

stead of "principal factors" to avoid confusion with the so-called "princi-

G-2
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pal-tactcr" technique, which is one of several faccor analytic techniques

for ext-ncting principal axis factors in order to reduce an m x m matrix

to an m x k matili of PA factors (k <

HSMS Data Base

This paper assumes that the reader is acquaints:,' with the i,en-

eral features, objectives,and underlying data base use in the HSMS method

of task analysis as presented in relatively nontechnical terms in various

HSMS documents [10, 11, 12, 133.

The goals of the HSMS method are to desigi. job ladders and cur-

based on the skill and knowledge requirements of tasks. This re-

quires a descriptive use of tatistics.

3ne featur,_ of the HSMS method is a carefully conceptualized def-

inition of the basic unit of observation, the task. The interrater reli-

ability of the definition, used to ijentify tasks in the field, was tested

and showed :atisfectory degree of reliability.

The basic variables developed in the HSMS method ere sixteen skill

dimensions and the knowledge categories of the HSMS Knowledge Classifica-

tion System. These variables are applied to the task observations and are

assigned values by use of the scales developed for each of the skills and

a scale used for all the knowledge categories. Each o;' these seventeen

scales was developed in a complex and carefully applied procedure using

the Thurstune equal-interval scaling technique [9, 44),which gives these

variables the appropriate statistical properties. Each scale has its low-

G-3
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est value at zero and its highest at 9.0. Some scales have as many as

eight descriptors. No scale has less than five.

The HSMS method incorporates preparation of the HSAS task data

for analysis using the EDIT program designed for HSMS. Simple and "two-

mode" factor analyses are then used to cluster the variables and tasks.

In its initial preparation of the data, the EDIT program deletes

variables from consideration that have a frequency across tasks below a

selected minimum. This feature partly solves the problem of variables

which take on a value of zero for an excessive number of observations.

It also permits the user to reduce the number of variables to an appropri-

ate number it relation to the number of observations, which is an impor-

tant statistical consideration. The EDIT program is then used to "nor-

malize" the data. That is, a nonlinear transformation is performed on

the data to bring it into a closer approximation of linearity among vari-

ables.

HSMS Use of PCVARIM

The initial factor analysis program used by HSMS for determining

the number of factors in the solution and for clustering the variables

has the name PCVARIM, which is an abbreviatior for Principal Components

Factor Analysis with Varimax Rotation. This particular program has cer-

tain features that incorporate decisions about some of the procedures

subsumed under the general term 'factor analysis." The program uses a

principal components technique for arriving at principal axis factors

("unities" in the diagonal rather than communalit,r estimates),and it uses

G-4
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orthogonal varimax rotations. The mat-ix of variables is a correlation

matrix rather than a covariance or a cress-products matrix.

The PCVARIM program was originated at the University of Illinois.

It was initially programmed by Paul Herzberg [17] under the supervision

of Henry Kaiser in the late 1950's. The factor analytic adaptation of

the original principal components method consists essentially of an appli-

cation of a form of triangular decomposition, which is described in soii--

detail by Harman [16, pp. 101-103]. This is incorporated in a subroutine

of the program referred to as TRIDI (a technique for tri-diagonalizetion

of matrices). Subsequently, an extremely useful, widely used suuroutine

was developed by Householder, Ortega and Wilkinson, with the appropriate

name of HOW. This subroutine involves a highly sophisticated set of prc-

cedures for the numerical analysis of eigenstructures, and calls, in course,

the other subroutines TRIDI, EIGVEC (eigenvector), and EIGVAL (eigenvalue).

This subroutine was originally programmed by David W. Matula, under the

direction of William Meredith at the University of California at Berkeley's

Computation Center. (A more complete account of the mathematics of the

subroutine HAW may be obtained from the chapters written by Coe originators

of the techniques [see in 37].)

The resulting PA Factors obtained by PCVARIM are then rotated to

simple structure using the varimax procedure for orthogonal rotation de-

veloped originally by Kaiser [20]. The history and mathematics of the de-

velopment of this procedure for orthogonal rotation is described in com-
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plete detail by Harman [16, Chapter 141. We have come to call this set

3
of procedures "simple" factor analysis.

HSMS Use of Two-Mode Factor Analysis

While, in principle, one can aptly simple factor analysis to

any set of data, simple factor analysis is usually used to arrive at some

structure and a parsimor.lous explanation of a set of variables ,i.e., ob-

served variations (or variates) which occur over a number of observed

cases. In psychometrics, the cases, or observations, would usually be

individual, In the HSMS research, the observations or sources of ob-

served variations are the tasks involved.

While there is interest in the factor structure of the vari-

ables, i.e., skills and knowledge categories, the ultimate HSMS aim is to

disemer the underlying structure of the observations, i.e., tasks. The

reason is that a fr,oaL of HSMS is the construction of job ladders based

on the tasks. Ti other words, we wish to see how job tasks would clus-

ter with each other. In principle, ,Je could have used simple factor anal-

ysis of the type described above, or any variation thereof, to cluster

the tasks. The problem was that we then could not know what the bases

were on which the tasks clustered. We wished to inspect the factor struc-

ture of the skill and knowledge variables which comprise the HSMS data

base as the basis for clustering the tasks. What was clearly needed was

3
"Simple" factor analysis is described here in fairly general terms, since
the sources Lo which we refer contain the explicit mathematical formula-
tions which permit complete replication.
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the capability of factoring in more than one mode simultaneously, in such

a way as to establish a unique relationship among the multiple reference

axes of the modes involved, i.e., variables and observations.

The procedure used for clustering the HSMS task observations is

a modified version of the Tucker - Messick procedure for factoring an indi-

vidual differences matrix [1, 49j. The program permits the extraction of

principal axis factors for both observations and variables (two modes),

based on a covariance or a correlation matrix of variables. It is then

possible to rotate one mode to "simple structure" by a varimax method, and

to "counter-rotate" the second mode. For HSMS the first mode is the skills

and knowledges variables; the second moth is the task observations. Coun-

ter rotation is done by obtaining the transformed characteristic vectors

of the second (observations) mode induced by the varimax rotations of the

first (variables) mode. [See 47 and 48.1 We refer to this use of factor

analysis as "two-mode factor analysis."

A problem similar to the HSMS problem had been studied in psycho-

metrics over some time, namely, how to establish "idealized subject types."

In 1964, E. E. Davis and H. C. Triandis, working at the University of

Illinois, read the seminal article by Tucker and Messick [491 describir.,

a procedure for factoring an individual differences matrix, and were aware

of the continuing efforts by Tucker in the direction of multi-mode factor

analysis [e.g., 47, 48). They were also quite fortunate in having a good

working relationship with Professor Tucker, who was in the same depart-

ment at that time. They ware thus able to "interrupt" Professor Tucker
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in his concentration on perfecting three-mode (and n-mode) factor anal-

ysis to apply the principles involved to two-mode factor analysis.

Davis and Triandis were dealing with social attityJes and in-

terpersonal perceptions, but the principle behind the technique utilized

4
is precisely what was called for to meet the aims of the HSMS method.

In general terms, the two-mode factor analysis program performs

the following functions. It permits the derivation of two principal axis

factor matrices,one for variables (skills Ind knowledges), and one for ob-

servations (tasks), through a principal components technique, using tri-

diagonalization, modeled on the PCVARIM program described above. The

critical element, however, is the utilization of the Eckert-Young ,heorem

[8] for approxima'ing one matrix from another in such a way that tt be-

comes possible to rotate one matrix to simple structure and subsequently

"counter-rotate" (to use a rather loose terminology) the other matrix in

such a manner as to obtain the isomorphic relationship between the two

sets of reference axes that is desired.

In the case of the HSMS method, the first set of principal axis

factors is rotated to simple structure by means of the varimax criterion.

This is the first mode. Then the transformed characteristic vectors of

the second mode are obtained by "counter-rotation" of the corresponding

Utilizing this technique, Davis and Triandis [7] were able to demonstrate
empirically the validity of a model which provided the resolution of a long-
standing conflict as to the determinants of social acceptance or rejection.
This model and the studies and controversies leading up to its formulation
and proof are perhaps best summarized in a replication study carried out
by Goldstein and Davis[14].
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second mode vectors. The transformed characteristic vectors of the second

mode are thus induced by the varimax rotation of the first mode.

Either the observation mode or the variable mode may be used as

the first mode and the other as the second mode, depending on the nature

of the data. Davis and Triandis obtained simple structure of the obser-

vation mode first. In the case of HSMS, we obtain the simple structure

of the variable mode first. The transformed characteristic vectors or

factor loadings of the HSMS task observation mode corresponu to, and thus

can be interpreted in terms of, the corresponding skill .1nd knowledge

variable mode factors. The simple structure of variaUies i'ips to in-

terpret the corresponding structure of tasks.

5
The matrix operations can be briefly conceptualized as follows:

m = number of variables

n = number of observations

k = number of factors

Y = raw data matrix with elements yi,j, i = 1,...,n;

j= 1,...,m

X = resealed matrix with elements xi,j = (yi,j -yj)/ (sj 17)

Where sj = standard deviation of yd.

From the Eckert-Young theorem, we can say that:

n
X
m

172:-.

n
U
k

* XI( * kV'm

5
In this presentation the observation mode is first rotated to simple strut-
ture. In the case of HSMS application, the variable mode is first rotated
to simple structure.
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where

U = raaracte:stic. ve'tors of XX'

V = characteristi,_ vectors of XTX

A = diagonal matrix of the square roots of the character-

istic roots of both mX' * Xm and nX * Xtn.

Also, nUk * Ak = nPk

= principal axis factors for observations.

Now, let kTk be the transformation matrix such that

nPk * kTk = nRk

»here R corresponds to the varimax factors for observations.

Then,

nXITI mPk * kTk * kT-ik * kV'm

= nRkR. * kTk * kV 'm

Let S = T 1 * V'; then,

nXm = nRk * kSm

varimax factor transformed charac-
loadings for teristic vectors
observations. for variables.

The set of operations above is an abbreviated version of the en-

tire matrix operations, designed primarily to illustrate the operation of

the Eckert-Young theorem. Steps such as tne generation of the original

and rescaled matrices and their conversion in...0 PA factor matrices are

omitted.

Davis and Triandis originally used a covarianc:, witrix as the

input to the factoring [7]. More recently, 0,iod and dqsociat3s employed

a cross-products matrix as the input to the multi-mode factor 4nalysis

G-10
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procedure [e.g. 33, 50]. Factor analysis is a generic technique which cm

be applied to any type of matrix. Historically, factor analysis has used

a matrix of correlations among all the variables of an original raw data

matrix in the initial step. However, it is equally possible to convert

the raw data matrix to a covariance matrix, a cross-products matrix, or

some other form of matrix, and to factor the resulting transformed matrix.

The cross-products matrix is particularly applicable to the Osgood Seman-

tic-Differential type of scales [33] because of their symmetry. We determined

that the HSMS data do not appear to lend themselves to the use of either

a cross-products or a covariance matrix, and a conventional correla-

tion matrix is used.

NOTES ON SOME STATISTICAL ISSUES IN FACTOR ANALYSIS

Aside :rom the frequently heard (and cften gate justified) crit-

icism that factor analysis is used indiscriminately b, people who du not

know what they are doing or why they are doing it, there are basic statis-

tical problems involves with the use of parametric statistics generally

ana factor analysis in particular. Obviously, any technique, no matter

what its intrinsic value, car. be misused or used indi,criminately.

Controversies concerning the legitimacy of factor analysis AS d

technique and concerning the best method of factor analysis characterizeo

the development of the technique in the thirties and forties. Cureton de-

scribes this in a rather witty and sarcastic way [6]. More recently, such

authors as Harman [16], Cooley and Lohnes [5] and others have dealt with

the subject. Harman states:

.2S4



The many papers that appeared during the thirties
and forties urging "this method" rather than "that
method" had their place in the growth of the sub-

ject. However, with a fuller understanding of
the salient features of each method, and with the
increased efficiency of computations, the dif-
ferences among the various methods no longer loom
so ominously, and the followers of a particular
approach are much more tolerant of the adherents
of an alternative scheme. [16, p. 101

Harman indicates that "the heated and inspired controversies

about the 'best' method of factor analysis are over" [16, p. 91. As Cooley

and Lohnes have put it, "only recently have students of factor analysis be-

gun to see that the different procedures are suitable for different pur-

poses..." [5, p. 129).

Two of the major statistical questions relating to factor anal-

ysis as a technique have to do with the use of communality estimates or

unities in the principal diagonal,and with procedures for rotation. Even more

fundamental, however, are questions concerning the robustness of factor

analysis. This section first discusses the issue of robustness, then the

rationale for the use of unities in the diagonal of the correlation matrix

as input to the factoring procedure, and, finally, the selection of a ro-

tation technique in the HSMS application of factor analysis.

The Data, Factor Analysis and Robustness

In discussing preconditions for the use of factor analysis,

Harman indicates that "all observed variables must be linearly related

to one another" [16, p. 374). He relaxes this requirement to include

relationships that are monotonic. Another condition is that each observed
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variable be normally distributed or at least not distinctly non-normal

[16, p. 3741.

In this section we first suggest that the variables involved in

the HSMS method are more amenable to factor analysis than might be initial-

ly assumed, and that it is appropriate to use factor analysis techniques in

connection with them. Second, we suggest that modern statistical thinking

and research findings indicate that factor analysis techniques are more

robust than was previously thought to be the case, even with greater de-

viations from normality or linearity than was previously thought tolerable.

A theme which runs through the work of Kendall and Stuart [22,

231 is that, when n becomes large enough, the deviations from tie "normal"

distribution become trivial and the application of parametric statistical

analysis becomes justified, despite the reservations of earlier "pre-clas-

sical" statisticians. The HSMS sample sizes are in practice large enough

to meet the criterion. The n's which have been encountered thus far have

6
been well over 200 task observations.

The EDIT computer program, which is used to prepare the HSMS

data for analysis, linearizes the data by a non-linear (logarithmic) trans-

formation. In Kendall and Stuart's chapter on Canonical Variables [24,

Sources in Kendall and Stuart [22, 23, 241 were referred to the present
author by Professor Kendall in a discussion in which the legitimacy (from
the viewpoint of a statistician) of applying a factor analytic model to
the HSMS data base was discussed in some detail. Professor Maurice G.
Kendall, Personal Communication, Dublin, October 22, 1973.
Confirmation of the validity of using factor analysis with data of the
HSMS type has also been derived in discussions of the present author with
R. C. Geary. Dr. R. C. Geary, Personal Communication, June 17, 1975.
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Chapter 43], the authors show that logarithmic transformation can be used

to linearize otherwise non-linear data. The authors, in discussing trans-

formations,state:

Consider a transformation to new variables E given

by

4 = ax (43.4)

where a is a matrix of coefficients. We confine our

attention to linear transformations of this kind
non- linear situations are much more difficult to han-

dle, and if they are suspected to exist an attempt
should b2 made to linearize the data beforehand, for
example, by a logarithmic transformation.
[24, p. 286; emphasis added]

Recently, Kruskal and Shepard pointed out (in a paper on "non-metric

linear factor analysis" [28])that, "the standard methods, though presuppos-

ing linearity, are generally quite robust in the face of both random error

and all but the most severe monotone departures from linearity" [28, p.

130]. These authors also point out the extreme expense (in computational

time) of carrying out the rather strict procedure to achieve monotonicity

and approximations to linearity which their program involves. They state

that,"it is still doubtful whether there are any commonly occurring cir-

cumstances in which it is worthwhile to resort to the much more costly

computation required," and conclude, citing Shepard and Carroll [39], that:

It now appears that, in order to achieve an exten-

sion of (two-way) factor analysis of appreciable
practical power, it may not be sufficient merely
to weaken the metric assumption of linearity. It

may be .lecessary to abandon even the assumption of

monotonicity., [28, p. 153]

It would seem that, even with rather severe assumptions about

departures from linearity in the data, the procedures which we have se-

0-14
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lected for the HSMS method could not have led to any significant distor-

tion of the results. Given the time and the cost of the computational

factors involved in alternative techniques, the gain which could be ac-

- crued from the alternative techniques would not offset the costs.

In other words, even if appreciable departures from linearity

were the case, such departures would not significantly distort the results.

Modern factor analytic theory suggests that the results to be gained by

painstaking procedures to convert the data to follow the rigorous conven-

tions of linearity do not yield results appreciably different from those

obtained without transforming the data.

With regard to distribution of the data, we find that the vari-

ables which form the data base of the HSMS method do not grossly appear

to depart from assumptions of "normal" distribution. Further, the require-

ment of normality is relaxed when descriptive rather than inferential uses

of statistics are involved.

If we assumed that we were faced with the worst possible sit-

uation, in which each of the HSMS variables has a value of zero for close

to half the observations, and all other values are positive, non-imagi-

nary, and definite, we would be facing a situation in which we were seek-

ing to factor analyze dichotomized variables. This is the limiting case

for the HSMS data developed thus far.

For such a limitin6 .ase, Christoffersson [4, p. 51 11,, shown

that the use of factor analysis with dichotomized variables is entirely
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feasible. He reviews the difficulty involved in factor analyzing a matrix

of tetrachoric correlations, since such methods usually require (among

other things) that the correlation matrix be Gramian (i.e., positive,semi-

definite,and symmetrical,with unities in the principal diagonal). He goes

on to demonstrate how the basic factor analytic model can be adapted to

dichotomized variables.

Christoffersson uses two d..i.fferent maximum likelihood approaches

which take into account variables that are dichotomized [4, p. 5], namely,

(1) the conditional maximum likelihood method [31], and, (2) the uncon-

ditional maximum likelihood method [3]. The latter is an extension of

the normal factor analytic model based en an estimation of parameters of

the basic factor model. It uses the generalized least squares principle

(the GLS-Estimator), and involves the tetrachoric expansion put forth by

7

Kendall [21].

Whelan [51] uses a Monte Carlo approach to an examination of

8

factor analysis. His findings appear to verify those of Christoffersson

concerning the possibility of factor analyzing dichotomous variables. We

may also infer the acceptability of the HSMS data from the following:

7
Christoffersson and his associates Anderson and Muthen [1] report that

they have developed a computer program for carrying out factor analysis

of dichotomized variables, which is available on request. They point

out that, so far, they have run into difficulties with computational time.

It is probably true to say that the two-mode program used by HSMS is one

of the few computer programs available which not only carries out a fac-

tor analysis meeting the needs of HSMS, but also is within the bounds of

reasonable computer costs.

8 Monte Carlo approaches have been used extensively in recent years in non-

metric scaling (e.g. Klahr [25], Sherman [40]),as well as in the investi-

gations of metric problems such as those posed by factor analysis.
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Quite frequently in economic and social research
important variables can only be measured at a
dichotomous or polychotomous level. The inclu-
sion of such variables violates the assumption
of normally distributed, continuous variables on
which factor analysis is based. A related, though
less serious, difficulty arises when variables
are measured on a scale containing only three,
five or seven points. The larger the number of
points on such a scale the more closely the vari-
ables conform to the assumption of continuity.
Any number of points greater than four is gen-
erally assumed to provide a sufficiently close
approximation to continuity for the purposes of
factor analysis. [51, p. 16]

To investigate the problem of dichotomous variables Whelan took

the data which he had earlier analyzed using several factor analytic pro-

grams and transformed them into dichotomized variables by setting each

negative value equal to -1/2, and each positive value &mai to +1/2. This

set of dichotomized data was then factor analyzed by means of one of the

standard programs.

The author concludes that:

It may be seen that the actual and estimated struc-
tures are quite similar, the highest correlation
observed between estimates and actual being over
0.9....The relatively small deterioration in the
quality of the estimates obta4ned when dichotomized
data are used is therefore quite striking. [51, pp
16-17]

In a further analysis of the data, following an even greater as-

ymptotic transformation in the distribution of the data, Whelan tested out

a hypothesis put forth by Raven, Ritchie, and Baxter [38], suggesting

that factor analytic results may be an artifact of the factor analysis
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algorithm in those cases where high proportions of the sample tend to

have either very low or very high scores. This is analogous to the ex-

treme case with HSMS data where there are "coo many zeros."

In order to test the hypothesis, Whelan assigned artificially

extreme values to the set of variables on which he had a known factor struc-

ture and found "no distinct pattern in the loadings." He concluded that

the hypothesis found no confirmation. Whelan says that, "we see that even

in the case of unequal endorsement rates [scores], the estimates of the

factors derived by the programme are still quite good, since all the cor-

relation coefficients are greater than 0.75" [51, p. 18].

Communality Estimates or Unities in the Diagonal

In describing the distinction between the principal components

method and other factor analytic techniques, Harman refers to R as a ma-

trix of observed correlations among variables. He goes on to state:

A set of n variables can be analyzed either (a) in
terms of common factors only, by inserting unities
in the diagonal of R; or (b) in terms of common and
unique factors, by inserting communalities in the
diagonal of R. These two approaches, of course,
correspond to the component analysis and the clas-
sical factor analysis models, respectively....In
the first instance R is a Grantian matrix, generally

of rank n, and the factor solution

(16.1) z = Af

is in terms of n common factors. Since A is a square

non-singular matrix, in this instance, it will have

an inverse. Then the required factor measurements
are given simply by:

(16.2) f = A
1
z.

This solution is determined exactly, is unique, and
involves no "estimation."
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However, when the factor model involves common
and unique factors the solution is not so
simple. Then the total number of factors ex-
ceeds the number of variables, and an inverse
does not exist for the factor matrix M. The
generally accepted procedure, in this case,
is to resort to the "best fit" in the least
squares sense [i.e., communality est!yr,tesi.
[16, p. 346]

In an early paper [35] Karl Pearson set forth the "method of

principal axes" which has formed the basis for the method of principal

components. The method of principal components outlined by Pearson is

no longer used in its original form, but rather in the form of spe-

cific adaptations to factor analysis of this technique,such as those made

by Hotelling [19] and later scholars.

Cooley and Lohnes state that one of the major uses of factor

analysis is "to find ways of identifying fundamental and meaningful dimen-

sions of a multi-variate domain." They then go on to say that:

this "construct- seeking" task of factor analysis

is most frequently accomplished today by first
conducting a principal-components analysis, and
by then using the resulting principal factors as
a set of reference axes for determining the sim-
plest structure, or most easily interpretable
set of factors, for the domain in question. [5,
p. 131]

Whether one uses a principal components method with unities in

the diagonal or other factor analytic techniques with communality esti-

mates in the diagonal is actually a choice Legarding the extraction of

variance or reproduction of the observed correlations. According to Harman:

...An important property of [the principal com-
ponents] method, insofar as the summarization of
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data is concerned, is that each component, in

turn, makes a maximum contribution to the sum

of the variances of the n variables. For a prac-

tical problem only a few components may be re-

tained, especially if they account for a large

percentage of the total variance. However, all

the components are required to reproduce the cor-

relations among the variables.

In contrast to the maximum variance approach,

the classical factor analysis model is designed

to maximally reproduce the correlations....

...each of the n observed variables is described

linearly in terms of m (usually much smaller than

n) common factors and a unique factor. The com-

mon factors account for the correlations among

the variables, while each unique factor accounts

for the remaining variance (including error) of

that variable.[16, p. 15]

The principal components approach was selected for the HSMS data

since it appears to be a logical use for an essentially descriptive under-

taking. However, we did carry out an analysis to see whether the use of

communality estimates in the diagonal would make an appreciable differ-

ence.

A number of methods have been proposed for estimating communal-

ities. As Harman states, "As a matter of fact none of the methods has

been demonstrated to lead to minimal rank of the correlation matrix"

[16, p. 83]. Harman goes on to say that:

As a saving grace, there is much evidence in the

literature that for all but very small sets of

variables, the resOting factorial solutions are

little affected by the particular choice of "com-

munalities" in the principal diagonal of the cor-

relation matrix. [16, p. 83]
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Before collecting main test data we compared factor solutions

on pretest data obtained by the PCVARIM principal components technique

(including use of unities in the diagonal) with ones resulting from squared

multiple correlations as communality estimates in the diagonal and itera-

tion by refactoring. (We used the BMD package from UCLA which has this op-

tion in it.) We then systematically compared the resulting factor struc-

tures by means of the coefficient of congruence developed by Tucker [461

and Wrigley and Neuheus [52]. In comparisons between these two methods, in-

volving two different sets of data, we consistently obtained coefficients

of congruence well in the .90's, and concluded that it made no significant

difference which method was used with the HSMS data.

In a later run with 273 observations and 144 variables we compared

our PCVARIM 6-factor solution (selected after inspecting all solutions

from two factors to ten factors) with the BMD 6-factor solution. We again

found great similarities in the loadings.

These results supported our decision to stay with the type of anal-

ysis which we originally selected as best for our needs, namely, two-mode

factor analysis, which in the program available to us at the time incor-

porated a form of principal components technique.

The Question of Rotational Technique

Another question which has occupied the attention of factor ana-

lysts concerns techniques for rotating the initial principal axis factors.

The PA factors, extracted by whatever technique, are initially unrotated

and usually not very interpretable in their original form. Subsequently,
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any one of several rotational techniques is applied in order to achieve

"simple structure" [421 in the form of a set of rotated factors which

are generally more interpretable. A variety of techniques ranging from

the early hand-rotational techniques of Thurstone [43) to later develop-

ments involve various analytical solutions for orthogonal or oblique ro-

tations.

As mentioned earlier, we chose to use orthogonal rotation with

our data, using Kaiser's varimax criterion 120). We chose a solution

which would not have correlated factors because the ultimate objective is

to separate tasks into separate job ladders.

Since there has been a great deal of discussion about the var-

ious advantages and disadvantages of orthogonal versus oblique rotations,

we decided early in the selection process for the HSMS method to conduct

an empirical test as to whether the particular method of rotation made

any significant difference with our test data. We used the BMD factor

analysis program which contains a variety of options. We subjected sets

of pretest data to both varimax orthogonal rotations and oblique rotations

of the oblimax and oblimin types by varying the magnitude of beta in the

basic rotational equation. We again used analytical comparisons involving

coefficients of congruence, as described above. We consistently found the

comparisons between the factor solutions yielding coefficients well into

the .90's.

It may well be the case that for certain psychological variables

different factor solutions are obtained dependin6 upon whether one decides
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on this or that orthogonal or oblique rotational method. Our empirical

eviience suggested, however, that with the HSMS data, no significant dif-

ference is found when one changes from one technique to the other. This

suggestion of the basically orthogonal factor structure underlying the

HSMS data and the robustness of factor analytic techniques applied to them

seemed to support our choice of the two-mode program and the decisions it

implies.

Conclusion

The HSMS method has been carefully developed from a statistical

point of view. Decisions made at every step along the way were made con-

sciously. Review of the more recent factor analytic literature suggests

that our original decisions were taken on sound grounds and tend to cor-

roborate the initial decisions which we made.
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AN EVALUATION OF

1
THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY METHODOLOGY

By Philip R. Merrifield
2

INTRODUCTION

This report is presented in four major sections, each of which

contains a brief summary and an evaluation, with primary emphasis on meth-

odological issues. It is unavoidable that certain substantive issues

arise; it is hoped that any ignorance on this evaluator's part of the

complex area of health services may be forgiven, and that such deficien-

cies have small, if any, effect on the methodological comments. The four

sections are:

1

Goals: importance; specificity; attainability.

Strategy: appropriateness for stated goals; applica-
bility given presumed resources; awareness of options;
inferred familiarity with tools and methods proposed.

Performance: analysis of career and educational ladders
and lattices; task identification; skill and knowledge
identification; scaling; reliability and validity of
scales and derived measures; interrelations among tasks,
skills, and aspects of knowledge; documentation.

Overall summary and suggestions.

This document was completed by Dr. Merrifield in July, 1976,and is in re-
sponse to a request for review of the Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS)
method. Documents supplied for review purposes included the Davis paper
[1] (which precedes this), listings of the HSMS computer programs request-
ed by the author, early HSMS documents not currently available [2], Re-
search Report Numbers 4 and 5 [3], Technical Report No. 13 [4], and cur-
rent HSMS scales not yet published. Dr. Merrifield also discussed as-
pects of the methodology with Eleanor Gilpatrick, Director of HSMS.
Numbers in brackets refer to references listed at the end of this paper.

2
Dr. Merrifield is Professor of Educational Psychology at New York Univer-
sity and is engaged in a number of ongoing research and evaluation pro-
jects in the behavioral sciences and on learning. He is also an educa-
tional consultant.
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GOALS

On first encounter, the goals of this project are awesome. To

bound, dimensionallie, and map sup': an area--not only topologically but

with a great dea of quantification--is surely an effort worthy of a

great explorer. But affect aside, the importance of the effort is clearly

and convincingly stated. Obviously, the work needed doing. It is to be

hoped that the results will not now be set aside due to lack of funds dur-

ing the present crisis. Deciion-makers must be made forcefully aware of

its value as well as in the domain of educational and career development

that it directly concerns.

I note with approval the level of specificity and objectivity in

the statements of goals and of anticipated end results from the project

effort. It is a measure of confidence and competence that such specific-

ity is introduced early in the documentation, for in so doing one runs

great risk from later evaluators. A vague objective can be interpreted

favorably or unfavorably: in these reports there are definite commitments,

which I applaud. I shall attempt to make my comments equally specific,

both as to apparent difficulties, successes, and suggested actions.

With all their importance and specificity, are these goals at-

tainable? Given the state of the art of job analysis and psychological

measurement, is it possible to prepare the extensive materials needed for

such a broad program? In this domain, new knowledge and new tools de-

velop rapidly, and a certain tolerance for Sisyphean labor must char-

acterize those leading the project. I think it a decision wisely made
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to begin with a prototype system, with the aim of verifying strategy and

method rather than obtaining new substantive knowledge. As a spin-off,

however, it would appear that some very interesting results were obtained,

and might provide a basis for planning the curriculum-building and selec-

tion-placement aspects of the general problem. In reporting results of

the HSMS pilot test [3], Gilpatrick quite properly suggests a modicum of

caution in generalizing from these results; although the outcomes are

satisfying in terms of what was expecteu, the limitation of the pilot

study to a single institution and the relatively small ratio'of replica-

tions to variables warrant a concern for further data.

With regard to Goals, then, it appears to me that the staff of

this project knew in quite specific terms where it wanted to go, knew

where their objectives fit into the larger scheme, and made very reason-

able initiating decisions to reach those goals.

STRATEGY

The basic scheme for the collection of data seems to involve

three major sources of information: jobs, as carried out by performers;

tasks, as components of joI,s; and requisite skills and knowledge, pre-

sumed to have been already developed and/or learned by incumbent per-

formers of jobs. Obviously, the skills and knowledge dimensions could

form a framework for efficient training for new employees. Similarities

of tasks across job categories would allow for horizontal transfers of

performers from one job ladder to another, without the need to re-estab-

lish their possession of skills and knowledge in the new job setting.
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Some orientation in the new setting might be required to maximize the

transfer of skills to the new

It was believed that a system could be developed to "score" each

task on each of the skills and knowledge components; from this score ma-

trix, the technique of factor analysis could disclose groupings of skill

and knowledge components (hereinafter SK) which would be conceptually

simpler and perhaps highly related in action. For example, if two skills

were both required at a higher level by one subset of tasks than they were

required by the subset of the remaining tasks, the two skills would be

correlated and would "load" on the same factor; the factor, in turn, would

be defined by the skill and knowledge components that loaded on it. If

the number of groupings of SK variables is suitable for describing the

differences and similarities among the tasks, then factor analysis in the

classic factor-score model or in what Davis [1] presents as two-mode fac-

tor analysis may be used.

At this point, a trade-off that may be important occurs. In or-

der to use two-mode factor analysis, it is necessary to compute factors

from the cross-products (or covariance, or correlations) among tasks, as

well as among SK variables. This computation requires that each task be

represented only once, to permit the computation of the inverse of the

appropriate matrix. However, if a number of tasks appear common to a eu

number of jobs, should they not be represented more frequently in the

total space being analyzed? It seems to me that concerns for representa-

tiveness would indicate such inclusion, which might well change the values

of the correlations among SK variables and thus have some effect on the
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factors. I should like to recommend some exploration of this possibil-

ity, and assert that the factor-score model would handle tha problem

3

quite well.

In this connection, I must point out that the Davis paper is not

sufficiently explicit regarding the source of data for the two-mode anal-

ysis: specifically, the computation of the core matrix should be includ-

ed. My reading of the program by which the data reported were obtained

assures me that the procedures themselves were sound, but the reporting is

incomplete, at least for unsophisticated users.

The question of using correlations or cross-products requires

more discussion, especially concerning the information about differences

between means of tasks that is lost when correlations are 'ised in two-

mode factor analysis. The existing program provides options that could

be explored in future data analyses, although it is appropriate to take

the procedure used in this repoLl- as a first priority.

As for other strategic decisions regarding the factor analysis,

my preference would be for principal factors, with communalities in the

diagonal cells, rather than principal components. In the latter method,

the number of factors is sometimes too large and sometimes too small,

depending on the magnitude and pattern of the correlations. However,

3

A factor score is defined as the sum of products of factor loadings of

variables and standard scores of the task on the variables, weighted by the

inverse of the correlation matrix.
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considering the large number of variables per factor in the present st-Idy,

this concern is more a matter of preference than of criticism. It would

be interesting to see the congruence coefficients for the factor matrices

resulting from different combinations of correlations, cross-products,

principal components and principal factors.

To ask a specific question of the data, is the correlation between

the knowledge categories "Drug excretion" and "Biochemistry of nutrients"

[reported in 3, p. 3-10, Figure 7] actually near .80? One can estimate

this by multiplying their loadings on Factor 1 (.92 and .86). Is there

really that much consistency between tasks requiring both kinds of knowl-

edge (or not requiring either)? If the correlation, in fact, is not near

the value computed from the loadings on a factor, then some further ex-

planation is due. One possibility is that the high loadings are artifacts,

resulting from the use of 1.00 rather than communality in the diagonal

4

cells.

In the footnote to Figure 7
5

the wording is more dramatic than

warranted ("partake," and "tend to rise in an interrelated manner" are

particularly jargon-y). A factor has no life of its own, nor does a vari-

able. A factor is a collection of variables with regard to which the tasks

are differentiated in the same--or nearly the same way. For example, with

4
Editor's note: The actual correlation coefficient is .94.

5 Footnote reads as follows: "Note: Factor loadings represent the degree
to which skill and knowledge variables partake of the factor. Loadings
are standardized and range from +.00 to +.99. Loadings of .41 or higher
are shown. These variables tend to rise in an interrelated manner."
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regard to Factor I reported in Figure 7 [3, pp. 3-10 through 3-14], the

272 tasks are differentiated from each other very strongly by the amount

of information they require about drugs, and to a lesse. extent by the

amount of information they require about physiological and anatomical

systems. The variables do not "rise and fall together." They are some-

what alike in the ways they serve to differentiate one task from another,

in this specific set of tasks.

Considering the obvious relations among skills and the probable

relations among aspects of knowledge, the choice of orthogonal over oblique

rotation seems open to discussion. While the desirability of simple struc-

ture need not be re-emphasized, we should remember that Thurstone's search

for simple structure among the many factors in the domain of aptitudes and

achievement led him to invent oblique rotation. Here arises another trade-

off. If the purpose is to define job ladders so that they are as unlike

as possible, with a minimum of lattice-relations, then orthogonal rota-

tion is more appropriate; if one wishes to maximize the mobility by search-

ing for as many lattice-relations as possible, then oblique rotation,

especially if tasks are replicated in some representative fashion, as

referred to earlier herein, would be more useful. At the present time,

there are no technical restraints on the choice of rotational option; when

the decision was made, computing capability was much less flexible than

currently.

Regarding the determination of jobs as clusters of tasks, the

grouping procedure based on loadings that is used in this report is logi-

cally sound. Again, so rapidly does technology grow, statistically ori-
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ented clustering techniques are now available which would simplify the

work but probably not change the outcome. A further elaboration of the

SK-task-job relation could be evolved using multiple-regression models.

Ratings could be made of the involvement of each SK factor in each job;

these ratings could be used as weights and multipled by the task-factor

scores (or loadings) to develop a task-job index. The foregoing sugges-

tion is based on my interest and should not be interpreted as critical

of the procedure used in the study being reviewed.

PERFORMANCE

The selection of putative skills and areas of knowledge seem to

me to be consistent with the job analysis literature. With regard to

skills, Guilford's tri-partite model was referred to but not adopted com-

pletely, so that one reads of figural skills and classification skills

which represent a rather large collection of Guilford's hypothesized fac-

tors. In this instance, however, the reduction in the set of constructs

has been made on the basis of expert judgment in the health field and is

thus defensible; one should expect, however, that the skills factors might

be more related here than in Guilford's model.

Specifications for both domains, skills and knowledge, are usable

and relevant. The coding system for knowledge is interesting and will

no doubt have further payoff as curricula are developed.

The choice to use equal interval scales is sound, There is, how-

ever, a substantial difference between equal-appearing scales based on

judgments and equal-interval scales resulting from intensive analysis of
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Ian? specific judgments. The choice to use equal-appearing intervals in

this study seems to put a large burden on whether judges can follow the

plea to assign values at equal intervals. T- is not clear from the re-

port whether judges were given any orientation regarding the difference

between numerical intervals and psychological distances. In contrast,

Thurstone's simplest empirical method provides for computing the average

of the standard deviations for two adjacent items: this average becomes

the unit of distance between those items, and similarly for other pairs of

items. The mean or median of the item serves to determine its place in

the sequence.

For example let us use the data presented in Gilpatrick's Table

1 (reproduced herewith). Table 2, below, presents new scale values arrived

at for two of the scales using the following method: we may use the medi-

ans to array the items, and the interquartile range as an estimate of the

standard deviation (within a constant); if we assume a normal distribution

of judgments, and look for an overlap of distributions of abou: 10% between

adjacent items, it turns out that we can use the sum of the two interquar-

tile ranges (twice the average) as the distance between adjacent items.

In Table 2, the scale values are, of course, in the same sequence.

For "Guiding or Steering" the major increase in interval occurs between

positions 2 and 3, and between 4 and 5, with a decrease between positions

5 and 6. (Compare column (5) with column (8).) An examination of the

descriptors [2, Part B, Vol. III, p. 2 -20] suggests that the differences

relate to degree of precision and the distinction between small number of

stimuli and extremely complex external arrays of stimuli. The scaled dif-
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Table 1. DATA BASE FOL SCALE VAL::ZS USING T}!URSTONE EQUAL INTERVAL SCALING

Scale Name,Numberi Statistical Items Listed in Order Presented to Judges

and Number of Judgef Descriptior, a b d e f g h

1. Frequency Median Scale Valuea 1.0* 2.0* 8.0* 0.3* 3.0* 9.0*!1.0* 7.0* 4.0*

(15) Interquartile Range 1.0 0,9 0.8 0.5 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.1

. Locomotion Median Scale Vitlue" 5.0* 9.0*

(15)

. Object Manipula-
tion (15)

Interquartile hange 4,9 0.6
0.0i. 1.5* 7.0*

0.5 1.0 0.9

Median Scal 1.5 0.0* 5.Cm 9.0* 6.5/ 3.5*: 7.5* 3.0/

Interquartile Range 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.6 1.4 ,1.2 t.1.0 0.9

Guiding or Steer- ' Median ScalP Valuea 1.5* 4.0/ 9,0* 7.0* 0.0* n.o*,5.5* 8.0/

ing (15) Interquartile ;Range 1.1 1.2 0.4 1.0 0.5 1.4 1.0

. Human Interaction Median Scale Valuea

(18) Interquartile Range

. Leadership Median Scale 4aluea

(22) Interquartile R=e

Oral ,,se of Median Scale Valuea

Language (18) Interquartile RangL_

. Reading Use of Median Scale V.luea

Language (17) Interquartile Rargt?

Written Use of Median Scale Valuea '

Language (15) Interquartile Rangy i

* Item was kept.
# Item was edited.
/ Item was eliminated.

5.0* 7.0* 3.Oh 0.0* 9.0*
1.1 1.0 1.5 0.0 CW10.8

4.541 4.0/ 1.041 8.50 5.5/ 3.5/,6.5#

1.5 2.0 f:1.742.1

4.0* 7.5*'-2.0* 0.0* 9 0*:

1.2 1.1 1.0 0.5 0.6

1.6 1.2 0.4

-t

2.0* 7.01' 0.0*

1.2 '0,9 0.5

9.0 5.1*,

G. 1 6

6.5*' 5.0* 9.0* 2.0* 0.0

1.3 1.1 0.8 0.8 0.5

a Rounded

b Refers to r_ of judges in equal interval test.



Table 2. NEW SCALE VALUES USING INTERQUARTILE RANGES

De-
scrip-
tor
Item

Interquartile Ranges Distance HMS Scale 1

New }ISMS Scale Differ-
Scale Scale Dis- ence
Value Value tance (6),(7)

Lower
For of
Item Pair

High-
er of
Pair

Sum of

(3) +
(A)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Locomotion Skill Scale

c 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0
d 1.0 1.0 1.9 2.9 1.5 1.5 3.5 0.0
a 1.9 1.9 0.9 2.8 4.4 5.0 2.0 0.6
e 0.9 0.9 0.6 1.5 7.2 7.0 2.0 0.2
b 0.6 - - - 8.7 9.0 - 0.3

Guiding or Steering Skill Scale

e 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.6 0.0 0.') 1.5 0.0
a 1.1 1.1 1.4 2.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 0.1
f 1.4 1.4 1.0 2.4 4.1 3.0 2.5 1.1

g 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 6.5 5.5 1.5 1.0
d 1.0 1.0 0.4 1.4 8.5 7.0 2.0 1.5

c 0.4 - - 9.9 9.0 - 0.8

Note: From values like these, a linear transformation may be made to
produce equal midpoints and ranges for all scales; this, of course,
throws away some useful data regarding differences between scales.

ference in the new scale values is somewhat larger than in the procedure

followed in the study. It is possible that the smaller increment between

the last two positions in the initial scaling is due to "end effect,"

which would tend to suppress the median value more than the standard de-

viation.

For "Locomotion," in contrast, a slight shortening of the scale

seems to occur, mostly between the second and third descriptors, but this

is compensated by the increase between the third and fourth. From the

descriptor content [2, Part B, Vol. III, p. 2-18] the issue is the place-
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ment of "moderate" between "low" and "high" as adjectives used in the de-

scriptors with regard to degree of body coordination. The differences

are interesting, from a psychometric point of view, but it is doubtful

whether the new scale values would make any major change at the level of

correlation or factor loading. If new scales are developed, however, it

should be kept in mind that the proposed method of equal-interval scaling

uses much more of the relevant data and, given current computing technol-

ogy, would take no more effort than the simpler method of "equal-appear-

ing" intervals.

The HSMS indexes used to assess the scales for reliability and

validity are logical,although strange to me. It would be helpful to have

a reference to their derivation.or,if they are original.to show their rela-

tion to Lambda or the Contingency Coefficient. Considering that the rat-

ings arc ordinal, if not completely equal-interval, the opportunity ex-

ists to use an analysis-of-variance model for reliability and also for

content validity (accuracy). As reliability coefficients are notorious

for instability across samples and situations, it would be prudent to

check routinely for each job analyzed.

There is a confusion in a footnote of the document reporting on

the pilot test
6
between variance, in the usual sense related to range, and

Footnote reads as follows: "The six-factor solution accounts for 73 per-

cent of the variance. (Variance refers to a statistical measure which

reflects the different scale values of each of the variables as found in

the tasks. The greater the range and distribution for the scales in the

task data, the greater the variance.) The fact that the large number of

variables are accounted for by a small number of factors with as much as

73 percent of the variance accounted for is considered statistically very

satisfactory." [3, p. 3-7]. C-40
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variance in the factor-analytic sense, which really means covariance.

Each factor can be used to reproduce a partial correlation matrix; in

this case, one could obtain six partial-r-matrices. If these were added

cell by cell, the resulting sum would closely approximate the correlation

matrix between the variables initially computed from the task-by-SK ma-

trix. The amount of "variance" in each of the partial matrices is the

sum of squares of the loadings of variables on that factor. The total

sum, called the trace, is equal to the number of variables when principal

components are used; otherwise it is the sum of the communalities of the

variables. The proportion of variance is thus the trace of the partial

matrix divided by the trace of the initial matrix.

Davis' [1] discussion of robustness can be consiaered reassuring,

given that sample size is interpreted as degrees of freedom. In the HSMS test

data, degrees of freedom, computed as the number of tasks (replications)

less 2, less number of variables, less number of derived parameters (fac-

tors) was 121. One can be reasonably confident about the eigenvalues here,

but somewhat less so about the specific values of loadings. In my reading

of the psychometric literature, the lowest ratio of replicates to variables

I have come across is 5 to 1, a good bit larger than in the present study.

However, it is doubtful that the clusters, in the large, would differ much

if the number of replications were increased or the number of variables

decreased, if that were done proportional to the present number and rep-

resentativeness of variables and tasks.

On the other hand, were one to increase the number of tasks as

noted earlier, to reflect the relative frequency of tasks across jobs, and
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if one were to reduce the number of knowledge categories by consolidating

rationally'at some more general level of description, cay the level of

5 or 6 digits in the coding system, then one could anticipate greater con-

fidence in the results, with perhaps a few differences which would be in-

teresting. Again, I hasten to say tha,. I am suggesting a trade-off, and

not making a specific criticism. The results, even though from a single

institution, are--to say the least--exciting and hope for the applicability

of the method in other similar studies is well warranted.

I must note in passing that the factor analysis of dichotomous

data has long been practiced and studied in the psychological literature.

Phi is, after all, a product-moment coefficient and, if the dichotomies

are made near the medians of the distributions, it is no great effort

to presume an underlying bivariate normality for each pair of variables.

It is discouraging to note that the "loadings" of tasks on fac-

tors are not comparable from one factor to another, as noted in footnote

c, Figure 16.
7

This situation would not arise with factor scores.

There is a frequent error of interpretation of factor loadings-

frequent among many practicioners in the field--to which this study seems

to fall prey. This error is to interpret a loading as one would a mean,

e.g., to infer that a high loading of an SK variable on a factor implies

Footnote reads as follows: "Loadings represent the degree to which task

partakes of factor. Loadings are not standardized, and sign has no in-

trinsic meaning except for change from high on one, passing through zero,

to opposite sign, as continuous hierarchy." [3, p. 3-31].
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that a high degree of what the variable refers to is required, in some

absolute sense. Not so: loadings are based on correlations, which are

based essentially on rank order similarities among variables, i.e., the

variables that are correlated differentiate among the tasks in the same

way. Relative standing is all one gets from correlations (one can get

closer to absolute values in the analysis of cross-products), and it is

necessary to go beyond the loadings to factor scores to see anything about

actual levels on whatever scale is being used. In the present study, it

is likely that the second-mode values, relating tasks to factors, are not

too different from factor scores and that their interpretation is appro-

priately made. However, the specification that correlations were used,

and the lack of sufficient detail about the two-mode computations (were

correlations used to compute the mode 2 factors as well as mode 1?) leaves

a residual ambiguity that is nettling,but not sufficiently disturbing to

rouse a strong criticism. Again, it is difficult to argue with the re-

sults.

Here is an example of the interpretation problem. If a variable

has a high degree of involvement with all tasks, but its variance is small

relative to error of measurement (lack of reliability), then it will prob-

ably have low correlations with other variables, and thus low loadings on

all factors. Similarly, a variable with small involvement with all vari-

iables will have low loadings on all factors. Obviously, given only that

a variable has low loadings on factors, one cannot tell which is the cdse

with regard to involvement level, but only that there is little differ-

ence in level of involvement from one task to another.
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To look at the question of proficiency, one must have two in-

puts: factor loading of variable, and score of task on variables. In gen-

eral, if a task has the same score on two variables, its relation to the

factor(s) involved depends on the size of the loading of the variable(s)

on the factor(s). If two variables have the same value for loading, then

the task-factor relation depends on the differences in the task-variable

score. A positive factor score means only that both loading and score on

variable had the same sign (+ or -); a negative factor score means only

that the sign of the loading differed from the sign of the task on vari-

able score. The sign situation is further complicated by the factor rota-

tion rule which, essentially, assigns a + or - sign to loadings on a fac-

tor depending upon whether the last rotation was to the left or to the

right. Because this direction does not affect the structure, in that the

correlation matrix can be reproduced with either sign for a factor, it is

permissible to change all signs of all variables on a single factor; +'s

become -'s and -'s become +'s. This change is often convenient when one

wishes to interpret factors as ways of differentiating observations, or,

in HSMS context, when one wants to describe SK factors as ways of differ-

entiating tasks. When one wishes to interpret factor scores, or "loadings"

from two-mode analysis, corresponding changes may be made. With factor

scores, the change is direct, simply the changing of signs of factor

scores for all factors for which the variable signs were changed. With

two-mcde analysis, because of the inverse transformation, it is not so

apparent that a simple change will suffice. This point needs empirical

study.
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To comment directly on the data, it appears to me that the task

hierarchies developed for the factors are reasonable [3, Figure 16, p.

3-31), in that certain groups of tasks seem related to certain skills and

'knowledge groups. Whether this is the optimal definition of a "job" may

be another question. Again the question of comparability of casks across

factors becomes critical for interpretation of the total array.

Despite the issues raised above, I am struck by the consistency

and apparent substantive coherence of the results,especially the task hier-

archies. What might be revealed when the few obscurations are removed?

SUMMARY

I sense that there is a great effort underway, for which sound

strategy at the highest levels has been laid out. My major concern is

that the subordinate decisions, and the execution of the strategy, partic-

ularly in some of the more elaborate statistical procedures, seems to hav

proceeded by fiat, for convenience. On the other hand, when "it works,"

a method certainly deserves further application.

In my critique, I pointed to three trade-offs:

1. Inclusion of tasks on a more representative basis rather
than just once, at the cost of using factor scores in-
stead of two-mode factor analysis.

2 Considering oblique rotations rather than orthogonal, at
little cost but with the implication that the goal is to
maximize rather than minimize lateral relations among

tasks across jobs.

3 Reducing the number of SK variables through a rational
consolidation, losing some specificity but gaining greater
confidence in the stability of the statistical estimates,
due to a larger ratio of replicates to parameters.
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In addition, I suggested ways in which the scaling might be made more

precise and the relation of jobs to skills and knowledge made more formal,

using a multiple- regression model.

Technology moves rapidly, and it must be said that the decisions,

made some five to seven years ago, were consistent with the technology as

it was then. Current options allow more refined approaches to these prob-

lems, but no basic change in strategy is indicated.

Finally, I would be remiss not to report my feelings of excite-

ment and challenge at this new vista in job analysis; my comments are to

be interpreted as my attempt to make a really good thing a little better.
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY AND STATISTICAL TREATMENT

OF DATA IN THE TASK ANALYSIS AND CAREER LADDER DESIGN OF

THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY1

By Mark I. Appelbaum2

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Any critical review of statistical and methodological urocedures

must proceed from the context in which the techniques were applied. Sta-

tistical and methodological techniques are rarely in and 3f themselves

either correct or incorrect, but rather depend upon their particular usage.

This fact, which is commonly recognized in the physical sciences (e.g.,

the differential methods of chemistry vs. chemical engineering), is often

ignored in the behavioral and social domain where arguments abound con-

cerning the appropriateness of certain techniques in absolute terms.

It is, perhaps, unfortunate that workers in the social sciences

have failed to recognize the distinction between pure and applied research

and hence have used the same critical standards for both classes of work

without regard to the appropriateness of such a decision.

1 This document was completed by Dr. Appelbaum in July, 1976, and is in re-

sponse to a request for review of the Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS)

method. Documents supplied for review purposes included the Davis paper
[2] (which precedes this), listings of the HSMS computer programs requested

by the author, early HSMS documents not currently available [3], Research

Report Numbers 4 and 5 [4], Technical Report No. 13 [5], and current HSMS

scales not yet published. Dr. Appelbaum discussed aspects of the method-

ology with Eleanor Gilpatrick, Director of HSMS. Numbers in brackets refer

to references listed at the end of this paper.

2 Dr. Appelbaum is Associate Professor of Psychology and Associate Dean of

the Graduate School, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He is

also involved in research on National Assessment of Educational Progress,

and a consultant for National Science Foundation and Behavioral Technology

Consultants.
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It is often the case, however, that the highly precise methods of the

laboratory are too finely tuned for the applied piece of research, just

as the highly sensitive torsion balance of the chemist is an inappro-

priate instrument for the chemical engineer. Conversely, the cruder meth-

ods which might be appropriate for applied research are not necessarily

sensitive enough for tasks of the pure researcher. It is therefore manda-

tory that the research instruments be 4udged in the context of their use.

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE HEALTH SERVICES MOBILITY STUDY

At the onset it must be noted that the scope and purpose of

the Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) is nothing short of monumental.

Even with the limited classes or areas included, the task of organizing,

measuring, and interrelating the many specific tasks, skills, and knowl-

edge requirements is a vast undertaking. Particularly is this the case

in light of the very limited set of techniques available for evaluation

research and the even smaller number c,f well executed studies to serve

as models. Taken as a whole I find Cie technical and methodological por-

tions of the study indeed well conceived and executed.

EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL COMPONENTS OF THE STUDY

There are three major aspects of the study which afford the

possibility of a methodological evaluation. These are (1) the initial

selection and organization of the task, skill, and knowledge components;

(2) the measurement of these components; and, finally, (3) the interre-

lating of the components in order to identify a simplifying organization
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and to allow the development of job and curriculum ladders. The first

of these is outside of the area of competency of this reviewer and shall,

consequently, be left untouched.

Measurement of the Various Task, Skill and Knowledge Components

In the present study the process of measurement is fundamentally

one of scale construction. The methods employed to develop the various

scales are, perhaps, the most extensively documented in the entire report.

In general, well known and highly accepted classical methods were em-

ployed--namely, constructions using equal interval methods. The quality

of the resulting scales (and their consequent utility) depends, of course,

upon the ability of the judges to construct truly equal interval scales.

Being unfamiliar with the judges or their degree of training, it is diffi-

cult to assess the degree to which they were able to accomplish this task.

Alternative methods of scale construction do not seem to be applicable

in this study--the technical requirements being untenable (e.g., methods

based upon paired comparisons).

In terms of the reliability of the scales, I was unfamiliar

with the methods employed, but saw nothing which appeared to be, on the

surface, inappropriate.

Interrelating of the Components In Order To Identify a Simplifying

Organization

This section deals largely with the utilization of the "Two Mode"

Factor Analysis procedure and issues attendant thereto. Discussion of the
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Davis paper [2] [which appears in this document] is also included.

"Two Mode" Factor Analysis

Among the difficulties involved in understanding the "Two

Mode" approach,is that (a) there is little existing documentation of

the approach and (b) the bulk of the procedure is defined by the pro-

gram which is used to produce the results. Perhaps a few words about

the procedure as applied to the Health Services Mobility Study would be

of some help. It is first necessary to understand that the basic in-

put data are unlike those usually employed in factor analytic studies.

Rather, what is employed is a matrix which has as its rows the various

tasks (T) and as its columns the various skill/knowledge measures (S).

The data entries are the judgments (actually a single "average" or

"consensus" judgment) as to "how much" of a particular skill or knowl-

edge is required for a particular task. The judgments are (as de-

scribed in several of the reports) the expert ratings of trained judges

for a rather idealized task, but one which corresponds to actually occur-

ring tasks.

From this single basic data matrix two conceptually different

but necessarily related "correlation" matrices are formed; one is ob-

tained by intercorrelating tasks over the various skill/knowledge mea-

sures, the other by intercorrelating the skill/knowledge measures over

tasks. (In the more usual application of this procedure, usually referred

to as a Tucker-Messick Points of View Analysis, these would correspond to

the correlation of individuals over variables (also referred to tv
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Cattell [1] as the Q technique),and the usual correlation of variables

over individuals (Cattel's R technique [1]).

These matrices can be thought of as representing tasks in a

skills/knowledge space and skills/knowledge in a task space. By using

the results of the well known Eckert-Young theorem it is possible to

approxiniate tne original rating matrix as the product of two concep-

tually different sets of relations based upon thelw two spaces. Specif-

ically, Eckert-Young states:

= U * * V'
nXm nk k km

where nXm is the original matrix of ratings; nUk are the k

characteristic vectors of X'X (the skills/knowledge measures

correlated over tasks);
k
V' are the k characteristic vectors

of XX' (the tasks intercorrelated over skills/knowledge mea-

sures), and A is the common diagonal matrix of the character-

istic roots of X'X and XX' which must be identical.

The first phase of the "Two Mode" program is to then extract from the

n
Xm

matrix, the three matrices
n
U
k'

A , and ,V'
K 111.

Having these three "basic" working matrices and noting that

nP k = nUk
A are the principal components of the skills/knowledge corre-

lation matrix, one may then proceed to find a particular representation,

there being infinitely many with respect to the reproduction of nXm

(the factorial invariance problem). Thus one may choose, for instance,

to use the varimax representation of the principal components of the
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skills/knowledge correlation matrix as a starting point for a "nice"

representation.

Let T represent the kxk non-singular transformation which

achieves the varimax rotation. (We eliminate subscripts in this presen-

tation.) Thus:

R = PT

where R is the varimax rotated solution. (T is analytically

determined by a varimax program.) Since the Varimax Trans-

formation Matrix is non-singular, T-1 exists.

We may now write:

X =U V'

= PIP

= PTT-1V

= (PT)(T-1VI)

= R(T-117')

(Eckert-Young)

(definition of principal components)

(since TT-1 = I)

where R is the varimax representation.

Thus, if we wish to use the varimax representation of the

principal components of the skills/knowledge correlation matrix, we

must also transfer the principal components of the task correlation ma-

trix in order for the equality to hold. As can be easily seen above,

the required transformation is T-1 (this is the so-called, and mysteri-

ous, counter-rotation). It is the second phase of the program which

achieves this rotation and "counter rotation."
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The PCVARIM and "Two-Mode" Programs

The complete computer programs as supplied by HSMS were re-

viewed by visual inspection. While it would have been preferable to

actually make the programs operational and run test data on them, this

option was judged impractical in terms of the time and personnel involved.

Much of the "Two Mode" program listing is simply system

overlay and input/output routines which do not concern us in this evalu-

ation. The functional portion of the program is actually a fairly

standard common factor analysis program (or principal components pro-

gram, depending on how the communalities problem is handled). The

major computational routine, the eigenvalue/eigenvector routine, is the

rather dated and out-of-fashion "HOW" routine using tridiagonalization.

While this routine is known to produce certain problems under rather un-

usual conditions (linearly independent but nonorthogonal vectors when

there are roots of multiplicity greater than one), it is highly un-

likely that this situation would occur in this particular application.

The second mode of operation, the rotation and counter-rota-

tion of the basic components matrix, while unusual in factor analysis

programs, is based upon well known methods of rotation and should cause

no unusual problems. This method, of course, offers no solution to the

basic invariance of factor score problem--but, on the other hand, adds

no additional problems which cannot be said of many other routines.

In general, one can have reasonable confidence in the numerical

results of the program. Given sufficient time and funds, however, one
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might wish to introduce the newer and less problematic numerical

solution to the eigen problem.

Alternative Methodological Strategies

Given the basic task at hand, one might ask if alternative

methodologies are available which might rather have been employed.

Taking as an oversimplified statement that the goal was to organize

the task-skill components of selected jobs within a particular health

delivery unit, several alternative methodologies suggest themselves.

These may be divided into two general classes: (a) factor analytic,

(b) multidimensional scaling.

?actor Analytic Techniques

While there are literally hundreds of variations on the basic

"common factor analysis," all of these have certain common features

which make them different from the Principal Components analysis actually

employed. From the onset the goal of Principal Components was the

summarization of the total variance in a test space into a smaller number

of orthogonal components. The goal was simply to summarize. All of the

factor analytic techniques, however, have a goal of first reducing the

total variability into a smaller "common space" variability (the commu-

nality problem) and to then find a representation in that reduced space

which maximally reproduces the intercorrelatiuns among the manifest vari-

ables. Many of the problems currently discussed by factor analysts center

around thosP groblems.
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In terms of the goals of the HSMS project, the Principal

Components approach seems, to this reviewer, the more straightforward

approach and the one that most nearly will achieve the desired end pro-

duct. It might also be mentioned that Principal Components are far

easier to work with and interpret. Save the problem of whether to

analyze cross-products, variance-covariance, or correlations, the

results are completely determinate--Principal Components being the so-

lution to a statistical maximization problem. While it would not be

valid to select a method based simply upon ease, given the fulfillment

of the basic project goals by Principal Components it seems a wise se-

lection.

Multidimensional Scaling

Major advances have recently been made which allow consider-

able flexibility in creating spatial mappings of both stivuli and indi-

vidual "points of view." The basic data requirements of this approach

are, however, such that it would seem inappropriate to consider this

methodology. use this method it would be necessary to have paired

judgments of "task similarity" for all tasks in all jobs. This would

require judges who had familiarity with all jobs and all tasks within

jobs as well as the ability to assess their similarity. Given the

breadth of the jobs included and their complexity, it seems highly un-

reasonable that such judges would be available.
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Comments on the Davis Paper [2]

The presentation given in the Davis paper [2] (presented

herein) gives an adequate but not detailed review of the Two-Mode Factor

procedure--one not well documented elsewhere. It would be helpful if

more detail were added. It should be emphasized, however, that the

unique portion of the technique is not so much a part of the classical

factor problem as one of representation (actually related to several

classical problems; namely those of factor scores and congruences).

While apparently appropriate for the Health Services Mobility Study,

the technique should not be used, in general, without great care and

understanding.

There are a few issues raised which deserve some comments, al-

though they have little direct impact on the Health Services Mobility

Study. The first of these concerns is the selection of the correlation

matrices as the unit of analysis. While this discussion is rather casu-

ally presented in the Davis paper, and while the decision is, most

probably, the correct one, it is still worth noting that there is a

rational decision. Since the scales which are being inter-correlated

are themselves rather arbitrarily construc*ed scales (in the sense that

adding a constant or using a constant multiplier would do no violence

to the scales per se),one would not wish the resulting solution to be

dependent upon the means or standard deviations of the scales. Had the

cross-products matrices been used, the solution would have been depeneent

upon both the means and standard deviations; had the variance-covariance
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matrices been used, the solution would have been dependent upon the

standard deviations. Since neither of these were desired, the choice

of the correlation matrix was indeed appropriate--if not defended.

The second issue of concern deals with the rather oblique

treatment of factor analysis versus principal components. While it

might be of some comfort to note that these two conceptually different

techniques have similar results, I do not find it pleasing to base the

"justification" of using principal components on that fact. It seems

to me that principal components, on a purely theoretical level, does

exactly what was desired and should thus be the analysis of choice on

that basis exclusively. The goal was to summarize the total variation

in the system; there was no concept of common space variance. On that

basis alone one is perfectly justified in using components--no additional

justification is needed.

The final comment pertains to oblique versus orthogonal repre-

sentation. To this, two comments are relevant. First, principal com-

ponents are, by definition, orthogonal. Second, a representational basis

is completely a matter of taste.

SUMMARY

Given the orientation stated in the Introductory Comments, it

is the belief of this reviewer that, but for a very few technical points,

the basic methodological approach taken in the Health Services Mobility

Study is sound. While other investigators may have chosen other approaches,
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there are no problems, beyond those of personal taste, which would

force the conclusion that some other approach should be preferred.

It is particularly important to note that when dealing with an area so

complex as this, ttie most one can reasonably hope for is that a few

basic and important findings should result. Certainly this has been

achieved. It is perhaps equally important to note that there are years

of additional work (and large sums of additional funds) required before

anything approaching completeness could be hoped for.
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